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I 

THE EARLY BUDDHIST ELITE 

It is now generally accepted that early Buddhism began as 

a monastic movement and gradually developed into a religion 

with a following which included not only monks and nuns but also 

laymen and laywomen. This transformation occurred over a con

siderable period of time and it took final shape only during 
I 

the age of Asoka. In this interval of time two changes were 

taking place within Buddhism. One was the development in dogma 

and practice.l The other was its extension outside of its ori

ginal homeland comprising the Magadahan lands into areas of 

central and western India. In this work of the development of 

Buddhism as a philosophical creed as well as a religion of the 

masses of people, an elite group played a leading role. Infor

mation on this group is scattered through the various works of 

the Pali Canon, and more specifically the Thera and Theri Gathas, 

and the present paper aims at collating all such information and 

analysing it to examine the regional and social background of 

this elite group. 

The period under study may conveniently begin with 500 B.C. 

and end around 250 B.C. The terminum ad quo is based on the 

acceptance of 486 B.C. as the date of the Buddha's parinirvina.2 

The terminum ad quem is established by the fact that Vita~oka and 

Tissakumara, two· of Asoka's sons, are included in the Thera Gatha, 

one of the major sources for this study.3 This is a period of some 



250 years. It may be unreasonable to assume that during this long 
period the Buddhist elite remained fixed in their social and philo
sophical characteristics and attitudes. What seems to be obvious, 
however, is that this elite group became already fixed within al
most half a century after the Buddha's passing away and the later 
additions are too few to substantially alter the character of 
the majority of this group belonging to only a generation of the 
Buddha's followers- This is also indicated by the geographical 
distribution of this elite leadership as will be seen later. 

n 
We may begin with the question, what constituted an elite? 

The criteria adopted are two-fold. In the first instance the per
son's intellectual, spiritual attainments and/or organizational skills 
would be the most obvious qualifications for his inclusion among 
the elite. Such is the case with Sariputta and MoggalHina, Ananda 
and Upali, Mahakassapa and Rahula, Mahapajapati Gotami, Pata
cara and Dhammadinna. The other is the attribution of an elite 
status to the person either by the Buddha himself or some of his 
eminent disciples or the redactors of the Pali Canon who thought 
it fit to include info~ation on them or their utterances in parts 
of the Pall Canon. 

The present list of 332 individuals is drawn mainly from the 
Thera and Theri Giithii. These two works purport to preserve 
statements of personal views and spiritual experiences of the 
monks and nuns whose personalities and contributions were con
sidered to be significant enough to be remembered by posterity. 
The personal details, however, are very meagre and additional in
formation must be sought from the commentary, the Paramattha.ai
pani ascribed to Dhammapala, a scholar from Kanchi who lived 
later than the celebrated Buddhaghosa ascribed to the first half 
of the 5th century A.D.4 The Commentary is of a date much 
later than the GiitJviis and hence some of the details presented in 
it are obviously suspect. However, the work preserves, in a sub
stantial part, traditions of a much earlier age and may be accepted 
as a reasonably authoritative text for parts of the biographical 
tradition concerning the person mentioned in the Giithiis. 

.. /. 



The Giith& give us a list of some 332 individuals of whom 261 
are monks and 71 nuns. Another list of an elite group is preserv
ed in the Anguttara Ni1o:iya5 and is ascribed to the Buddha him
self. It mentions 41 monks and 12 nuns recognized as outstand
ing leaders. With the exception of 1 monk and 1 nun the rest 
are found in the Giithii list. The monk and nun not included in 
the Giith.a list are Bahiya Daruciriya and SigiHamata. Bahiya 
died during the Buddha's lifetime and hence could not have con
tributed much to the spread and organization of the Faith. Siga
lamata belonged to a rich merchant's family of the Rajagaha ·and 
was the mother of Sigala to whom was addressed the well-known 
Sigalovii.da Sutta.fi 

III 

The following analysis is concerned with three major lines of 
inquiry, regional distribution, social origins and reasons of con
version. Buddhism began its early career in Magadha (including 
the Kosalan regions) and gradually spread to parts of northern, 
central and western India. This expansion was mainly the work 
of the e1ite group and an examination of the regional distribution 
reveals, to a certain extent, this process of expansion. Secondly, 
an analysis of the social background of the elite prior to their 
conversion helps us understand the extent of the appeal of Early 
Btiadhism to yarious social groups. Finally reasons of conver
sion provide a clue to the motivc+tion influencing profound changes 
in· the life ·of the elite. 

-~ . .. -
-. ~ Reg_io_nal _Distribution: Of the 332 individuals we do not 
know the regional ·origins of 21 .monks and 3 nuns. Among the 
39~, -~~~OSe regional affiliatio~S before {!On version ar~ known1 220 
or over 'Zl% (165 mo_nks and 55 nuns) came from what may be 
«f~~c~ibed'as _urban-areas. :Some -S8 or over 28% ('l5 mo~s and 
13 nuns) belonged to the countryside or rural ar~as. Furthermore, 
some 189 or. nearly 86% came from four cities, Savatthi, Raja
gaha, Kapilavatthu and Vesali. Of the other cities 6 belonged to 
Saketa; Kosambi, Banaras and Ujjeni contributed 5 each, 4 be
longed to Champa, 3 to Pataliputra, 2 to Bharukaccha and 1 to 



Supparaka. This shows a heavy concentration of the elite group 
in the old homeland namely, the Magadhan area. This is not 
difficult to understand since a majority of the elite group were 
contemporaries of the Buddha and nearly all of the Buddha's work 
was confined to the Magadhan area. It also indicates the fact that 
the formation of the elite group, recognized as such in the Cano
nical literature in Pali, came to a virtual end within half a cen
tury after the Buddha's demise . 

. Similar facts are revealed in the distribution of the rural 
group. Of the 85 persons known to have hailed from rural areas 
some 65 or over 76% came from Magadha and adjoining areas 
(Mage>dha, Kosala and Malia countries), 9 (7 monks and 2 nuns) 
belonged to Border areas (presumably the sparsely inhabited 
tribal areas), 5 (all monks) came from the Avanti region, 2 (both 
monks from the Kuru country, 1 each (all monks) from the 
Sakyan, Kolian and Himalayan areas and Sunaparanta. 

The Early Buddhist elite group thus, belonged substantially to 
Magadha and adjoining areas, and it was largely urban. This 
tnay have been due to either the Buddha spending more time in 
the urban as against rural areas or that the urban elements were 
better qualified intellectually and otherwise, to be recognized as 
an elite even in an equalitarian society of 1'homeless wanderers" 
such as the Buddhist Srup.gha. This is confirmed by information 
given in the Nikiiyas as most of the sermons of the Buddha pre
served in the Pall canon were delivered in large cities like Raja
gaha, 8avatthi and Kosanibi. But these were the ·cities -where 
the Buddha spent most of ·his rain-retreatS (vassa) whereas he 
was supposed to have spent the rest of the year ts months) ·going 
from place to plaee. The Buddha's journeys in the dry pal'ts af 
ihe year must have taken him frequently into the rural areas 
where he must have made many conversions. Many of these con
versions, however, failed to figure in the elite group. 

But a few from among these rural elite became outstanding 
leaders like Sariputta and Moggallana.7 A large number chose 



to live in the rural, areas as they were either sama7_1.as or paribbii
jakas of non-Buddhist persuasions who were converted to 
Buddhism. 

Social origins : Of the 332 persons included in our list we 
do not know social origins of 4 (3 monks and 1 nun). Of the 
rest, 134 or 40·8% (117 monks and 17 nuns) belonged to the 
Bmhmal].a caste, 98 or over 29% (74 monks and 24 nuns) belong
ed to the Gahapati or Vessa group, 75 or over 22% (53 monks) 
and 22 nuns) were members of the Khattiya order, 11 (7 monks 
and 4 nuns) came from the Sudda class and 10 (7 monks and 
3 nuns) may be described as belonging to the degraded classes 
of contemporary society. 

Going a little deeper into the social background of these elite, 
we find that among the 134 Brahmal).as, 27 belonged to families call
ed Brahmal).a mahiisdlas or wealthy Brahmal).as. Of the 75 Khat
tiyas 4 belonged to Khattiya mahii.slila families and as many as 
59 to Rlijakulas or families possessing political power in various 
degrees ranging from ruling families to petty officials. Of the 98 
vessas, 24 were Gahapati mahiislilas and 43 Sett;his, or families of 
leading merchants and bankers. This gives us a total of 157 or 
over 47% of the total group belonging to the upper strata of 
society. 

Two interesting facts emerge from these statistics. One is 
that the •elite group was overwhelmingly upper ~aste in social 
composition. Of the three traditional upper castes Brahmat;~as 
were in a maj'ority, the Vessas came ·sec-ond and the Khattiyas 
third. Whereas among the Brahmal).aS nearly 80% (107 in num:. 
ber out of 134) belonged to common Brahmat)a families the pro
portion is exactly the reverse among tbe Khattiyas llO out of 'f5 
belonged to common Khattiya families).. The proportion is a 
little better :among the Vessas where · 31 belonged to common 
Gahapati families, 24 belonged to the Gahapati mahiisiila group 
and 43 belonged to Sett;hi families. This leads us to the second 
conclusion that richer elements dominated in the elite group. 

This is quite different from what we would expect from the 
common characterization of Buddhism as a movement anti
Brahmal).a in spirit and appealing more to the poorer and degraded 
sections of the population because of its message of equality of 
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spiritual opportunities for all. Such a characterization z.nay .1:>~ 
true to an extent in the case of the ordinary following but, as 
our statistics show, not in the case of membership ~f the elite 
group. If these statistics have any meaning we may have to 
modify somewhat our description of Buddhism in its attitude t!l 
~e Brihman.a group; 

· Now about ·the Brahnlan,as, the Pili texts consistently distin· 
gwm Briihma7].(u from Brahmabandhus. There is a whole vagga 
devoted to the description of an ideal Btihm<U;l8 in the Dhamma.; 
pada· and the trailsformation of a Brahmabandhu from being ~ 
mere Brahma.I)a is poignantly . referred to in many cases:S The 
Buddha, it seems to· tis, was opposed more to Brahm~. sacerd~ 
talism and priesthood than to the Brahman,a ·as a class ·or caste. 
The Brahm~ were heir to a· tradition of keen intellectuality and 

. earnest spiritual speculation and, on their conversion, these qua_· 
lities of theirs would naturally place them in an advantageous 
position in the elite group. The Buddha simply recognized this 

· social reality and accepted his ex-Brahman.a followers, like Sari
putta and Moggallana, .Aiiiia Kondaiiiia. and Va.I)gisa, Maha Kac
oana and Maha Kassapa, as members of the BuddJ:Ust _elit~ group. 
These Brabman.as brought their int~llectual qualities to the new 
faith and gave it a prestig~ whi~h· m1,15t have substantially !J.~Ipe4 
it challenge the claims of learning and piety of the sacerdot~ 
Brahman,a tradition. 

. _.The preaoininance' of .Kliattiyas--~belonging to the rufing 0~ 
wealthy. ·.families -js' another .'{eatilre that nee~ 'some e,xplcijiatipn_. 
Buddhism was;' at least . iii-_ 'Ute. beginning •. p~arily r ·a 'Iqiattiya I 

~vem.ent .-Of protest; .against. Brahniatrl<:al ·saeeidotaliSm.,;·~~ pur 
~ll,t~ gr~u:P ·o~ __ 75. ~at~iya~ .6~- beloilg~d;·to ·the_u~per· -~s rami~ 
lies. and only 12 vier~ members of )li.e ' commori . Kliattiya group. 
AmOng the upp~r: claSs Khattiyas members . of. the" sakyil· Clan 
doilimated. and this.ShoUid cause no surprise .. Of the 59 members 
,(40 monks and 19 nuns) belonging to what are called R!ijaku.la.S 
as 'many as 28 (14 monks and 14 nuns) belonged to the Sakya 
tribe. The Licchavis ·contributed 6 (4 monks and 2 nuns), the 
Ma1Ias (all monks) gave 6. aiid the Kolis 1 (monk) to ·the elite 
group. The oligarchic tribes contributed, from among · their rul· 
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ing ·fmnlies, as many as 41 out ·of 59 of the elite. The reason 
for such heavy representation may be the ·.fact ·that ihe 
Buddha was himself a sakyan, and a scion of the republican oli
garchies, and it was natural, therefore, for his close relations like 
his son Rahula and cousin Ananda, apart from their own intel
lectual and spiritual qualifications, to assume leadership. Another 
reason may be the general crisis with which the oligarchies were 
confronted by the expansion of the great monarchies like those 
of Kosala and Magadha which made some of the leading person
ages seek an "escape" into the Sa'T'(tgha. Among the other royal 
families represented in the eliite group we have one member of 
the Bimbisarid and 2 from the Maurya dynasty.9 

The large number of Setthis (43) also calls for some expla
nation. We saw earlier that the Vessas contributed as many as 
98 members to the elite group as against 134 Brahma.Ifa5, the 
largest single group. Of these 98, 43 were Setthis and 24 belong
~d to Gahapati mahasiila families. This large number belonging 
to the wealthy Vessa classes naturally reflects the general situa
tion wherein Buddhism received enthusiastic support from the 
trading and mercantile classes. Now why should persons belong
ing to some of the richest families in the region give up their 
vocations and families and join the Buddhist order in such large 
numbers? The reasons seem to be complex and among them we 
night suggest the fact that with joining the order came an oppor
tunity for spiritual leadership, a possibility presumably remote for 
them in sacerdotal Brahmanism and that membership of the Order 
1ad already become a "status symbol". If this be true then we 
nust conclude that though the Vessas, as members of the twice
born castes, were entitled to learn the Vedic lore the opportuni
ties for intellectual advancement for them in that area had prac
ti~ally ended by the time Buddhism appeared on the scene. Also 
th.e elaborate ritual involved in Brahmanical religion had begun 

' to appear meaningless to many of the Vessas to whom Buddhism 
opened a new dimension of spiritual thought and effort. 

I 
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Finally, the small number of Suddas and members who came 
from families described as degraded castes need not appear strange 
at all There are 11 Suddas and 10 degraded castes represented 
in the elite group. The greatest of these was Upali, an ex-barber 
who became an authority in Vinaya or Rules of monastic disci· 
pline. · In general however, it must have been difficult for the 
lower classes to join i:he order in large numbers and much more 
difficult to secure a position among the elite, the intentions of 
the Buddha to encourage the lowest and the lowly notwithstanding. 

-ReasOns for conversions·: Conversion to a faith is a complex· 
process in which several factors are involved. However, it is pos
sible to speak of one dominant factor which fulally tipped the 
scales in favour of conversion of the subject from one set of beliefs 
and opinions to another. Excluding 13 cases where the precise 
reason for conversion is unknown members of our elite group are 
always stated to recall when the conversion occurred and what 
the most memorable factor in the process was . 

. . "These . reasons may be classified under descriptive head
ings such as (1) impact of the personality of the Buddha, (2) un
pact of the personality of one or more of his leading disciples, (3) 
influence of prominent lay disciples, (4) domestic difficulties and 
personal tragedies and ., (5) intellectual reasons. Of the 319 
known causes, 139 or over 43% (120 monks and 19 nuns) con
versions were due to the impact of the personality of the Buddha, 
77 or more than 24% (55 monks and 22 nuns) were due to the 
diSciples; 18 (10 monks and 8 num) were due to the influence of 
relatives, 5 (4 monks and 1 nun) were caused by persuasion by 
lay disciples, 41 or over 12% (29 monks and 12 nuns) were due 
to domestic difficulties ·and 39 or over 12% (37 monks and 2 nuns) 
were occasioned by intellectual dissatisfaction with existing beliefs 
and opinions. 

Among these c-onversions the largest single contributory 
factor seems to be the influence of the personality of the Buddha. 
Some of the leading disciples like sariputta, Moggalli.na, Ananda 
and Maha Kassapa, were responsible for converting the next large 
group. . Domestic difficulties, like ill-treatment by a husband or 
mOther-in-law or harassment by superiors, would easily induce 
a person to seek an escape 'into "the sheltered life of the momistery 
but the number nf elite m.'~"Su'chc.a·' group is 11ot overly larg_i!. The 
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most interesting group seems to be the one that attributes its 
conversion to intellectual conviction and change and among them 
are to be found some of the most outstanding of the elite such as 
Sariputta and Moggallana. Many of these had already adopted the 
life of ascetics and had undertaken a serious study of philosophy. 
As in the case of the Buddha himself these disciples did not find 
the satisfaction they were seeking in the philosophies they had 
studied. A confrontation "'ith the Buddha and his intellectual 
appeal were enough in these cases to induce these people to dis· 
card their old ·opinions and enthusiastically accept the new per· 
suasion. 

This raises the question of the respective roles of emotion 
and intellect as factors dominant in the conversion process of the 
elite. Personal influence of the Buddha and his disciples certainly 
seems to have affected many people, accounting for as many 'as 216 
or over 67% of the total number of conversions. These individuals 
were intellectually alert but their full intellectual and spiritual 
development occurred only after conversion. And even where 
reasons stated are the Buddha~s influence or the influence of some 
of his leading disciples care is always taken to indicate that the 
members concerned were intellectually convinced of the truth of 
the Buddhist position.to And if we analyse the. meaning of the 
terms "influence of the Buddha" it appears that two characteris
tics attributed to the Buddha made the deepest impression and 
these were his compassion (ka.ru.~) and his intellect (panna), the 
two basic postulates of the Buddhist Creed.ll 

Then there are a few reasons which are interesting in them· 
selves. . There were some who were attracted by the material 
comforts provided by the monasteries,12 at least one joined the 

.. order because he was tired of war and violence,13 and there were 
· · quite a few whose conversion is attributed to the effect of the 

mircales performed by the Buddha.l4 Then there were. the fallen 
~omen who found a way out of their life of sin through conver· 



sion to Buddhism and work in the order. Among· them the most 
celebrated is Ambapili but others such as A<;l<;Ihakasi and Vimali 
Pur~gal;lika may also be mentioned.l3 

IV 

, We may now state the conclusions based on an analysis of 
the information on the Early Buddhist elite as found in the The-ra 
and Theri Giithii and the Commentary on them. First of all we 
can form some estimate of the size of the Buddhist Samgha re
flected in the number of elite mentioned in o\lr sources. If we 
assume that the proportion of 1 elite to 50 followers is reasonable 
then we get a figure of 16,600 as the size of the Buddhist Samgha 
during the period under survey. Possibly the figure may ·have 

· been much larger for we must remember that besides the persons 
mentioned by name in the Pall Canon, there must have been 
thousands whose memory is not preserved at all. The B'uddha's 
following of monks and nuns during his lifetime is mentioned 
by the stock figure of 1250.18 This is generally regarded as a 
gross exaggeration. But our survey has _shown that a large pro
portion of our elite group lived either dt¢ng the _time of the 
Buddha or within a generation of :qi,s demise. If that is true and 
if our estimated proportion of 1 elite to 50 ordinary (or unm~n
tioned) monks is reasonable then 1000 or 1200 is not too large 
a figure for the size of the Buddhist order by 450 B.C. 

The conclusion, then, seems· inescapable that ·Buddhism 
attracted a numerous following of monks and nuns withhi half 
a· century of its commencement and that this following must have 
gone on increasing. The withdrawal of such a large mass of men 
from economically productive work must have had serious eco
nomic implications. Even during the lifetime of the B'uddha a 
charge was made that he had arrived to turn wives into widowsl7 

and the Buddha himself was sometimes chided for living on the 
labour of others.18 The economic consequences of a large-scale 
monastic movement led to the rise of anti-monastic sentiments 
' 
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reflected in the Arthasiistra. where Kau~alya advises the king 
not to allow freely ascetics frequenting the villages for fear of 
interruption in their work.l9 This was later repealed by Asoka 
when he ordered that ascetics oi all sects might live whereve!.· they 
liked in his dominions.2o 

Turning to the composition of the elite group we find that its 
character was overwhelmingly urban. .Champa, Rajagaha, Savat
thi, Saketa, Kosambi and Bar1aras were renowned as the sb:: great 
cities of the Buddha's time.21 These six cities contributed 153 
(little less than 50%) of the 308 members of our elite group. 
Regionwise the old kingdorr4 of Kosala dominated the group with 
its 95 members (89 from Savathi and 6 from Saketa) , the repub
lican areas of the Sakyas and Vajjians gave 59 (Kapilavastu 44 
and Vesiili 15), Magadha was numerically third with 53 ( .U from 
Riijagaha, 4 from Champa, 5 from Banaras and 3 from Patali
putra. Trailing far behind were the two other kingdoms o£ the 
Vatsas (5 from Kosambi) and Avanti (5 from Ujjeni). Western 
India is represented by only 3 (2 from Bharukaccha and 1 from 
Suppiiraka) all of whom may be regarded as pioneer missiona
ries like PUI)I}.a.'22 The picture of the spread of Buddhism as re
vealed by this analysis shows that 'it was based mainly in Maga
dha and Kosala with small pockets of following in the Vatsa and 
Avanti regions and with only a sprinkling in Western India. 

The combined urban-rural figures confirm the conclusion 
above. K'osala with its 116 (95 urban and 21 rural) comes second, 
the Avanti region has only 10 (5 each from urban and rural 
areas), the Himalayan regions (1), the Kuru country (2) and 
the so-called border areas (9) have an insignificant representa
tion in the elite group. The same is the case with Western India. 
The Punjab and the Takkasila region are not represented at all. 

In their social composition the Brahma..t:tas were the largest 
single group, the Vessas second and the Khattiyas third. The 
Suddas and the degraded castes accounted for only 21 out o£ 
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328 membe!'S, an insignificant proportion. Among Vessas a~d 
Khattiyas the wealthie1· elements predominated but among the 
Br3,.):-.mn~tas the number of o1·dina1·y Brahma~a families is !ar;er 
tha:n ~thu.t of the wealthy. This predor.-..inanca ·of the Br3.hmar;3 

elements hel1=ed BudcUli:::m estabiish its own· prestige as· an intt:l
·lectual movement and c1·eate its own tradition of lean•Jng ar.d 
philosophical development. The p1·esence of the rich Ves::as must 
have brought in material contdbutions, a fact confirmed by the 
status of Anathapindika, one of tha richest banl~ct·s of the tin:e, 
among the lay-devotees of the Buddha. The Suddas and cia
graded castes, though few in numbers preserved tha cquditarian 
spirit of the early Buddhist mo\·ement and heli=ed in the sprer.d 
of the faith among the lower s~gm.ents oi the r,;opulation. Tb~ 
large number of ex-sama1.1as and paribbajakas_. both in the elite 
group o.nd the gene1·al monastic following of the Budd.~a, :..1:1::t 
have seriously affected the fol'tuncs cf the non-Euddhist:.c Ptll·ib
bijaka. movemer..t th:)u:Jh these s«ma~as and Brdhma~as as dis
tinct groups continued to exist until the time of Asoka.:z:: 

Fir.ally the analysis of the reasons of conversions reveals the 
tremendous impact of the personality of the Buddha on his con· 
tem,orarics e~.nd succeeding generations. The ·appeal of tb.~ 

Bucidha, both as magr.L.qcent person::dity and a mighty intellectual, 
contributed immensely to the sprlJd of hls doctrine. The fact 
that intellectuals like Sariputta. and Moggallfi..'!a and Maha Kas
sapa flocked to him in such large numbers is a testimony to . the 
Buddha's intellectual powers :md _persuasive skill which left such 
a deep impress on posterity that his followers, in spite of his 
protestatiQns to the contra1-y, made him into a mah.ipurosa and a 
dedtideva (superman and gcd of gods). He appeared as tha .final 
summation o.f the transcendental qunlities of an all-pervasive com· 
passion Cciupled with a penetrating :..'ltellect. These were the qudi
ties which the elite were called upon to emulate in theil· lives 
ar.d spread the Dhamma fr.r and wide which they accomplished 
\vith such a striking success. 
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THE BRAHMANAS IN EARLY BUDDHIST 

LITERATURE 

The relationships between Early Buddhism and the Brahmanas 

were characterized by a curious combination of reluctant admira-

tion and an undisguised dislike on both sides. Early Buddhism 

began as a protest against Brahmanism both as ritual-philosophical 

system and a social phenomenon. The Buddha firmly rejected the 

social and intellectual claims of the Brahmanas of his time and 

asserted that the Khattiyas, to which he claimed that his tribe 
. I_ . . . . . 

of' the Sakyas he longed~ were superior ·to the. Brahmanas in all 

respects. 1 On the other hand, a substanti~l section of the Early 

Buddhist elite was ex-Brahmana and some of
1 
the leading disciples 

of the Buddha also belonged to that class.2 The Brahmana class 

was much too ubiquitous and firmly entrenched in positions of 

intellectual and social leadership to be easily ignored by Early 

Buddhism. It had not then emerged into a caste, as the insti-

tution developed in the later centuries, but it had already acquired 

a social cohesiveness and an economic power by which members of 



the group were able to function as a well~knit and articu-
1 ... 

late segment of contemporary society. Th1 Brahmapas, on 
I 

their side, were not overtly willing to c9ncede the Buddha's 

claim too easily, and many a sutta in the Niikayas reflects 

the thrust and parry of the seemingly interminable arguments 

that went on between Early Buddhism and Brahmanism between 

the Fifth and the Second century B.C. 

Early Buddhism was a product of the environment of two 

major areas of northeastern India, Magadha and Kosala. This 

region was undergoing a rapid political and social trans

formation during the period when Early Buddhism was seeking 

to establish itself. Politically the tribal oligarchies 

were being pulverized by the advancing monarchies. The Buddha 

came from the world of the tribal oligarchs whose decline and 

imminent destruction were all too clear to him. The Brahmanas , 

I ',7 
, I 

were opposed by the tribal oligarchs and had established them

selves at the powerful courts of the times. Socially, they had 

already advanced their claims of pre-eminence which ran counter 

to the assumed rights of the Khattiyas, the class of the tribal 

oligarchs. In a sense, therefore, the Early Buddhism-Brahmanical 

encounter was a confrontation between two kinds of cultures 

stemming from differing political aspirations and social and 

economic claims. The present paper aims ~o examine the shape 
I 

and content of the Brahmanical culture as jreflected in Early 

Buddhist literature. 



As mentioned above the Brahmanas were not then a caste 
• 

for, endogamy, a cru~~al characteristic of the caste system 

of later times, was not yet an invariable rule in marri~ge. 

The offspring of a Khattiya man and a Brahmana woman, for 
• 

instanceJwas socially and ritually acceptable to the Brahma~as 

' . 
/• 

3 
but could not be declared eligible for kingship by the Khattiyas. 

But a son born of a Brahmana husband and a Khattiya wife could 

not legally claim a Khattiya bride or consecration as a king. 

In this matter, therefore, the Khattiya group seems to have 

advanced farther in endogamic restrictions than the Brahmanas • 
who, however, made up the distance in the ~ucceeding c~nturies. 

Occupationally the Brahmana group had become very heterogenous. 

On the grounds of occupational differentiation the Pali texts 

distinguish between two significant classes. One adhered strictly 

to the priestly vocation; the other followed a variety of non

priestly occupations. 

The Brahmana group that faithfully adhered to the. Vedic 

tradition claimed intellectual and lineage connection with some 

of the great and ancient i!i§ (asges) such as A~!haka, Vamaka, 

Vamadeva, Vessamitta, Yamataggr, Ang!rasa, Bharadwaja, Vasettha, 

Kasaapa and Bhagu.~ They belonged to well known ritual groups 

(~akhas) like the ~ddhariyas (AEhvar~u), titt~riyas (Tittirtya>, 

chandok!J (Cfandogya) and bavharijjhas (B,hvric>
5 

and are described 



in a set manner as "repeater (of the sacr~d words) knowing 
i 

the mystic verses by heart, one who has ~stered the Three 

Vedas, with the indices, the ritual, the phonology, and the 

exegesis (as a fourth), and the legends as a fifth, learned 

in the idioms and the grammar, versed in Lokayata sophistry, 

and in the theory of the signs on the body of a great man". 6 

They officiated at the performances of the great sacrifices 

(mahayan~a), the assamedha, purisamedha, sammapasa, vajapeyya 

and niraggala. From some of the detailed descriptions of 

.i I 

these sacrifices it is evident that the institution of the 

sacrifice was still very much in evidence and some of the kings 

whom the Buddha claimed as hi~ ar4_ent dis~iples perfo-rm4!Jd these 

sacrific~s. 7 
Every king had his own purohita who was supposed 

to be an expert in the Vedic lore and the correct performance 

f h 
. 8 . o t e r1tual. That these sacr1fices continued to be performed 

at the leading courts, in spite of the Buddhist injunctions to 

the contrary, until the time of As~ka (circa 273-232 B.C.) 



indicates the strength of the old Vedic ttoadition in political 

circles. Inscriptions of the post-Atokan period show that the 

Vedic cult continued at least for a millennium after the time 

of 
I 

Asoka. 
9 

These great sacrifices had essentially become a 

court cult which Buddhism was unable to dislodge except for 

short periods and in specific regions. The general assumption 

that Buddhism effectively killed the Vedic cult is not borne 

out by our evidence. On the other hand the cult created its 

own economic basis in the brahmadeyya lands to which a refer

ence is made below. 

The Brahmanaswere also in demand in the popular religious 

prac'tices. These· involved the worship of the various Vedic 

deities, the sun and the moon, Soma, Varu~a, I~ana, Prajapati, 
(\ 

Brahma, Mahiddhiand Yamra, which, though denounced by the ......,. 
Buddha, were worshipped by a large segment of the population. 10 

Then there were the occult rites and cults concerned with demons 

and prognostication in which many Brahma.nas. claimed to be 

specialists. These included appeasement of evil spirit, inter

pretation of dreams, fortune-telling by means of deciphering the 

gnaw marks of rats, cure for poisons, determination of lucky sites 



for buildings, prognostication by means of starts and con

stellations and offering of various kinds of fire-oblations 
11 

(homas). These cults were widespread and retained their 

popularity in spite of the Buddhist opposition and there is 

no reason to believe that the Brahmanas_ suffered in any -
significant way1 in their vocational rewards accruing from 

these cult~even during the times when Buddhism was emerging 

as the dominant creed. I Asoka's reference to the mangalas 

performed by many, especially women, indicates the strength 

of these cults. 12 

Outside of these ~rofessions, linked with.the supernatural,. 

the Brahmanas had spread into others of a more mundane-variety • 
• 

The Dasabrahmaqa Jitaka 13 offers a long list of un-Brahmanical 

professions practised by the Brahma~as. These were gleaning of 

medicinal herbs, driving of chariots, singing praises of the king 

and noblemen, running errands, common begging, selling of a 

variety of goods, husbandry and cattle-tending, barbers and sham

pooers. It is possible that this list is specially contrived to 

ridicule the Brahmanas as peddlers of superstition as well as 
• 

worldly goods, following the so-called low trades (hinasippani) 



and an element of exaggeration cannot be entirely ruled out. 

But some items of this list also figure in other parts of 

the Pali canon where there is no apparent grudge or desire 

to ridicule is involved. Numerous references indicate that 

many Brahmanas were farmers and tended cattle as in the case • 
f . - -. { F Bh- d -· ) 14 o Kas1bharadwaJa armer- ara wa)a • 

The Pali texts frequently mention the Brahmanas in two . 
distinct contexts, as Brahmapa-Gahapatikas and Brahma~as. 

The former, the Buddhists charged, were Brahmanas only in name. 

Some of them were very wealthy and are described as manasalas 

{magnates). A stock description of_enormou~ wealth of the 

Khattiyas is applied word for word in the case of the Brahmana

mahasalas also. They are called oppulent, possessed of great 

wealth, including plenty of gold and silver and other articles, 

great quantities of food-grains and spacious mansions.l5 These 

Brahmapas lived in villages called Brahma~a gamas in which 
they formed the dominant element in economic life as well as 



population. Some of them 
1"'\ 

Panc~asala are fre4uently ....., 

- I .. such as Manasak.ta, Khanumata and 
' . . 

. 16 
ment~oned. Magadha and Kosala 

• seem to have had a lar~e Brahmana population, either concen-
• ·-~". 

trated in these Brahmapa-gamas or spread through. the various 

towns and villages. A random sampling of such Brahmana settle-
• 

ments reveals as many as 10 in Savatthi, 11 in Kosala, 2 in 
1\ ., • ... 17 

C~ampa and 6 1n Ra]agaha. These are the Brahma~as mentioned 

by name because either the Buddha encountered them in person 

or his disciples argued with them on various philosophical 

points and as such became a part of the literary tradition of 

early Buddhism. These must be taken as a miniscule proportion 

of the tota-l Brahmana population in the homelands of Early . . 
Buddhism. It is impossible to give any estimate of the pro--portion of the Brahmana element in the total population in the 

• 
absence of statistical evidence in our sources. But there is 

no doubt of their economic strength and social importance. The 
., ,, 

term Bra~apa-gama is translated as Brahma~a-village (Brihma~ville) 

though it cannot be assumed that the village was populated by 

no on~ else but Brahmanas. But to gain that name the village 
• 

must have either been dominated economically by the Brahmanas or 
• 

must have contained a population in which the majority were 



Brammanaa or both. The process of the formation of such 
• - -Brahmapa-gamas can only be conjectured. They may have 

begun as settlements created by Brahmana enterprize or they 
• 

may have been designated by the state as areas given over to 

Brahmana occupation. In these villages many Brahmapas had 
f 

substantial land-holdings, for one Brahmana is described as 
• 

using 500 ploughs <pancamattani nagalasajani) which may not 

be taken quite literally though the use of up to 100 ploughs 

cannot be ruled out. A certain Brahmana of Rajagaha, for , 
instance, had 14 of his bullocks lost. The Brahmanas of 

• 
Kosala and Magadha emp~oy.ed their o~ clu'tas .~messengers) and 

the Brahma~a Pokkharasati of Campa had his own parisi (pari~ad) 

- ( . . ) 18 and amacca m1n1sters • 

Of these substantial land-holders those enjoying the 

~rahmadeyya lands were the most conspicuous. Among these 

leading Brahma~a-mahasilas were Canki, Tarukka, Pokkharasati, 

Janussonr, Todeyya and Sonadanda. Pokkharasati and Janusson! • • • • 
had brahmadeyya lands. The brahmadeyya grant is described as 

full of peopte (sattussadam) complete with grass and trees (tipa 

and ka))ha), foodgrains (dhanna) and a royal gift (rajadayam), 

a Brahma gift which may be tranlated as "a most excellent gift, 

f 11 . ft" 19 a royal gift, a gift given with full powers or a u g1 • 



The brahmadeyya institution is one of the most interesting 

developments in land-holding during the period under review 

and deserves to be discussed at some length. From the des

cription, repeated in stock phrases at many places in our 

sources, it is clear that the tract covered hundreds of 

acres. It was not an empty land, uninhabited by people, a 

jungle area to be initially cleared by the settler. The 

term sattussada implies that it was an inhabited area com

prising a population of farmers and artizans. The donee 

had full rights over the grant. He controlled the use of fodder 

and fire-wood <!!!l! and ka-t;,t,ha), claimed p_roprietary r.ights --over the produce of the farms (sadhannaam) and was exempted 

from the payment of the usual taxes. These grants were made 

by kings and as Pokkharasati state~they were the results of 

- - - 20 the donee's accomplishments (yasoladdha amhakam bhoga). 

The donees are often described as Brahmanas learned in the . 
Vedic texts (tip~am Vedanam parag\i) and experts in the per

formance of the Brahmanical ritual. These grants, therefore, 

must have been made by the kings in recognition of the erudition 

and ritual exoertise of the Brahmana donees. . . 
These brahmadeyya lands raise some interesting questions. 

The Pali evidence suggests that the practice was as old as 



550 B. c. if not older. Secondly, such grants m~ant aliena

tion of land, with all the economic rights attendant there

upon to the Brahmanas. It is not possible to estimate the 
• 

extent of land thus alienated, though it is reasonable to 

assume that the extent was not insignificant. The practice 

of giving land gifts to Brahmanas is well-recognized and 
• 

highly recommended in the Brahmanical books and it was in 

vogue in the post-Maurya period on. Thirdly, the land grants 

-were not restricted to the Brahmanas. In this context the , 
evidence of the Payas! Sutta of the Dighanikaya is very sug

gestive. Payas! enjoyed a rajadaya and brahmadeyya in Setavya . . 

~rom the. King .. Pasendi iosaia. ' . .-,.., ... · --'•,.. ... 
Now Payas1 1s called a raJanna 

and nowhere does the sutta indicate that he was an expert in 

Brahmanical learning and ritual. On the other hand he was a 
• 

well known skeptic and agnostic when he started his discussions 

with Kumara Kassapa. The land, therefore, could not have been 

granted to him for his religious and ritual competence. Further-

more, he is shown as exercizing administrative rights over his 

estate, rights such as the apprehension and punishment of crim

inals.21 

The use of the term brahmadeyya in the grant of land to a 

rajanna such as Payasr is unusual. It may be explained as a 

careless use of a technical term in the :case of a grant to a 
: 



-. .,._ ra)anna when the term could appropriately be used only in 

relation to a grant to a Brahmana. But one of the meanings .. 
of the term, as given by the Pali Dictionary quoted above, 

also implies a rent or tax free grant of land and in the 

-case of Payas! we can only surmise that the grant was made 

for political and administrative services rather than relig

ious functions. If Pasendi Kosala could transfer some of 

the administrative functions in the land granted to the 

donee Payasi, could he not have done the same with similar 

land grants to Brahmanas too? It has been assumed that the 
• 

brahmedeyya lands in the pre-Maurya-period ~do not mention 

the abandonment of any administrative rights by the donors". 22 

In view of the question raised above can such an assumption 

be completely valid? That the Brahmana donees of these 
• 

brahmadeyya were quite capable of and prepared for adminis-

trative duties is indicated by 

and amaccas associated with the 

references to the dutas, parisas 

- -- 23 Brahmana manasalas. If the 
• 

Brahmanas had no administrative responsibilities why did they 
• 

keep these dutas and amaccas, who were obviously administrative, 

rather than religious functionaries? These bureaucrats associ

ated with the B~hmana mahasalas strengthen the assumption that 
• 



they had administrative responsibilities and that what was 

true of the brahmadeyyr: .. to Payas'I may have also been equally 
··.~ 

true of the brahmadeyya to BrahmaJ;las such as Pokkhara!ti ~nd 

Janussoni' • • 
The possibility of a large-scale alienation of farmlands 

-to Brahmanas and others exempted from the usual taxes and en-
• 

trusted with administrative duties cannot be ruled out entirely 

in the pre-Maurya period. In fact, if the Pali evidence is 

at all credible the practice was common as early as the estab

lishment of the Bimbisarid kingdom by the middle of the Sixth 

century B.C. If land-ownership and delegation of adminis-
. ·. . '. . . . . . . . 

trative functions be regarded as some of the decisive charac

teristics of feudalism, then an incipient feudalism already 

existed in parts of ancient India much before the rise of the 

Maurya empire. 

It was this convergence of social, economic and political 

power that made the Br1hma~as (and others enjoying brahmadeyya 
.. 

lands) invulnerable·to attacks from Early Buddhism. That many 

of them were much less than friendly to the Buddha and his 

movements is clearly indicated by the use of the derogatory 

terms which often characterized their encqunters with the 

Buddha. These terms were sama~aka and mu9daka, ibbha and 

- - 24 bandhupadapacca. This may have been du$ to the Brahmana 
• 

< ' . ' 



fear that the Buddhist were attacking the very bases of 

Brabmana claims to special privileges namely, the validity 

of the Brahmanical religious and ritual ideas and practices. 

The admission of elements of the lower orders of society 

to the Buddhist Samgha may have also further alarmed the 

--Brahmanas who had already begun to think in terms of a 
• 

hierarchical structure of society with the positions of 

leadership occupied by them. 

The Buddhist attack on the Vedic practices at the royal 

courts, however, was not very effective. ~ -The Sungas, Kanvas, 

early s;'tavahanas, imperial Guptas·; . '~aka takas, Caluky~i"s of 
• 

s I 

- -Badami, Pallavas, Rastrakutas and Colas were staunch supporters 
• • • 

of the Vedic cult and many kings belonging to these dynasties 

I - - • are known to have performed the Aswamedha, Vajapeya, Rajasuya 

and other Vedic sacrifices. With the exception of A~oka and 

Harsa most kings of ancient India publicly supported the Vedic 
• 

cults which they aay have used for political purposes. The 

same holds true of the popular Vedic and non-Vedic religious 

cults in which the Brahmanas played a leading role. The his-
• 

tory of ancient India, therefore, reveals the fact of the 

astonishing hold of the Brahma~as on political power and relig

ion, the challenges of non-Brahmanical movements such as 

Buddhism and Jainism notwithstanding. The Brahmana was far . 
from overwhelmed by the sweep of the noniBrahmanical anti

Vedic cults in India and retained his co~anding position 
I 



during the larger part of the history of ancient India. 

Vedism in the hands of these Brahmanas became a powerful 
-

instrument capable of influencing kings and their courtiers 

through the centuries. 

Outside of the Brahma~a gahapatis and mahasalas there 

were other Brahmanas who followed patterns of life generally , 
associated with the samanas. The phrase sama9as and Brahma~as 

is of common occurrence and it is in this sense that A~oka 

refers to the Brahmanas in his inscriptions. Some of them 

tonsured their heads completely (mupda'pi hi idhekacce Brahmapa 

bhavanti>. 15 Others were jatilas (men of matted hair) and when 

Mara .assu~ed the guise of one of these he ~ described as one 

"with a great matted top~not, clad in a whole antelope skin, 

aged and bent like the rafters of a roof, with wheezing breath 
26 

and holding a staff of udumbara-wood". They were also called 

tapasas and paribbajakas (hermits) who retired to the forests 

or river banks and performed the rite of fire-worship or re

flected on the mysteries of life and discussed various philoso-

h . l h . 27 Th h . f h p 1ca t eor1es. ey may be t e representat1ves o t e 
.... 
Ara~yaka-Upani~adic tradition. The Buddha secured some of his 



famous disciples, Sariputta and Moggallana among them, 

from these groups. They regularly frequented the debating 

halls specially constructed for the samanas, paribbajakas 

and titthiyas and discussed all manner of abstruse doctrines 
28 bearing on here and hereafter. The contributions of these -ex-Brahmanas to the Early Buddhist movement cannot be mini-.. 

mized. They formed a substantial segment of the Early Buddhist 

elite leadership and influenced the orientation of the move

ment in a variety of ways, not the least among which may be 

the shaping of some of the Mahayana doctrines and the use of 

the Sanskrit language for literary expression. 

Tho~gh the Br~a~'as formed a well-recognizable class 

there were apparent differences among them in social ranking. 

They claimed to belong to several well-known gottas,the 

Bharadwajas among them being the most numerous, which were 

ranked as high and low. Among the high gottas were Gotama, - - ,.. Moggallana, Kaccana, Vasettha and the low gottas were Kosiya , . -- -0 29 and Bharadwa)a. But the differences were also based on 

wealth and the type of professions pursued. We are told of - - ~ Bharadwaja Branmanas who made a living by running a shop, 

selling broth and another who was engaged in the building 
30 trade. Begging for a living was not unknown among some 



- -Brahmanas. Such Brahmanas could not claim equality with 
• • 

the mahasalis though even when they followed such "degrading" 

professions their pride of Brahmanhood remained undiminished. 

By and large, then, the B~hmana, as the evidence from 
# 

the Early Buddhist literature indicates, had emerged as a 

powerful social class as early as the beginning of the sixth 

century B.C. Max Weber attributes this to the nature of "a 

genteel literati whose magical charisma rests on "knowledge". 

Such knowledge was "magical" in content and ritualistic 1n 

form, deposited in a holy literature, written in a holy language 

remote from that of eyery day speech". They displayed pride 

in·their· education and "unshakable tr~st" in their special 

knowledge. They were the major, if not the only source, of 

satisfying the king's ardent desire to acquire legitimacy 

through ritual consecration and affiliation and their charisma 

made them invulnerable to heterodox attacks. 31 
The Early 

Buddhists, on the other hand, could claim no such charisma 

born of a mystical lore and ritual both of which it attacked. 

The Buddhist monk could perform no legitimizing ritual for a 

prince as he assumed the reins of power over a kingdom and the 

Buddha had specifically denounced the sectarian soteriologies as 

a sheer waste of time if not pernicious. Early Buddhism, there

fore, was at a disadvantage in establishing a charismatic 



' 

rapport with the court or secure the mystical veneration 

of the populace. The scales were heavily tipped against 

Early Buddhism in po.lf~ical and social relationships in 

spite of the fact that the Buddha claimed to be a scion., 

of nobility and counted among his devoted votaries some of 

the more powerful rulers of his time. The Brahmana, in his 
• 

charismatic power, was already well-entrenched at the time 

Early Buddhism began and the new creed could do little to 

damage the Brahma~a position. The Buddhist rhetoric, often 

in the nature of diatribe, swirled like eddies round a rock 

which suffers a little erosion of its sharp edges but is not 

really dislodged by them.· It has 'been assumed that Early 

Buddhism became a powerful movement in areas of northeastern 

India which were comparatively unaffected by Brahmanism. The 

-Pali evidence indicated above seems to question this assumption. 

From its very inception the Buddhist movement had to contend 

against an entrenched Brahmanism which finally overwhelmed it 

in the very land of its birth. 
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III 

EARLY BUDDHISM AND THE BRAHMANAS 

I 
The Satapatha Brahmana states that Mathava, the Videgha, 

' ' -,' 

crossed the Saraswati with Agni in his movement toward the east. 

"Now that (river) which is called 'Sadanira' (either modern Gandaki 

or Karatoya), flows from the northern(Himalaya) mountains. That 

one he did not burn over. That one the Brahmanas did not cross 

in former times, thinking, "it has not been burnt over by Agni 

Vaisvanara". 

"Now-a-days, however, it is very cultivated, for the Brahmanas 

have caused (agni) to taste it through sacrifices"1 Hermann 

Oldenberg, writing in 1882, stated that the land of the Magadhas 

(the"original" homeland of Early Buddhism) was '!still farther 

off from the old centres of Vedic culture", and that some parts of 

the Atharva Veda and a host of other passages in the Vedic litera

ture combine to show that the Magadhas were looked upon as strangers 

and were regarded by no means with favour". 2 Two assumptions are 

made regarding this special relationship between Buddhism and its 

Migadhan background, viz.,that sacerdotal Brahmanism was are

latively recent phenomenon in Magadha and that Buddhism represented 

a revolt against an attempted Brahmana domination in the land.3 

These assumptions are then made the basis for the assertion that 

Buddhism began as an anti-Brahmanical movement, and was a "Ksatriya" 

protest against Brahmanical domination .. Evidence for this may ob

viously be found in the Early Buddhist tects, in statements articu

lating an antipathy against the Brahmana,s. Derogatory remarks about 
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the pretensions of Brahmanas are scattered through many parts of 

the Pali canonical literature. The Anguttara Nikaya, for instance, 

has the Buddha compare the high ethical standards of the Brahmanas 

of yore with their current depravity, in which they are compared 

to dogs. Brahmana secrecy concerning their ritual lore 
is denounced, and they are described as greedy for women and wealth. Likewise, Brah
manicalliterature also betrays a rather low opinion of the Buddhists. It is decreed, for 
instance, that a fine of 100 parJaS be imposed on anyone inviting a Buddhist (Sakya) to 
ritual dinners honoring the gods or Manes. • 

Interesting as this mutual exchange of compliments is, it conceals a situation much 
more complex than simple antipathy or continuing hostility. The time between the 
composition of the Satapatha BrahmarJa and the rise of Early Buddhism saw extensive 
demographic and cultural changes in Magadha and the adjacent territories. Brahmanical 
penetration and dispersal in these areas ha.d proceeded apace, and within the Brahmanical 
group great diversities in occupations and philosophical pursuits had taken place. Early 
Buddhism itself had seen a gradual but continuing change in the social composition of 
its votaries, monastic and lay, and during this time of change, gradual accomodation
if not a partial synthesis on certain levels-between Bu-ddhism and the Briihmanas had 
been accomplished. The purpose of the present paper is to analyze the social background 
of :Early Buddhism to ascertain signs cf such accomodation, the· nature and· content ~f 
the Brahmar:ta-Buddhist encounter and its effect on the history of Early Buddhism. 

It is necessary to define at the outset the two terms that will be used in this dis
cussion. These are Early Buddhism and Brahmar:tas. By Early Buddhism is meant the 
movement called Theravada, whose texts are in Pali and are included in the collection 
called the Pali Canon, whose chronological limits may be set between circa 485 B.C. and 
the end of the First Century B.c. The earlier date is postulated on the assumption 
that the Buddha's ParinibbqrJa occured in 486 B.c., and that the First or Rajagaha 
Council was held im.mediately followins .. The historicity of the Rajagaha Council has 
been. generaily accepted; and the purpose of"the Council was to prepare an authoritative 
corpus of "texts" embodying the Buddha's enunciations on the Dhamma and the 
Vinaya. We also will have occasion to use some post-canonical texts and the comment
aries of Buddhagho~a (first half of the Fifth century A.D.), but only to obtain clarity 
or greater explication of some of the terms used in the canonical texts.5 The term 
Brahmar:ta is commonly understood as a designation of a "caste", with: prescribed occu
pations considered ritually permissible, ritual obligations, and ascription of the highest 
status in the Hindu social hierarchy. This view is reflected in the Brahmanical smritis 
and usages of later centuries.8 What we have in the Pali texts, however, is something very 
different from what is implied in these definitions. As will be shown below, our texts 
include four distinct religious and occupational categories under the rubric "Brahma1.1a". 

II 

Of these four categories, the first, called pubbaka isayo (sages of yore) may need 
only be briefly mentioned here. These were Vasittha, Vamadeva, Kassapa, Bhagu, 
Yamataggi, and others whose names figure amon;' the composers of some of the Vedic 
hymns. They are called "hymn-makers" (manta am kattiiro}, whose compositions the 
Brahma1.1as of later ages simply learned by ro e and recited at length. The Buddha 
praised the simplicity of their life-styles and the ijigh-mindedness of their spiritual quest, 
lamenting the fact that their descendants had fa~len so low from the standards set by 
their forebears. There is no criticism of these sages, much less any hostility or antipathy 
toward them.7 A few others are simply called isi~ explained as "a holy man, one gifted 



with special powers of insight and inspiration, an ancharet, a Seer, Sage, Saint 'Master'". 
The term "anchoret", or anchorite, has the meaning of "one ,who renounces the world 
to live in seclusion usually for religious reasons; hermit, recluse". 8 Among such isis 
are Asita and Dev~la who are so called as a matter ofhonor and respect rather than for 
any hymn-making activity on their part.9 

The second and third groups comprised professional priests such as purohitas, who 
performed ritual services for the kings and also a variety of other services, and those 
who are called mahasiilas, or wealthy Brahmar:tas. Many of the second group were also 
mahasiilas, and the main distinction between purohitas and mahiisiilas, is that while all 
purohitas could be called mahtisiilas, all mahiisiilas were not necessarily royal purohitas. 
The stock description of such a Brahmar:ta is given as "a repeater (of the sacred words), 
knowing the mystic verses by heart; one who had mastered the Three Vedas, with the 
indices, the ritual, the phonology, and the exegesis (as a fourth), and the legends as a 
fifth; learned in the idioms and the grammar; versed in Lokayata sophistry, and in the 
theory of the signs on the body of a great man".10 The Post-canonical Milinda Paiiha 
repeates this description with slight variations, saying that the duty of these Brahmar:tas 
was "concerned with the Rig Veda, the Yajur Veda, the Sarna Veda, the Atharva 
Veda; with the knowledge of the lucky marks (on the body), of legends, Purar:tas, 
lexicography, prosody, phonology; verses, grammar, etymology, astrology, inter
pretations of omens and of dreams, and of signs; study of the six Vedangas, of 
eclipses of the sun and moon, of the prognostications to be drawn from the flights of 
comets, the thunderings of the gods, the junctions of the planets, the fall of meteors, 
earthquakes, conflagrations, and signs in the heaven and on the earth; the study of 
~rithmetic, of casuistry, of the interpretations to. be drawn frQm dogs, deer and rats; 
and the inixtures of liquids arid the sound's and cries of birds". Some of these "arts," 
such as prognostications from comets and birds and animals, are described as "low arts" 
(hlnavijja) by the Brahmajiila sutta of the D1gha Nikiiya.11 It is with these Brahmar:tas 
that the Buddha had most of his argumentative encounters concerning the Brahmanical 
claims to the purity and greatness of their "caste" or to the efficacy of their sacrificial 
ritual. The Ambaf!ha sutta is a fairly representative a piece of such polemics. Ambattha, 
a disciple of the Brahmalfa Pokkharasati of Ukkattha, in the Kosala region, behaves in 
a discourteous manner with the Buddha, and when queried as to whether that is his nor
mal practice in relation to BrahmalfaS, Ambattha says that he behaved as he did only with 
"Shavlings, ascetics, menials, blacks, and those born of the feet of Bandhu or Brahma 
or Sudras". This leads to a rather acrimonious exchange, in which the Buddha suggests 
that Ka~!hayana, the gotra to which Ambattba belonged, was the progeny of a slave-girl 
of king Okkaka (Iksvaku), the putative ancestor of the Sakya clan.l2 In the Briihmar;dh
ammika .sutta of the Sutta Nipiita the Buddha denounces his Brahmar:ta contemporaries 
as creatures who have fallen from the high standards of their ancestors because of greed 
for material wealth. At another place, it is asserted that Khattiyas are superior to 
Brahmar:tas in the matter of gotra (khattiyo settho jane tasmim; ye gotta patisarir:o), and 
K.hattiyas are placed before Brahmaz:tas as a matter of course when the four standard 
social groupings (var:1,1ii) are enumerated in the Pali texts.U 

Many of these learned Brahmar:tas enjoyed royal patronage. A standard list of the 
leading Brahmar:tas of the time of the Buddha contains five names : Canki, Tarukkha, 
Pokkharasati, Janussot:Ji and Todeyya. They are described as BrahmaT}am::zhtisiilas 



explained by Buddhagho~a as those who have amas$ed great wealth. 14 That such an 
assemblage of wealthy Brahma.r:tas should live in one place such as Icchanangala may 
seem surprising, but the explanation may be found in the institution of the BrahmarJa
giima. The exact meaning of the term is not quite clear, for it may mean a village (settle
ment) either exclusively inhabited by Brahma.r:tas (which is not very likely), a village 
predominantly inhabited by Brahma.r:tas, or a village designated in a proprietary way for 
the residence and maintenance of learned Brahma~as. A· number of such Brahma.r:ta 
settlements are mentioned by name, such as Icchiinangala, Ekasala. Opasada and Ve.r:t
agapura in Kosala, Ambasanda, Upatissagama, Ekan~i,la, Pancasala and Khii.r:tumata in 
Magadha, Khomadussa in the Sakya couutry, Dunnivittha in the Kalinga country and 
Kalandagama in far away Ceylon. That the institution was claimed to be of ancient 
origin is indicated by the mention of an Anupama BrahmaTJagiima in the days of the 
former Buddha Anomadassi.15 Besides these Briihma~agamas, which were compact settle
ments close to important towns, even Rajagaha, the capital of Mii.gadha, and other cities, 
such as Apat~a. also are described as residences of BrahmaTJc.mahasa!as. Brahma.r:tas also 
owned specific tracts, lik_e mango groves.16 

The Pali texts leave no doubt about the extent of the wealth possessed by these 
BriihmaTJamahiisiilas, but perhaps the most prosperous among them were those who en
joyed what are called brahmadeyya lands. The term brahmadeyya is explained by the 
dictionary as "a most excellent gift, a royal gift, given with full powers (said of land 
granted by the King), a full gift". These bralrmadeyya gifts are further qualified as riija
bhogga and riijadiiya, the former obviously meaning a "royal gift" wh.ile bhogga is 
explained as "royal, in the service of king ...... with power over it as if he were king". 
These lands are also described asplaces."tee111ing..wi~)l Jife, with mucp grassland and 
woodland and corn". Such gifts were given to Brahma.r:tas like Pokkharasati, Ku~danta, 
Lohicca, So.r:tadanda and Canki, who are described as learned in the Vedic texts and 
ritual traditions, and who had numerous disciples of their own living with them. Buddh
agho~a adds the gloss that these gifts could not be retracted or repossessed by the king 
(yatha dinnam na puna gahetabbam hoti), given up (nissatthcm), or abandoned (pariccat
tam). Nor was "raising the flag, with abridgement of royal authority to be enjoyed" 
(chattamm ussiipetva rajasamkhepe bhuiijitabbcm). While these brahmadeyya lands were 
given by kings such as Pasenadi Kosala and Bimbisara to Brahma.r:tas, there is one 
instance where a similar gift is given to a raj(.fiiia, namely, Payasi. This exception may be 
taken to mean that such land gifts were not given exclusively to the Brahma.r:tas, but 
were alc;o made to others, such as the riijafliis ("royalty" ...... a high courtier, 
khattiya).17 

Some of the questions raised by this institution of the brahmadeyya lands are of 
great social and economic significance to the background of Early Buddhism. The 
explicit meaning attached to the gift of these lands shows that they were given in proprie
tary possession, whereby they became an absolute property of the donee. Secondly, it is 
fairly reasonable to assume that there was a transference of some administrative func
tions from the royal authority to the donees. In the case of Payasi, it is clearly suggested 
that he discharged administrative functions over his domain, including rights of appre
hension and punishment of criminals. If Pasendi Kosala, who made the land grant to 
Payasi, could allow the latter the exercise of administrative functions, could the same 
be said of such grants to Brahma~1as? The lands included areas used for farming and 



pasturage, as weli as for the growing and use of fruit trees (mango-groves.) The Pali 
texts refer to the dritas, paris1is and c.maccas associate~ with the Brahm:JTJam.7htisa/as. If 
the Brahmat:ta brahmcdeyya donees had no admini~trative functions in their domains, 
what were these diltc.s and cmaccas supposed to do? ;Buddhagho~a makes it clear that 
the donee exercised quasi-royal authority and acted almost as a ruler (chattam ussap
etl·a) and that his lands were tax-free. The Brahmat:tas had their own parisas and 
sabhas. The Brahmat:ta parisas are traditionally included among the components of the 
state, listed as four (khattiya, Brahmc.~a. gahcpati and Sc.mc~a) and Brahmat:ta gah<'p
atikas (householders) are also included in the traditional lists of a rajaparivara (retinue 
of a king).18 

A good many Brahmat:tas are me~tioned as royal functionaries. Most of tbem were 
purohitas to the kings of Kosala, Uttarapancala, Avanti, and the Sakyas, such as Gagga, 
Aggidatta (father of the monk Jenta), Kevaga. Tiri~avaccha and Asita. Others like Vassa
kara were mahiimattas (ministers). treasurers, accountants, or superintendents of water
works.11 The Mahagovinda sutta tells the story of the mythical king Disampati and his 
Brahmat:ta Govinda, whose son Jotipala was appointed to succeed him after his death. The 
term for the office used here is Govindiya, and Rhys Davids translates the term Govinda 
as "Lord of the Herds", which he construes as a title meaning "treasurer or steward", 
though Mahagovinda in the story is called a purohita.20 It is also specifically said that 
Mahagovinda used to tender advice to the king on matters of attha, later specified as 
dif!hadhammika attha, and under him had seven Brilhma~a mahasala and 700 sndtakas 
(obviously a round number). Though the story is fictional the points concerning the 
hereditary succession to purohitaslzip and its duties of advice to the king on matters. per
taining to.this world ~dit#zc.dhcmmika-a.trlra.js .invariably coatrasted with s~mparavika
attha), raise some interesti11g ·q uesfions. ~1 It seems certain that at this time the office elf the 
purohita involved functions well beyond the performance of Brahmanical ritUals for the 
king. Vassakara and Sunidha, the former specifically mentioned as Ajatasattu's purohita, 
were involved in erecting fortifications for the city of Pa~liputta in anticipation of an 
attack by the Vajjians. In the Culladhanuggaha jiitaka (No. 374), the Brahmat:ta is 
described as well-trained and skilled in archery, while at another place a Brahmat:ta is 
described as a navakammika Bharadwaja, who obviously had to do with construction 
work.22 Elsewhere, we are told of Brahmat:tas going to the Yona and Kamboja regions 
(probably the Northwest Frontier Province and the Kabul region) for trade. The story 
of Kasibharadwaja Brahma1,1a indicates that Brahmat:tas engaged in farming.u Kasi
bharadwaja obviously was a rich farmer, for he used 500 ploughs (obviously a round 
number again). 2~ The point to be made is that the Brahmanas of the period discussed 
here formed a functionally varied group, performing not only the prescribed Brahmani
cal ritual but also, and often in addition, following a variety of callings. These Brah
mat:tas, from the royal purohitas to rich farmers, were an influential group, and their 
acceptance or rejection of the Buddha and Early Buddhism was of vital significance to 
the history of the new movement. Many of these Brahma1,1a gahapatikas lived in widely 
scattered areas in Magadha, Kosala, the Sakya region, Avanti, and Dakkhit:tapatha and 
they especially congregated in the great cities of Rajagaha, Pa~aliputta and Savatthi.25 

Many of these Brahma1,1as claimed to belong to and were proud of their gotta 
purity. The most common gotta mentioned is that of Bharadwaja; also mentioned in 
our texts are Brahma1,1as belonging to Kassapa Assalayana, Akasa, Kondaiina Kosiya, 



Kaccayana, Gotama, Parasariya, K.at:thayana, aQd different kinds of priests, such as 
addhariyu (adhvaryu) and udicca BrahmaiJ.aS.28 ~any of these gotta names, such as 
Gautama, Bharadwaja and Kasyapa, are Vedic, and the term gotra, as Brough points 
out, bad become so elastic in its usage that it so etimes denoted an exogamous unit, 
a family, or even social status generally.21 · 

From the above, it is possible to arrive at some broad generalizations. One is that 
by 500 B.c. BrabmaiJ.a penetration bad proceeded into areas that once had been declaced 
unfit for BrahmaiJ.a residence and functions. This was especially so in Magadha, Kosala, 
Avanti and parts of DakkhiiJ.apatha, where the existence of Brahma1J(Jgamas and brahma
deyya lands indicates widespread BrahmaiJ.a colonization and acquisition of large landed 
properties, with quasi-fedual rights. Secondly, the BrahmaiJ.as, either as purohitas or 
ministerial functionaries, had come to occupy strategic positions in the political, social 
and cultural life of the regions described as the homeland of Early Buddhism and of 
the areas into which it expanded by the last quarter of the first century B.c. Thirdly, the 
BrahmaiJ.a group was socially and occupationally diverse, and there was a degree of 
upward and downward social mobility, permitting changes in social statu~ and inter
marriages. 

Many of these influential BrahmaiJ.aS, either following the example of the kings they 
served, or on their own, became supporters of the Buddha and his movement. I have 
been able to trace the "conversion" of BrahmaiJ.aS who declared themselves upasakas 
in the Nikayas, and they number 49. Of these, five were mahiisalas enjoying brahmadeyya 
lands. They were Canki, Kutadanta, Pokkbarasati, SoiJ.adanda and Lohicca. One, Kasi
bharadwaja, was a very rich farmer. Others seem to be ordinary Brahm31J.as in terms of 
wealth, and quite a few are mentioned.simply as "one Brahmar:ta" (aiiii:ztaro Brahm:JIJO). 
In.other cases, "many Br:a.hmaiJ.a · householders'.: (sambah!-lla BrahmaT}I!gahap.ati~a) are ... 
mentioned' as having become upasakas. In a few cases, there is no mention of the 
BrahmaiJ.a becoming an upll.saka. while there is one known instance in which Brahmar:tas 
are reported to have attempted to harass the Buddha and his followers by throwing 
garbage into a well.28 

The standard formula for the person seeking "shelter" (sara1Jam) in the Buddha, 
Dhamma and Samgha, and requesting that he be accepted as a lay devotee (upiisaka), 
occurs at the end of the suttas in which these encounters between the Buddha and his 
BrahmaiJ.a interlocutors are narrated. There is no reason to reject these "conversions" 
out of band, for in many cases they are preceeded by an invitation to a meal. 

What was the meaning of a BrabmaiJ.a's becoming a lay devotee of the Buddha? In 
the case of those enjoying brahm:zdeyya lands and the mahasalas it simply indicated that 
those concerned expressed their respect to the Buddha as a "holy" man. It is nowhere 
said that these BrabmaiJ.aS ceased to hold the brahmadeyya lands, a condition of whose 
control was to devote themselves to Vedic learning and train their disciples in it. Nor is 
it necessary to assume that the purohitas who declared their devoteesbip ceased to be 
purohitas. In the case of Sunidba and Vassaka.ra, the two ministers of Ajatasattu, there 
is no specific mention that they ever formally declared themselves to be upasakas. Nor 
is it necessary to assume that their "conversion" signified any dramatic change in their 
traditional beliefs and social status. Probably, some of them who were officiating at the 
animal sacrifices on behalf of their royal patrons desisted from offering such sacrifices in 
deference to the Buddha and his preaching. That they continued to function as Brahma-



t:tas seems a reasonable assumption. Their becoming upasakas did not signify their giving 
up the old "caste" status .. We have inscriptional evidence of such Brabmat:ta upl1sakas 
continuing to regard themselves as Brabma~as. An inscription from Kuda (in Mahara
shtra) specifically mentions a gift to the monastic settlement there by a Brahmar:ta who 
calls himself an upasaka. On palaeographic grounds, the inscription may be dated to a 
period between the first and second centuries A.D. If Brahmar:tas who were upasakas con
tinued to call themselves Brabmar:tas in distant Mabarashrta in the second century A.D., 

we may reasonably assume that such a practice prevailed during the life-time of the 
Buddha and afterward.29 All that such a "conversion" involved was a kind of special 
relationship between the Brabmat:ta and the Buddha and his movement. It indicated 
the absence of resistance to the new Buddhist movement by these Brahmar:tas, their giving 
up practices especially objectionable, such as animal sacrifices, and their making dona
tions to Buddhist establishments in the area. The situation may have been analogous to 
relationships between Gurus and their disciples among Hindus today, whereby the 
disciples regard themselves. as members of the Guru's following without ceasing to be 
Hindus in any way. The point is that such "conversions" did not imply a distinct and 
separate "religious" or social identity, as later happened when a Hindu became a 
Moslem or Christian. Buddhism generally failed in establishing an organized group of 
lay devotees who, on their "conversion", regarded themselves, other than in their 
frequent or periodical visits and donations to Buddhist shrines as socially different from 
the rest of the community. But their support was valuable to Early Buddhism, for many 
of them were influential either at the court or in society in general, and their accep
tance of the new Buddhist movement could have meant a new prestige and respectability 
for the Buddha and his monastic followers. 

III 

The last group of the Brahmat:tas to be considered is one that is invariably coupled 
with the samaT}aS as in the stock phrase samarJa-Brahmc.T}a. The justification for separa
ting it from the Purohita-Mahasala-Gahapati groups is that this last group is always 
distinguished from the rest of the Brabmar:tas in the texts of the Early Buddhists. Our 
texts also speak of Brahmar:tas living in assamas (hermitages), as in the case of the 
BrahmaJ:ta Rammaka, which was in the vicinity of Savatthi, or the case of Brahma~as 
who lived in forest huts constructed out of twigs, branches, and leaves. These conform 
to the picture of the Upani~adic philosophers who retired to sylva1.1 areas for meditation 
and philosophical discussions.30 The samaT}as, on the other hand, formed a class of their 
own, and bad "one essential characteristic in common, viz., that they are all professed 
religieux, homeless wanderers without kinship or social bonds". The group was "varied 
and miscellaneous in character" and its members lived by begging, having no fixed 
abodes (except in the rainy season), moving about from one place to another, singly or 
in groups of teachers and their disciples. The Buddha himself was called a sam::T}a in 
this sense by his contemporaries.31 One text gives an interesting list of ja#ilas (those of 
matted hair), Nigat:t~has (followers of Mabavtra, the Jina), acelakas (the naked ones), 
ekaJl1/akas {wearing only one garment), and paribbajakas (wandering religious mendi
cants), "all with hairy bodies and long nails, carrying friars' kit". The precise distinction 
between a sam'lTJO and a paribblljaka is not always clear, though Dutt observes that the 
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samarJas held "a distinguished place in the Parivrajat community''.32 Some of our texts 
make a distinct mention of Brahmat:ta paribbiija as, indicating that whereas the 
paribbiijakas lived and wandered alone, the sama. as formed their own groups or 
communities, guided by a well-und~rstoo.d code of di cipline (vinaya). 33 The theories of 
the samaTJa-BriihmarJaS are detatled m the Brahmajiila and Siimc.iiii:1phala suttas 
of the Di'gha Nikiiya. They discuss the theories of the six famous sectarians, Piira!fa, 
Kassapa, Makkhall Gosiila, Ajita Kesakambali, Pakudha Kaccayana, Sai'ijaya 
Belatthiputta and Nigat:t~ha Na~putta who were contemporaries of the Buddha. 
Each one is described as "head of an order, of a following, the teacher of a school, well
known and of repute as a sophist, revered by the people, a man of experience who has 
long been a recluse, old and well stricken in year's".34 In the formative period of 
Gotama s career, he was one of these scmaT}as and/or paribbiijakas, and it was, only 
after his Enlightenment and formal conversions, along with the formation of a distinc
tive Vinaya, that his followers were called sama1Jii sakyaputtiyii (Siikyan samarJas). 

This body of homeless religious wanderers provided a significant number of converts 
to the monastic fraternity of Early Buddhism. Many of the celebrated disciples of the 
Buddha came from among such groups of samaT}as and paribbiijc.kas, and the names of 
Siiriputta, Moggalliina, Mahakassapa, the three Kassapa brothers (Uruvela, Nadi 
and Gaya), Vangisa and Mogharaja immediately come to mind. The Nikiiyas 
give us a list of ten paribbiijakas who became upiisakas, the majority of whom were 
converted in large urban centers, such as Savatthi, Rajagaha and Vesali. Names of 
some nine paribbiijakas who joined the Buddhist monastic fraternity also are listed. 
Some of them, such as Sandaka, also asked their own followers to join the order, and 
one, Acela Kassapa, joined the order after being a paribbiijaka for 30 years. Similarly, 

· the same so~rces provided the names .of soi'ne 27 Bralima~as-'-outside of the list of 
famous monks who were Buddha's followers (Sariputta et al)-and of these seven 
claimed Bhiiradwaja as their gotta. Like the paribbajakas, these Brahma!)as also joined 
the order after their encounters with the Buddha in large cities. 35 

On the role of ex-Brahmat:ta monks and nuns in the Buddhist movement from the 
time of the Buddha to about the first century B.c., further interesting evidence is 
given in the verses of the Thera-Theri Gathas and in the biographical information given 
in the commentary on these collections of verses. The list contains 332 names, and its 
social composition gives us some idea on the nature of what, for want of a better term, 
may be called the Early Buddhist Elite, Of these 332 individuals, 261 are monks and 71 
are nuns. Of these 332, the social origins of four (three monks and one nun) are unknown. 
Of the rest, 134 or 40.8% (117 monks and 17 nuns) are described as being former 
Brahmat:tas; 98 or over 29% (74 monks and 24 nuns) belonged to the Gahapati or Vessa 
group; 75 or over 22% (53 monks and 22 nuns) may be said to belong to the Khattiya 
order; 10 (seven monks and three nuns) may be called members of the so-called degraded 
classes of society. Of the 134 Brahmat:tas in this group, 27 were scions of Mahiisiila 
families, but 107 belonged to commoner Brahmat:ta families. 36 

A more significant piece of evidence on the relationships between the Brahmar;as 
and Early Buddhism and the Brahmat:ta contribution to Early Buddhism come from the 
Etadagga vagga of the Anguttara Nikaya. In this text, the Buddha himself is attributed 
with statements indicating leadership in various aspects of the Early Buddhist movement 
and the persons he considered foremost among them (etadaggam blzkkhave mama 
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sdvakanam bhikkhiinam ............ ). This list contains thel names of 41 monks and 13 
nuns. Of the 41 monks, 18 belonged to the Brahmar:ta ~oup ( 43 9o/o), nine were Khatti
yas (most of them being Sakyas), 11 belonged to the gah pati or Vessa class, one may 
be called a Sudda (Upali, the master of the Vinaya was n ex-barber), and there are two 
whose affiliations are unknown. The Thera-Therigatha group gives us 40.8% Brahmal,las 
among those whose verses were considered significant enough to be included in the 
collections that form a part of the Theravada Canon, while the etadagga list has even a 
larger (43.9) percentage of monastic leaders. Among the 13 nuns cited for their leader
ship, and their qualities of intelligence, learning, and rigorous training and practice, only 
two were Brahmanas, while four were Khattiyas and seven belonged to the gahapati 

class.37 

Further evidence of the importance attached to the Brahma!)a class comes from the 
Jist in the Jataka stories of the "former" Buddhas and the Bodhisattas. The theory of 
the "former" Buddhas occurs prominently for the first time in the Mahapadiina sutta of 
the ])igha Nikaya, which may be considered a late interpolation, though certainly prior 
to the time of Asoka (circa 272-232 B.c.), who mentions the enlargement of the stupa 
of a "former" Buddha Kol,lagamana in one of his inscriptions. The Dzgha source has a 
list of six Buddhas who preceded Gotama. Of these six, the last three (50%) Kakus
andha, Kor:tagamana and Kassyapa, were born as Brahmal,las. A random check of castes 
ascribed to Bodhisattas in the Jatakas reveals that the Future Buddha in these stories (a 
very small part of the collection was examined) was born as a Brahmal,la 31 times.31 

By themselves, these figures may not mean too much, but they do add to the cumulative 
impression that the relationship between Early Buddhism and the Bramanas was 
characterized by an acceptance of the flrestige. of the latter by the former. 

In view of the foregoing, what conclusion~ may reasonably and legitimately be 
drawn, concerning the encounter between Early Buddhism and the Brahmal,las? That the 
Buddha often ridiculed the pretensions of some Brahmat;laS to purity and social snobbery 
is amply borne out by many a sutta in the Pali Canon. It is also clear that the Buddha 
completely ignored caste distinctions in admission to his order. In the famous Cullavagga 
passage, the Buddha declared: "Just as Ganga, Yamuna, Aciravati, Sarabhii, Mahi 
(rivers), on reaching the great ocean abandon their former names and designations 
(nama-gotta~i), and are known only as the great ocean, likewise, these four orders (va~1,1a) 
Khattiya, Bramar:ta, Vessa, Sudda, when they renounce the state of householders for 
homelessness under the Dhamma and Vinaya preached by the Tathagata, abandon their 
former names and designations, and are called only as ascetics (samaTJti) of the Sakyas 
(Sakyapuu-ya)". 39 This injunction was strictly followed in the matter of admissions to 
the order (subject to other conditions) and recognition of merit, as the case of Upali, an 
ex-barber, being recognized as the master of Vinaya shows. Outside the order, however, 
conditions differed a great deal. Among the upilsakas {lay-devotees), a certain disregard 
for considerations of caste distinctions, may have prevailed, but the evidence is far from 
conclusive on this point. We have noticed above that many a royal chaplain declared 
himself to be an upasaka of the Buddha at the end of his encounter with the Enlightened 
One, though it is not indicated that after that event he ceased to exercise the duties 
ordained by the Vedic or Brahmanical ritual. We have also cited the inscription from 
Kuda in which an upilsaka declares himself to be a Brahmat;~a uptisaka, and the date of 
that inscription may fall between the first and the second century A.D. Similarly, the 



votive inscriptions from Bharhut and Samchi contain evidence of gifts to those Buddhist 
establishments by persons who do not seem to have been even uptisakas.40 In the case of 
royal donations to Buddhist establishments in Western India, the Brahmanical affiliations 

•. of rulers, such as those belonging to the Satavahana or Ksatrapa dynasties, are clearly on 
record.61 The point here is that we must consider the history of Early Buddhism in two 
parts, one relating to the monastic fraternity, the other to the uptisaka and general lay 
supporters of the movement. Of the -specifically Buddhist (doctrinal and organizational) 
character of the former, there is not the slightest doubt it formed a distinct "religious" 
community. We cannot be as sure of the specifically Buddhist character (as a separate 
and distinct "religious" community) of the second category. There is reason to believe 
that in the history of Buddhism in India, the lay community never quite acquired the 
status of a separate and distinct "Buddhist" community. The distinction always existed 
in the monastic organization, but the unity of that organization splintered as soon as 
sects began to appear among the Buddhists, and sectarian donations then began to be
come evident. While a resurgence of Brahmanism from the time of the Sun gas (circa 
186 B.c.) cannot be ruled out as a factor in the decline of Buddhism in India, we also 
must consider other factors that worked against the crystalization of lay Buddhists as a 
separate and religiously distinctive community. Among the lay population, it seems, 
Buddhism remained a sampradiiya (a part of the general social community), calling for 
special support from upasakas and others favorably inclined toward the movement. 
Once the monastic communities disappeared from the surface of life, the lay supporters 
gradually became assimilated into the general "Hindu" community. 

As mentioned before, royal supp.ort (Agoka, Kani?ka and Har~a) undoubtedly 
was a fae<tor in the popularity· and spread of Buddhism in India. Alongside. of this 
support, we also must consider the support given by Brahmar:tas, either as uptisakas 
or as members of the monastic fraternities, as an important contributing factor. These 
Brahmar:tas brought to the Early Buddhist movement a prestige and intellectual acumen 
that considerably augmented the effect of royal patronage. That the Early Buddhists 
clearly recognized this contribution as indicated by the (above-noted) percentage of ex
Brahmar:ta leadership in the Buddhist "Elite" groups, and especially by the proportion 
of Brahmar:tas recognised by the Buddha as foremost in scholarship and piety in the 
Buddhist creed, as indicated in the etadagga list. In view of this, to what extent are we 
justified in adhering to the prevalent general assumption that the Early Buddhist move
ment was anti-Brahmanical? Our discussion so far suggests that the accommodation 
between the Brahmar:tas and the Early Buddhists far outweighed rivalry, antipathy, or 
hostility between the two. The anti-Buddhist bias appears in Brahmanicalliterature from 
time to time, but it is bias of more against the monastic movement in general, though 
in later periods (post-second century B.c.) the Buddhist monastic fraternity proved to be 
a highly visible target, because of its large numbers and the relative affluence of its 
monasteries. The withdrawal of relatively large groups of men and women, or the fear 
of such continuing and increasing withdrawal, from economically productive work seems 
to have been a potent factor in the later disapproval of monasticism in general. The 
economic consequences of large-scale monastic movements led to the rise of anti
monastic sentiments, reflected in the Arthasastra, where Kautilya advised the king not 
to allow ascetics freely to frequent villages, for fear of interruption in their work.4~ 

Later, Manu too shows his disapproval of the Sannyasa mode, and advised that normally 
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sannyasa must follow the first three (Brahmacarya, Grlz~tha and Viinaprastha) modes or 
stages (asramas) of life.u Increasingly, therefore, social nd political thinking, influenced 
by Brahmanism, began to disapprove of monasticism. ut that may have been due more 
to the social and economic consequences of monasticism in general than to a particular 
dislike of the Buddhist variety. Another factor may have been the emergence of the 
BriihmllJ;la as a closed group (caste) almost exclusively associated with priestly func
tions. The curious fact is that, as "Vedism" based on the J!.g Veda, Yajur Veda, Siima 
Veda and the Brahma1}as declined, Vedic ritual, in the form of the great sacrifices, be· 
came a court cult. The horse-sacrifice was performed by Pusyamitra Sunga (circa 186-
152 B.c.), Samudra Gupta (circa A.D. 350-376?) and several other later kings. The masses 
followed one of the more popular cults centering on worship of Siva, Vi~D-U and other 
deities of the emerging Hindu pantheons. The BrahmaD-as had then emerged as an ex
clusive group-"a genteel literati whose magical charisma" rested on their possession of 
the Vedic lore and its ritual, preserved in a "holy literature, written in a holy language 
remote from that of everyday speech". They and their rituals, based on the Vedas, 
became the major, if not the only source, of satisfying the desire of rulers, sprung from 
non-descript dynastic origins, to acquire legitimacy through ritual consecration and 
affiliation and a share in the charisma of which the Vedas and the Vedic rituals were the 
repository. Anyone rejecting the Vedas and its ritual, which by this time was more or less 
restricted to court circles, threatened directly the ~cerdotal authority of the new 
BrahmaD-a caste. The Buddhist rejection of Vedic authority, which in the earlier period 
(500-200 B.c.) did not trouble greatly even purohitas who declared themselves as upasakas 
oft~~- Bu~dha, now ~halleng~d tl?-e .very basis of the Pt:i.estly. PO\Ver. entrenched in ~he 
court circles. Accommodation, therefore, was practically impossible, and therewith 
emerged the Brahmanical ire against Buddhism. By that time, however, Buddhism itself 
was split into rival sects, and Theravada had practically disappeared from large parts of 
India, only to find asylum in Ceylon, Burma and other countries of Southeast Asia.44 
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IV 

THE SAMGHA AND THE LAITY 

One of the oft-repeated arguments in justification of the re

nunciation in the Buddhist texts is that household life is full of 

hindrances and it is not easy for one living in the house to follow 

the directives completely and lead a holy life.l In the earliest 

stages such a homeless life involved living alone, far away from 

the bounds of the lay society, an ideal reflected in the texts. 2 

But this phase was soon superseded by the emergence of an organized 

community of monks and nuns localized, for part of a year or con

tinuously, into fixed residences (avasas). The establishment of the 

Buddhist Samgha created a paradox. The everyday life of the Samgha 

involved two distinct and separate aspects, the spiritual and the 

mundane. The spiritual aspect demanded that the monk or nun lived 

at least part of his or her day separate and away from the dis

tractions of worldly life. But the life of the organized Samgha 

involved dependence on the householders who alone could supply the 

Samgha's everyday needs in the matter of housing, clothing, medica-

ments and food. Furthermore, the institutions of renunciation and 

ordination (pabbajja and upasampada) inevitably brought the Samgha 

into contact with the state and its bureaucracy,which led to the 

formulation of rules prohibiting categories of persons who had run 

afoul of the ruler. In conditions where schism threatened the Samgha, 

the help of the laity in disciplining recalcitrant members also be

came necessary for the preservation of the Unity and the integrity of 

the Samgha itself. In order to secure sustained assistance from the 



householders the early Buddhists had to offer their patrons a distinct 
spiritual ideal such as that of "merit-making" which the Samgha 
alone could facilitate. These circumstances created a mutualistic 
symbiosis giving the laity a much larger and vigorous role in the 
shaping of the Samgha polity than was initially conceived by the 
Buddha and the leaders of the Samgha after the Teacher's demise. This 
symbiosis eventually resulted in the "socialization" of an organization 
that had originally begun its career on an a-social basis. The present 
paper will discuss these symbiotic relationships and the increasing 
"socialization" ofthe Buddhist Samgha. 

At the outset we may notice that historically, as our texts showJ 
the establishment of the segment called laity came even before the 
foundation of the Samgha. It is significant that the first to recognize 
the Buddha as the Teacher and seek formal asylum in him and the 
dhamma were the two merchants from Utkala (Orissa), Tapussa and 
Bhallika) who offered the newly-enlightened Bnddha rice-cakes and 
honey and declared themselves upiisakas (lay devotees). The Buddha 
was on his way to the Deer Park in Banaras to preach to the group of 
his five former associates with whose conversion began the history of 
the Samgha. 3 With the formation of the Samgha began that process 
of interaction which continued to influence the making of the Vinaya 
rules and through them the polity of the Samgha itself. This inter
action was so important and almost pervasive that the laity is always 
looked upon as monitors of the Samgha's operations and the behaviour 
of its individual members. There are three terms used to refer to the 
householders. Many rules are stated to be laid down because people 
were displeased and critical of aspects of a monk's or nun's behaviour 
(manussa ujjhayanti khiyanti. vipiicenti).4 It is possible that the phrases 
contain a stock literary convention to explain the origin of the rule 
under reference. On the other hand

1
it is also possible that they reflect 

a circumstance of frequent occurrence involving public criticism. Such 
general public criticism was one source of Vinaya legislation. But the 
most effective intervention came from the upasakas, described as gihis or 
gaha#!has,who stood in a special relationship with the Samgha because 
of their formal acceptance of the Buddha, the dhamma and the Samgha 
as their asylum for life (sara~a). Buddhaghosa explains the Samgha 



as a body of monks (bhikkhus), a body of ascetics bound by a distinct
ive ideology (di!fhi), moral effort (sila) and organised ascetical life 
(siimanna). It is also called the group of eight persons (puggala), four 
on the way (magga##ha) and four who have achieved the goals of the path 
(phalaf#ha). On the other hand the term upasaka is explained as a house
holder who has sought shelter in the three jewels, who observes the five 
commandments, abstains from five objectionable professions and works 
for the attainment of the distinctive Buddhist morality (sila). 5 Alon~ 
with the growth of the Samgha the body of the upiisakas also developed 
steadily. While the Buddha was particularly sensitive to public criti-

. cism of the behaviour of his followers among monks and nuns he seemed 
to give special attention to such criticism or suggestion when it came 
from an upasaka or upasikii.6 The early Buddhist Samgha seems to 
have become localised into ilviisas at a very early stage. The prime 
reason for such localisation was the institution of the rain-retreat initi
ated, we are told, because of public criticism of monks wandering about 
even during the rainy season. Gradually this trend of localisation 
became a normal mode even during the rest of the year which brought 
the Samgha into a sustained and continuing contact with the laity. A 
large majority of the Vinaya rules seem to have been formulated in 
some of the leading cities and towns of the Buddha's time such as 
Sa vatthi, Kosambi, Rajagraba and Banaras. The whole section con
cerning rules of ordination (upasampada), for instance, was laid down 
in Banaras. 7 

With the localisation of ilviJsas the interaction between the Samgha 
and the Laity became constant. The Laity constantly observed the 
behaviour of the monks and nuns and took exception to any mode of 
behaviour on the part of the members of the Samgha they perceived as 
objectionable. All such criticism when conveyed to the Buddha led to 
laying down of rules to prevent errant behaviour. The Vinaya texts 
constantly refer to the custom of the laity visiting the vihiiras to see 
monks and nuns and during such visits the contact between members of 
the Sarngha and the laity led to the Samgha becoming a part of the 
larger society.8 The lay criticism ranged from complaints about 



breaches of common etiquette to serious moral lapses as a result of this 
sustained contact. Many of the rules of daily behaviour were laid down 
as a result of such lay criticism. There was, on the other hand, the 
constant danger of monks or nuns being in much too close a contact 
with the Laity which came to be regarded as a lapse (ananulomika 
gihisamsaUha) and raised questions of moral probity where contact with 
laywomen was concerned.9 

Some of the most important contacts involved the state and its 
administration. Bimbisara and Pasendi Kosala were two of the kings 
who showed special interest in the Buddha and the Samgha. Bimbi
sara's meeting with the Buddha came at the very inception of the 
Buddha's ministry when the king declared himself to be an upasaka. 
The king gave the Buddha the famouJ Bamboo Forest where the Buddha 
spent many a rain-retreat. The institution of the uposatha was started 
at the suggestion of Bimbisiira and many of the rules concerning accept
ance into the Samgha came at the insistence either of the king himself 
or his officers. These led to the prohibition on the admission of serving 
soldiers, debtors, thieves and a variety of persons either in the service 
of the state or had fallen foul of the state. These kings gave to the 
Buddha and his Samgha residences and parks and extended ·to the 
Samgha the state's protection. Suddhodana, the Buddha's father, 
disapproved of the Buddha conferring admission on his son 
Rahula as a result of which the Buddha had to lay down the rule 
that novices be not admitted without their parents' permission. In 
some cases members of the Samgha invited royal displeasure by fre
quenting parks or pools reserved for the royalty and the Buddha had to 
make new rules to prevent such occurrences. The Samgha had to be 
very careful about its relationships with the state and its officers whose 
displeasure could create difficult situations for the Samgha and its acti
vities. These relations were premised on the assumption that while the 
Samgha's autonomy was inviolate the Samgha, on its part, could not 
disregard the needs and demands of the political order and tacitly accept 
the supremacy of the 9tate over its entire territory. Indeed. royal 
patronage facilitated not only the day-to-day activities of the Samgha 
but also secured prestige for the new movement. Other important 
rules concerning the use of meat, the employment of persons to look 
after monastic residences such a5 ariimika (park-supervisor), acceptance 
of gifts like robes. medicines and buildings came about because of 



interaction with high officers of the state. to But such interaction also 
brought witn it inherent dangers of too close an association with politi
cal power which, if unchecked, would have seril.lusly jeoparadised the 
integrity of the Samgha. The early Buddhists, therefore, had to draw 
a fine line between advantages and dangers in its relationships with the 
state' 8S' is indicated by the list of ten dangers encountered by the 
monb·in deiiling with royalty .11 

But.(:ontact '!ith ·royalty was at best occasional whereas inter
action. with the public at large· ·was a matter of everyday life. This 
became intensified astU-sizeand locations.ofthe residences grew apace 
with. the. admission of:numerous. monks;. nuns and· novices. The every
day behaviour of the- membeB of -the Samgha came under constant 
scrutiny by the public who expected. these members to be models of · 
seemly deportment, .. dress and etiquette. A large number of rules deal 
with these. matters, The institutions of the upajjhaya (preceptor) and·. 
acariya (teacher) were introduced to meet such scrutiny. Some members 
of the public expected the monks and nuns to assist them in matters of 
dialy care or to display supernatural powers. It is here that the law
makers had to take a definite stand and prevent members of the Samgha 
from forgetting their main purpqse in renunciation. The rules against 
monks indulging in "animal lore" (tiracchanavijjii) and performing "mir
acles" (uttarincanussadhamma) are indications of such concerns. The 
distinct danger was that the Samgha may become too "socialized" as 
many a member of the Order displayed weakne~s for spending too 
much time with the laity and indulging in unseemly activities such as 
playing the role of marriage-brokers. The constant danger lay in on
going contacts with women of the villages or towns and cities surround-
ing the aviisas. These women frequently visited the residences and some 
of them were of questionable virtue. Unguarded monks were liable to 
fall a prey to their designs. Even preaching of the dhamma created 
hazards. Should the monks spend time in solitude with women even 
when they were preaching? A piicittiya rule was laid down because a 
monk whispered the dhamma into the ears of a mother-in-law or 
daughter-in-law provoking adverse comments from other lay devotees. 
The practice of preaching the dhamma at the uposatha was introduced 



because of lay demands but instances were frequent where this practice 
was misused by unworthy monks.12 

The institution of the viharas created complex problems for the 
Samgha; The distinction between acceptable and unacceptable in the 
matter ofbuildings, their appurtenances, articles of furniture and location 
of residences raised a host of problems. These reflected the fact that the 
Samgha had become an integral part of a larger society and could not es
cape the effects of mores and attitudes of the host society. Cutting off of 
a sacred tree (cetiya rukkha) during construction, needs for tools, main
tenance of parks and gardens donated to the Samgha, kinds of accept
able pieces of furniture and. furnishings were some of the problems to 
be solved. Use of robes, alms, bowls, medicaments and items of food 
invited laying down of a host of rules as a result of public criticism. If 
we are to believe the numerous stories related in the Vinaya texts the 
generosity of the laity and the greed and worldliness displayed by some 
monks, espcci"ally the group called the Chabbaggiyas created innumer
able problems for the Samgha in its attempts to preserve the spiritual 
character of their mode of life. The kinds of arrangements for feeding 
the monks were as many as a dozen in number· and equally varied 
was the fare offered. The same held true in the matter of the robes 
which were made of a variety of materials including silk. Many an 
unguarded member of the Samgha was tempted to display avaricious
ness against which lay criticism was not slow in making itself articulate. 
The constant contact with the laity prompted many earnest monks to 
wonder if their spiritual needs would not be better served if they lived 
away from the laity.. Such also was the import or·oevadatta's demands 
that the mo~s eat only that food which was obtained by begging, that 
they wear robes made only from rags picked up by them, that they live 
under trees and use a few simple things for medicaments. The Buddha 
refused to concede Devadatta's demand out of his consideration for the 
laity. Almost every item used by the monks and nuns was offered in 
abundance by the laity and the profligate use or sheer abuse of such 
facilities led to the formulation of numerous rules.l3 



It is this sustained contact with the laity that figures prominently 
in the episodes connected with the consistently errant behaviour of the 
Chabbaggiya group. This behaviour, we are told, was always promptly 
noticed and reported to the Buddha by the lay devotees during the 
course of their frequent visits to the iivasas and vihliras. They associ
ated themselves with army groups, witnessed army reviews, hoarded pots 
and silver, travelled by carts, served liquor to others, went about ill
dressed, collected large number of robes, used unseemly furnishings, 
nuns of the group dressed scantily, wore jewellery, went to see paintings, 
attended festivals, misused parks and ponds, bathed with prostitute~ 
while the monks sported with laywomen and went to the extent of 
inducing a layman to commit suicide so as to get his wife whose beauty 
had consumed them with passion. 14 It is possible that the Chabbaggiya 
episodes are manufactured after a favourite literary device though there 
is nothing improbable in the assumption that such deviant conduct was 
not only considered possible but also occurred. 

The formation of the Order of the Nuns following the ordination of 
Mahapajapati Gotami also created problems of interaction between 
nuns and the lay society at large. Though non-Buddhistic sects also 
had nuns or female ascetics in their orders the Buddhist order of nuns 
attracted much greater attention from the laity both because of the early 
localization of the Samgha and the large number of women attracted 
to the Buddhist order of nuns. Like their male counterparts the nuns 
also found that relationships with the laity brought about as many 
problems as benefits. A large number of complaints involved sex and 
most of the sexual episodes leading to piiriijika offences occurred 
around Vesiili. Some of them spent a great deal of time with the house
holders, a few became pregnant, others violated laws of the vassa, others 
were importuned sexually by laymen, some went about without wearing 
brassiers, and a few even performed domestic chores for laymen. In 
every instance of errant behaviour the laymen reported the matter to the 
Buddha or complained in such a manner that the matter was conveyed 

.to the Buddha by other nuns or monks. While the order of nuns pro-
vided a beneficial asylum to women who were oppressed in their homes 
or harassed by misfortunes their retirement from lay life seldom meant 



their withdrawal from society. As women, in a society dominated by 
the male, their behaviour merited even closer scrutiny by the laity. They 
had to fit their mode of spiritual life within the four corners of social 
expectations related to their sex, their renunciation, their spiritual pro
gress and their role in the Samgha within a larger society. The social 
pressures acting on them even when they had ostensibly migrated from 
their society into the Order created e specific social role for them 
demanding decorum, concern for social rectitude and a hightened spirit
ual stance on the basis of which they could expect respect from the lay 
society. Their joining the Order did not mean their opting out of 
society: it simply meant adoption of a newer different social role. Failure 
to understand this situation invited strident lay criticism to which they 
were more vulnerable than their male counterparts. In this context one 
may easily understand the Buddha's hesitation about instituting an order 
of nuns. But by and large the- nuns played their new social role credit
ably and many of them were mentioned by the Buddha himself as 
outstanding adepts in diverse areas of spiritual endeavour. 15 

The Samgha was also an object of close scrutiny from other 
groups. In some cases relatives such as parents were responsible for 
alterations in existing Vinaya rules. Vassa, for instance could be inter
rupted to visit sick parents or an excuse had to be made at the time of 
paviirat,llf. if a monk was detained by relatives. A number of instances 
are on record where Brahmans were involved in activities of certain 
monks and nuns. Some nuns were given food by a Brahman who ate 
it and then went to other families where also they ate food. The 
Brahman was annoyed and the matter was promptly reported to the 
Buddha for remedial action. Other nuns rested in a Brahman's home 
without his permission and were driven away which led to the for
mulation of a rule concerning need for permission by members ofthe 
Samgha in entering homes. Misbehaviour with Brahman women visit
ing monasteries brought forth immediate criticism. Such instances 
show that the Brahmans in many cases were supporters of the Samgha 
and their criticism was paid a great deal of attention. Similarly inter
action with other sects like the followers of Bellattha Kaccana anJ the 
Ajivikas also raised problems.l6 
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The social world within which the Samgha operated ranged from 
prestigious groups like the Sakyas to a variety of marginal groups whose 
social standing placed them at the bottom of the hierarchy. Servants, 
potters, caravan men, actors, acrobats, dancers, tinerant traders, 
etc., were some of the marginal groups with whom the Samgba fre
quently interacted. The Samgha could ill afford ignoring these groups 
for each, in its turn, became a temporary or long lasting "constituency" 
with whom a significant social contact had to be maintained. All of 
these had certain expectations of the Samgha either in its collectivity or 
in terms of individual members and their criticism could not be easily 
ignored. 17 

But the most important single group contributing to the increasing 
"socialization" of the Samgha was that of prominent lay devotees 
(upasakas and upiisikiis). Among these were Anathapindika, the famous 
banker of Sii.vatthi, Jivaka Komarabhacca, the renowned physician and 
surgeon, Mendaka, famous for his liberal gifts, and Visakhii. Migii.ramii.ta. 
Their interaction led to the formulation of a host of Vinaya rules con
cerned with a number of items of daily or seasonal use by the monks 
and nuns. Each one of these expressed his or her observations on the 
conduct of monks considered miMiemeanours or socially damaging and 
prompt remedial action had to be taken. Such action was in
tended to make the conduct of the members of the Sam
gha socially appropriate and to transform what was originally 
intended to be a group of people living away from society at 
large to become an integral part of that society. After all these were 
the people who provided the Samgha with its food, clothing, housing, 
medicaments and other articles of use in the daily lives of the monks 
and nuns. With these lay devotees the Samgha maintained a special 
relationship which was of a continuing nature distinct from the chance 
encounters with that group simply described asgahapatis or householders. 
With their acceptance of the Buddha, dhamma and the Samgha as their 

exclusive objects of spiritual devotion these lay devotees claimed and 
received a special status vis-a-vis the Samgha. Most of these lived in 
or near large urban centres such as Savatthi, Rii.jagrha, Vesali, Varal)asi 

and Campa and it is no accident that a large majority of the Vinaya 

rules was formulated in these urban centres. This character of the 

Buddhist community made "socialization" a particularly important and 



urgent process for Buddhism in its efforts to evolve into a religion of 
masses of people.18 

Such "socialization" brought in its wake problems of inter-relation
ships between the Samgha and the Laity. The 13th Samghadide.m is 
devoted to the problems of the corruption of the laity by errant or 
unscrupulous members of the Samgha. One section treats of punish
ment of a monk if he insults the laity. 

The mutualistic symbiosis between the Samgha and the laity conse
quent upon the increasing "socialization" of the Samgha, though 
beneficial to both, also raised problems of mutual concern. A reference 
has been made above to the interaction between the Samgha and 
royalty. The Buddha is said to have warned the monks on the ten 
perils associated with members of the Samgha visiting royal courts. 
These were (a) an overtly jealous king getting suspicious of a possible 
liaison between the monk and his queen, (b) a king suspecting a monk 
as being responsible for making one of hls women pregnant, (c) a king 
suspecting theft of his jewels by a monk, (d) a king suspecting leakage 
of state secrets by a monk, (e) courtiers suspecting a monk of mechin
ations leading to promotions of certain courtiers over others, (f) courti
ers suspecting a monk of machinations leading to demotion of some 
courtiers, (g) a king's suspicion of a monk being involved in palace 
plots, (h) suspicion that a monk advised king to march out his army at 
an improper time, (i) suspicion that a monk advised the king to change 
his decision for army march in the course of the march itself, U) im
propriety of monks witnessing sights of elephants, horses, chariots and 
other objects exciting his ambitions or passions. 19 Given the facts of 
royal patronage and the possibilities of monks being frequently invited 
to the royal households the possibilities listed above were reasonable 
enough to make the Buddha caution the monks about them. Another 
possibility lay in some tendentious monks enlisting the assistance of the 
laity in matters concerning disciplinary causes. A section in the 
Piicittiya is specifically addressed to this; it is forbidden to monks to 
communicate punishments for the four piirajikas and the 13 samghadi
desas to laymen. The reason for this was obvious for such lay inter
vention in the affairs of the Samgha would seriously compromise the 
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integrity of the Samgha as a whole.20 A number of incidents where the 
errant group called the Chabbaggiyas were involved in such lay inter
vention or attempts toward such lay intervention are recorded in the 
Vinaya literature. Such intervention could be especially dangerow in 
cases where the result could be a schism in the Samgha. Out of such 
considerations arose the early Buddhist concept of the "two wheels" 
wherein an attempt was made to clearly demarcate the distinctive spheres 
of authority between the secular society and power and the organi
zational integrity and authority of the Samgha itself.21 Before the 
power of the secular authority the Samgha had little defence except to 
remove its members from the jurisdiction of such kind of meddling by 
a state. If ordinary citizens were perceived as causing harm to the 
Samgha the Vinaya recommends the decision to "tum the bowl down" 
against such laymen. This would mean that members of the Samgha 
should cease to have any dealings with such an individual or groups of 
individuals, a kind of a moral or spiritual sanction that would, it is 
hoped, generate enough sympathetic lay support against the errant 
individual. 2.2 Instances of leading monks leaving the state of a king 
challenging the spiritual or moral authority of the Samgha are known 
from the history of the Theravada Buddhist countries of Southeast Asia. 

On the other hand, there was also the problem of protecting 
pious laymen from the activitie$ of monks, activities likely to be harm
ful to the interests of the laity. For instance, if a monk living near a 
village or town lives a life hurtful to the laity, is addicted to evil and his 
evil deeds lead the laity astray the Samgha must admonish the offending 
monk and call upon him to leave the neighbourhood and if the offend
ing monk refuses to obey he is regarded as being guilty of a samghadi
desa offence. Another rule lays down an act of reconciliation 
(patisaril1Jiya kamma) against a monk if he brings loss to the laity, if he 
brings harm to the laity, if he deprives the laity of their dwellings, if he 
reviles the laity or brings about dissensions amongst them. If a monk 
insults a layman then also he should be administered the act of recon· 
ciliation. If a monk or nun gets involved in a law-suit with a layman 
such monk or nun is declared guilty of Samghadidesa. If a pious lay
man complains about the misbehaviour of a monk or nun his testimony 



should be considered weighty enough to cause the expulsion of the 
offending monks from the order. If a monk speaks ill of the Buddha, 
the dhamma or the Samgha he merits the administration of the act of 
reconciliation. 23 

The picture of Samgba-laity relationships as revealed in the Vinaya 
texts reflects a stage of development where the two had evolved on
going and mutually beneficial contacts in day to day life. The Samgha 
was no longer a group of people who had renounced household life and 
lived outside the bounds of organised society. It had become an 
organization that bad undergone a high degree of "socialization" and a 
mutualistic symbiosis wherein it was invested with a distinct social goal 
both as a source of "merit-making" for the lay society as well as a 
spiritual counsellor to the laity. It had now become an integral part of 
society and its strength and well being largely depended on its ability t0:-
fulfil goals exP,ected of it by society. One of the reasons for the decline 
of Buddhism in India was that the Buddhist Samghas.in many parts of 
India ceased to play a vital social role and merely became richly
endowed monasteries largely dependent of royal munificence. The 
relationship with the laity atrophied and the social vitality of the early 
Buddhist movement disappeared in course of time. Buddhism in India 
failed to create a distinctively Buddhist lay society which led to the iso· 
lation of the Samgha from society. Under such circumstances what 
survived was the wealthy and often esoteric monastic complex which 
could easily be destroyed by the sword of the invading Turk. In Ceylon 
and the Theravada countries of Southeast Asia the Samgha continued 
to play its social role and drew its support and strength from the 
Buddhist laity which ensured for the Samgha continuity of life and 
tradition. 
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EARLY BUDDHISM AND THE URBAN REVOLUTION 

It is now generally accepted that early Buddhism 

rode to popular acceptance on the crest of a significant 

urban revolution that swept across large parts of the 

Gangetic region in the sixth century B.C. A variety of 

condit~ons brought this revolution into being. The 

progressive clearing of forests brought larger areas into 

agricultural production. The use of iron tools, beginning 

from about the seventh century B.C., increased agricultural 

productivity leading to larger commodity surpluses 

available for exchange in trade and commerce. The easy 

availability of metals, copper and silver, led to an 

increasing use of coinage, facilitating both short-haul 

and long-distance trade. These early punch-marked coins 

were issued by guilds of bankers and merchants and later 

by tribal oligarchies. The emergence of well-defined 

trade routes bound together far-flung areas of the 

subcontinent. All these helped create a new and 



powerful class of merchants and bankers, the greatest of 

whom was Anathapindika of Savatthi, a contemporary of the 

Buddha and one of his greatest patrons. The story of 

his buying the Bamboo Forest from Prince Jeta and his 

construction of a great monastery for the Buddha in 

Savatthi is a celebrated event in the history of Early 

Buddhism. Along with this new mercantile class, a new 

kind of state was also beginning to emerge about the 

time when the Buddha was completing his long ministry of 

forty-five years. The most prominent representative of 

this political transformation were the kings Bimbisara 

of Magadha (circa 545-493 B.C.) and Pasendi of Kosala, 

both of whom were claimed by the Buddha as his personal 

friends and patrons. The power of these monarchies, 

especially Magadha, was based on new kinds of armies and 

instruments of war as well as the expressed needs of the 

new mercantile class. 1 

Two distinct sets of generalizations may be made 

reflecting the changes going on in the structure of society 

in the Gangetic plains during this period. First, there 

were two kinds of transitional movements: a) a transition 

from tribe to class; and b) a transition from a subsistence 

economy to an economy of relative surplus. Secondly, four 

different types of urban formations had begun to emerge: 



a) commercial towns based on an extensive exchange of 

commodities (Savatthi); b) bureaucratic towns, ·Hith their 

major activity being related to administrative functions 

(Rajagaha); c) tribal towns, being mainly confederate 

centers of tribal oligarchies and their clan subdivisions 

(Kapilavatthu); and d) transportation centers, based on 

routes of portage (Ujjeni). Inevitably, there is some 

overlapping of activities in these urban centers, but 

the typology seems to be both conceptually viable and 

practically reasonable. 

The literature of the Early Buddhists in Pali reflects 

this revolution. Whereas the major Upanisads compiled 
• 

before the rise of Early Buddhism have for their background 

a rural milieu, the literature of the Early Buddhists 

breathes a new urban spirit. In this Early Buddhism contains 

a paradox which, however, is more apparent than real. If 

the Mahabhinikkhamana of the Buddha--literally the Great 

Going Forth--represented a turning away from the world of 

everyday life, his first sermon at the Deer Park of 

Isipatana near Banaras, in a sense, was a reaffirmation of 

that very everyday life which alone could make the Turning 

of the Wheel of Law, Dhamrnacakkapavattana, empirically 

relevant. The argument made here is that the two major 

events in the early life of the Buddha become relevant only 

in the context of the one with the oth~r. Similarly, the 



institutions of renunciation and confirmation, pabbajja 

and upasampada, become relevant only in the context of 

another, and early, institution, that of Rain-Retreat-

Vassavasa--which created the institution of the 

monastery-avasa-and led to the "socialization" of what 

began primarily as an a-social movement. 

The purpose of the present paper is to examine and 

analyse the specific association between Early Buddhism 

and the new urbanism. It is based on statistical data 

of urban associations between Early Buddhism and its new 

urban setting. The argument will be presented in two 

parts. In the first part, the statistical data on urban 

centers, cities, towns and market-towns--nagara and 

nigama--associated with the occurence of suttas and/or 

gathas will be offered. The second part will deal with 

the implications of these urban associations and any 

reasonable conclusions that may be drawn from the 

statistical data. 

II 

Before the statistical evidence is presented, some 

explanation of the methodology used in collecting the data 

will be appropriate. The texts select~d for examination 

are the texts of the Vinaya Pitaka (excluding the 
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-Mahavagga and the 'Cullavagga), the Digha and the Majjhima 

Nikayas, the Udana, the Dhamm.apada and the Thera and the 

Ther"i Gathas. In the case of the Vinaya Pitaka, the 

Parajika, Pacittiya;Patisdesaniya and the Sekhiva regulations 

were considered to be crucial for the formation of the 

Buddhist monastic community. The Digha and Majjhima 

collections contain the major doctrines of Early Buddhism. 

The Udana is a major single collection of the Buddha's 

"inspired'·' or mystical statements. Likewise the Dhammapada, 

apart from being the single most important work for the 

general Buddhist community, monastic and lay, is a 

significant text for the articulation and exposition of 

the Early Buddhist ethical norms and attitudes. The 

chronological spread of these texts may be assigned to 

the period from the First or Rajagaha Council whose 

historicity is assumed here, to circa 200 B.C.; that is, 

after the death of Asoka (circa 274-232 B.C.). The 
-

Thera and Theri Gathas must be assumed to extend beyond 

200 B.C. as they contain verses of persons who lived during 

the time of Asoka, but the collections themselves must 

have been complete before 100 B.C. These collections 

are also significant because they preserve the statements 

made by a group that may be characterised as the early 

Buddhism "elite". 2 



A question may be raised here about the exclusion of 

texts such as the s·amyutta and the Anguttara Nikayas and 

other texts from the Khuddaka Nikaya, notably the Sutta 

Nipata. The bulk of the material in the first two 

Nikayas is drawn from earlier texts such as the Digha 

and the Majjhima and hence most of the place na::nes 

associated with the Suttas contained in them may be assumed 

to have already occurred in the earlier texts. Their 

inclusion, therefore, would not have added anything of 

significance to our data. Parts of the Sutta Nipata 

undoubtedly belong to the earliest stratum of the Pali 

literary tradition but in many cases the association of 

suttas is neither clear nor reliable. The other texts 

such as Cariya Pitaka, the Jataka or the Vimana and 

Peta Vatthus need not detain us here. They are obviously 

of a period much later than texts selected here and the 

evidence on associations with places would be of doubtful 

validity for our purpose here. 

Next we may turn to the method adopted in collecting 

the statistical data. Every place name associated with the 

delivery of the rule or sutta was carefully noted and in 

case of the Dhammapada the information on place of delivery 

was taken from the commentary. The au~henticity of place

association has been assumed, as it is based on a long 

tradition of faithful text-transmission with little 



possibility of interpolation or extrapolation. The 

references were then grouped in terms of places 

associated with each reference and the places were 

categorised as cities and towns (nagara), market-towns 

(nigama), villages (gama) and rural areas or countryside 

(j anapada) . 

The total number of references to place names so 

collected comes to 1009. Of these, 842 or 83.43% are 

associated with five cities while the rest, 167 or 16.57% 

are scattered over 76 separate places, cities, market

towns, villages and countryside. Of the 1009 references, 

as many as 593 or 58.77% refer to Savatthi, 140 or 13.87% 

to Raj~gaha, 56 or 5.55% to Kapilavatthu, 38 or 3.76% 

to Vesali and 15 or 1.48% to Kosambi. Plotting the 

places on a map reveals an irregularly shaped triangle 

with its apex in Campa, the southern side extending to 

Ujjeni and the northern to Mathura, the northern side 

being irregular as it includes the northernmost point in 

Kapilavatthu. Outside of this triangle places as distant 

as Supparaka and Bharukaccha on the western coast and 

Patitthana in the far south also occur in our sample . . . 
But these are associated with disciples such as some 

theras and theris and the group led by Bavari figuring 

in the Parayana Vagga of the Sutta Nipata. The large 

number of references to Savatthi can be easily understood 



as the Buddha is stated to have spent as many as twenty

five rain-retreats (vassas) in that single city. In terms 

of size and character of the places, 35 may be called 

cities and towns, 8 market-places, 45 villages and 3 in 

the country-side. Though villages number more than cities 

and towns in this computation, the frequency of references 

to towns far outnumbers villages. 

What initial conclusions may we draw from these 

figures? We must assume that during his ministry of forty

five years, the Buddha must have generally followed the 

norm of being localised in one place during the rainy 

season and being peripatetic during the rest of the year. 

Are we to assume that the majority of the texts in our 

sample were delivered during the rain-retreats? Or is 

it possible that what we have preserved in our sample is 

only the major part of the Buddha's preaching that was 

associated with these cities? It is reasonable to assume 

that not everything that was said by the Buddha has been 

preserved for us in our texts. The task of preservation 

of the Buddha's statements was left to his followers who, 

we are told, gathered at Rajagaha in the First Council 

soon after his demise. If the traditional Cullavagga 

account is to be believed, Upali was responsible for the 

compilation of the Vinaya,and Ananda for the dhamma.3 



Upali and Ananda undoubtedly drew upon the recollection 

of many of the assembled members of the Council either 

for corroboration of or augmentation of their own 

contributions. This has a bearing on the nature of 

Early Buddhism as preserved in the Pali tradition, and 

will be dealt with later. 

III 

Among the cities discussed here, Savatthi has the 

pride of place, being mentioned as many as 593 times out 

of 1009, or 58.77% of our sample. By another computation 

which includes materials from the Samyutta and Anguttara 

Nikayas, of the suttas included in the four Nikayas, as 

lJlany as 871 suttas were delivered in Savatthi; of these, 

844 are associated with the Jetavana monastery, 23 with 

the Pubbarama and 4 in the suburbs. The total is made 

up of 6 suttas in the Digha, 75 in the Majjhima, 736 in 

the Samyutta and 54 in the Anguttara Nikayas. This need 

cause little surprise, since the Commentaries explain that 

the Buddha spent 25 vassavasas in Savatthi, 19 of them in 

the Jetavana and 6 in the Pubbarama.4 In fact, King 

Pasendi Kosala proudly claimed that the Buddha was as 

much of a Kosalan as was the king himself. 

Savatthi has been identified with Sahet-l1ahet on 

the banks of the river Rapti near the border of Gonda 



and Baharaich districts of Uttar Pradesh. The city had 

three gates, south, east and north, the biggest market 

place being located between the southern gate and the 

Anathapindika monastery built on Prince Jeta's land. 

Access to the city across the Aciravatt river was 

provided by a bridge of boats. The river carried a 

considerable volume of commercial traffic conducted by 

professional carriers, and it was also a source of 

livelihood for numerous fisher folk. Buddhaghosa mentions 

that Savatthi had a population of 57,000 families. If we 

assume that each family had at least four members, 

Savatthi would then have had a population of 228,000, 

which is clearly grossly exaggerated. In more realistic 

terms, we may reduce the term by three-fourths and assume 

that the population may have been in the neighborhood of 

57,000, which would still make the city a major urban 

center of the times. 

Savatthi was a commercial center of great importance 

during the Buddha's time. The fact that it was the home 

of Anathapindika, the greatest merchant-banker of the age, 

is an indication of the accumulation of mercantile capital 

in the city. Well recognised routes connected it with all 

the other major urban centers even as far away to the 

south as Patitthana. While a considerable volume of 



commodity production within the environs of the city may 

be assumed, the more important activity may have been in 

commodity-exchange as the city was very conveniently 

located for distribution of goods along the sub-Himalayan 

highlands on the one hand and the riverine territories 

to the south. It was probably the most important center 

of early Buddhism before the rise of imperial Magadha. 

A number of celebrated personalities, monks, nuns, laymen 

and laywomen were either natives of the city or were 

first converted to the faith there. 

The fact that the Buddha spent as many as 25 

vassavasas in Savatthi raises some intriguing questions. 

Why did the Buddha return to the city for the rain

retreat over such an extended period of his career? One 

obvious reason may have been the presence of powerful 

patrons such as Anathapindika and Visakna as well as 

King Pasendi. His hometown, Kapilavatthu, lay far to the 

north and Rajagaha also had equally obvious disadvantages. 

Rajagaha was the capital of the parricide Ajatasattu before 

he began the construction of Pa~aliputta. Besides Rajagaha, 

at this time, was, in terms of commercialization and 

urbanization, less distinguished than Savatthi. He could 

have frequented Kosambi more often than he actually did. 

But, again, Kosambi was no match for Savatthi. The choice 

?/ 



of Savatthi, therefore, was deliberate for a variety of 

reasons, not the least important of them being the high 

degree of mercantilism and urbanism represented by the 

city. It was in Savatthi, as our evidence indicates, 

that the first contours of the new urbanism with its new 

powerful classes of merchant-bankers and kings began to 

take shape. It was this combination that became the 

basic support of the Early Buddhist movement and it was 

this class coalition that lent its distinguishing 

character to the philosophical content of the movement. 

This new urbanism created complex problems of individual, 

familial and social relationships which early Buddhism 

sought to address with its emphasis on moral values and 

individual ethical and spiritual culture. This, in part, 

may explain the relatively a-metaphysical predilection 

of the early Buddhist movement. 5 

Next in importance to Savatthi was Rajagaha. It is 

mentioned 140, or 13.87% times in our sample. It is 

identified with Rajgir in Patna district of Bihar. The 

southern part was girt by five hills and was fortified 

while the northern part was inhabited by commoners. The 

most celebrated spots in the city mentioned in our texts 

were the Veluvana (bamboo forest), the Tapodanarama on ... 

the lake Tapoda, the Jivakaambavana and Nalanda on the 



outskirts of the city. Nalanda later became famous as 

the seat of the great university. The Buddha s~ent the 

first, third, fourth, seventeenth and twentieth rain

retreats at Rajagaha. 

Rajagaha was important primarily for its being the 

capital of the rising Magandhan monarchy. It must have 

attracted merchants and bankers, though its commercial 

importance does not compare with that of Savatthi or 

Ujjeni. Both Bimbisara and his son and successor 

Ajatasattu were supporters of the Buddha, the former 

greater and closer than the latter. Another famous 

supporter was Jlvaka, the royal physician and surgeon. 

Rajagaha reflects the importance of royal and bureaucratic 

support for the success of the early Buddhist movement.6 

The third city was Kapilavatthu, the "home"-town of 

the Buddha. It was the capital of the Sakyan realm and 

it was here that the Buddha spent his childhood and adult 

life. It is variously identified with Piprawa, near 

Lurnbini in Nepal, close to Rummindei in the Nepalese 

Tarai where is located the Asokan pillar commemorating 

the Emperor's visit to the birthplace of the Buddha in 

the twentieth year (circa 250 B.C.). The Buddha returned 

to Kapilavatthu in the very first year after his 

Enlightenment) "converting" his father Suddhodana to the 
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new faith. Later Buddhist texts lavishly describe the 

greatness and wealth of the city filled with market-places 

and gardens and impressive gate-ways. But obviously a 

great deal of poetical exaggeration is involved in such 

account~ developed centuries after the Buddha's passing 

away. While some trade at Kapilavatthu cannot be ruled 

out, it is doubtful if the city compared with Savatthi 

and Ujjeni or even Rajagaha in their commercial 

importance.7 

There are 38 (3.76%) references to Vesali in 

our sample. Vesali was the capital of the Vajjian 

confederacy. The Buddha first visited it during the 

fifth year after Enlightenment. Vesali is identified 

with the village of Basarh in the Muzaffarpur district 

in Bihar. Though the city was a great center of Jainism, 

the Buddha, too, had numerous followers there. There are 

references to a great famine at Vesali. The city, 

according to literary accounts, was surrounded by three 

walls and had three gates with watch-towers. It was at 

Vesali that the Vajjiputtaka monks raised the "ten points" 

that led to the Second Council and the great schism. As 

the capital of the confederacy, Vesali must have been 

home to numerous "Rajas" as also to the celebrated 

courtesan Ambapali. The Buddha himself referred to 

Vesali as charming (ramaniya) with a number of shrines 
• 



such as Udena, Gotamaka, Sattamba, Bahuputta, Sarandada 

and Capala.8 

The city of Kosambi has 15 (1.48%) references in 

our sample. It was the capital of the kingdom of the 

Vatsas or Vamsas ruled by Parantapa, a contemporary of 

the Buddha. Udena, Parantapa's successor is the hero 

of the cycle of stories centering on Udena's romantic 

involvement with Vasavadatta, the daughter of Canda Pajjota, 

the king of Ujjeni celebrated in Pali and Sanskrit 

literatures. It is identified with Kosam, near Allahabad 

on the Yamuna river. It was the capital of a Mauryan 

province, as indicated by its being the original site of 

Asokan inscriptions including the well-known schism edict. 

In its commercial importance Kosambi was as important as 

Savatthi, as it was an important staging point connecting 

Kosala and Magadha from the south and west. In the well

known Sutta Nipata list of points followed by Bavari's 

disciples from Mahissati to Vesali the route followed 

Ujjeni and Vedisa to Kosambi to Savatthi and finally to 

Vesali. It had at least four great monasteries, namely 

the Kukkutarama, the Ghositarama, the Pavarika - mango 

grove and the Badarikarama, the first three named after 

three prominent citizens of Kosambi. Kosambi was the 

scene of the first schism among monks. When the 

recalcitrant monks refused to heed the Buddha's advice 
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toward reconciliation, the Buddha left the place in disgust 

-to retire into the Parileyyaka forest. The P~Hi texts 

mention several families of bankers of Kosambi as also 

the existence of numerous Nagas. Kosambi was obviously 

a storm-center of monastic disputes as indicated by 

the Kosambi episode mentioned above and the Asokan edict 

bearing on an actual or impending schism during the time 

of Asoka. Kosambi also figures in the accounts of the 

Vajjian heresy of Vesali when Yasa Kakandaputta, on his 

expulsion by the Vajjian monks, went to Kosambi and sent 

messages to orthodox monks of various centers in the west.9 

Ujjeni, one of the leading cities of the times, is 

mentioned only four times in our sample, and these 

references come from the Thera and Theri gathas which must 

be dated later than the life-time of the Buddha. It was 

the capital of the kingdom of Avanti ruled by Canda Pajjota. 

It was a major point on the trade route connecting the 

south with the north and the east as well as west. It has 

been identified with modern Ujjain in Madhya Pradesh. 

The Buddha never visited it, though Ujjeni was the home 

of several of his prominent disciples such as ~1a~akaccana, 

Isidasi and Padumavati. Mahakaccana was ranked among 

the ten leading male disciples of the Buddha especially 

honored for his skill in expounding the dhamma. From 

the Vinaya account, it is clear that Buddhism had but 



few followers in Avanti during the lifetime of the Buddha. 

Later, however, a large community grew in Avanti and 

Sona Kutikanna, a disciple of Mahakaccana, went to see .. 
the Buddha at Savatthi and at the behest of his teacher, 

Mahakaccana, narrated the condition of life and the Order 

which were so very different from those in Majjhimadesa. 

The main points made in this presentation were that 

Avanti had few monks so that it was difficult to get 

easily a chapter of ten fully ordained monks for the 

ordination ceremony of new entrants, the soil was rough 

and hard needing the wearing of shoes with thick linings, 

prevalence of the custom of frequent bathing by the people, 

the use of sheep, goat and deer-skins as coverlets, and 

the gift of robes to designated monks. These conditions 

required modification of several rules for ordination, 

use of coverlets and shoes and other matters pertaining 

to monastic life. The Buddha made the requested 

modifications to suit conditions in Avanti and the south. 

The mention of plentiful cattle and black soil is 

interesting as it gives us an indication of the economic 

role of these two factors.lO 

The other important city mentioned in our sample 

is Campa (6 times). It lay on a river of the same name, 

a tributary of the Ganga, and is identified with a site 

some 24 miles to the east of Bhagalpur in Bihar. It 



was well known as a commercial center and the capital of 

the kingdom Amga before its annexation by Magadha. 

Merchants from Campa traveled to Suva??abhumi, the 

Malayan Peninsula, for trade. The Buddha visited the 

city several times as also the monks Sariputta and 

Vamgisa. Campa had a considerable number of monks 

resident in its ivasas as is indicated by an entire 

Khandaka (IX) of the Mahavagga being associated with 

the city. The section deals with the validity or 

otherwise of certain official acts of the Samgha. Campa 

seems to have lost a great deal of its earlier importance 

even during the lifetime of the Buddha as a result of 

its being incorporated by the rising kingdom of Magadha 

under Bimbisara.ll 

Besides these cities and towns, a number of nigamas 

also figure in our accounts as being associated with the 

preaching activities of the Buddha. There are at least 

seven such nigamas mentioned by name, such as Karnmasadamma, 

-Thullakotthita, Apana, Nadika, Assapura, Vegalimga and .. 
Medalumpa. To these may be added Alavi, which was both 

a town in its own right as also a nigama. Of these, 

Kamrnasadamma and Thullakotthita were located in the Kuru 
' . 

region and their prosperity lay in their rich agricultural 

produce, the basis of a rather considerable regional trade. 

The term nigama is specifically used to indicate a 



predominantly mercantile town, its major economic 

activity being the exchange of commodities involving 

merchants and bankers. Some texts make a distinction 

between nigamas that were primarily centers of monetary 

transactions controlled by bankers (setthis) and those 
,,; 

that had some banking but specialised in exchange of 

goods. The fact that a number of such functionally 

specialised centers had sprung up may be taken as an 

indication of the development of mercantilism and 

urbanism during the Buddha's time and after. Such trade 

must be premised on the assumption that there was a 

considerable surplus in commodity production ';vhich alone 

could lead to extensive trade, accumulation of mercantile 

capital and the emergence of a powerful class of merchants 

and bankers. This new class was in search of new ethical 

values and a "religious weltanschauung" of a significantly 

different character than the one contained in the old 

Vedic religion. 12 

Finally, there was the gama, the primordial village. 

In this category, a distinction is made between the 

ordinary gama and a Brahmanagama (a Brahman village). A 

gama ranged from a single household sheltering an extended 

family to several hundred homes inhabited by a large 

number of families. Its territorial limits \vere defined 

by hills and rivers, forests and/or walls and ditches. 



The principal occupations were agriculture, arts and 

crafts for manufacturing tools, implements and other 

articles largely for local use, and cattle-keeping. 

The Brahmanagama is a familiar phenonenon in the 

Nikaya literature. The literal translation would be 

a Brahma~a-village which may either mean a village 

either owned and/or dominated by Brahmapas or a village 

in which the Brahmanas predominated by virtue of their . 
numbers. There is evidence for both renderings. The 

process of the development of such Brahmana gamas can 

only be speculated. They may have begun as settlements 

created by Brahmana enterprise, or they may have been . 
designated by the state as areas given over to Brahmana 

occupation and economic exploitation. Some Brahmanas . 
also enjoyed Brahmadeyya lands described as full of people, 

replete with pastures and tree-groves and food-grains and 

given over to Brahmanas by kings as their exclusive domain . 
as a matter of royal patronage to Brahmanical learning 

and ritual. The Buddha delivered a number of his 

discourses in the course of his encounters with these 

wealthy Brahma~as in their Brahmanagamas. 13 

That the economy was advanced to a stage of 

considerable commodity production and exchange is well 

reflected in the diversity of products and occupations 

mentioned in early Buddhist literature. A list of 



cereals, grasses, dyes, oil seeds, trees and flowering 

shrubs, birds and reptiles and small and large biped and 

quadruped animals collected from the Vinaya literature 

alone gives us an impressive number of as many as 124 

different items. Most of them figured in local as well 

as long-distance trade. 14 The frequent references to 

copper, tin, bronze, iron, gold and silver is evidence 

of development of the metal technology. The caravan 

leader (satthavaha) with his large assemblage of bullock

carts (usually stated as 500 in round numbers) and draft 

animals winding his way through forests and across deserts 

as well as seas to locations in Southeast Asia is a 

familiar figure in the Jatakas. But we may assume that 

caravan leaders, merchants and bankers were as ubiquitous 

during the time of the Buddha, though not as numerous, as 

in the succeeding periods. 

This picture of the social and economic background 

%7 

of early Buddhism is significantly different from that of 

the Vedic, Upanisadic and early Epic times. Early Buddhism 
• 

and Jainism belonged to the urban milieu much more than 

either the earlier Vedic persuasions or later Brahmanism 

(Hinduism) of the post-Maurya times.lS 

III 

What conclusions may we draw from:our evidence as 

set forth above? Our sample survey makes it clear that 



what we have, in our existing texts, is decisively 

related to an urban culture, much more so than the 

preceding and succeeding phases of the civilization of 

ancient India. The Buddhism of our texts is a Buddhism 

predominantly of the cities, towns and market-places. 

Its social heroes are the great merchant-bankers and the 

new kings, perhaps in that order of importance. This 

Buddhism drew its major social support from these 

classes and, in its turn, reflected their social and 

spiritual concerns. These classes needed a new 

spiritual-social orientation and value-systems which 

early Buddhism provided with its opposition to the old 

Vedic theology and sacrificial ritual, the dominance of 

the priest and an emerging and menacingly rigid social 

hierarchy. They needed new and socially oriented 

ethical values with the individual (and his family) 

rather than the varna-jati concepts as their basis and 

' center-piece so tellingly articulated by the Buddha in 

many of his statements. It is fashionable to portray 

the Buddha as the first great reformer in Indian social 

history setting himself out to frontally attack and 

destroy the "caste" system. This is both an instance of 

reading modern (or contemporary) social thinking and 

value in evidence going back to a remote antiquity and 

over-simplification. The Buddha did ignore caste 



distinctions in the matter of admission to and treatment 

of individuals within the Samgha. Outside of it his 

attitude was pragmatic, if not ambiguous. He seems to 

use the varna-jati terminology of his times in his , 
references to existing society and only tends to rank 

the khattiya as higher than the Brahmana. He ridicules 
I 

the Brahmana pretensions to ritual purity and social 
II 

eminence and insists that a person be judged rather by 

his individual virtue than his familial, class or social 

origins .16 This was precisely the demand of the ne\¥ 

urban social classes who, then, felt closer to the Buddha 

than to the traditional Brahmana and sacrifice-dominated 

Vedic cults. These classes were not much interested in 

speculative metaphysics for their emphasis was on 

practical and everyday concerns of making good in this 

world and assuring one's welfare in the next. That is 

one of the reasons why so much of early Buddhism is 

addressed to ethical concerns rather than speculative 

metaphysics. The Buddha seems to have offered moral 

justification for social well-being and success. The 

later metaphysical Buddhism of the Abhidharmikas and 

Mahayanists was a product of an age of "villagism" and 

the emergent quasi-"feudal" society. The metaphysical 

gain became a social loss, for what Buddhism gained in 

speculative metaphysics, it lost in its social roots. 



This is reflected both in the increasing trend of using 

Sanskrit as a vehicle for religious articulation and the 

widening gulf between the monastery and the laity. The 

urban revolution did not create Buddhism, but it was 

certainly vital for its early popularity and material 

support. A decay of that urbanism sapped some of the 

socially vital foundations of the Buddhist move~ent. 

Finally, the arguments stated above cannot be 

disassociated from the nature of the collation and 

transmission of the early Buddhist Pali texts. Savatthi, 

as noted above, was associated with a major part of the 

suttas of the four Nikayas which led Mr.s. Rhys Davids to 

suggest that either the Buddha "mainly resided there or 

else Savatthi was the earliest emporium (library?) for 

the collection and preservation (however this uas done) 

of the talks". G. P. Malalsekera argues that nThe first 

alternative is more likely, as the Commentaries state 

that the Buddha spent twenty-five rainy seasons in 
17 Savatthi--this leaving only twenty to be spent elsewhere." 

If it is assumed that the Buddha spent only the rainy 

season in one fixed place such as Savatthi, what has 

happened to the statements he must certainly have made 

during the eight months of the dry season when he is 

supposed to have traveled from one place to another. 

Undoubtedly many of such statements are still preserved 



in other parts of the Canon, but their number does not 

seem to be sufficiently large to account for preaching 

activity over eight months every year. Statistically, 

the number of suttas delivered in urban centers, even in 

our limited sample, is overwhelmingly large (83.43%) 

while the rest (16.57%) are distributed over 76 different 

places, among which are included some towns, nigamas as 

well as villages and the "countryside"-(janapada). The 

share of rural areas in the total sample is thus very 

small. It will not be unreasonable to conclude that even 

during the lifetime of the Buddha the rule of living in 

a fixed location only for the rainy season, with the rest 

of the year to be spent moving from one place to another, 

had assumed the nature of an ideal rather than a reflection 

of the reality. The localisation of the avasas had become 

a fact of the early Buddhist monastic life during the 

lifetime of the Buddha himself as is evidenced by such 

usages as Kosambaka bhikkhu. It will not be hazardous, 

on the basis of our evidence, to assume that most of the 

Buddha's preaching was done in urban centers wherein he 

may have spent extensive periods of time even outside of 

the vassavasa period. The Buddha and his followers 

maintained an extensive and continuous contact with the 

lay devotees during his lifetime and the period of a few 

decades after his demise. But by the beginnings of the 



fourth century B. C. Buddhism became highly localised 

in terms of fixed and well-endowed monasteries first 

drawing upon lay mercantile support but later, and 

increasingly, dependent upon royal endowments. When 

the state began to be "feudalised" after the end of the 

Maurya empire the Samgha was also consequently "feudalised" 

as it depended on endowments of land. By the time 

Mahayana came on the scene, this process of 11 feudalisation" 

was far advanced and it left its own philosophical 

(especially metaphysical) imprint on the character of 

the evolving Buddhism itself. 

Inscriptional evidence from the Asokan and the 

tunga-Kanva periods sheds some interesting light on the 
4 

urban-lay nexus of early Buddhism and its development up 

to the rise of the Christian era. Asoka in his Bairat 

(Bhabru) inscription recommends seven texts as deserving 

special attention. The emphasis seems to be on texts 

that are of direct relevance to the laity. In the 

inscriptions from Sanchi and Bharhut the two terms that 

are frequently mentioned are the dhammakathika and the 
._ 

pancanekayika. The first referred to the preacher of 

the dhamma and could be taken to mean a preacher especially 

to the laity. The second means one who has mastered (or 

memorised?) the five nikayas and could be taken to refer 

to a specialised monastic function related to the 



transmission of the Buddhist scriptures. The samgha, 

on this evidence, had two distinct functions, that of 

preaching to the laity and of regulating monastic life 

and preservation and transmission of the sacred texts 

from generation to generation. But already the monastic 

function was beginning to receive greater attention over 

that concerning relations with the laity. This is also 

related to the large number of donors coming from 

villages and the countryside as compared to those from 

the great urban centers which, presumably, were already 

in a state of decay in the post-Asokan period. This 

consolidation of the monastic tradition led to the 

development of the Abhidhamma school in early Buddhism, 

a school more geared to monastic thinking and life than 

to the everyday needs of the laity. The Samgha seems to 

have begun its phase of a greater degree of "ruralization" 

and increasing dependence on royal and "feudal" support 

than in the earlier period. This trend becomes the major 

characteristic in the history of Mahayana Buddhism 

especially of the Gupta and the post-Gupta periods. The 

decline of urbanism and the consequent loss of economic 

and social power by the mercantile classes had a direct 

impact on the nature and career of early Buddhism in 

India.l8 
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VI 

THE MERCHANT IN ANCIENT INDIA 

I. THE FIGURE OF THE MERCHANT in the literature 
of ancient India flits about in a somewhat twilight 
zone. He can claim neither the ritual sanctity 
of the BrAbmlll).a nor the political power of the 
K~atriya but the Brahmanical law-givers are 
charitable enough not to dismiss him with the 
utter contempt they reserve for the Siidra. They 
have rather mixed feelings about him. Manu, for 
instance, declares peremptorily that "great fa
milies sink low" by practising trade among other 
assorted "degraded" professions and advises that 
the presence of the merchant be scrupulously 
avoided if the ritual purity of sacrifices to the 
gods and the manes is to be ensured. Manu places 
the merchant in the company of a medley of 
disreputable groups such as arsonists, singers, 
dancers and acrobats, the ritually unclean folk, and 
ordains that those who undertake voyages beyond 
the seas (the merchant being the most numerous 
among them) must not be entertained at a sraddha. 
But he is realistic enough to concede that the 
merchant and his operations are essential to the 
society at large and exhorts the king to compel 
him to work in trade and money-lending adding, 
however, that the merchant be watched very 
carefully. The prices charged by him must be 
regulated by the state rigorously and fixed by 
the king "once in five nights" or every two weeks. 
A good merchant, for Manu, is one who never 
oversteps his humble place in ritual and social 
hierarchy and assiduously cultivates knowledge 
of his craft in the provenance, procuring and ex
change of commodities and has the skill to judge 
dexterously the profitability or loss involved in 
his operations.l 

Kau~ilya, of course, is not much concerned 
with consideration of ritual purity or impurity. 
But he displays the same attitude of suspicious
ness toward the merchant class. He generally 
dreads the possibility of accumulation of wealth 

in private hands and lays down elaborate and 
ingen!ous rules and regulations forsqueezingnum
erous taxes from the merchant class and ordains 
that many commodities, in their production and 
exchange, be reserved for the state. He obviously 
favors the growth of the monopolistic power of 
the state and often betrays the feelings that a 
wealthy merchant class and the power of its 
guilds may contribute to the erosion of the majesty 
of the state.1 

Much has been said about the dharmasastra and 
arthasastra traditions in Indian polity, their 
respective chronologies and divergences. It is a 
moot point whether a clear and consistant distinc
tion can always be maintained between the two 
traditions. But the influence of anti-mercantile 
ideas in both types of literatures and their tra
ditions is obvious. For our purpose here the most 
that can be assumed is that whereas the dharma
sdstra tradition glorifies the supremacy of the 
Brahmlll).a and his sacerdotal power, the Artha
sastra attempts to do the same for the K~atriya 
and the later feudalistic ancient Indian state.3 

But neither tradition betrays any overt or signi
ficant affection for the merchant class. On the 
contrary both entertain fears about the potential
ities of the merchant class for capital accumulation 
and its challenges to the sacerdotal power of the 
BrAhmlll).a and the political might of the K~atriya. 

And here we run into a somewhat ambivalent 
attitude in the ancient Indian tradition in social 
thinking and behavioral patterns. The importance 
of wealth in life in general is rarely denied. Its 
acquisition, increase and enjoyment are frequently 
euologized in the nili literature in their numerous 
aphoristic proclamations. One is familiar with 
Bhartrhari's famous stanzas: yasyasti vittarrt sa 



naral;l kulinaJ:z; sa panditaJ:z, sa srutavcina gll{1ci-
4hyal;lfsa eva vaktii, sa ca darsaniyaJ:z,· sarve gu{lci/:1 
kiiiicanamasrayante. Rendered rather freely it 
simply means wealth has the "mysterious" power 
of elevating a family in its social prestige, of 
bestowing scholarship, learning and virtue, rhe
torical power as well as physical beauty, for all 
manner of excellence can be secured with gold 
or money. In a similar vein he goes on to say: 
Bubhuk~itair vyiikar~arn na bhuiijate; pipcisitaiJ:z 
kiivyaraso na piyalefna chandasii kenaciddud:vu
tarp. kulam; hir~yameviirjaya, ni~phala gll{liih. 
Grammar cannot fill an empty stomach nor can 
a parched throat be stilled with poesy; no family 
can rise on prosody alone, earn gold for bereft 
of it all these are useless. It is readily admitted 
that wealth is fickle and evanescent and also 
dangerously seductive enough to unsettle the mind 
even of a yogi apparently lost in meditation in 
the depths of a forest. It is even more dangerous 
than women for whereas feminine beauty may 
seduce the unwary young, money ensnares all, 
men, women and children, the mature as well as 
the dim-witted.' 

On the other hand, the Mahabh!lrata says, po
verty is a curse worse than death, money's lack 
is evil's root, beggary is the shrine of wretchedness, 
the dwelling-place of tears, the thief of sanity, 
the soil of doubts, the treasury of fear, concen
trated meanness, the home of woe, the deathknell 
of honor and no different from hell itself.~ 

But wealth must not only be acquired and 
increased but also enjoyed. The Kath!lsarits!lgara 
says that wealth is for enjoyment; wealth without 
enjoyment is useless indeed.6 Enterprise and en
joyment go together. In the Buddhist literature 
the term altha in the sense of worldly things is 
often associated with hita (benefit) and sukha 
(happiness).T From time to time the NitiS!ltras 
admonish that wealth should be gained by lawful 
means but they emphasize the need for constant 
increase in riches through further investments. 

The major point made is that wealth is both good 
in itself and its enjoyment should be one of the 
ideals in life reflecting the artha and J..:ama aspects 
of the four puru~iirthas.s 

II. It is in the folk literature such as the Pafica
tantra, the Hitopadesa, the Kathasaritsagara, the 
Sukasaptati and the Buddhist Jatakas that a 
somewhat and, perhaps, more realistic picture of 
the merchant and his role in society is presented. 

These works deal with two types of merchants. 
the ordinary shop-keeper and the traveling sales
man of goods moving from one ward of the city 
to another and making far from substantial profits. 
Very often these merchants are spoken of as 
avaricious and greedy, cheating their customers 
and generally fond of hoarding their wealth. The 
Paiicatantra says that cash comes to men in six 
ways namely, begging for charity, toadying at the 
court, farm work, the learned professions, usury 
and trade. Of these trade is the best and to make 
it most profitable there are seven possible means. 
These are using false weights and measures, raising 
prices, running a pawnshop, cultivating regular 
customers, founding a stock company, dealing 
in articles of luxury such as perfumes and trading 
with foreign countries. The first two are fit only 
for the scum, the others have their advantages 
but foreign trade is the surest way of securing 
great wealth.8 

But some of these small merchants had a pro
pensity to work hard and eventually amass great 
wealth. One ancient Indian story of a rags-to
riches variety is interesting and occurs both in 
the Jataka collection (the Cullasctthijataka No. 4) 
and the Katha.saritsagara. Briefly told, it con
cerns a pauper who heeded a wise trader's (Bo
dhisatta) advice by picking up a dead mouse as his 
"seed" capital. He sold the mouse to a tavern
keeper for his cat and received a kukar;i for it. 
He invested this "primary" capital in providing 
drinking water to flowervendors getting from them 
more money which he successively went on in
vesting in larger businesses until he accumulated 
so much capital that he was able to buy an entire 
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shipload of goods. Finally he became a sefthi 
himself. Money lending was quite a common 
practice and many rich merchants are described 
as loaning money to the smaller fry to set them 
up in businesses of various kinds. In some families 
arrangements were also worked out whereby one 
brother practised usury while the other engaged 
himself in trade.10 

As distinguished from the small merchants there 
were the great merchants usually described as the 
setthis. They traveled constantly, leading caravans 
of as many as 500 carts (obviously a round figure) 
at a time, loaded with goods, transporting them 
across long distances and making enormous profits. 
Many of these also owned large ships which sailed 
to distant lands. 

Like members of the opulent K~atriya class 
some rich merchants are also described as being 
endowed with rather flexible marital virtues. In 
many cases they are spoken of as forming romantic 
liasons with wives of other merchants often bored 
with loneliness occasioned by their husbands' long 
absences from home for trading trips in distant 
parts. These "grass-widows," on some occasions, 
engaged themselves in seducing other merchants 
or even servants il). their own households. 

The life of these rich merchants was character
ized by opulence in their residential places, dress, 
fondness for the fine arts and an especial liking 
for the company of the gat;~ikii. In fact the com
pany of the gat;~ikii was an accepted form of 
diversion for members of the richer classes among 
whom the merchants seemed to have had the 
most cash. The gat;~ikii was skilfully trained in the 
art of bewitching conversation, beguiling gestures 
and a sexual appeal that fascinated and ensnared 
her patrons. In one story a merchant is described 
as being especially apprehensive for his young 
son. He hired an old and experienced kutfini 
to insulate the son against the wiles of the gat;~ikii 
by putting him through a special training course 
to fortify himself against gat;~ikiis. Inspite of all 
this elaborate training the young man fell for 
a gat;~ikii who deprived him of all his capital. 
Finally the capital was retrieved by the young 
merchant only through using the stratagem of a 
monkey trained to secretly and at command swal
low precious objects which he could then disgorge 
at the gat;~ikii's request. It was this monkey that, 
in the end, saved the merchant and his son. But 

there are also stqries which show deep and stead
fast love betweeh merchants and their \Vives as 
was the case with the merchant, Il!aka of :\Iathura, 
and his wife both of whom perished because of 
insufferable pangs of separation.u 

The sefthis enjoyed great power at the court. 
The Paiicatantra has a story of a merchant who 
"directed the whole administration" of a city 
and so long as he handled the city and royal 
business, all the inhabitants were satisfied. All 
the eminent townspeople and the king with his 
entourage honored his daughter's wedding with 
their presence. Some of the Jatakas refer to a 
royal dignitary called the atthacaraka amacca who 
may be presumed to be the leading merchant of 
the kingdom. The Pali texts invariably refer to 
the altha and dhamma aspects of the royal ad
ministration. In this the dhamma aspect was the 
responsibility of the Purohita while the altha part, 
presumably, was entrusted to the leading setthis 
of the realm. Manu's diatribes against the plebian 
status of the merchant notwithstanding these 
merchants, by no means, were regarded as of a 
lowly status if the evidence of this folk literature 
is to be believed. Instances of deep friendship 
between princes and sons of setthis are on record 
and one story tells us that a setthi had power over 
the king because of some obligation that the 
merchant had conferred on the King in the past. 
There were also instances of rich merchants mar
rying their daughters to kings and princes and 
the Natyasastra of Bharata prescribes an identical 
demeanor, mode of walk and gestures with hands 
and fingers in acting on the stage for royal 
ministers and merchants.12 Their deportment 
should reflect portliness, dignity, seriousness and 
maturity and the interesting point here is that 
the merchant obviously is regarded here as of 
the same social standing as a royal minister. 

III. It is in the Buddhist texts that the special 
relationship between Buddhism and the mer
ch::mtile class in general and the setthi in particular, 
is best seen. Even before he formally inaugurated 



the Srupgha for monks and nuns the Buddha's 
first converts were laymen, the two merchants 
named Tapussa and Bhallika. In the Jiitaka 
stories wherever the Bodhisattva is represented as 
being born as a human being, and in cases where 
the social rank or caste is definitely stated, he is 
shown as being born in families associated with 
trade and commerce as many as 67 times, next 
in number only to the Brii.hmaQ.a and K~atriya 
castes. The name of Anii.thapiQ.<;lika, the great 
setthi of Savatthi is celebrated in many sultas. 
The sculptural representation of Anathapii).<;iika 
buying land from the Prince Jeta for building 
the Jetavana monastery for the Buddha is well 
known and represented at Bharhut. The merchant 
very frequently figures as a donor in the votive 
inscriptions from Bharhut, Sanchi, Karle, Bhaja, 
Mahad, Nasik, Pitalkhora and Ajanta. That the 
merchant community maintained a special rela
tionship with the heterodoxies, Buddhism and 
Jainism, is an obvious feature of their history.13 

Apart from their support to the heterodoxies 
such as Buddhism and Jainism, the merchant · 
community was also devoted to the worship of 
certain folk deities. The Kathli.saritsagara refers 
to the cult of the yak~a, Mai).ibhadra, whose 
shrine was frequented by merchants to obtain 
various blessings. The story of Saktimati has the 
following passage: "In our country within the city, 
there is the shrine of a powerful yak~a named 
Mal).ibhadra, established by our ancestors. The 
people there come and make petitions at this 
shrine, offering various gifts, in order to obtain 
various blessings. ·whenever a man is found at 
night with another man's wife, he is placed with 
her within the inner chamber of the yak~ a's temple. 
And in the morning he is taken away from there 
with the woman to the king's court, and his be
havior being made known, he is punished; such 
is the custom. Once on a time in that city a 
merchant, of the name of Samudradatta, was 
found by a city guard in the company of another 
man's wife. So he took him and placed him with 

the woman in that temple of the yak~a, fastening 
the door firmly." The story then goes on to relate 
how the accused merchant's wife, Saktimati went 
to the yak~a temple, bribed the priest, went inside 
the temple where her husband and his lover were 
detained and substituted herself for the lover to 
save her husband's honor. 

Naming persons after a yak~a or yak~il).i also 
seems to have been a fairly frequent practice and 
representation of prominent yak~as or setting up 
of images of yak~as may also be noticed in the 
inscriptions at Bharhut and .:-.rasik. The Sukasap
tati also refers to the shrine of the yak~a, Gala
graha, frequented by merchants. Some times :Ma
l_libhadra is mentioned along with another power
ful yak~a, Piiri).abhadra, in Buddhist and Jain 
texts. Mai).imekhala, the tutelary deity of tra
velers and merchants as we 11 as seafarers, has many 
similarities with l\fai).ibhadra who is described as 
the brother of Vessavai).a-Kubera. The yak~a, 

then, was a favorite god with the mercantile 
community and shrines of l\lal).ibhadra, Piifl_la
bhadra and others were located along routes fre
quented by merchants. In the story of ViSvii.ntara 
(Vessantara) in the Jatakamii.la the yak~as are 
credited with the power of shortening a traveler's 
way which attribute would be particularly at
tractive to traveling merchants.l4 

The preceding discussion on the status of the 
merchant in India reveals a discrepancy between 
what is stated in the hieratic literature, the dhar
masastra-arthasii.stra tradition, and the picture 
presented by the folk literature and the Buddhist 
and Jain traditions. The hieratic tradition has 
a rather low opinion of the merchant and his 
occupation and views him with feelings of contempt, 
suspicion and questionable ritual status. No such 
disability is associated with the status of the 
merchant, as least of the setthi class, in the folk 
and heterdox traditions. Some explanation of 
this discrepancy may be attempted here. 

'f/ 



The rise of the merchant class in ancient India 
was closely associated with certain developments 
in technological and commodity production and 
the process of the monetization of parts of the 
ancient Indian economy. The early Buddhist texts 
unmistakably reveal the emergence of a money 
economy allied with surpluses in commodity. p~o
duction and the monetary benefits involved m 1ts 
exchange.u Trade was becoming an important 
factor in this economy and overseas trade had a 
significant share of the total mercantile operation. 
The Buddhist texts reveal the increasing use of 
money, the nikkha and kahG.par;w are constantly 
mentioned as units of value. The power of the 
Savatthi banker and merchant, Anathapil).c;lika, 
clearly shows the emergence of this class which not 
only supported the local and folk cults such as 
the worship of the yak~as, Mal).ibhadra, Piirl).a
bhadra and Galagraha, but also the valuable sup
port given by this class to the new heterodoxies, 
Buddhism and Jainism. This state of affairs 
continued through the Maurya and post-:.'tlaurya 
ages including the Gupta times. The late Professor 
D. D. Kosambi has pointed out the emergence of 
a peculiar kind of Indian feudalism imposed from 
above and its alliance with Brahmanical sacerdo
talism.l6 In his opinion "villagism" based on 
subsistence commodity production gradually gained 
ground along with the new K~atriya feudalism. 
The new and aggressive Brahmanical sacerdotalism 
not only frowned upon trade and commerce as 
"ritually" questionable but also began to issue 
interdicts against overseas travel, an important 
part of the life-style and operation of many wealthy 
merchants who were the traditional supporters of 
folk cults and the heterodoxies. 

Such interdicts took many centuries to produce 
social results which were aided by the development 
of several economic and political processes. Mer
chants did continue to travel across the country 
and overseas as the history of Indian commercial 
contacts with regions in West and Southeast Asia 
shows.l7 Buddhism and Jainism came to terms 
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with the folkl espe~ially the yak~a-cults popular 
among the m~rcantlle classes. Buddhist inscrip
tions at Bharll.ut and elsewhere, the prevalence of 
names associated with the yak~a cult and Buddhist 
sculptures show representations of some prominent 
Yak~as who were rapidly becoming members of 
the Buddhist "pantheon." The yalqa mithuna 
motif at Karle, Kanheri, Ajanta and Ellora was 
a distinct concession to the beliefs and practices 
of the mercantile classes who were major sup
porters of Buddhism in its early and middle phases. 
A. K. Coomaraswamy has discussed the role of the 
yak~as in Indian mythology and art and we need 
not go into that subject here.18 These heterodoxies, 
Buddhism and Jainism, were not overly exercised 
about ideas of ritual purity and impurity, an ob
session with the Brahmanical hierarchy. The mer
chant class, therefore, felt more at ease with the 
heterodoxies and offered substantial support to 
their monastic and other needs. 

A major factor in the decline of the merchant 
class was the rise of feudalism of the peculiar In
dian variety with all its economic and political 
predicates. Recent works on the origins and de
velopment of this Indian feudalism reveal its 
sustained growth after the post-Gupta age. The 
break-up of imperial polity resulted in the emer
gence of numerous and warring states dotting the 
Indian landscape and many of these chieftains, 
from time to time, betrayed propensities for ban
ditry which especially affected the caravans of the 
traveling merchants. "Villagism" based on an 
economy of subsistence, technological stagnation 
and localization of trade led to conditions of 
reversal to more "primitive" forms of economy. 
Increasingly the cowri began to be used as a 
monetary unit and currency became both debased 
and comparitively scarce as far as the common 
people were concerned. The alliance of Brah
manical sacerdotalism and the new K~atriya feu
dalism made the distinction between the Vaisya 
(to which order the merchant theoretically be
longed) and the Siidra both shifting and uncertain, 
for both were now regarded as suitable groups 
for "squeezing" by the two upper classes. The 
processes of increasing feudalisation of the economy 
significantly decreased the surpluses on the ex-
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change of which the merchant so much depended 
for his livelihood and capital accumulation. Brah
manical sacerdotalism and K!?atriya feudalism 
both betrayed an anti-capitalist attitute and in
creasingly the merchant began to lose out in the 
process. The hieratic tradition reflected in the 
major Dharmasastras had begun to propound its 
bias against the mercantile classes in the centuries 
following the Christian Era and the growth of 
K~atriya feudalism in the post-Gupta centuries 
transformed these attitudes into a reality by the 
time the Turkish invaders appeared on the scene. 
Alongside went on the process of the decline of 
Buddhism and its increasing dependence on royal 
support for survival and the once mercantile
based Buddhism became an adjunct to the new 
K!?atriya feudalism for which the grand ritual of
fered by the BrahmaJ:laS was much more attractive 
and politically expedient than what the changed 
Buddhism had to offer. The folk tradition went 

on struggling against the grand Brahmal).a-K~a
triya alliance but finally it too was ''Brahmanized. ·· 
Its quasi-hero, the merchant, and his affiliation 
with folk cults and heterodoxies, became "folk 
memories" and the Brahmanical pronouncements 
concerning the ritually "impure" status of trade 
and commerce became realities. It was not until 
the imposition of forms of Western mercantilism 
and capitalism in the seventeenth to eighteenth 
centuries from above that the merchant once again 
regained his important role but under very dif
ferent circumstances and conditions of operation.19 
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VII 

BUDDHISM IN THE GUPTA AGE 

AT the dawn of the Gupta age (c. 320 A.D.) Buddhism was 
already over eight hundred years through its history in India. 
The unity of its doctrine and monastic community had been 
sundered four centuries before Samudra Gupta (c. 350-76 A.D.). Its 
two broad divisions, Hinayana (more properly Theravada) and 
the Mahayana encompassed as many as eighteen different sects 
which, though they followed fairly uniform rules of monastic · 
life and conduCt, differed widely about what they understood to 
be "Buddhism". The Gupta age saw a resurgent BrahmaJ)ism 
with the court circles reviving the ancient Vedic sacrificial ritual 
and the masses increasingly attracted by the new Pural)ic Hinduism. 
Buddhism still maintained some of its old philosophic vigor, 
but as a "religion" it was obviously on the defensive, increasingly 
overshadowed by the emerging Tantric cults. 

The purpose of this essay is two-fold. It will discuss the state 
of Buddhism in the various monastic centers and it will examine 
the social and economic background against which Buddhism 
lived and progressed from one phase to another. As will be shown 
later, Buddhism during this age seems to have been well past its 
original social purpose. The burgeoning "feudal" economy and 
polity had already permeated Buddhist organization at various. 
levels. What we can observe in it is a number of monastic 
centers with little or no "organic" relationship to the lay population 
surrounding them. The old centers had already decayed and· 
the new were riven by sectarian differences in their intellectual 
pursuits. Tantrism had begun to cast its lengthening shadow,. 
comprising sublime mysticism on the one hand with gross magical 
ritual on the other. 
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Two points should be clarified before we begin the subject 
proper. The first concerns the chronological limits of the age. 
J. F. Fleet's hypothesis that the Gupta Era originated in 320 A.D. 

is still the most accepted one, though opinions differ about the 
event which it was supposed to commemorate.1 The last great 
ruler of the dynasty was Skanda Gupta (455-467? A.D.) and by 
550 A.D., the Gupta Empire had vanished from the historical 
sceqe. The period dealt with here, therefore, is roughly that of 
two centuries (350-550 A.D.). The second point is related to the 
sour.ces of our information on the subject. First, there are some 

_fifteen inscriptions of a specifically Buddhist content. These 
are largely votive, commemorating pious gifts to various Budd
hist establishments. Of much more substantial interest is the 
Chinese pilgrim's (Fa-Hien, or Fa-Hsien) account of his travels 
in the country at the time of Candra Gupta II (376-414 A.D.), as 
it gives us some invaluable insights into the state of Buddhism at 
that time. This account may be judiciously supplemented with 
that of Yuan Chwang (Hiuen-Tsiang, or Hsiian-Tsang, 629-

. 645 A.D.) which, though considerably later, does help us fill in 
gaps in Fa-Hsien's narrative. We also have a number of Maha
yana Buddhist works which are ascribed to this general age. 
Among them the important ones are the Prajfiiipiiramitii group 
of texts, the Laitkiivatiira, the Saddharmapw:rr/arlka, the Ratna
gotravibhailga and the Sikilisamuccaya of Santideva. The Pali 
commentaries of Dhammapala and Buddhaghosa may also be 
drawn upon to illustrate the state of Theravada Buddhism espe
cially in Kaiichipuram in South India. Finally, there are the 
murals of Ajanta. (near Aurangabad in Maharashtra) which, 
though outside the administrative domains of the Imperial 
Guptas, offer a vivid commentary on Buddhist thought and life
style during the Gupta age. 



II 

The history of Buddhism before the rise of the Imperial Guptas 
may be traced here merely as a background to the subject of this 
paper. The first great event was the Rajagaha Council held imme
diately after the passing away of the Buddha (c. 486 B.C.). The 
Cullavagga account of this Council may be generally accepted 
as historical. The same work further states that about one 
hundred years after the passing away of the Buddha the Second 
or Vesali Council was held at which the great schism in Buddhism 
occurred. The Ceylonese chronicles, Dipavarrzsa and the 
Mahih•af!Zsa (fourth-fifth centuries A.D.), give us the names of the 
various sects that arose as a consequence of differences in the 
interpretation of Vinaya rules and doctrinal points and the num
ber of such sects given is eighteen. The problem of the chrono
logy of the evolution of these sects is much too involved to be 
dealt with here, nor is it very relevant for our purpose~ These 
chronicles also speak of a Third or Pataliputra Council held dur
ing the reign of the great Asoka (c. 272-232 B.C.), which seems to 
have been '1 purely Theravada council. A Fourth Council was 
held inK ., mir d.uring. the time ofthe K~~l).a.Kani~ka (end 
of th~ first .:entury A.D.) dominated by the Sarvastivadins. · 

The first great schism seems to have occurred around the 
middle of the fourth century B.c. and by the time of Asoka at 
least five schools were in existence.3 Inscriptions of the period 
between the first century B.C. and the beginning of the Gupta 
age indicate the existence of centers of the Sarvastivadins, the 
Kasyapiyas, the Dharmottariyas, the Bhadrayanikas and the 
Mahasanghikas in various areas of the country. The Sarva
stivadins were strong in Mathura, from where they spread into 
Kashmir and Gandhara, with some support in Sravasti and 



Varfu;tasi. The Mahasailghikas were also present in Mathurii. 
and spread northward up to Kabul, westward to Mahii.rii.shtra 
and were particularly strong in the Nii.gii.rjunakoQ<;ia-Amarii.vati 
region in Andhra Pradesh as well as in Magadha. The Kii.syapiyas 
were to be found in eastern Uttar Pradesh and northwestern 
India and the Sammitiyas were strong in Magadha and parts of 
BengaL'-' Fa-Hsien found in a Mahii.yii.na monastery a vinaya 
of the Mahasailghikas; he also found a text of the rules of the 
Sarvastivaca, the Sarrzyuktiibhidharmahrdaya siistra and one 
chapter of the Parinirviif.la-vaipulya siitra.s. Fa-Hsien's statements, 
which will be examined in detail later, indicate that many of the 
sects still continued to live during the Gupta age. 

The Buddhist inscriptions of the Imperial Gupta age are thir
teen in number and belong to the fifth and sixth centuries A.D. 

Of these three are from Saiichi, six from Uttar Pradesh, three 
from Bodhgaya in Bihar, and one of unknown provenance from 
the Calcutta Museum. Two inscriptions from Saii.chi are con
cerned with the monetary and land endowments and one is too 
fragmentary to convey any definite meaning; the six Uttar 
Pradesh inscriptions commemorate the dedication of images, as 
also the Calcutta Museum inscription. One Bodhgayii. inscrip
tion deals with the setting up of an image, while two deal with 
benefactions at the shrine' by a Ceylonese king. Admittedly, 
the evidence from inscriptions is much too scanty to enable us 
to come to any significant conclusions. Of the 81 inscriptions 
edited by Fleet as belonging to the Guptas and their successors 
only thirteen (or 16 %) are Buddhistic in content while the rest 
are BrahmaQical in nature. Two of the Sii.fichi epigraphs con
cern grants of land and money for feeding monks and lighting 
lamps in the shrine. One is of the year 412-413 A.D. and the 
other 450-451 A.D., showing the continued attention received by 
the establishment of Saiichi over half a century of the Gupta 
age. In fact, the history of the Buddhist settlement at Saiichi 
goes back to pre-Mauryan times and Asoka served as a viceroy 
at nearby Vidisa before his accession to the throne. There he 



married Devi and of this union were born Mahendra and Sail.
ghamitra who later became missionaries to Ceylon. The railings 
and gateways of the great stiipa were completed during the time 
of the Suil.gas (c.l56-75 B.c.) and inscriptions of the Siitaviihana 
and Saka times indicate that the establishment continued to 
attract pious attention through the centuries and up to the 
. twelfth century A.D." The Gupta grants refer to the great sailgha 
at Saiichi and the ratnagrha (jewel-house) containing images of 
the Buddha. The third Siiiichi inscription is fragmentary and 
refers to a Rudra, son of Gosiirasirphabala. He is called a 
viluirasviimin and there are references to a viharasviimini (Fleet 
No. 63) and a maltiil·ihiirasviimin (Fleet No. 69) at Kasia (Gorakh
pur district) and Mathura. The precise meaning of these 
terms will be discussed later. 

The two most important places of Buddhist devotion were 
Bodhgaya (Bihar) and Sarnath (Uttar Pradesh) where the 
Buddha was enlightened and preached his first sermon. The 
archaeological history of Bodhgayii between the period of the 
Buddha ·and A~oka is uncertain." Asoka is stated to have visited 
the spot, where the Buddha was enlightened and relics of the 
Sunga and post-Suriga age are numerous. Fa-Hsien, who visited 
the spot, says that in the city of Gayii "all was emptiness and 
desolation". To the south was the place where the Buddha 
practised austerities for six years and "all around was forest". 
But he says that at the place of austerities and all other places 
"men subsequently reared topes and set up images, which all 
exist at the present day." He goes on to state, 

"At the place where Buddha attained to perfect Wisdom, 
there are three monasteries, in all of which there are monks 
residing. The families of their people around supply the 
societies of these monks with an abundant sufficiency of what 
they require, so that there is no lack or stint. The disciplinary 
rules are strictly observed by them. The laws regulating their 
demeanour in sitting, rising, and entering when the others 
are assembled, are those which have been practised by all the 
saints since Buddha was in the world down to the present 
day." ~ 
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Yuan Chwang, who visited the same spot some two centuries 
later, describes the Bodhi tree as 

"being surrounded by a brick wall (a wall of piled bricks) of 
considerable height, steep and strong. It is long from east 
to west, and short from north to south. It is about 500 
paces round. Rare trees with their renowned flowers connect 
their shade and cast their shadows; the delicate sha herb and 
different shrubs carpet the soil. The principal gate adjoins. 
a great flowery bank. The western side is blocked up and 
difficult to access (steep and strong). The northern gate 
opens into the great sai!ghiiriima. Within the surrounding 
wall the sacred traces touch one another in all directions. 
Here there are stiipas, in other places vihiiras." 

He also speaks of the Vajriisana or diamond seat and the Bodhi 
tree as "40 or 50 feet in height". To the east of the tree was a 
vilziira 

"about 160 or 170 feet high. Its lower foundation wall is 
20 or more paces in its face. The building (pile) is of blue 
tiles (bricks) covered with clzunam (burnt stone, lime); all 
the niches in the different storeys hold golden figures. The 
four sides of the building are covered with wonderful orna
mental work; in one place figures of stringed pearls (garlands), 
in another figures of heavenly Rishis. The whole is surround
ed by a gilded copper Amalaka fruit." 

He then goes on to speak of a storied pavilion with projecting 
eaves, gilded pillars, beams, doors and windows, "sombre 
chambers and mysterious halls" and images of the Bodhisattvas 
Avalokitdvara and Mafijusri. The place was filled with nume
rous stiipas marking various events associated with the first few 

- a weeks after the Enlightenment. 
Yuan Chwang also describes the great Mahabodhi Sangharama 

built by a 
"former king of Ceylon. Its buildings formed six courts, 
with terraces and halls of three storeys, enclosed by walls 
between 30 and 40 feet high; the sculptures and paintings 
were perfect. The image of Buddha was made of gold and 
silver, and ornamented by precious stones of various colours. 
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There were elegant topes lofty and spacious containing bone 
and flesh relics of Buddha. On the last day of every year 
when the relics were brought out to be shewn a light shone 
and flowers fell in showers. In this establishment there were 
nearly 1000 ecclesiastics all Mahayanists of the Sthavira 
school, and all perfect in Vinaya observances." 

He goes on to state that "in the old days there was a king of 
Ceylon" whose brother, a monk, experienced great difficulties 
during his visits to the places of pilgrimage, whereupon the king 
requested the king of India for permission to build a vihara at 
Bodhgaya:: The Allahabad Pillar inscription of Samudra Gupta 
(c. 350-376 A.D.) refers to the Gupta emperor's receiving embassies 
from Sirphala (Ceylon) among others and Yuan Chwang's account 
obviously refers to the Ceylonese king Meghavarl)a(c. 352-379 A.D.) 

builaing a monastery at Bodhgayii consequent upon Samudra 
Gupta's permission to do so."' 'rhe two inscriptions from Bodh
gaya (Fleet, Nos. 71, .72) refer to the erection of a Buddhist monas
tery by a Mahamima; the first is dated 588-589 A.D. and the 
second refers to the setting up of a statue by the Sakya Bhik~u the 
Sthavira Mah:ini.ima, a resident of Amradvipa. The third Bodh
gaya inscription (Fleet, No. 76) is assigned to the sixth century on 
palaeographic grounds and mentions "the appropriate religious 
gift of the two Sakya Bhik~us Dharmagupta and Darp~~rasena" 
for "the acquisition of supreme knowledge by all sentient beings, 
after (their) parents and (their) Aciirya and Upiidhyiiya.'," 

Of the Gupta inscr~ptions from Uttar Pradesh there are three 
from obscure places (Mankuwar, Deoriya and Kasia-Fleet, 
Nos. 11, 68, 69). Mankuwar is a small village on the bank of 
river Jamuna in the Karchhana telzsi/ of the Allahabad district. 
The inscription is on a pedestal of a seated Buddha image origi
nally discovered in a brick mound northeast of Mankuwar. It 
has the date 129 years ( = 488-489 A.D.) and states that the image 
was installed by a Bhik~u Buddhamitra "with the object of 
averting all unhappiness". Deoriya is also a small village in the 
same teltsil and district. The inscription on the pedestal of a 
standing Buddha image is undated but is assigned, on palaeo-



graphic grounds, to the fifth century. It commemorates the gift 
of the "Sakya Bhikshu Bodhivarman" and the merit is assigned 
to the donor's parents and all sentient beings. Kasia is a village 
in the Gorakhpur district and is identified with Kusinara, the 
place where the Buddha passed away. It was located on a 
trade route from Savatthi to Rajagaha and was one of the impor
tant places of pilgrimage for Budahists. Fa-Hsien very briefly 
notices it as ''in the city the inhabitants are few and far between, 
~omprising only the families belonging to the (different) societies 
of monks." Yuan Chwang found the road leading to it "a 
narrow and dangerous path, with wild oxen and wild elephants, 
and robbers and hunters always in wait to kill travellers" and 
~'the city walls were in ruins, and the towns and villages were 
deserted." He refers to a stiipa built by Asoka and several 
other stiipas. But the place was in ruins and desolate. Probably 
it maintained a monastery or two, particularly for visiting monks. 
The inscription is on the pedestal of a colossal Buddha figure in 
the parinirwi!Ja pose and is stated to be the gift of a Mahiivihiira
sviimin Haribala, the image being fashioned by Dine ... masvara.

12
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Like the foregoing, this epigraph is also assigned to ~he fifth 
century. 

The two inscriptions (Fleet, Nos. 63, 70) from Mathura are 
dated in the Gupta years 135 and 230 ( = 454-455 A.D. and 549-
550 A.D.), being separated from each other by an interval of over 
a century. The first is from a broken standing statue, probably 
a standing Buddha, and mentions it as the gift of the vihiirasviimini 
Devata who assigns the merit of her act to her parents and all 
sentient beings, adding that everything is impermanent includ
ing Nirviil)a, and stresses the happiness of making gifts. The 
second inscription is also from the pedestal of a standing Buddha 
image and mentions the gift as being assigned to all sentient be
ings. Mathura was famous as a center of great religious signi
ficance for the Buddhists, Jains and Hindus. Its antiquities have 
a continuous history from about the first century B.C. onward 
and during the time of the Ku~al)as and Sakas the city enjoyed 
great prominence as an administrative center as well. Fa-Hsien 
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noticed some twenty monasteries with about three thousand 
monks and obviously "the Law of the Buddha was still more 
flourishing". Buddhism, according to the Chinese pilgrim, en
joyed royal patronage in those parts. He says, 

"Everywhere, from the Sandy Desert, in all the countries of 
India, the kings had been firm believers in that Law. When 
they make their offerings to a community of monks, they 
take off their royal caps, and along with their relatives and 
ministers, supply them with food with their own hands. 
That done, (the king) has a carpet spread for himself on the 
ground, and sits down on it in front of the chairman;-they 
dare not presume to sit on couches in front of the community." 

Yuan Chwang found in Mathuni two hundred monasteries with 
two thousand or so monks. The monks were adherents of the 
Mahayana as well as Hinayana. He also mentions stiipas built 
by Asoka and stiipas dedicated to the Buddha's foremost dis
dples as well as to Maiijusri and other Bodhisattvas. There were 
also numerous nuns. As mentioned earlier, Mathuni. was a 

·stronghold of the Sarvastivii.dins and alter them the Mahasari-
ghikas. ' 3 

Only one inscription (Fleet, No. 75) of the Gupta age comes 
from Sarmith. It is from a sandstone bas-relief showing 
three scenes from the Buddha's life and is assigned, on palaeo
graphic grounds, to the fifth century. It mentions that the 
image "has been caused to be made by the Bhik~u Harigupta" 
assigning the merit to his preceptor and parents. Fa-Hsien 
visited the vihara at the Deer Park where the Buddha first preach
ed and mentioned two monasteries with monks living in them. 
The Dhamek stiipa is still a prominent landmark and an inscrip
tion on the pedestal of a Buddha image mentions the gift of 
Kumara Gupta. Yuan Chwang found some fifteen hundred monks 
of the Sammitiya school at Sarnath and noticed several stupas 
around the site.l'l 

Finally, the Calcutta Museum inscription on the pedestal of a 
sandstone standing image ofthe Buddha ofunknown provenance 
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records the gift of the Sakya Bhik~u Dharmadasa, with the merit 
assigned to his parents and all sentient beings.'s-. 

Pii!aliputra, the old imperial capital of the Mauryas, still pre
served some vestiges of its glory. Fa-Hsien reports having seen 
"the Royal palace and halls in the midst of the city, which exist 
now as of old" ... adorned with walls and gates and elegant 
carving and sculptures. By the side of a stiipa attributed to 
Asoka, Fa-Hsien saw a 

"Mahayana monastery, very grand and beautiful; there is 
also a Hinayana one; the two together containing six hundred 
or seven hundred monks. The rules of demeanour and the 
scholastic arrangements in them are worthy of observation." 
"Shamans of the highest virtue from all quarters, and students, 
inquirers wishing to find out the truth and the grounds of 
it, all resort to these monasteries. There also resides in this 
monastery a Brahman teacher, whose name also is Manjusri, 
whom the Shamans of greatest virtue in the kingdom, and the 
Mahayana Bhikshus honour and look up to." 

Fa-Hsien then goes on "to describe the custom of annual proces
sion of images on the eighth day of the second month. The images 
were carried on a four-wheeled, five-storied high cart, decked with 
white and silk-like cloth and painted in various colors. Images 
of various gods made of gold, silver and lapis lazuli and Buddha 
figures in a niche on every side with attendant Bodhisattvas were 
placed on the cart accompanied by numerous other carts. Monks 
and laymen from all over thronged the procession at the invita
tion of the Brahmal)as, and provisions were distributed to the 
needy. In a Mahayana monastery Fa-Hsien found a copy of the 
Mahasati.ghika Vinaya, Sarvastivada literature, the SaJJiyuktii
bhidharmahrdaya.iastra, the Parinirvii!Javaipulya-siitra and the 
Mahiisanghika Abhidlzarma. Fa-Hsien lived in Pataliputra for 
three years learning Sanskrit and copying the literature he found. 
He also found in Pataliputra public hospitals set up by the 
heads of VaiSya families, a tradition that went back to the days of 
Asoka. '" Yuan Chwang also gives a long account of Pii.taliputra. 
He states that the city was deserted, though its foundation walls 
still survived. He narrates the legends of Asoka and describes 
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the city's vario!;s monuments. He states that there were some 
fifty monasteries around the ancient city with about ten thou
sand monks. Most of them belonged to the Mahayana persua
sion./7 Obviously between the time of Fa-Hsien and Yuan 
Chwang, Pataliputra had rapidly deteriorated, though the num
ber of monks mentioned by the latter is unusually large and may 
be taken to be a round number and an exaggeration. It is 
difficult to accept the figures given by the Chinese travellers as 
accurate. In the state of primitive technology of those days 
one monk must have needed the surplus of at least three workers 
to maintain himself in a monastery and this would give us a 
population of some thirty thousand in and around Patali putra. 
which, given its state of decay and dilapidation, is hard to believe. 

Nalanda was one of the greatest centers of Buddhistic learning 
in ancient India. Situated on the outskirts of Riijagaha the 
Buddha visited it often. Its subsequent history up to the Gupta 
age is unclear. Fa-Hsien mentions a village of Niila which is 
identified with Niilandii. Yuan Chwang has a long description 
of the seat of learning which earned very high praise from him. 
He gives us the names of its various patrons. Kumiira Gupta I 
(415-455? A.P.) seems to have built the first g~eat monastery there 
and to this were added others by Tathiigata Gupta and B:iliiditya 
so that by the time the Chinese pilgrim arrived N:iland:i was a 
large complex of six great monasteries surrounded by a wall with 
openings through impressive gates. Its library occupied three 
buildings and there was also an observatory. Yuan Chwang says. 

"The priests to the number of several thousands, are men of 
the highest ability and talent. Their distinction is very great 
at the present time, and there are many hundreds whose fame 
has rapidly spread through distant regions. Their conduct 
is pure and unblamable. They follow in sincerity the pre
cepts of the moral law. The rules of this convent are severe. 
and all the priests are bound to observe them. The countries 
of India respect them and follow them. The day is not 
sufficient for asking and answering profound questions. From 
morning till night they engage in discussion; the old and the 
young mutually help one another." 

The rules of admission were very rigorous and the institution 
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boasted of many renowned teachers such as Dharmapala, Candra
pala, GUJ;tamati and Sthiramati, authors of several works on 
Buddhistic subjects. An elaborate ritual of worship was followed 
and the place was supported by the revenues of one hundred 
villages granted it by Har~a {606-647 A.D.). 1 

B' 

Outside the confines of the Gupta empire there were numerous 
Buddhist centers of monastic life and culture stretching through 
parts of Central Asia, Afghanistan, Kashmir, the Panjab, 
Saura~!ra, Mahanishtra and in the states of Andhra Pradesh and 
Tamil Nadu. Yuan Chwang mentions as many as five thousand 
monasteries with a total of 212,130 monks.~q The numbers of 
monasteries and monks given by Fa-Hsien and Yuan Chwang 
cannot be taken literally, as they are obviously round numbers 
based very often on hearsay evidence. But even if we subtract 
these by 50% the number is still large, namely, 2500 monasteries 
and over I 00,000 monks. The old centers had decayed. Kapila
vastu was a "desert" with a small congregation of monks and 
ten families. Kusinara was "in ruins" with very few inhabitants; 
so was Vesali, and Pataliputra was little better. Rajagaha suffered 
a similar fate; Gaya was desolate.2 ° Fa-Hsien mentions a some
what different list of the holy places of Buddhism such as Bodh
gaya and Sarnath, both common to the old list mentioned in the 
Maltiiparinibbiina Sutta, but Kapilavastu and Kusinara being 
desolate very few visitors ventured to visit them~'. Valabhi in 
Saurii~!ra grew into a prominent university in the time of the 
later Imperial Guptas and owed its rise to the patronage of the 
Maitraka kings, the first monastery there being built by Dudda, 
the sister of the Valabhi king, Dhruvasena I (525-545? A.D.). Yuan 
Chwang mentions that the kingdom had "some hundred sam
gharamas, with about 6000 priests. Most of them ·study the 
Little Vehicle, according to the Sammitiya school.,, a~ 
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The state of Buddhism in Maharashtra during the Gupta age 
is reflected by the Buddhist monuments at Kaoheri, Karle, Pi!al
khora and Ajanta. These owed nothing to Gupta patronage. 
There is a "hiatus" in our knowledge of the history of Buddhism 
in the region between c. 250 A.D. and the fifth century A.D. when 
the old centers at Karle, Nasik, Kaoheri, Karhad, Kuda and 
Pitalkbora are astir with a new life under the Mahayana impetus 
which came from the south and the east, Andhra and Orissa. 
Ellora and Ajanta lay within the territories of the Vakatakas of 
the Vatsagulma branch and Cave 16 at Ajanta refers to King 
Hari~eoa (475-500 A.D.) and his minister Hastibhoja. Cave 17 
was endowed by a Vakataka feudatory and the magnificent Cave 
26 mentions a minister of the King Asmaka. The thirty caves 
at Ajanta, with the exceptions of 9, 12, 13 and 30, were excavated 
during the period from the fifth to the first half of the seventh 
century A.D. The complex has some 18 viharas and the Maha
yana establishment enjoyed support from royalty and state 
officials& 2~Furtber south, the old establishments at Nagarjuna
koo9a and Amaravati had already long passed their ptime, though. 
the faith lingered on at Jaggayapeta and in Kerala and the names 
of Buddhagho~a. Buddhadatta and Dhammapala, celebrated Pali 
commentators, illumine the history of Buddhi~t\c; learning in 
South India from the fifth to the seventh century. :Z,.-4 Yuan Chwang 
noticed "some hundred of Samgharamas a~9 10,000 priests" in 
Kaiichipuram and the Dravi9a country~'. ¥a-Hsien states that 
there were twenty two monasteries in Tamralipti where he stayed 
two years "writing out his Sutras, and drawing pictures of images.'' 
Unfortunately, he bas little more to add. Yuan Chwang found 
there "about ten samgharamas, with about 1000 priests" whereas 
there were fifty Deva temples. Tamralipti-Tamluk lay on the 
Hooghly in West Bengal. In neighbouring Kalinga, or Orissa, 
Yuan Chwang found ten monasteries with five hundred priests of 
the Mahayana persuasion, but there were one hundred Deva 
temples with "very many unbelievers of different sorts.'" u 
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III 

This survey of the state of Buddhism during the Gupta age 
reveals the existence of a large number of monasteries with 
thousands of monks. As mentioned above, the statements of 
the Chinese pilgrims cannot be taken at face value and should 
be regarded as exaggerations. What seems clear is that, though 
the old centers of Buddhism were in obvious decay and desolate, 

numerous new centers were flourishing, with impressive monas
teries enjoying royal support. Of the life of the monks Fa-Hsien 
.has this to say : 

"The regular business of the monks is to perform acts of 
meritorious virtue and to recite their Sutras and sit wrapt in 
meditation. When stranger monks arrive (at any monastery), 
the old residents meet and receive them, carry for them their 
clothes and alms-bowl, give them water to wash their feet, 
oil with which to anoint them, and the liquid food permitted 
out of the regular hours. When (the stranger) has enjoyed a 
very brief rest, they further ask the number of years that he 
has been a monk, after which he receives a sleeping apartment 
with ·its appurtenances; according to his· regular ord~r, ·and 

· everything is done for him which the rules prescribe." 
He further states that there was a practice of erecting stiipas to 
Sariputra, Maudgalyayana, and Ananda as also shrines in honor 
-of the Abhidharma, the Vinaya, and the Siitras. After the rain
retreat laymen sent the monks offerings as a way of earning merit. 
The monks assembled in a great assembly and preached the Law. 
Through the night, lamps were kept burning in the shrines and 
musicians were employed to perform:' A reference has already 
been made above to Fa-Hsien's obtaining texts of the monastic 
-codes and other literature of the various sect, from which it may 
be concluded that many monasteries had their own libraries. 
Niilandii, as has been stated, had the largest library of all monas
teries in India. The cult of the Former Buddhas was very popular 
.and Fa-Hsien refers to Dipankara, Kiisyapa and Krakusandha 
to whom stiipas were raised. Indeed, stiipa-worship was the 
-commonest form of, ritual, though images of the Buddha and 
various Bodhisattvas such as Avalokitesvara and Mai'ijusri were 
.common, and Fa-Hsien describes the custom of the procession 
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of images mounted on carriages. Belief in the miracles performed 
by the Buddha was common and stiipas were also raised over 
spots where events of a mythological nature occurred, some of 
which related to stories in the Jiitakas and the A vadiinas. 

2
g 

Thus, Buddhism had evolved into a highly ritualistic faith with 
its own shrines, mythology and miracles. Yuan Chwang refers 
to the unceasing discussions going on among the monks on the 
abstruse and finer points of the doctrine. The Chinese pilgrims 
mention the existence of eighteen different sects among the 
Buddhists though they mention only a few by name. Among 
them are the Mahasailghikas, the Sthaviras, the Sammitiyas, and 
the Sarvastivadins. The partisans of Mahayana and Hinayana 
were "content to dwell apart." The sects had their own Vinaya 
which differed in minor details with more or tess exact attention 
to matters of practice, though most agreed in essentiaJi:.'7 Yuan 
Chwang mentions that some monks of superior rank bad lay 
servants attached to them, while others rode on elephants and 
had retinues; ao 

Here we may refer to the office of the vilriirasviimin noticed 
above. The inscriptions mention vihiirasviimin, anekavihiiras
viimin and vihiirasviimini. The first term has been rendered as 
.. master of a vihiira" and is explained as a "technical religious 
title of office, applied to certain functionaries who came next in 
rank below the anekavihiirasviimin." However, the term vihiira
sviimini is rendered as "mistress (lady-superintendent) of a vihiira" 
and explained as seeming "not to be technical religious title denot
ing office by females, but to mean simply 'the wife of a vihiiras
viimin'." If the vihiirasviimin was an ecclesiastical officer heading 
a vihara or monastery, he must be presumed to be a monk and the 
vihiirasviimini cannot be described as wife of a vilziirasviimin since 
neither of our Chinese pilgrims notes the violation of the vow of 
<:elibacy by any of the monks in India. In this connection refe
rence has been made to similar titles such as mahiisiimiya and 
pamukha ·which are taken to mean similar offices elsewhere. 31 



That the person described as vihdrasvdmin bad control of the 
vihara or monastery is beyond doubt as the second part, svomin, 
indicates. The question 1s whether he was a monk or a layman. 
Hitherto, it has been taken for granted that he was a monk, 
though viharasvomini, which should mean a woman in control 
of monastery, is rendered as the wife of a vihdrasvdmin. A careful 
reading of the terms malrosamiya and pamukha does not show that 
the persons associated with them were monks, but rather that they 
were lay officials, probably governmental officials. An inscrip
tion of the time of the HiiQa ToramaQa refers to a Jayavrddhi as 
an anekavihdrasvomin, "master of several viharas", and is nowhere 
indicated as a monk. Our evidence, therefore, does not support 
the inference that a vihorasvomin was a monk. He was in all 
probability a layman, sometimes a local official responsible for the 
maintenance of a monastery or group of monasteries. 

In this connection, we should bear in mind two aspects of the 
Gupta polity of the times. One is the office of the vinayasthi
tisthapaka who was an official in charge of religious and moral 

.. affair~. somewhat si~ilat to the · dharinamahamorra of Asokal-'· 
Either the vi!rarasvomin was a vinayasthitisthdpaka specifically 
charged with Buddhist affairs or an officer assigned specifically 
to Buddhist monasteries, working under the Religious and Mora
lity office of the state. As such, he was a layman and cannot 
be regarded as a holder of a "religious" office or someone who 
occupied a place of importance and power in the Buddhist 
monastic hierarchy. His general duties could have been the 
building, endowment and upkeep of the monasteries that enjoyed 
royal grants. In some cases he could have been wealthy himself, 
favorably disposed to Buddhism in his personal faith, considering 
it an act of merit to build or endow a monastery at his own 
expense. 

Secondly, there is the fact of land-grants to Buddhist monas
teries. The practice of making land-grants andjor endowment 
of amounts of money, the interest from which could be used for 
defraying costs of monastic supplies, arose much before the Gupta 
age. In Maharashtra, for instance, during the period of the 
Satavahanas a number of such land-grants were made to Bud
dhist monastic settlements. Such grants are specified by clauses 
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granting immunity from taxation and it is assumed that the 
revenues of these lands were to be used for the upkeep of the 
monks and monasteries to whom these grants were made. In 
some cases, the entire villages were assigned; in others, specific 
lots of farmland or land used for growing fruit trees were given. 
In such cases where entire villages were involved, the state sus
pended many of its administrative and fiscal functions from the 
assigned lands and we may assume that individual farmers became 
tenants of the monastic establishment. This was but a part of 
the evolution of ancient Indian feudal polity;H . · 

For the Gupta age, we have the Sii.iichi inscription of the time 
of Candra Gupta II of the year 93 (412-413 A.D.) recording the 
grant of a village or an allotment of land in Isvaraviisaka, pur
chased with an endowment for the purpose of support of monks 
Jiving in the great ~7ihiira of Kiikanadabota or Siinchi.1.* The 
grant is from Amrakii.rddava, son of Udiina, an officer of Candra 
Gupta II. Yuan Chwang states that Nii.landii enjoyed the reve
nues of one hundred villages, which were increased to two hund
red by the time of I-Tsing (671-695 A.D.). I-Tsing describes the 
system of farming of such Sangha lands : 

"When a cornfield is cultivated by the Sangha (the Brother
hood or community), a share in the product is to be given to the 
monastic servants or some other families by whom the actual 
tilling has been done. Every product should be divided into 
six parts, and one-sixth should be levied by the Sangha; the 
Sangha has to provide the bulls as well as the ground for cul
tivation, while the Sangha is responsible for nothing else." 3s 

1-Tsing prefaces his observation by saying that this was "accord
ing to the teaching of the Vinaya", which should suggest that the 
practice was not by any means recent but old enough to be included 
in some versions of the Buddhist Vinaya. Probably such a 
practice became prevalent by the beginning of the sixth century 
if not earlier. Such land-grants reflect the increasing "feudaliza
tion" of the state and society during the Gupta age. The 
Buddhist monastery became a part of this emerging feudal struc-
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ture indicating the long distance that Buddhism had travelled 
from its original manifestation as the product of an urban and 
mercantilist revolution in Indian history;?" 

Though Buddhism still enjoyed some support from the com
mon people, increasingly the monasteries had come to depend 
upon the generosity of kings, their courtiers, and feudal barons..J 7 

The Guptas generally favored BnihmaQism and its two leading 
cults, Vai~I)avism and Saivism, as is indicated by their perform
ance of Vedic sacrifices and by Vai~Qavite and Saivite emblems 
on their coins. A recent work has argued that "in the later 
phase of the history of their dynasty they came under the spell 
of an ascetic philosophy" and that Kumara Gupta I was attracted 
to Buddhism toward the end of h.is career and that Narasimha 
Gupta I was a devout Buddhist.

38 We have already referred to 
Gupta contributions to the founding of the great center of Bud
dhistic learning at Nalanda. The Guptas were tolerant in their 
religious policies and were liberal in their religious benefactions, 
though none of the Gupta rulers could be compared to Asoka, 
Kani~ka or Har~a in their patronage to Buddhism. It is probable 
that a few of their feudatories such as Amrakarddava of the 
Saiichi inscription were especially well-disposed toward Buddhism. 

The Buddhist monastic institutions also received support from 
Brahmal)as. Fa-Hsi~n states that at the time of the image
procession in Pataliputra the Brahmal)as came and invited the 
"Buddhas to enter the city" and heads of Vaisya families also 
helped a great deal in charitable works. Along with the Vaisyas, 
the BrahmaQas distribu.ted to the monks articles needed by them in 
their monastic life.3i Jt is doubtful if the Buddhist laymen and 
laywomen formed a distinct society of their own. Probably no 
such distinction existed except that the laymen offered their gifts 
to the monasteries and at the stiipas, but this was also done by 
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the Bnihmat:tas and other groups. The only distinguishing marks 
pertained to the monastic life of the Buddhists, for their monas
teries were meant exclusively for their use and within their walls 
the monks studied, preserved and discussed their specific doc
trines. At the travellers' hospices different arrangements were 
made for the Buddhist monks, as their rules of food and monastic 
<:on duct in general markedly differed from those of others. Buddhism 
had failed in creating its own distinctive society and was, at this 
time, more or Jess confined to the monasteries. Many of the older 
monasteries were in ruins and at many places the number of 
monks was small. Other and newer centers had risen, such as 
Nalandi, but these were monastic colleges dependent on royal 
benefactions, surrounded by ritual and pomp. The general pic
ture is that of decline, with very little of the old social vigor left 
in Buddhism. Yuan Chwang frequently refers to the large 
numbers of Deva-temples, and their votaries who numbered in 
the thousands, clearly indicating that Brahmal).ism was on the 
ascendant and Buddhism was on its way to disappearance. 

Of the intellectual life of the Buddhist community, Fa-Hsien 
states that the study of the Abhidharma, Vinaya and the Siitras 
and the practice of meditational exercises were carried on 
assiduously in the monasteries. In the Mahayana residences the 
Prajfi.iipiiramitii texts were studied with great diligence. 1.1a Yuan 
Chwang states : 

"The different schools are constantly at variance, and their 
contending utterances rise like angry waves of the sea. The 
different sects have their separate masters, and in various 
directions aim at one end. 
There are Eighteen schools, each claiming pre-eminence. 
The partisans of the Great and Little Vehicle are content to 
dwell apart. There are some who give themselves up to quiet 
contemplation, and devote themselves, whether walking or 
standing still or sitting down, to the acquirement of wisdom 
and insight; others, on the contrary, differ from these in 
raising noisy contentions about their faith. According to 
their fraternity, they are governed by distinctive rules and 
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Of the literature of the period the Prajfiiipiiramitii texts were the 
most important. The early texts probably originated in South 
India and the name of Nagarjuna is associated with the conso
lidation of the tradition. According to Conze, it was during the 
Gupta age that "the re-statement of the doctrine in short Sutras 
and in l'ersified Summaries" occurred (c. 300-SOO A.D.). Among 
these are the Heart Sutra and the Diamond Siitra, the former 
described as "one of the sublimest spiritual documents of man
kind" offering a re-statement of the idea of Emptiness ( Sunyatii). 
The Diamond Surra "appeals directly to a spiritual intuition which 
_ba~ lef~ the conventions of logic behind.'l".trhe subject-matter 
of these texts has reference to the · Absolute and the relation 
between the conditioned and the unconditioned. They instruct 
us to proceed from appearance to reality, to go beyond life which 
is like a dream, a bubble, even beyond concepts such as the 
Buddha or NirvaQa and realize the "sameness" between here and 

.. the concept of the "hereafter". The Absolute is unconditioned, 
. imm~table, i~penetrable, unidentifiable, and spiritual advancement. 

must begin with an awareness of the essential "unreality" of 
all concepts. When duality is transcended "suchness" is realized. 
These texts build upon the fundamentals of the Siinyavada, the 
doctrine of "emptiness" propagated by Nagarjuna. They do not 
completely reject the way of "works" (merit-making) and practice 
of the basic Buddhistic virtues. but emphasize that these only 
prepare the ground for the journey into the Absolute which must 
involve, initially at least, an intense intellectual effort, only so 
that intellect itself may be shown as inadequate in the realization 
of the Absolute;"''~ 

Another important text related to this general period of 
Buddhistic thought is the Sadd!zarmapu!Jr;/arika. The work has 
had a long history, in the course of which it underwent numerous 
textual modifications, and is devoted to the glorification of the 
Buddha as the incomparable Lord of healing, a savior ever present 
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to succour suffering humanity a!"'d ever responding to faith. The 
work was first translated into Chinese in 223 A.D. and in different 
recensions later. It is the principal text of devotional Buddhism 
with all its elaborate rituals, acts of faith, miracles and savior 
cult. More than the Prajiiiipiiramitii, the Saddharmapw;rjarika 
reflects the popular Buddhist temper of the Gupta age and 
inspired numerous and great works of arr."' 11 

The Laizkiivatiira Sutra is another outstanding work which may 
be generally related to the ethos of Buddhism of the Gupta age. 
It was translated into Chinese in 443 A.D. and hence must have 
been in existence at least by the middle of the fourth century. 
It espouses the Vijnanavada school of Buddhist philosophy which, 
while denying the reality of the external world, accepts that the 
phenomena of consciousness have a subjective reality. Its main 
thrust is directed toward the "realization that things are nothing 
but mental creations; that external things can be said to exist or 
not exist only in the sense of a mirage, being produced from 
mental impressions from of old, and through the true apprehen
sion of things in their ultimate nature." This apprehension is the 
essence of the "Buddha-nature," the leap into "suchness" (tathatii) 
transcending reason and discrimination. The path leading to it is 
that of meditation which later became embellished with the con
templation of "constructs" (d/ziiri~1is) and chants (mantras) finally 
culminating in Vajrayana ("Thunderbolt vehicle"), Mantrayana, 
and Tantrayana from the seventh century onward.4S 

Dominating the background of this developrnent in Buddhism 
were the two concepts of the transcendental Buddha who had long 
gone beyond the historical Buddha. In his aspect of the dlzarma
kiiya (Truth~body) he was eternal, ineffable, fully capable of 
saving human beings who approached him with hearts filled with 
faith and absolute surrender (bhakti). But even more important 
than this Buddha was the Bodhisattva (one who had in him the 
essence of perfect wisdom). He symbolized in his person and 
career the two supreme virtues of transcendental wisdom (prajiiii) 



and unbounded compassion (karUIJii). He defers his own nirvii~ra 
so that he may operate in the world to save all those who 
come unto him with their hearts filled with faith Uraddhii) and 
supplication, the eternal companion of the lonely traveller, 
ready to wipe the tears of the afflicted, the agonized and the 
forlorn. 

The origins of the Bodhisattva cult have been long debated a,nd 
various sources are cited for them. One view is that it was a 
Buddhist response to the growth of the bhakti cult centered 
around Kr~Qa and Siva worship. Archaeological evidence for 
the Vi~Qu-Kr~Qa cult dates back to the second century B.c. and 
it is possible that the bhakti tradition goes back to a much earlier 
time than that. Among the Buddhists the early development of 
the stupa as a place of worship indicates the influence of elements 
of the bhakti-cult. The Bhagavad Gitii, assigned in its present form 
to a period between the second century B.C. and the second century 
A.D., is the first formalized and institutionalized statement of the 
role of the bhakti-cult in the newly· emerging Hinduism. It is also 
argued, on the other hand, that the Hindu bhakti-cult was, in 
itself, a BrahmaQical response to developments in Buddhism. But 
perhaps both Buddhism and Hinduism in their bhakti traditions 
centered on the Bodhisattva and Kr~Qa-Vi~Qu savior concepts 
were, in fact, classical expressions of what was originally a folk 
cult. That folk cult was based on Yak~a worship. Yak~a 

worship among the merchant and artisan groups has an antiquity 
much greater than both Buddhism and the new Hinduism. The 
Yak~a and his female counterpart, the Yak~i. reflected a com
plex of ideas and expectations related to travel, wealth, crafts 
and arts of music and dance, erotica, maligala (auspiciousness), 
and fertility. Among a host of Yak~as mentioned by name in 
Buddhist and BrahmaQicalliterature two are prominent, namely, 
MaQibhadra and PiirQabhadra, whose icons were worshipped in 
shrines. These were deities of merchants, travellers, craftsmen, 
artists and, in general, the plain common folk. They were too 
ubiquitous and powerful to be ignored by both Buddhism and 
Hinduism. The most vital part of the Yak~a cult was the role 
of bhakti (devotion, supplication, succour) which was assimilated 
by the two classical traditions of ancient India. Some aspects 
of the cult, such as assistance to travellers and merchants' patro
nage of the arts and crafts, are common to some of the Yak~as 



as well as the Bodhisattvas Padmapii.l).i and Vajrapal).i. The 
iconography of these Bodhisattvas reveals close relationships 
with Yaklja iconography. It is more than probable that the 
new Buddhism drew upon folk cults to a much greater degree 
than has been suspected and the twin aspects of bhakti and 
succour may have been concepts assimilated from the folk cults. 

This new Buddhism had gone far past the spirit of the old, 
for the Buddha "now appeared as a god of the first order, in
vested with all the qualities that the most extravagant mytho
poetic imagination could suggest." The new mythology con
jured countless heavens presided over by Buddhas and Bodhisat
tvas, among whom was Avalokitesvara, "the self-appointed votary 
seeking eagerly to procure happiness for his fellow-creatures at 
any cost, even if he must surrender his own right to spiritual 
advancement as the price." The ability of one person to trans
fer his own merit to others now looms large as a dominant be
lief, evidence of which appears in the votive inscriptions cited 
above in this chapter. Images of the two Bodhisattvas, Padmapiryi 
and Vajrapal).i were worshipped all over northern India and in 
Maharii.shtra during the Gupta age. Also worshipped was 
Mafijusri, who conferred on his devotees qualities of intelligence, 
wisdom, memory and eloquence, and his cult became popular from 

"~" . the fourth century A.D. onward;. 
These developments paralleled similar movements in Hinduism 

expressed in the philosophy of the paths (margas) of ritual action 
(karma), selfless devotion (bhakti), and wisdom (jiiiina). The 
ethical earnestness of the old school was still there, but now it 
was heavily overlaid with elaborate ritual, image-worship and 
meditative and mystical practices and cults. The two out
standing texts of the Bodhisattva cult were Sii.ntide\a's Bodlzicar
yiiratiira and the Sik ~iisamuccaya, the first being called "the 
finest poem in Buddhism" and the latter a compendium of 
lore bearing on the training of the Bodhisattva and the Buddha.
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Mention must also be made here of the intellectuals assigned to 
this period. Among them were Dignaga (Diilnaga), the celebrated 
Buddhist logician, and Dharmapala who belonged to Vasubandhu's 
school; Sthiramati, the author of the Ratnakiita; and Buddhapalita 
and Bhavaviveka, assigned to the beginning of the fifth century. 
Tradition associates the name Vasubandhu, "one of the most 
prominent figures in the history of Buddhist literature;' with 
either Candra Gupta II or Kumara Gupta or botht l.tS 

Among the schools prominently mentioned by the Chinese 
travellers were the Mahasailghikas, the Sarvastivadins and the 
Sammitiyas. The Mahasailghikas are regarded as the precur
sors of the Mah:iyanists and date back to the time of the Second 
or Vesiili Council. The Mahasailghikas were strong in P:itali
putra, in Mathura, Western India, and Andhra. They developed 
their own views of the nature of Buddhahood and especially 
the Bodhisattva doctrine. The Sarvastivadins are so-called 
because o( the attribution ·~o them of the claim sarram asti . 
(Everything exists) which really pertained to the ontological reality 
of certain elements. The Siimmitiyas were strong in Valabhi in 
Saurii~tra and also at Nalanda. The old Theravadins were largely 
confined to the Tamil Nadu area and Sri Lanka 

The Buddhist educational system and art vividly reflect the 
intellectual temper and the emotional ethos of Buddhism in 
the Gupta age. Yuan Chwang's account of the university of 
Nalanda contains some very perceptive observations on the edu
cational methods in use. They consisted of expository lectures, 
-discussions, learning by rote, debates and expositions of the 
-doctrines. Some of the keenest Buddhist minds lived at the cen-
ter and the students were put through a complex curriculum com
prising grammar, Sanskrit language, philosophy, logic, and as
tronomy as well as -non-Buddhistic thought. Its library contain
ed hundreds of texts laboriously copied and handed down from 
generation to generation, and Nalanda served as the pre-eminent 
intellectual center of the Buddhist world not only in India but 
also in all Asia. While its later development betrays preoccupa
tion with magic and mysticism, the earlier decades undoubtedly 
reflected all that was best in the Buddhist intellectual tradition. 
The Buddhist feeling is exquisitely brought out in Buddhist works 
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of art of which the SarmHh Buddha figure and the murals of 
Ajanta are the outstanding examples. The Sarnath Buddha' 
figure is at once the flower of a mature sculptural tradition, dis
playing utter sophistication in the handling of intractable material 
and infusing it with a spiritual greatness so characteristic of this 
great age. The Ajanta murals delight in the portrayal of the 
many facts of life encompassing in their broad sweep the world 
of kings and princesses as wei! as common people, the animal and 
vegetable realms, and the realms of gods, Nagas, Yak~as, and 
Bodhisattvas. The over life-size figure of Avalokitesvara Bodhi
sattva epitomizes the noble ideal of the Being of infinite wisdom 
and compassion transmuting with tender gaze earthiness into 
spiritual sublimity. Long past is the phase of tentative probings 
and experimental heaviness of the Ku~ii.Qa and Mathurii. schools, 
for the Gupta artist is now completely a master of his material and 
technique, revealing through the half-closed gaze of the Buddhas 
and Bodhisattvas the variety of the macrocosm merging into the 
sublimina' .. ity of the world within. Buddhism had created a 
great -cultL.. . a noble and integral part of an age of classicism. 
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VIII 

ANAGARIKA DHARMAP ALA 

TOWARD MODERNITY THROUGH TRADITION IN CEYLON 

Toward the aiddle of the nineteenth century Buddhism in Ceylon 

had indeed reached the lowest point of its power and glory. 

The monastic order functioned more as a matter of habit than 

any conscious aspiration of design. By and large the old 

scholarly tradition had remained languid for decades for the 

generality of the monks were "intellectually and spiritually 

moribund ; monastic discipline was lax, the practice of medi

tation had been neglected and then forgotten; and even to 

those who truly loved the Buddha, the Dha~ma and the Samgha, 

it muat sometimes have seemed that, after reigning fer ~ore 

than twenty glorious centuries over the hearts and minds of 

th~ Sinhala race, they were doomed to be •cast as rubbish to 
1 

the void'. " Centuries of foreign rule, first Portuguese, then 

Dutch and finally British, had seemed to smother the Ceylonese 

cultural genius for everywhere the West was triumphant. Its 

theology overwhelmed Buddhist apologetics; its manners, cus-

toms and modes of dress made the Ceylonese feel like barbarians 

in th~.i.:c nutive styles. Sinhalese children affected Christian 

names and assiduously sought missionary schools. Everything 

I .: ~ 

'~ 
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Sinhalese was at a low discount it not held in open distaste 

and contempt,and tt looked as if in a matter of a few more 

decades both Buddhism and the Sinhalese culture would be more 

or less matters of interest to anthropologia~a and antiquar-

ians. 

By ~he 1860's, however, there was a sudden stirring~ a 

new awakening which by the end of the cen~ury had burgeoned 

into a powerful Buddhist revival enahrining within itself a 

militant and new Sinhalese consciousness. One man, above all 

others, was largely responsible for ~his phenomenal awakening. 

Thia man is known as the Anagarika Dharmapala. In many respects 

the Anagarika did for Buddhism and Ceylon what the Swami Vive

kananda (1863-1902) did for Hinduism and India. 

Dharmapala's life falls into three well-defined phases. 

The first phase (186~-1891) was essentially ~hat of apprentice

ship when he divided his time equally between Theosophist propa

ganda and leadership in the Buddhist revival. The second phase 

(1891-1927) saw his emergence as the undisputed leader of the 

new Buddhist movemen~while the last (1927-1933) were years of 

fulfilment, failing health and ordination into the Order of monks. 

These three phases paralleled striking developments in Sinhalese 

nationalism and between the two there was a direct causal rela-

tionship. 

11 

Dharmapala was born on September 17, 1 64 in the Pettah 

I : ~ 
,_ 



area of tne city of Colombo.
2 

His parents were Don Carolis and 

Mallixa Hewavitarne. Don Carols was a aember of the Goyigama 

caste, "the most numerous caste throughout the interior, both 

Low country and Kandyan" with an "almost exclusive claim to a 

past lordly status in Ceylon". 3 Traditionally a land-owning 

and farming caste, the Hewavitarne family belonged to Matara 

in south Ceylon. The first important .. mber of this family in 

recent times was Hewavitarne Dingiry Appuhamy. Of his two son~ 

the older became a Buddhist monk known aa Hittatiye Atthadassi 

Thera of the Hittatiye Raja Mahavihara. His tutor was Mirisse 

Revata 1 the fourth in pupilary succession from the Sangharaja 

Saranankara 1 an outstanding name in eighteenth century Ceylonese 

Buddhism. The other son, Don Carolis, went to Colombo and 

started a furniture manufacturing bu•iness in Colombo. This 

deviation was symptomatic of the general movement toward business 

and commerce as instruments of amassing wealth,and consequently 

a higher social status and governmental recognition prominent 

among the Karava and Salagama castes but also favored by many 

from the Goyigama.~ Don Carolis' material prosperity was matched 

by his ardent loyalty to traditional Buddhism, the latter trait 

especially shared by his wife, Mallika. Mallika was the daughter 

of Adriss Perera DharmagunawanEne~ also a Colombo businessman 



whose connection with Buddhism was even mor~ illustrious th~n 

that of Don Carolis. He had donated a piece of land at Maliga

kanda~whereon rose the later celebrated Vidyodaya Pirivena~led 

by Hikkuduwa Siri Sumangal Maha Nayaka There, one of the two 

great monastic leaders of the new and militant Buddhism of the 

1870's and 1880's. These elements had a far-reaching influence 

on Dharmapala's choice of career and his dedication to it once 

the choice was made. 

Between 1864 and 1880 young David Hewavitarne (the name 

Dharmapala was assumed by him after 1885) attended a variety 

of schools, most of them either Catholic or Anglican. He was 

a serious student, particularly interested in religions and 

the aggressively missionary attitudes in these schools inevit-

ably brought him into conflict with the school authorities. He 

could not easily submit himself to the learning of Christian 

Gospels and catechism expected of all pupils in these schools 

and often David was torn between his interest in his schools and 

his innermost Buddhist convictions strongly engendered as they 

/ ,~:' 

were by the deep piety of his mother. After completing nis formal 

schooling, David found employment in Government service where he 

continued until January 1886 when he gave up his job to partici-

pate in the activities of the Theosophical Society. 

The two great influences on Dharmapala's thinking during 

this period were his own growth in Buddhism 1

1

and the impact of the 

Theosophical movement. Colombo and its enviirons were at this time 



reverberating with the heated debates betweeJ Christian mission

aries and learned Buddhist Iitunks culminating lin the celebrated 

Panadura Controversy of August 1873. The Buddhist leaders in 

these debates were Hikkuduwe Siri Sumangala, to whom a reference 

has already been made above, and Migetuwatte Gunanada whose 

oratorical skill enthralled his audience&. Gunancmda was the 

incuD&bunt at the Kotahena t-.mple frequented by David so often .. 

The Panadura Controversy, as the polemical gatherings became 

known later, signalled the emergence of a strong Buddhist revival 

and Dharmapala was drawn to it from the outset. The learning and 

oratorical skill of Sumangala and Gunananda revived Buddhist 

confidence, while the encounter with the Theosophic~l ~ove~ent 

found for it organizational instrumentalities which ~ere largely 

skillfully used by David and his associates. 

Soon after the formation of the Theosophical society in 

New York in 1875, its leader~ the Russian Madame Blavatsky, 

(1831-1891) and the American Colonel H. s. Olcott, (1832-1307) 

soon found their way to India and Ceylon. In May 1880, Blavatsky 

and Olcott had arrived in Ceylon and their advocacy of and efforts 

for the revival of Buddhism attracted wide attention, especially 

from among the elite groups of Colombo. On Hay 21, 1880, Blavat

sky and Olcott publicly recited the tisarana (Seeking refuse in 

the Buddha, Dhamma and Samgha) and the panchasila (Five precepts 

for laymen and women) which created such a de~p and abiding 
i 

impression on the minds of the throngs of Bud~hists gathered ~n 
I 

Galle. This was soon followed by the foundin~ of the Buddhist 

I ,. 



Theosophical Socie'ty and in 188'+ Dharmapala was adtill tted to the 

Society. He then proceeded to Adyar, near Madras in India for 

the study of occultism. In 1886 Dharmapala •ccompanied Colonel 

Olcott on a tour of Ceylon for spreading the influence of Theos

ophy in the country. As the Bikhahu Sangharakahita states: "the 

tour of 1816 occupies an important place in Dharmapala's develop

ment. Besides bringing him in touch with the hopes and fears, 

the v~ues and failings, of thousands of his fellow-countrymen, 

it also gave him a glimpse, through the commanding and active 

personality of Colonel Olcott, of the practical efficiency of 

the western races•. 5 

The impact of the Theosophical movement on religious revival 

and modernization in India and Ceylon was decisive in many respects. 

To a large extent it was a marriage of convenience for the new 

movement and the traditional and established religious systems, 

Hinduism in India and Buddhism in Ceylon. For Theosophy an 

alliance with religious leaders such as Swami Dayananda Saraswati, 

(182~-1883) of the Arya Samaj and Pandit Madan Mohan Malaviya 

(1861-19~6) was the most convenient way for acceptance and spread 

in India. A similar state of affairs existed in Ceylon when 

Blavatsky and the Buddhist monastic and lay leaders associated 

themselves with the Theosophists. For the Hindu and Buddhist 

leaders it gave much needed confidence in th~ir own doctrines and 

practices wnen they saw that the European aJ!ld Amerlcan dclht=L't!ll i.:; 

of Theosophy not only expressed confidence tn the soundness of 



their doctrines but also extolled them as a~cient wisdom so 

sorely needed by the West in crisis. The dogmas of Theosophy 

may have worn thin in a short time but the psychological jmpact 

created by the Theosophical movement sparked powerful movements 

of revival and regeneration of old religious systems which later 

became the bases for the development of cultural and political 

nationalisms. 

Between 1885 and 1890, Dharmapala plunged himself avidly 

and tirelessly in the activities of the Buddhist Theosophical 

Society. He began to assume major responsibility for the Weekly 

Sandaresa (started in 1880) and the Buddhist (started in 1888) 

which became such pow•rful instruments of Buddhist propaganda 
a 

and cultural nationalism. The Sandaresa supporte~movement for 

economic participation and prosperity for the Sinhalese and was 

enthusiaatically supported by the mercantile elements. 6 The 

alliance of trader elements with the traditional elitist groups 

such as the Goyigama and the influential members of th~ Buddhist 

Order created a wide and strong base for the new movement which 

made itself manifest as an amalgam of religious revival and 

economic and cultural nationalism, wherein it was difficult to 

say where one ended and the other began. The conviction under-

lying this movement was that the old doctrines were absolutely 

valid and essential in the ~aking of the new Sin~al~but they 

~ust be interpreted through new instrumentalities and fused with 

modernistic modalities. 

( ::/ 
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Dharmapala, was also occupied in sponslring the opening 
alone r 

of Buddhist schools which t\in hi's opinion, : could counter 

Christian missionary propaganda and instill in the younger 

generation a love and pride for the national Sinhalese culture. 

In his speeches he harped upon the grand theme of the utter 

necessity of reviving Buddhism which was now increasingly 

equated with the rejuvenation of Sinhalese nationalism and 

culture. This theme of nationalism remained constant in all 

his exhortations to the Sinhalese whether he lived in Ceylon 

or abroad. But soon he found a larger theme which brought him 

international fame. 

III 

That was his visit to Bodhgaya, where the Buddha was en-

lightened, and Sarnath, where Buddhism was born with the preach

ing of the first sermon by the Buddha and the conversion of his 

erstwhile ascetic companions, in 1891. These were two of the 

four holy places of Buddhism and they were in a state of neglect. 

The site of Buddha's enlightenment was then the prop~rty of a 

Hindu mahant (religious leader) and Dharmapala's mind was sadd-

ened. He resolved to rehabilitate these sites and make them 

worthy of the glory of Buddhism.. He had no1.v found a cause which 

could appeal to Buddhisu all over, in Ceylon and the other Budd

hist countries of Asia as well as to educat~d and thinking Indians. 

That same year in May he founded the Maha Bodhi Society (initially 



called the Buddhagaya Maha Bodi Society ) in lcalcutta 4nd later 

in January 1892 began publiohing the ~ Bo~hi Journal which 

soon became in his hands a powerful vehicle for the dissemina-

tion of knowledge of Buddhism and Buddhist propaganda. The 

years 1892-1893 were occupied with his concern for the rehabili

tation of Buddhist pilgrim sites (Bodhagaya and Sarnath) and 

appeal for funds for the purpose which led him to Burma (Akyab 

and Rangoon). His missionary work in the cause of the revival 

of Buddhism soon brought him international attention and an 

invitation to attend the Parliament of Religions to be held 

in Chicago during September 1893 in conjunction with the Chicago 

World's Fair. This event had an impact both on the revival of 

Hinduism and Buddhism as the Swami Vivekananda also made his 

famous debut at this Parliament and made a triumvhant return 

to India afterward to be hailed as a conquerine hero. For 

Dharmapala this was the beginning of his travels in numerous 

countries of l:urope, Asia and America. He visited England four 

times (1893, 1897, 1904 and 1925-26), the u.s. five times (1893, 

1896, 1897, 1902-1904, 1913-1914 and 1925), China, Japan anc 

Thailand (1893-1894) and France and Italy enroute his journeys 

to England or America. In the United States he found a staunch 

supporter in Mrs. Mary Foster of Honolulu, Hawaii, who made 

several generous donations to institutions founded by Dharmapala 

in India, Ceylon and England. In England he met Dr. T.W. Rhys 

Davids, the doyen of Pali scholars and also Sir Edwin Arnold, 

the author of Light £! ~· In 1926 he esta~lished in London 



a permanent Buddhist center with donations lfrom his father's 

estate and Hra. foater. He wrote with ent~usiasm, if not exuber

ance, about the impact he and Buddhism had made on the West and 

the pages of the Journal 2! !h! ~ Sodhi Society and his Cey

lonese journals triumphantly announced the great recognition 

that Buddhism was winning all over the worlJ. 

In India hie efforts in the cause of the Buddhist pilgrim 

sites continued unabated in spite of frustrations and reverses. 

But it took him at least until 1930 to complete the major part 

of his work in this area. In between his stints of propaganda 

!··' 

work in India Dharmapala spent his time in Ceylon where, espec

ially in 1922 ,he toured all over Ceylon in ~he Ci'HHH" of "" n~ti.onal 

revival. His activities soon attracted the adverse attention of 

the British government in India and Ceylon and his sveeches and 

activities in Ceylon were looked upon as varietjP.s of ~~ditious 

intent and actions.
7 

In 1916, in the aftermath of the Buddhist-

Muslim riots of 1915 1 he was ordered not to leave Calcutta and 

to visit Ceylon, the order banning his entry into Ceylon being 

rescinded only in Dececber, 1919. The incessant travels, speeches 

and literary and reli&ious work soon began to tell upon his health. 

Even during his travels in the West he complained of fever and ill 

health which he bore cheerfully in the consciousness that his 

personal suffering was in a great cause. He reports in his Journal 

that he often had restless nights and disturbin£ dreams. He visited 

Ceylon for the last time early in 1931 and en his return to India 

he received the first ordination followed bf the upasampada 
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(confirmation or higher ordination as a mont) on January 16, 1933. 

He lived only for another three months and passed away on April 

29, 19 33 at Sarnath which was his C\fn creation in its buildings 

and resuscitation as the greatest of places of pilzrimag~ for 

pious Buddhists. His last \.,ord.s are reported to be: "Let me be 

reborn •••• I would like to be born again ~wenty-five times LO 

8 spread Lord SuctrlhA 1 s Dhamman. He was then 69 years old. 

The personality of the Anagarika ("homeless") Dharmapala 

has become almost a legend in the hiatory of £~ylcr.~=e national

ism. The oft-quoted passage in the St. Louis Observer (September -
21, 1893) describes hiill thus: "With black curly locks thrown 

/ 

from the broad brow, his clean clear eyes fixed upc:1 the a~dicnce, 

his long brown fingers emphasi~ing the utterances of his vibrant 

voice, he looked the very image of a propa;andist, ~nd one 

trembled to know that such a figure stood a.t the heed cf .:l ccve

n~nt to consolidate all the disciples of Buddha and to spread the 

• • • • ' II 9 • ' l1eht of As1A throughout the c1v111zed world • In h1s wh1te 

garcents, lean and lanky figure, intense lock and restless hands, 

he certainly struck a ~emorable figure wherever he went. ~is mode 

of address was direct and blunt, its pu~nacity tefupered ty his 

innate humility and spiritual awareness. Passionate in his 

beliefs and unceasing in his efforts the Anagarika became/~owerful 

spolesman for the new BuJdhi~a which was breaking through its 

centuries old isolation and indifference ana er.1ert;ing as a force 

poissd to transform the Sinhalese mind. 



IV 

By vocation the Anaearika was net a philosopher but a 

propagandist, thourh in the hest sense of the term. His central 

concern for nearly half a century (1886-1933) was Buddhism and 

he took 1t upon himself the responsibility of resc~ing it from 

its low st;:~t'uA ~nd trans{.orming it into an instr-ument for spirit

ual revival in Ceylon and elsewhere. There were three aspects 

to his role. One wastthat of the Sinhalese patriot and modernizer. 

The other was imposed upon him by the condition of 9uddhism in 

India, the land of its birth and the plight of the holy places 

of Buddhism in India. The third related to his bein£ the spokes

man for Buddhism not only in the West but also in the Buddhist 

countries of Asia. In u sense these three roles, though disparate, 

were complimentary to each other but it requir~d great skill in 

fusing them into one grand ~ission within a single lifetime. To 

the extent the Anagarika succeeded in doing this is a testimony 

to his character und ability. 

Of the three roleG1 those conce~nlnz his work in India and the 

West had, more or less, largely a contesporary sic;r:ificance. At 

the ti~e he was active in India, Buddhism was alr~ady ~eginning 

to attract Indian intellectuals and Dhar~apala received sustained 

help in his task in India fr-om many Indians. His role as a Budd-

hist spokesman in the ~est also fitted well into th2 gAn~ral nove-

4'" • • • • 1 , . . i. ment oh grow1ng 1ntercst 1n or1enta re~1~1qns a~onc vestern 

scholars of ~induisrn and Buddhism. Hut it ~hould be rerneniliered 
! 
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that Hinduism and Buddhism did not sweep a4ros5 the lat1ds of 
I 

the West as was then fondly believed in India and Ceylon. The 

enthusiastic responses to and optimistic aspirations of Vivekan-

anda and Dharmapala are not difficult to understand in the con

text of the times surrounding the growth of the Theosophical 

mcvement and the holding of the Parliament of Religions in 

Chicago in 1893. But the interest arouseG by Hinduism and 

Buddhism was largely restricted to small groups and these two 

systems gained just enough supporters to make them esoteric 

cults in Europe and America. 

Dharmapala's impact on Ceylon was much more powerful and 

sustained than on India and the West in spite of the fact that 

he was constantly in and out of Ceylon. This was due to a 

combination of circuanstances. On~ the one hand l1e was a product 

of the intellectual and political ferment that was transforming 

Sinhalese life and culture from the 1860's onward. On the other 

hand he assumed leadership, through his work for the Theosophical 

movereent and Buddhism, of the new cultural aloO'areness and national-

~sm that were so intimately connected with Buddhism. buadhis~ 

lay at the core of the Sinhalese cultural identity es~ecially 

in the fact that it was Buddhisffi that so sharply distinguished 

him from the Ceylon Tamils. Buddhism, again, becarr.e the instru

ment for a higher cultural identity for the traditional classes 

and castes who could not claiQ any signifi~ant relationship, let 
I 

alone equality, with the traditional eli tel groups in Sinhalese 
I 
! 

society. But this Buddhism had to be some;thinr. new and different 



for the tradi tion&l Samgha aas too much ide\ntified in many ways 
i, 

with the traditional elite groups. In a serse, therefore, this 

new Buddhism had to be a factor for modernization. 

But the weight of Theravada tradition set certain firm 

limits to a reinterpretation of Buddhist thought and experience 

in Ceylon. There dould be no serious deviation from the funda

mentals contained in the Pali Tipitaka and the great Commentators 

(Dhaaaapala and Buddhaghosa). Traditional Sinhalese monastic 

scholarship had always emphasized the Vinay& and the Sutt& 

' -/ ... '.: 

pit&kas .ore than the Abhidhaaaa which for .. d the special concern 

of the Burmese monastic scholars. A slight and perceptible change 

was the importance attached to Abhidhamaa in the changing cir-
10 

cumatances as the writings of Dharmapala indicate. This height-

ened interest is also reflected in a number of studies in Abhid-

hamma, published by modern Sinhalese scholars associated with 

the universities. In the matter of the Vinaya while the general 

validity of its rules and regulations remained unquestioned, there 

was a general and increasing insistance on a return to orthodoxy 

in this respect on the part of the Order. In numerous tracts it 

was frankly admitted that the decline of Buddhism was due, in a 

certain measure, to the fall in standards of monastic behavior 

by the monks, many of whose members were declared to be "intellect

ually and spiritually moribund" and that "monastic discipline was 

1 " 11 ax • But this was explained as a result ~f the "Western 



I 
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invasion" leading to a loaa of state patro~age to the Buddhist 

Order and the general apathy among the laiiy. 12 The new em

phaaia in the Buddhiat revival was now placed on the purification 

of the Dh.... and the means advocated were the opening of numer

oua ptrivenaa and Buddhiat schools for children of Sinhaleae 

laity so •• to countar the influence o! Missionary s~~ools ~~d 

their propaganda. It was somehow felt that a fusion of tradition

al Buddhiat values and modern science was not only posaible but 

also urgent. It was pointed out that in many respects Buddhism 

had anticipated many of the leading concepts of modern rational

iaa and the scientific temper. It was alao claimed that Buddhiam 

reflected a much more "democratic" temper than did other religion• 

and that it could, thua, very easily adjust itself to modern con

dition• without losing its essential values. 13 

Aa a Buddhist propagandist, Dharmapala atrove hard and long 

to p;oint out that Buddhism, in many ways, waa far superior to other 

religions in many aspects. Hinduism had ita caste system and 

priests, the deity ot the Jews was "despotic" and Christian prac

tice was often at variance with precepts. The history of Islam, 

too, he stated, was disfigured by acts of vandalism and carnage 

perpetrated by many who called themselves Muslims. But Buddhism 

waa mostly free from such blemishes and if there were wars fought 

by Buddhist kings such wars differed radically in their humane 
1 .. 

lawa and effects from other religious crusa~es and wars. 
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~e Buddhism that Dharmapala most oft,n speaks of and 
! 

extols is Classical Theravada Buddhism contained in the Pali 

Tipitaka and the great Commentaries (Atthakathas) and Chronicles 

(V ... as). Seldom, if ever, he alludes to village Buddhism with 

ita admixture of numerous gods and godlings and ritualistic 

ceremonies. The reason, as explained by a Ceylonese scholar, 

E. R. Sarachandra, is that "the traditional elite, in strict 

adherence to the principles of Buddhism, has always looked 

down upon the flock cults and the arts that have developed out 

of their ceremonies, partly because they are of no uae and may 

even hinder the pursuit of higher ideals and partly perhaps 

because they are rustic and vulgar. There haa thus arisen, 

a kind of rift between the folk culture and the cul•ure of the 

elite, not simply because actual fusions between them have not 

taken place, but also because the elite have regarded all such 
15 fusions as contaminations of the higher culture". But this 

folk Buddhism, described as the religion of the little tradition 

(Sinhalese Buddhism), existed alongside of ~hat of the great 

tradition (Theravada Buddhism>. 16 Dharmapala, when he speaks of 

reviving Buddhism in Ceylon, speaks of the necessity "to observe 
17 

strictly the precepts of the 'Noble Eightfold Path'"• that is 

the Buddhism of the classical Theravada texts. Dharmapala shared 
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with the co.mon Sinhalese the aspiration ~or spiri~ual solace 
I 

and material prosperity. The common Sinh~lese, however,"rarely 

asks the Buddha for worldly goods; ~his he asks only of the gods. 

He seeks the Buddhist monk - the representative of the great 

tradition - to receive spiritual solace; for practical material 

interests, he seeks the assistance of the specialists of the 

lower cults of astrology and demonology who have no say over 

1 . " 18 sa vatJ.on • Espousing Buddhism of the great tradition, 

Dharaapala could not countenance the instrumentalities of the 

common Sinhalese for securing material prosperity for the people 

as a whole and had to find new means of recapturing the glory of 

ancient Ceylon in all its material splendor and spiritual mag-

nificence. 

These new means he finds in a reinterpretation of Ceylonese 

history and advocacy of adoption of modern ideas and technology. 

In his interpretation of Sinhalese history he goes back to the 

arrival of the legendary prince Vijaya from India, the "Aryan• 

conquest of the land and the development of a great civilization 

under the impact of Theravada Buddhism brought by Mahendra, the 

son of Emperor Aaoka (circa 273-232 B.C.) and the successive 

pious and powerful Sinhalese Buddhist kings. "Ethnologically" 

he claims "the Sinhalese are a unique race, inasmuch as they can 

boast that they have no slave blood in thea, and never were con

quered by either the pagan Tamils or Euro~ean vandal~ who 1 for 

three centuries, devastated the land, destroyed ancient temples, 



burnt valuable libraries and nearly annihilrted the historic 

raae".
19 

Then came British rule and the de~radation of the 

Sinhalese nation and its culture began. This was done by the 

policy of British imperialist exploitation and ceaseless 

Christian missionary propaganda. The task before all patriotic 

Sinhalese, therefore, was to remind themselves constantly of 

their glorious past in all ita power and values and "unite and 

work in harmony to increase the wealth of our people". 20 

Dharaapala'a advice is both simple and forthright: "Avoid 

alcohol, avoid beet•, foster •the spirit of patriotic independ

ence• by agitating "constitutionally with ceaseless vigour•. 

He cites the example of Japan by calling upon the Sinhalese to 

"be enterprising", "cultivate manliness", launch a strong educa-

tional effort for the common people so that they are not only 

strengthened in their ancient Buddhist values but also learn 
21 

modern concepta and techniques. But this effort, in order to 

be successful and enduring in its results, must bring within ita 

folds the entire Sinhalese people, the village goiya, peasants, 

labor, the middle classes and even the aristocratic classes. If 

the former need modern education and technology, the latter must 

regain their Buddhist consciousness, rediscover the "Noble Eight

fold Path" and help in the revival and reform of Buddhistic learn-

ing. iie exhorts the young men of Ceylon to undertake this task 

with dedication and go forth to awaken the ~ormant minds and 



energies of the Sinhalese so that the Sinha~eae will be restored 

to their "lost place in the history of the ~orld". "All Asia 

and Europe" he says, "are moving toward progress, and we who 

belong to a superior race, why should we not put our shoulders 

to the wheel, and make the supreme effort to raise our people 

from the miasma of social and industrial and moral degradation? 

Have no fear, have faith in the triple Gem of Supreme Wisdom 

of perfect truth and harmonious co-operation and work for the 

welfare ot the world". 22 

Dharmapala vigorously combatted the notion that Buddhism 

was a mere other-worldly philoao~hy calling upon man to turn 

his back on the world and all its affairs. He maintained that 

Buddhism was meant as much for the monk as for the layman (upasaka) 

and in the context of the modern age the dharma of the upasaka 

needs reassertion and "i-eiaterpreta'tion aa. mne!r as the revival of 
• 2 3 

monastic learn1ng. Bucdhis~ of the layman addresses itself to 

bot·h material prosperity and spiritual growth. The common Sin

halese had sought mate~i~l success by turning to gods of the little 

tradition pantheon. Dharmapala now asks him to re~urn to the Buddh

ism of the great tradition and seek material ?rosperity through 

technical progress and commercial pursuits euided by the Buddhist 

ethical norms. Modernity, according to hiM, need net lead to a 

denial of the values of the ~reat tradition Buddhism (Theravada); 

on the other hand national regeneration, the means of moderniza

tion in Ceylon, must rediscover its soul which lies in its Buddhist 
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identity. A fusion of modern technology rnd economic methods 

with traditional Buddhist values is his m~ssage to his country

men. In this, as mentioned before, he cites with great admira

tion the example of Japan which, to him, has successfully 

demonstrated the highly beneficial resulta of such a fusion. 24 

Modernity. to Dharmapala, is not the antithesis of tradition 

but a rediscovery of the essence of tradition and ita reinteg

ration in national life. Revival and refora, thus, becoae 

parts of a single procesa and throu1h a dialectical interplay 

of tradition and modernity the antithesis between inertia and 

progress is resolved and Sinhalese culture enabled to rise to 

a higher level of conaciousnesa and achievement. Dharmapala 

was the most eloquent prophet of this philosophy. 
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IX 

DR. BHIMRAO RAMJI AMBEDKAR: 

REBEL AGAINST HINDU TRADITION 

FOR ALMOST three decades ( 1928-1956) Bhimrao Ramji Ambedkar 
(1891-1956) was an unrelenting challenge to Hindu dogma and social prac
tices. To most political leaders, including M. K. Gandhi (1869-1948) and 
Jawaharlal Nehru (1889-1964), he was a troublesome spectre casting a 
menacing shadow over their grand national designs. To the orthodox Hindu 
he was anathema, an "untouchable" who persistently refused "to keep his 
place." To millions of his followers he was a "father figure," Babasaheb as he 
was fondly and reverently addressed, a veritable saviour vindicating their 
human rights and heroically striving to lift them out of the mire of poverty 
and degradation into which the Hindu social system had cast them. Cram-full 
of facts, vitriolic in his denunciations, unbending in his personal and general 
likes and dislikes, tireless in his energy and prophetic in his pronouncements, 
Ambedkar symbolised a unique phenomenon in the political and social history 
of modern India. 

It is too early to deliver definitive judgment on the longevity and vitality 
of Ambedkar's impact upon Hinduism. In its characteristic way Hinduism 
epitomised him as its "modern Manu" and promptly laid his ghost to rest. 
Ambedkar had challenged Hinduism where it was most vulnerable, the caste 
system and its correlate- untouchability. The bastions of the system have 
begun to show cracks, but it will be a long time before they will crumble if 
recent studies are any indication.1 As his final riposte, Ambedkar led millions 
of his followers into a new religion (Buddhism) in October 1956 in the hope 
that they would escape the tyranny of the caste system thereby. But in hundreds 
of villages in Maharashtra they simply seem to have exchanged one label for 
another, for now they are taken to be "untouchable" Buddhists! 2 



The phenomenon called Ambedkar, however, carmot be dismissed as 
inconsequential, a starry flash oflightning illumining thd darkness covering the 
lower orders of Hindu society. His life and leadership symbolise something 
new in the history of Hinduism and India. The dimensions of his challenge to 
Hinduism were altogether of a new order. There have been cries of protest in 
behalf of the millions of the suppressed sections of Hindu society in the past; 
witness the impressive list of "saint-poets" of Maharashtra for such protests. 
These were Namadeva (1270-1350), a tailor; Narahari, a goldsmith; Sawanta, 
the gardener; Gora, the potter; and most of all Chokha, the Mahar (the caste 
to which Ambedkar belonged). These occupy a place of pride in the Bhakti 
tradition, 3 though the bases of their protests were entirely different. They took 
their stand on the metaphysical and theological assumption of the Bhakti 
tradition securely moored in the Vedanta and called upon God to redress 
wrongs done to their fellow humans by the priests and other entrenched 
religious and social interests. They meekly stood outside the temple doors and 
patiently waited for someone to pour water into their joined palms to quench 
their thirst on a searing day. Ambedkar was no meek supplicant; he led his 
followers to the shores of a forbidden lake to draw water for themselves and 
attempted to push himself through the temple doors into the forbidden 
sanctum. He demanded his rights in terms of the natural rights of man, in 
terms of social justice and ethical integrity. He was the first among the un
touchables to articulate the tragedy and hopes of his people in terms of modern 
thought and modernistic forms of political and social action. He exposed the 
tyrannies perpetrated not only by the Brahmans but also the non-Brahman 
upper castes such as the Marathas (the dominant caste in rural Maharashtra) 
and, adroitly using his political strength rooted in the unflinching devotion of 
his followers, put the untouchables on the political map of India and on the 
collective conscience of Hindu leadership, liberal and orthodox. In a sense, 
therefore, Ambedkar's rebellion against Hinduism was the symbol of the 
impact of modernity on Hindu tradition. 

II 

Ambedkar's career may be briefly summarized at the outset. He was born 
in the Mahar caste, a rather numerous (about three million in numbers) 
untouchable caste in Maharashtra, parts of Madhya Pradesh and Andhra 
Pradesh. He was born in the family of the Sakpals (the name Ambedkar was 
acquired either from the native family village of Ambavade or "gifted" to 
him by a Brahman teacher) two generations of whom had taken to military 
service under the British. Enrollment in the British-Indian army was used as 
a means of upward economic and social mobility by many ~fahars during 
the second half of the nineteenth and first four decades of the twentieth 
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century. Ambedk~r was bor~. in Mhow in ~ad~ya P$,desh.on April14, 1891, 
the fourteenth chtld of RamJI Sakpa1 and hlS wife Bh~maba1 (ltl'r. Murbadkar, 
a daughter of a Mahar noncommissioned officer of the lncli111t army). He 
received his early education in Dapoli and Satara and graduutcd from the 
Elphinstone High School in Bombay in 1907. Before his high schlll>l graduation 
Ambedkar was married to Ramabai, daughter of Mr. Bhiku Wnlangkar who 
worked as a porter at Dapoli.' With the help of a scholarship Kiven him by 
the Maharaja of Baroda, Ambedkar went to the ElphinHLI,oc College in 
Bombay and received his B.A. degree from the University of Bon1bay in 1912. 
Once again with the assistance of a scholarship from the native Mlitlc of Baroda, 
Ambedkar went to Columbia University in New York in 1913, receiving his 
M.A. in 1915. In 1916 he went to London to become a Barri11tcr-at-Law but 
had to return to Ind:~ in August 1917 as the scholarship could not be extended. 
Mter a brief spell of work for the Baroda State administration Ambedkar 
went to live in Bombay where he taught in a business school of th~ Sydenham 
College of Commerce and the Government Law College to augment his 
meagre earnings from his law practice. ~e returned to London in 1920, this 
time with a scholarship from the MaharaJa of Kolhapur, another native state. 
In London he completed his work for Barrister-at-Law and a D.Sc. in Eco
nomics and returned to India in 1923. 

From the ghettos of Bombay Ambedkar had travelled far. His academic 
achievements were brilliant on any count but more so in the context of his 
social origins. He was the first untou.chable .to g:aduate from high school, the 
first to receive a B.A. from an Indian umversity, the first to get graduate 
degrees from Columbia and London~ and the first to be Barrister-at-Law. 
These distinctions were beyond the wildest dreams of an untouchable youth. 
His college and foreign education was made possible by generous financial 
assistance from the two Maharajas of Baroda and Kolhapur, but Ambedkar 
used his exceptional opportunities well and assiduously. He practised law in 
Bombay but increasingly became involved in the social and political move
ments that were then mobilising the non-Brahmans and untouchable castes. 
Between 1924 and 1940 Ambedkar played the role of a stormy petrel in Indian 
politics. He constantly fe~ded with .the In?ia~ National Congress, and es
pecially Mahatma Gandhi, challengmg therr nght to speak in the name of 
the untouchables and questioni~g their sincerity !n doi~~ anything far-reaching 
for the betterment of the social and econonnc pos1t10n of the millions of 
untouchables. He felt that Gandhi was just sweeping the problem of the 
untouchables under the capacious rug of the Hindu caste system with his own 
interpretation of the Varna system and calling the untouchables Harijans, or 
"People of God." Ambedkar felt t~at t~e probl.em was much too deep-rooted 
and complex to be solved through simphstlc socia} reform, for it needed a total 
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change in Hindu thinking and a comprehensive tr~nsformation in the Hindu 
social structure. Caste, to Ambedkar, was not something that Hinduism 
acquired in an adventitious manner but represented the very core of Hinduism 
and wherever caste functioned, as a part and parcel of a theologically sanc
tioned institution, there had to be "outcastes." 

Through his movements Ambedkar thought he could make his followers 
politically conscious and unite for concerted action in securing their basic 
human rights. In 1935 he shocked the Hindus by announcing his intention to 
seek conversion to Christianity, Islam, or Sikhism as a means of escape for his 
people from the tyranny of Hinduism. During World War II he served as a 
Member of the Governor-General's Executive Council and after the advent 
of independence became Law Minister in the Nehru cabinet. He was responsi
ble for drafting the constitution of the Republic of India, for which he was 
hailed as the "Modern Manu." His defeat in the elections of 1952 practically 
marked the end of his political career; deteriorating health and increasing 
frustration finally led him on October 14, 1956 to convert himself to Buddhism 
along with millions of his followers. He did not live long thereafter, for he died 
on December 6, 1956 in New Delhi. His funeral in Bombay was attended by 
half a million sorrowing people. 

III 

Mention has been made of the unique character of Ambedkar's rebellion 
earlier. It is difficult to separate the immediate and political aspects of his 
rebellion from those which should be regarded as more fundamental in their 
historical implication. For almost thirty years Ambedkar played a dramatic 
role in Indian politics and his politics overshadowed the ideological and 
cultural aspects of his rebellion. His conversion to Buddhism symbolised the 
ultimate state in this rebellion. 

Ambedkar's rebellion must be understood both in the context of the 
circumstances of his life and his personal intellectual and spiritual development. 
In many ways he was so untypical of the average untouchable. Even as a 
Mahar he was untypical. Ambedkar's family, as mentioned earlier, had taken 
to military service and risen far beyond the average Mahar in an average 
Maharashtra village. Military service meant opportunities of living outside the 
confines of Hindu society, of educational opportunities for children of Mahar 
army men, of contact with the British, and experience of wide travel in India. 
Ambedkar's sojourn in the West added another and powerful dimension to his 
life and thought. It lifted him far above not only his own caste but numerous 
others from the higher castes in terms of higher education and cultural sophisti
cation. Most of his life was spent in large urban centers such as Bombay, New 
York, and London. By dint of his education and efforts he had become the 
most influential spokesman for his people and his views were listened to with 
concern, if not respect, both by the British Government and leaders of the 
Indian National Congress. This was particularly true of nationalist leaders 



such as Gandhi and Nehru. During his years ofleader~hip he lived in Dadar, 
a middleclass upper caste Hindu residential suburban area of Bombay, and 
for most of the time, whether professionally or politically, he dealt with the 
upper strata of Hindu and Indian society. 

The three dominant influences in Ambedkar's life were the religious spirit 
of his family which influenced his early childhood, the humiliations he suffered 
at the hands of higher caste Hindus as a student and a professional person in 
India, and the six-plus years he spent in the West (in the U.S. and England). 
Each of these shaped his thinking and determined his reactions to religion and 
political events in India. 

In religious affiliations Ambedkar's family belonged to the Kabir Panth. 
The Saint Kabir lived during the last quarter of the fifteenth and the opening 
decades of the sixteenth century. (Tradition asserts that he died in A.D. 1518.) 
He was a disciple of Ramananda who infused a new life into the Bhakti 
movement initiated by the great Ramanuja. Kabir attacked caste distinctions 
as also religious differences and preached the gospel of loving devotion to the 
One and Loving God. 6 During his early childhood, Ambedkar must have 
listened to the devotional songs sung very early in the morning by the older 
women folk in the household. The spirit of Bhakti as reflected in the Kabir 
tradition had a lasting influence on Ambedkar's life, for just before his death 
in New Delhi on December 6, 1956 he is reported to have hummed a song of 
Kabir. 6 It is worth remembering that this was some months after his formal 
conversion to Buddhism. How this element of Bhakti in Ambedkar was related 
to other aspects of his thinking will be discussed later. 

The Kabir Panthis and the untouchables in general live on the periphery 
of the diverse traditions of Hinduism. If the Vedic tradition be called the 
Classical Tradition, then the religion of the village folk, as made manifest in 
the worship of local deities, may be described as the "Little Tradition." In 
between stands another which, for want of a better or more precise nomen
clature, may be termed the "Middle Tradition." This "Middle" tradition is 
based on the translations and versions of the Sanskrit Puranas and the epics 
(Ramayana and Mahabharata) in the regional languages (Marathi, Gujarati, 
Bengali, Hindi and a host of others) where they undergo subtle but significant 
changes as they become related to regional traditions in thinking and customs. 
The "Saint-poets" of Maharashtra, such as Namadeva and Chokha Mela, 
belonged to this "Middle" tradition as they expressed their religious feelings 
and thoughts in terms of the theistic-pantheistic-mystical concepts so charac
teristic of the Bhakti tradition in Hindu India. 7 Caste prejudices and tyranny 
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prevented Ambedkar from learning Sanskrit durint his high school career; 
consequently, he. had .very fe.w opp~rtunities to est~blish emotional or ~~tel
lectual relationships wtth the Ideological contents of any of the three trad1t10ns 
of Hinduism in an effective manner. What he retained was a somewhat 
mystical/devotional attitude which expressed itself in his speeches and exhorta
tions to his people and in his intensely personal thoughts. 

The humiliations inflicted on him by the caste Hindus created in Ambed
kar a substratum of intense bitterness and hostility toward the Hindu tradition 
as a whole. Writing in 1948, Ambedkar expressed his views on the character 
of Hinduism as a civilization in the most categorical way. He referred to the 
existence of the so-called Criminal Tribes, the Aboriginal Tribes, and the 
Untouchables and their treatment by the caste Hindus. He said: "The Hindu 
Civilization, gauged in the light of these social products, could hardly be 
called civilization. It is a diabolical contrivance to suppress and enslave 
humanity. Its proper name would be Infamy. What else can be said of a 
civilization which has produced a mass of people who are taught to accept 
crime as an approved means of earning their livelihood, another mass of people 
who are left to live in full bloom of their primitive barbarism in the midst of 
civilization and a third mass of people who are treated as an entity beyond 
human intercourse and whose mere touch is enough to cause pollution?" 8 This 
is far different from the imploring protests of Chokha Mela as he stood outside 
the temple gates and wondered why the great and loving God should inflict 
upon him and his kin such humiliation. For Ambedkar, Hinduism was beyond 
reform and in his constant arguments with Gandhi he pointedly referred to 
the iniquitous social premises of Hinduism which could not be changed simply 
by giving the untouchables a new name such as Harijans (Children of God) 
as Gandhi did. In ages past Hinduism had failed in producing a Voltaire for 
the class that could produce a Voltaire, the Brahmans, had a stake in the 
maintenance of the caste system with themselves at its apex. 9 He had lost faith 
in Hinduism's ability to reform itself to the extent of eliminating the caste 
system with which untouchability was inevitably linked. Theological or meta
physical arguments were worse than useless even if Ambedkar could indulge 
in them successfully and was inclined to do so by his intellectual inclinations. 
These latter were a product of the modern West and these significantly 
influenced the character of his rebellion and its forms. 

It was only in New York and London that Ambedkar could feel completely 
secure against social discrimination on the grounds of his caste as an untouch
able. There he had experienced and enjoyed the thrust and parry of rational 
thought and discussion, of ideas of social revolt and change, of equality be
tween man and man. It was also in the West that he had seen the power and 
capabilities of democratic politics through which underprivileged' classes could 
secure their own rightful share of social, economic, and political power. On 



his return to India he had noticed the beginning of I such democratic move
ments which, in spite of Gandhi's infusion of spiritt concepts and values, 
were plainly aimed at capturing power. The Indo- ritish system contained 
within itselffrustrations as well as promises and Ambe kar was convinced that 
these promises could not be secured for his people only through movements 
which may be labelled reformist. Among these were the movements for using 
the forbidden waters of public wells and lakes, of entering temples and even 
consigning to a bonfire the Book of Manu in 1927. In 1935 he declared that 
he would call upon the untouchables to leave the Hindu fold and seek con
version to some other religion as the only means of escaping tyranny of the 
Hindu caste system. During all these years he was busy organizing the un
touchables as a distinct political group with their own and separate aspirations 
and demands. He had discovered that his movements of reform, aimed at 
elimination of discrimination against the untouchables in the matter of the 
use of public wells and tanks and temple-entry, had only symbolic results. For 
the average untouchable little had changed in the villages except that now 
they were called Harijans. Ambedkar felt that the ruling classes in Hindu 
society were not so much interested in a rational reconstructing of their society 
as in capturing political power. His writings on the historical origins and 
development of the institution of untouchability tended to be dismissed as 
polemical outbursts of an obdurate and. unre~sonable leader of a minority 
community .10 

Gandhi's mysticism and attempt to solve stubborn social problems through 
spiritual means provoked the rationalist in Ambedkar either to lofty disdain 
or angry denunciation. Increasingly, he had despaired of initiating any signif
icant reform movement within Hinduism. He was also convinced that such 
a reform movement, in order to be effective, must reach the villages, a task 
which would take decades, if not centuries. He also despised village life11 as 
a sink of inequity and tyranny for the lower orders of society and advised his 
followers to leave the rural areas in favour of urban centers. Traditional 
Hinduism is entrenched in its strongest form in the villages. Ambedkar stated 
that "To the Untouchable, Hinduism is a veritable chamber of horrors. The 
sanctity and infallibility of the Vedas, Smritis, Shastras, the iron law of caste, 
the heartless law of karma and the senseless law of status by birth are to the 
Untouchables veritable instruments of torture which Hinduism has forged 
against the Untouchables."12 

Ambedkar also differed profoundly from Gandhi on the subject of"modern
ization." Gandhi denounced the machine arid characterised the modern 
industrial civilization created by it as "Satanic." Ambedkar found Gandhi's 
economic ideas simplistic. He admitted that modern society did suffer from 



' imbalances wherein the rich became richer and t1 poor poorer, but that was 
the fault of systems of social organization rather han the machine itself. He 
seems to have developed an unbounded faith i "modernization" through 
which alone, he felt, the untouchables could possibly find deliverance. Modern
ization meant industrialization, urbanization and education, and he exhorted 
his followers to take to education, reform their age-old habits of thought and 
forms of life-style, leave the villages, go into the great cities and work out their 
own solutions to the problems of social inequality, discrimination and tyranny 
imposed on them by Hindu society.13 He was convinced that the untouchables 
were not going to make any headway by begging for concessions, but if they 
organized themselves politically they could become a force to reckon with. 
He wanted them to adopt modern methods of social and political organization 
and draw upon the strength of their numbers (by no means negligible) and 
through the Western democratic process secure their own rightful place in 
Indian affairs. He was aware that this was a long, arduous, and painful process 
especially in the face of caste Hindu opposition and the untouchables' own 
ingrained habits of thought and attitudes. But the task had to be accomplished. 
He stressed education as the one powerful means of uplift for the untouchables 
and he went on organizing institutions of higher learning for their benefit. By 
the time he had ended his earthly mission he could show creditable achieve
ments with respect to the ratio of urbanization for the untouchables (21% of 
their total population); also, the number of ind4strial workers among the 
Mahars were 138, 519 as against 117, 714 classified as farmers and farm-labor 
in Maharashtra.14 Education too showed distinct gains, especially when viewed 
in the context of gains made by non-Mahars among the untouchables and even 
among the non-untouchable "low" castes. The status of the Mahars had visibly 
improved between 1927, when Ambedkar began his movement, and 1956 
when he passed away. He had secured for them valuable political concessions 
such as "reserved" seats in the legislatures and government jobs in addition to 
valuable concessions in land distribution, rural credit, and investments in 
agriculture and business. 

IV 

Attacks on Hindu social traditions and acceptance of modernization were 
the two dominant means adopted by Ambedkar in his crusade in behalf of 
the untouchables. These meant a de-emphas~s on religion. It would have been 
quite in character with his movement if it had finally resulted in a certain loss 
of "religiosity" among his followers. That Ambedkar was aware of this possi
bility is evident from his speeches and writings. For a rationalist such a loss 
could not be alarming and far from a fatal circumstance. But Ambedkar had 
within him a deep sense of the spiritual and his vision of the future of his own 



people was not just in terms of economic advance, soc~· 1 equality, or political 
bargains. This spiritual element in his consciousness w often deeply overlaid 
with bitterness and anger for, as he said, "Untouchab lity bids fair to last as 
long as Hinduism will last."16 In October 1935 he announced publicly that 
he was contemplating turning his back on Hinduism and seeking for himself 
and his followers the solace of another faith. He considered Christianity, 
Islam, and Sikhism as alternatives, and 15 years later, in 1950, he had begun 
to think of Buddhism seriously. What had led him to seek another religion 
when he had such bitter feelings about Hinduism, the faith he was born in 
and which had, however, slowly begun to take cognisance of the problem of 
the untouchables and had begun to take the first and perhaps hesitant steps 
to redress the wrong? In an answer to this lies an aspect of Ambedkar's 
rebellion. 

What Ambedkar was seeking for his people was more than the mere 
removal of the stigma attached to untouchability and the economic and social 
degradation inflicted by the institution upon his people. He wanted a total 
transformation in their lives, a new identity, a new culture. He was aware 
that by their conversion to other faiths or their espousal of Marxism they 
would create more and serious problems for themselves either as new minorities 
or turn themselves to a new tyranny under a "Dictatorship" that would use 
them and exploit them as ruthlessly, if not worse, than Hinduism had done. 
Secondly, he knew that the untouchables were a deeply religious people whose 
spiritual hunger had to be satisfied only by offering them an alternate system 
of religious precepts, values and ritual if they were not to be transformed into 
a rootless mass. He was aware that the untouchables themselves were divided 
into numerous castes whose regimen was as rigorous, in matters of marriage 
at least, as the other castes among the Hindus. He wanted them to be rid of 
the incubus of caste in their body-social and he felt that this could be done 
only through Buddhism. 

Buddhism, as he understood it, was a rational creed whose founder had 
fought the Brahmans and the caste system; that Buddhism had created a great 
and glorious cultural tradition. By turning to Buddhism the untouchables 
could exchange their nameless and sorrowful past for a golden age of the 
Buddhist history which would strengthen their pride in themselves as Buddhists 
and create for them a sense of a new identity and new destiny. Furthermore, 
Buddhism was within the mainstream of the lndic tradition and had acquired 
prestige among sections of the Indian intellectuals. He was a rationalist enough 
to understand that all that passed muster as Buddhism was not without 
blemishes and he was particularly disturbed by the more or less total other
worldliness of the Samgha, with the monks and nuns working for their own 
salvation without much concern for the problems and ills of the world. He 
began to offer his own interpretation of Buddhism, an interpretation which 



would purge it of what he called excrescences bu~ retain the high ethical and 
spiritual values.18 Hopefully, conversion to Bu~dhism would take the un
touchables out of the caste system, and create for them an honorable place in 
the cultural life oflndia. Given the pace of their urbanization, industrialization 
and education, Buddhism would, in the course of time, create for them a new 
world of hope, dignity, and spiritual riches that would not be possible for them 
as Hindus whatever the rate of progress offered them by the social and political 
movements of his time. It was his own spiritual hunger and his awareness of 
the spiritual needs of his followers that finally led him into Buddhism. The 
rebel within marched out of the fold but assured the Hindus that he was close 
enough to them as their equal in the contributions of his new faith to the 
making of Indian culture. Once again we return to the image of the Mahar 
"saint-poet" Chokha Mela. The new Chokha Mela ceased imploring God to 
soften the hearts of the Brahmans so that he could get a glimpse of the idol; 
he had turned away from the temple itself and found his way into a new, but 
not too distant, shrine. Buddhism became another means of "modernization" 
as an instrument for the cultural transformation of the lowliest of the low in 
India. 

That his call for conversion to Buddhism was heeded in great numbers is 
evident from the census figures. In 1951 there were 2,487 Buddhists in Maha
rashtra forming 0.1% of the total population. In 1961 the figure jumped to 
2,789,501 and 7.5% of the total population far exceeding the numbers of 
Christians (1961- 560,594 or 1.42% of total population) and almost coming 
close to the figures for Muslims (1961- 3,034,332 or 7.6% of total popu
lation).l' This is a phenomenal growth in the number of Buddhists in Maha
rashtra. The figures for other areas populated by the Mahars are also im
pressive for the growth of Buddhist populations between 1951 and 1961 : 
(Andhra Pradesh, from 230 to 6, 753; Madhya Pradesh, from 2,291 to 113,365). 
Most of the rise in the Buddhist population, it may be validly assumed, came 
from the conversion of the Mahars to Buddhism in response to Ambedkar's 
call and action at Nagpur in 1956. The figures for the latest census are not 
available as of this writing, but it may be safely assumed that the rise over the 
1961 figures in the number of Buddhists in Maharashtra and elsewhere cannot 
be very high as the tempo of the Buddhist conversion movement among the 
Mahars seems to have visibly slowed down in the absence of Ambedkar's 
leadership. 

Ambedkar's rebellion, on the reckoning shown above, meant a loss of 
nearly three million followers for Hinduism within a span of a few years. This 
was easily the most serious challenge faced by Hinduism in recent times and 
though the rate of conversions has obviously slowed down, the emergence of 
Mahars as a new Buddhist and minority community in its midst has created 
problems for Hinduism. The actual impact of such conversions on the status 



of the Mahars living in villages can be gauged only ~hen field surveys are 
carried out. But if general indications are any reliable gluide, these conversions 
have made little difference to their day-to-day lives in rural parts. Tensions 
between Mahars converted to Buddhism and caste Hindus, especially of the 
Maratha caste, are sporadically reported in the press. The paradox is that 
whereas the Brahman seems to have accepted the awakening of the Mahar 
and his new status, the dominant Maratha caste seems to have sharpened its 
hostility toward the Mahar turned Buddhist in some areas. Ambedkar was 
apprehensive of this and expressed his fears in 1955 suggesting that instead of 
a single Marathi-speaking state it would be better to create three separate 
Marathi-speaking units so that the tyranny of the Marathas - the dominant 
caste- over Mahars, as well as Brahmans and others, could be mitigated to 
an extent.18 In countless villages, therefore, things for the untouchables have 
not changed much. The one impact of Ambedkar's rebellion has been for the 
untouchable to be more aware of his plight and rights and seek, however 
timidly, remedial measures through his participation in the electoral process 
and the influence of his caste legislators in the state capitals and New Delhi. 
There is also a remarkable urge to seek avenues of education, new modes of 
employment, and movement toward urban areas. As for the Buddhist move
ment, it seems to have reached a plateau and the significance and larger 
meaning of the conversion process seem to be weakening as time passes. 

But Ambedkar's significance as the greatest untouchable rebel against 
Hinduism and Hindu society cannot be underestimated either in its form or 
effects. Ambedkar accomplished for the untouchables within a few decades 
what had remained only a hope for centuries. His life has left an indelible 
impression not only on millions of his followers but also on the political and 
social movements in modern India. He began his life with a rebellion against 
an ancient and strongly established tradition and ended it by a return to an
other and equally ancient tradition as a means of "modernization" and a 
great cultural leap from the "little" tradition to a "great" tradition. 
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X 

DHAMMIKO DHAMMARAJA 

A STUDY IN BUDDHIST CONSTITUTIONAL CONCEPTS 

Dharma as a constitutional concept is of great 

significance in our understanding of the configuration 

of the political institutions of ancient India. This 

concept has rightly been given its due place in the 

discussions on the aims and functions of the ancient 

Indian state in works on the subject. 1 The main 

sources of material on the subjectt however, have 

been from the Brihmanical literature. True it is 

that Buddhist literature has also been drawn upon in 

such attempts but such references from the Buddhist 

texts are treated, more or less, as of marginal 

interest. The Buddhist literature represents an in

teresting and important phase of ancient Indian life 

and as such an examination of some of the leading ideas 

of the Buddhists on matters constitutional may be of 

help in an adequate appreciation of the direction of 

the evolution of ancient Indian constitutional con

cepts. An attempt, therefore, has ~een made in the 

following pages to analyse all the televant material 

-



on the subject with a view to discover the pattern 

of the Buddhist political thought. 

The Buddhist version of the origin and nature 

of the state has been well-known as the "contract" 

h ,.,rl 2 h theory as described in t e Agganna Suttanta. T e 

state, as the Suttanta points out, comes into being 

to uphold the rule of law and order in the place of 

greed and anarchy, to safeguard the institutions of 

property and family and ensure the victory of the ri 

right over the claim of brute force. For this pur

pose was Mahasammata declared to be the king, the 

khattiya (Lord of Fields) and the raja because he 

agreed to protect the people with dhamma. The state, 

according to this version, therefore, is based on 

the general acceptance (mahajanasammata) of its aims 

and functions. It is expected to preserve and safe

guard the rights of the individual and create con

ditions of happiness for the subjects throught the 

observance of dhamma (dhammena pare ranjeti). The 

state, in brief, is the antithesis of anarchy and the 

apotheosis of dhamma. 

This term dhamma is claritied in all its diverse 

connotations in numerous passages irt the Pali books. 

As an attribute of state power it m~ans justice, law, 



order, Recht as well as Sitte. The stock description 

of an ideal king--with whom the state is progressively 

equated--as given in the Nikayas is: dhammiko dham

maraja caturanto vijitavi janapadattavariyappatto: 

a righteous monarch, who has conquered the whole 

world and under whom the country is stable and tran

quil.3 Buddhaghosa, the great commentator, explains 

the term dhammiko as one who rules with justice 

(nayena) and impartiality (samena) and dhammaraja 

because he has not acquired his power through fraud 

and violence but through rightful succession and be-

cause he follows the rules and regulations laid down 

by kings of yore. 4 At another place the dhamma is 

declared to be the ruler of rulers, 5 the highest in 

the world (se~~ho jane). 6 The king must rely "just 

on dhamma, honour dhamma, esteem dhamma,11 "take the 

dhamma 
II 

as his standard and "mandate" and set the 

dhamma as "watch and bar and ward for folk within his 

realm."7 This description is significant in the sense 

that it precisely defines the relationship between 

the dhamma and political power. Dhamma, in these 

contexts, implies a composite tradi~ion of justice, 

impartiality and benevolence and is! related to the 

five distinct concepts of artha, dh~rma, matra, kala, 

/ / ·/ 
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and pari~ad. 8 An ideal king is described as being 

atthanffU, dhammannu, matta~u, kalannu and parisannu. 

The Commentary explains these terms as knowledge of 

hetus (conditions, casual relationships, significance), 

of pave~idhamma (traditional dhamma, norms, standards 

of behaviour, life), of measure (pama~a) in punish

ment (dan~a, fines, chastisement) and taxation (bali), 

knowledge of the proper time for the enjoyment of 

personal pleasures, dispensing justice and carrying 

out tours of inspection (rajjasukhanubhavana, 

vinicchayakara~a, janapadacarika) and knowledge of 

proper treatment towards the various classes in 

society like the khattiyas, brahma~as, vessas, suddas 

and sama~as. 9 It is only when the king possesses 

all these qualities and many more that he may be 

termed a cakkavatti. 

The whole complex of thought underlying the 

above mentioned passage is interesting. It sets out 

that dhamma--as distinguished from the Bramanical 

danda--is the foundation of the state. It is dhamma 

in the abstract, in the sense of the Norm, Law or 

Order--the Vedic Rta. This Dhamma manifests itself in 

popular good and well-being, etern~l rectitude,lO 

justice and equity in the economic and social order. 



The constituents of power are described as issariya 

(Sk. ai~varya, supremecy) and sampatti (possession

material as well as human/moral), the former being 

the kavaca (armour). 11 Among the elements of royal 

greatness are mentioned purity of descent, a full 

treasury (paripu~~a, ko~~hagara), a loyal four-fold 

army led by a wise general and yasa (splendour

glory).12 Wealth is further explained as money and 

grains (nidahetva ~hapitena dhanena paripu~~akoso, 

dh N~ h o k h- - I o h ) 13 anne a ca par~pu~~a o~~ agaro t~ att o . 

The relationship between the king and his sub

jects is described to be similar to that between a 
14 father and his sons, an ideal echoed by Asoka when 

he said: "All men are my children. Just as I desire 

on behalf of my own children that they should be 

provided with all manner of comfort in this as well 

as in the other world, similarly I desire the same 

for all people" (First Separate Kalinga Edict). If 

obedience is due to the state it is only in return 

for the rule of Law and Order, Justice and impartial

ity (samata); happiness and plenty. As the Digha 

Nikaya (III, P. 61) states that the basis of the 

state being dhamma it is the duty of the state to 

eliminate poverty (~ ca tata vijitf adhana assu 

I?· .. -::· 



tesanca dhanal!l anuppadayeyyasi). The duties of the 

state are describes as dhammikarakkhavara~agutti 

righteous protection and ~nuddaya (compassion) 

(D. N. III, P. 65 and S. V., III, P. 850). The 

former is its protective function while the latter is 

the ministrant aim. An ideal king is described as 

one who is full of charity, truth, forgiveness, non-

injury and self-denial (see Fat.III, Pp. 274, 320). 

The state, as envisaged by the early Buddhists, 

is, therefore, an institution of righteousness as 

distinguished from the simple welfare state. Its 

raison d' etre is the promotion of righteousness, a 

concept universal in its implications, transcending 

the multiplicity of religions and sects. It has not 

the slightest of theocratic associations as is clearly 

stated in Ajatasattu's assurance to the Buddhist 

monks to go ahead with their plans for holding the 

First Council when he said: mayham a~acakkam, tum

hakam dhammacakkam (mine is the authoity of the state 

while yours is that of religion).l5 There is no 

divinity associated with kingship which, in itself, 

is the instrument of dhamma.l6 

In a state like this force or dar:<fa plays alto

gether a minor part. The emphasis is on dhamma where 

//I 



in a similar context in Bramanical literature we 

would find the term danda. The state is conceived of 

not so much in terms of a coercive instrument designed 

to uphold the order of varna with all its social 

and economic implications as an agency of instruction 

and cultural and spiritual advancement17 through 

samata, caga and naya. The ideal king rules without 

da~~a (ada~~ena) for he resorts neither to mutilation 

nor punishes the errant with fines (ada~~ena 'ti ye 

kataparadhe satte satampi sahassampi ga~hanti te 

dhanadandena rajjam kareti--S.V., II, P. 44). 
------~·~·~-- . As 

distinguished from him is the king who orders mutil

ation and execution (chejja bhejja). This idea is 

further elaborated in the concept of the cakkavatti-

the Universal King. 

The cakkavatti is the dhammiko dhammaraja par 

excellence. He is the conqueror because he has over

come his enemies as well as curbed his passion and 

lB . h h- . (G ) . anger. He ~s t e rna apur~sa reat Man possess~ng 

all the signs of his super-normal stature. 19 He is 

the proud possessor of the Seven Mystic Treasures. 

He is handsome, long-lived, full of strength and be

loved of his people. He is well-born and duly crowned 

(muddhabhisitto) and the country Seven Mystic under 
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his rule enjoys peace and plenty (j~apadatthavari

yappatto).20 His Seven Mystic Treasures are the 

Wheel (cakka), Elephant, Horse, Jewel, Woman, 

Banker and Genera1. 21 While the paraphernalia of an 

ordinary king consists of the umbrella, slippers, 

diadem, sword and fly-whisk 22 it is only the cak-

kavatti who possesses the Treasures. 

These Mystic Treasures, it is pointed out, are 

the king's personal possession, acquired through his 

personal piety, rectitude and effort in meditation. 

It is only when the king is righteous that the Wheel 

appears to him, with thousand spokes and tyre complete, 

fully effulgent, shining brightly in the sky. 23 

From the time of its appearance it is an object of 

reverence for, as Buddhaghosa says: cakkaratanassa 

nibbattakalato pa~~haya anfl.am devatthanam nama na 

hoti, sabbe gandhapupphadihi tasseva pujam karontr, 

-;-t. 24 I b d . h d" 1. t cannot e passe on 1n ere 1tary 

succession and in the event of abdication or death 

of the cakkavatti it disappears. 25 It leads the king 

in all directions and wherever he goes the powers in 

the area acknowledge his paramountqy. He camps for 
i 

a short while in each direction and as the kings of 

the region come to offer him their homage he does 



not exact tribute for them but simply advises them 

to observe the five precepts. 26 After his tour of 

conquest of righteousness when the cakkavatti returns 

to the capital the Wheel enters his palace and stand 

facing the Seat of Justice as the visible symbol of 

the Rule of Right and Justice. In this we see the 

association of the Wheel with power and justice as 

the sceptre (da~~a) is associated with the king's 

power of punishment in Brahmanical thought. The 

symbol, it is interesting to note, is the Wheel and 

not the Rod. It is further explained that the king 

conquers the unconquered with the Wheel, he establish

es his rule with the Elephant and Horse, guards his 

empire through the General and with the help of the 

others he enjoys his wealth and exercises his 

temporal supremacy. These Treasures collectively 

symbolize the possession of the triad of powers 

namely those of ussaha, (energy), manta (wisdom) 

and pabhu (supremacy). 27 Ussaha, Manta and pabhu 

are his three powers--sattiyogas--by which he is en

dowed with two kinds of happiness--that of possession 

(bhoga) and supremacy (issariya). !I'hey are there

sults of adosa (non-hatred), alobha (non-greed) and 

amoha (non-illusion). 28 
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Such is the cakkavatti (Lord Paramount), the 

dhammiko dhammaraja (Righteous Monarch) as described 

in the Pali works. He is the symbol of dhamma which 

is synonymous with naya and sama. I Asoka's thoughts 

on dandasamata and vyavaharasamata, paternalism and 

dhammavijaya c~osely echo these ideas. While 

similar ideas can also be found in Brahmanical 

political thought the divergences are nonetheless 

striking. First of all there is the ubiquitous 

dhamma which replaces the dal)-~a; secondly, the emphasis 

on~ (equality, impartiality) is significant as 

it indicates a spirit far different from that implied 

by the acceptance by political power of the distinc~ 

tions of varna as contained in the laws of Manu . . 
Thirdly, the ideal king is a quasi-spiritual being, 

the counterpart of the Buddha. It is distinctly 

stated that there are only two possibilities of 

development for a Bodhisattva, either he becomes the 

cakkavatti and dhammiko dhammaraja or he renounces 

the world and becomes the Buddha. 29 Such are some 

of the aspects of the ideal of Buddhist kingship with 

its emphasis on the rejection of coercive force, its 

egalitarian ethos and its nature as essence of the 

Righteous State. 
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XI 

DHAMMA AS A POLITICAL CONCEPT 

Writing in 1903, T. W. Rhys Davids, the doyen among Pali 
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scholars, observed: "The word 'Dhamma' has given, and will al

ways give, great trouble to the translators. It connotes, or 

involves, so much." 1 Pali studies have made great and significant 

advances since Rhys Davids wrote, but the difficulty with the term 

Dhamma persists. A random search for the varieties of its mean

ings and usage, for instance, reveals more than seventeen different 

connotations. Dhamma may mean a precondition or a distinguish-

ing attribute, a factor of personality or a state of mind, an ethical 

quality or an entire system of salvation, a theory in general or 

earthly existence, a hypothetical construct or a practical precept, 

Buddhist Nibbana, equity, merit, non-violence, compassion, a code 

of conduct for social groups or individuals including kings. 2 The 

purpose of the present paper is to examine the content of Dhamma in 

its political connotations and explore the nature and purposes of 

Early Buddhist political theor~ such as it is. 

The term Early Buddhism needs some definition at this point. 

By Early Buddhism is meant that creed attributed to the Buddha 



and/or his chief disciples and commented upon by the great attha4 

Kath.iicanyas tBuddbaghosa and Dbammapala) preserved in the 
PaJ.i Canon and the a#hakathas. Perhaps the term Theravada 
Buddhism could be more precise but Theravada is also taken to 
mean the Indian Pall Buddhism and its developments in Burma, 
Thailand, Cambodia and Laos. These developments are outside 
the scope of the present paper and hence the preference for the 
term Early Buddhism. In chronological terms this literature is 
now generally accepted as falling between circa 400 B.C. and 
200 B.C. for the Canonical parts and between the fourth and 
sixth centuries A.D. for the great commentaries.3 The range, in 
terms of centuries of literary activity, is very extensive indeed but 
the ideas were generally fixed before the beginning of third cen
tury B.C. and may be regarded as pre-Kautalyan and pre
Mauryan. 

It will be ambitious to speak of an Early Buddhist political 
theory for frankly_ there is no consistent or well spelled out poli
tical theorization in the Pall books. And this may be easily under
stood. The Pall literature was an activity of the Buddhist monks 
and nuns whose primary occupation was the pursuit of nibbana 
for the sake of which they had ~ned their backs on the world 
and vowed to have as little· to ·do with it as possible~ There is 
no Pall Artha.Sastra, though there are passages similar in content 
and form to the political contents of the .Santiparvan of the Maha
bharata or the politically inspired parts of the Dharma.Sastras such 
as those of Manu, Yajiiavalkya, Gautama and Narada. What one 
finds in the Pall· books iS a number of scattered reflections and 
random thoughts on subjeG:ts concerning political theory and prac
tice. These may not merit the designation of political theory but 
the contents are interesting and promising enough to reveal a more 
or less systematic pattern of thinking on the part of the Early 
Buddhists about their reactions to the state and its activities and 
the ideals they held as right for the theory and conduct of the 
state. These ideas provide for us a basis for the construction of 
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what may be termed as the political theory of th~ Early Buddhists 
and the present paper will deal with the role of the concept of 
dhamma in the Early Buddhist ideas on the nature and functions 
of the state. 

Before we proceed with our analysis two further clarifications 
are necessary. First, whenever the Early Buddhists think of the 
state they largely have in mind the monarchical state, presided over 
by a king and controlled by his bureaucrats. There are some nos
talgic feelings about the oligarchic republican states but these 
were disintegrating even before the eyes of the B'uddha who knew 
that their days were numbered. He did not hesitate to prescrib~ 
the essential conditions for their continuing health but history was 
to make such exhortations merely academic.4 Secondly, though 
the theory of a primitive contract as the basis for the origin of 
kingship was still fresh in Early Buddhist memory,s such theories 
of contract were matters of a hypothetical past with very little 
relevance to the real bases of royal power as it existed during 
the Buddha's time. Finally, political speculation is always posited 
in almost dichotom·ous terms. On the one hand our evidence speaks 
constantly of the reality of political organization, its style and 
effects. On the other hand there is always a statement of ideal 
conditions which should exist but do not necessarily exist. 

The reality of the power of the state is always taken for granted 
by the Early Buddhist thinkers. For them the state is an organi
zation of force or violence the possession of which is largely 
restricted to the king and his instruments. The king is the ruler, 
the people. the subiects. The basis of his rule is overwhelming 
force for the kingdom (rajjam) is invariably described as viiita. 
conquered.& It may be a newlv effected conquest or a conquered 
and pacified territory acquired by the ruler through succe.;;<>ion. 
'T'he connuest is le11itimized through certain symbolic acts such a<> 
the muddhiibhiseka7 (coronation), in practical and conventional 
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terms or through the possession of certain moral qualities as in 
the case of a cakkavatti (paramount ruler) who is a dhammiko 
dhammariijii. (righteous ruler) in ideal terms. The power of the 
state is expressed in the term issariya, (rulership), generally com
pounded with another term, adhipacca, (overlordship). Budclha
ghosa defines issariya as that which is called iidhipacca (iidhipacca
samkhiitam issariyam). The ability to command obedience (inii.) 
is based on this issariya which often turns many a royal head 
making the state despotic.8 This power gives the king control of 
the territory comprising the ratpha or visaya, nigama and Jii.napada 
(market-town and countryside) even unto the paccanta (frontier 
areas). The centre and the physical symbol of this power lies in 
the rii.jadhani (capital) and especially in the piisiida (palace), an 
edifice of majesty and magnificence.9 It is symbolically expressed 
by the cakka (wheel) which cannot be turned back (appati
vattiyam) 1o with impunity. The material bases of this power lie 
in the army and treasury, the former comprising men, weapons 
and fortifications and the latter consisting of farmlands and build
ing plots, cash and grains, people, slaves, animals, pearls and pre
cious stones.11 Over all these the state has more or less complete 
control. It is not necessary for the king to be present at all places 
and times enforcing his rule, for even a potsherd may symbolize 
his presence in making arrests.l2 The king's power expresses it
self in death sentences or imprisonment, fines or mutiJation, banish
ment or confiscation of property. The rights of private property 
and the sanctity of the human person, thert-fore, are subject to 
roval pleasure and the king may choose, as he often did, to exer
cise these rights arbitrarily.13 

The two aspects of the state in its working which struck the 
Early Buddhists most were its capacity for violence and the 
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constant possibility of the arbitrary exercise of !power. War was 
a recognized and accepted institution and the Buddha se~med to 
reconcile himself to its existence in two separate ways. One was 
to acquiesce in its occurrence as a circumstance beyond his con
trol and at best to strive to prevent it through moral exhortation 
to the friendly kings.14 But such exhortations had little obvious 
effect on the warlike activities of the various states of the time. 
The Buddha is not known to have called upon his contemporary 
kings to turn their swords into ploughshares and even a pious 
Buddhist emperor such as ASoka is not known to have dismissed 
his armed forces even after his remorse for the carnage during 
the Kalinga war had seared his conscience. War is accepted as 
an inevitable part of statecraft by the Early Buddhists and, beyond 
registering their moral protests against the slaughter and destruc
tion involved in it, they seemed to have considered themselves 
powerless against its initiation and prosecution. 

The other way in which the Buddha reconciled himself with 
the existence of the institution of war was to have as little to do 
with soldiers and army affairs as possible. Thus he forbade the 
admission of serving soldiers to the Samgha15 and also prohibited 
members of the Order from witnessing parades and army reviews.18 

But such prohibitions should be read in the general context of the 
relations between the Buddhist Order and the state which re
quired the Early Buddhists to have as littl~ t0 do with the state 
as a whole rather than with one part of it over another. The 
same prohibition, for instance, also applied to royal servants 
(RQ.jabhatas) and branded thieves. Again a monk was prohibited 
from visiting the royal court too frequently and if there was 
apprehension of trouble from the state during the Vassa (rain 
retreat) a Buddhist monk could abandon the Vassa in that area 
and go elsewhere. Similarly gossip about kings (ra.jakatha.) is 
denounced as idle talk, not conducive to spiritual welfare and is 
classified with talk about animals (tiracchiinakathii) P 



The Early Buddhist speculations on the nature of the state and 
the practical implications of its overwhelming power developed in 
two distinct stages. The first is indicated in the Mahasammata 
story to which a reference has already been made above. In the 
beginning, according to this story, the state came into existence as 
a kind of a primitive contract between people harried by disorder 
and a majestic and mighty man who was entrusted to impose law 
and order in society. In return for his labours this man called 
Mahasammata, "Acclaimed by the multitude", was promised a 
portion of the agricultural produce harvested by the people. He 
was entrusted with the power to admonish, censure and exile 
those who violated the dhamma. He was called khattiya because 
he was the lord of the farmsteads and riiji because he pleased 
men with his righteousness. The rather adventitious conclusion 
drawn is that dhamma is supreme in this as well as the next 
world. 

Such an arrangement was conceptually adequate and may have 
been operationally effective only in the case of a small territory 
inhabited by a sparse population. The state, even in such a con
text, was considered to be an absolute necessity as it alone stood 
between anarchy and order and safeguarded the basic institutions 
of private property, marriage and family. But the need for order 
also introduced an element of f~rce and coercion with which alone 
order could be created out of disorder. As the territory and the 
population under the jurisdiction of the state increased, the puta
tive contract became inadeq~ate as a theory of the state especially 
as theorv came into obvious conflict with reality. The realitv i~ 

indicated b:v the term vijitn. (conquered), a svnonym for rrdia ::~c; 

discussed above. Under the circumstances, then, the voluntary 
contract became inoperative for it was renlaced by the capacib· of 
the king to conquer, coerce and rule. The primitive: mutually
regulated simple community of primary producers had been trans
formed into a powerful kingdom claimed either by right of con
quest or as patrimony. This second stat;!e of political evolution de
manded a new interpretation of the institution of the state based 
on a much more elaborate and sophisticated concept of dhamm::1 
than that of ~imPle moral commandments basic to the original 
contract. Inc~ ·easingly the Early Buddhists enlarged unon thP ('on

cent of dh;:~mma as the basis of the state and reletrated the earlier 
contract theory to the limbo of a long forgotten antiquity. 
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The inherent w·bitl·ary tendencies of the state's power con
hooted the l!;arly Buddhists with a serious problem which they 
sought to solve through their own theories on the proper exercise 
of that power. 'l'he taming of political power constantly exercised 
their minds and they saw a solution to the problem through their 
theory of Dhamma. Two primary distinctions must be made in any 
meaningful analysis of the term dhamma as a political concept. 
The .first is the distinction made between attha and dhamma. The 
term attha is generally translated as advantage, gain, blessing, 
happiness, welfare, material advantage and also the practical 
means used to secure the desired benefit. In essence attha18 refers 
to concerns of this world (ditthadhammika) as distinguished from. 
the hereafter (sampariiyika) whereas dhamma is specifically relat
ed to spiritual welfare either here, or more specifically, in the 
next world. In political contexts the two terms are often used 
in compounds such as (atthadhammiinusiisakamacco) counsellorl9 
in worldly and moral affairs. These references indicate that there 
was a clear distinction made between attha and dhamma almost 
paralleling that found in the Artha.Sastra as between viirtii and 
dan{ianiti.20 Attha was generally concerned with bhoga, wealth or 
economy, whereas dhamma was related to the aims and functions 
of government of which economy was a part. 

The two essential and inseparable parts of the institutions of 
the state, therefore, were the material and moral welfare of its 
subjects. The central problem for the early Buddhists, in all their 
speculations on the nature and functions of the state, as remarked 
above, was the violence, force and arbitrariness inherent in the 
exercise ci£ its power. They saw a solution to it by making 
Dhamma its basis in the hope that a constant awareness of Dhamma 
would transform the very nature of the state. Buddhaghosa, 
repeating a statement from the Aggannii, Sutta defines the king 
as one who pleases others by dhamma (dhammena pare raiijeti'ti 
riijii) 21 and the ideal Buddhist sovereign is invariably described as 
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d.n.ammiko dhammara]a.u Dhamma, the rar4matthajotika points 
out, compr1ses an.a.mm.a and tnan.ana, a corpus ot prmc1ples and a 
metnoa ol realJ.Zlng tnem in pracnce . ..a '.Lne corpus ot principles 
is oased on certam etn1cal assumpt10ns o± early .budciillsm. We 
have seen above that the reality of the power of the state was 
o±ten likely to marutest itself in the violence of wars or expropria
tion and arbitrary conduct influenced by despotic ambitions of 
individual rulers. These tendencies the Buddhists sought to con
trol, if not eliminate, by putting forward the qualities of avhimisa 
(non-violence), paricciiga (renunciation) and sama (equality). 
Dhamma, in the political sense, therefore, meant the ten ethical 
qualities of a king, dasarajadhamma comprising sila (character), 
dana (charity), paricciiga (renunciation), ajjava (uprightness), 
maddava (gentleness), akkodha (non-anger), tapa (austerity) 
avihimsii (non-injury), khanti (forbearance), avirodhanam (non
opposition). The king must know and cultivate the qualities of 
discretion with regard to attha (welfare), dhamma (law), matta 
(moderation), kala (time) and parisa (counsel). Furthermore he 
should avoid untruth, levity (ha.sam), be of an amiable disposition 
(suhadayo), mindful; courageous and a protector of all.24 The 
cultivation of these qualities involves a long and strict regimen of 
deep meditation and intense and constant introspection. Such a 
psychological preparation alone would enable the king to compre
hend what is Dhamma and how to associate it with the everyday 
tasks of government. It is this combination of Dhamma, as a 
theory of royal conduct, with cariya or vidhiina {procedure or 
method) that makes a king a moral being which was the ultimate 
object of the early Buddhist political theory. It is this that creates 
a condition of dhammikarakkha.varaJJ-agutti moral protection and 
preservation so essential for the maintenance of the basic human 
institutions of property and family. 



The Buddhists envisage the state essentially in its relationslups 
with the tamily led by the gahapati, the group ot !ehgi:ux compris
ing the Brahmanas, sa111<1.1.ws, panbbii]akas and the Sakyapu.ttiya 
samanas led by their respective leaders and councils (parisii) and 
the diverse civic associations such as the mantriparisii, the negamas 
and jii.napadas. Each group must base its conduct on the dictates 
of dhamma. For the gahapati the Buddha laid down a gahapati 
vinaya and exhorted him to acquire wealth by exertion and energy 
(u.tthdnaviriya), by the strength of his own arms (biihiibala) and 
earned in the sweat of his own brow (sedavakkhitta) .25 In its 
relations with the religiu.x the Buddhists propounded the theory of 
the two "wheels" one of which belonged to the king (a7J-iicakka) 
and the other to the sphere of spiritual endeavour (dhamma
cakka) .26 Dhamma, therefore, was to be the common and ultimate 
oasis of all social relationships presided over by the state. 

But we must distinguish between dham111<t as a code of con
duct and dhamma as an all-pervasive, inexorable, indestruetible 
and eternal mystic entity. In this second aspect as a mystic entity 
Dhamma stood above and beyond the state. In an illuminating 
passage, when asked by a bhikkhu as to who was the ruler of 
rulers, the Buddha is reported to have replied that it was 
dhamma.27 The ideal ruler is declared to rule depending on 
dhamma (dhammameva nissaya), respecting it, worshipping it, 
with dhamma as his banner and pennant, with dhamma as his 
lord (dham111<tdhipateyyo). Every one of his actions in his rela
tions with every category of beings, even unto the birds and beasts, 
must be informed by the. letter and spirit of this dhamma for 
otherwise his rule becomes anarchy (arii.jakam cakkam) .28 It is 
dhamma that curbs the intoxication of power (issariyamada), from 
which the king is very likely to suffer, and avert misfortune to 
himself. and his subjects. 

It is in this aspect that Dhamma appears in a dual capacity. As 
riijadhamma it is simply a code of proper ethical behaviour for a 
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king. It defines his prerogatives and the conditions under which 
he may use them. Smce each constituent element of the stare, the 
family, the various parisiis and sundry groups, has its own dham
ma, the whole of society is closely integrated in its w,eb. Dhamma, 
in this context, is ideal behaviour, strongly recot'liilended for 
acceptance and practice on every side. But it lacks punitive power 
of its own since the only remedy against its violation is a feeling 
of remorse which may or may not be felt by the offender. In its 
own right, therefore, it cannot be a mandatory instrument, capable 
of punishing violators irrespective of their own wishes. 

The other aspect of Dhamma makes up for this deficiency. This 
Dhamma is a cosmic force, inexorable, eternal and inescapable. 
It exists in its own right beyond and aove the state. Its sanctions 
are supra-natural and assume a cosmic retributive character. A 
king who violates the dictates of this Dhamma invites the wrath 
of nature and the gods upon himself, his subjects and his realm. 
In retaliation against such a king the heavenly bodies such as the 
sun, moon and the constellations, suspend their natural functions. 
The natural order of the seasons of day and night is profoundly 
disturbed. The fruits and food-grains, honey and sugar, oils and 
condiments lose their natural flavour and nourishing qualities. 
The ministers, judicial officers and men of law and order become 
despotic and corrupt and anarchy reigns supreme. The people, 
in their disgust, either emigrate in large numbers to another state 
or rise in rebellion. Finally the deities themselves become wrath
ful and destroy the errant king.29 

It is this nature of Dhamma that gives us the Early Buddhist 
idea of the basis of allegiance in relationships between the state 
and its citizens. The Mahasammata story, to which a reference 
has been made above, indicates that the basis of allegiance is the 
agreement between the ruler and the subjects by which the ruler 
undertakes to impose law and order and the subjects, in their turn, 
agree to pay him taxes and obey his orders. Thir. has l:een in
terpreted as a king of a primitive contract. With the development 
of the theory of Dhamma this theory of contract is superceded. 
Dhamma exists prior to the contract, even before the hypotltetical 
"golden age", a fall from which led to the emergence of the state. 



It operates eternally and beyond the wishes of the king or his 
subjects. It is the supreme ruler, the ruler of rulers. It cannot 
be a subject of contractual relationship. It gives the king the
authority to rule and calls upon the subjects to obey him so long 
as the king abides by its wishes. It watches over the king at all 
times and hence is a quasi-cosmic force working in its own myste
rious way. It forms the ultimate nexus between the state and 
the citizens. The citizens must obey the ruler so long, and only 
so long, as he obeys Dhamma. When he ceases to do that the 
basis of allegiance is destroyed and rebellion becomes inevitable. 
Dhamma stands between order and anarchy; it transforms the 
condition of non-state into the state. It protects the institutions 
of property and family and is the source of all the rules of conduct 
pertaining to the diverse groups within a given society. 

The Buddhist concept of Dhamma as an inexorable, eternal 
and unchanging order reminds us of the Vedic ~ta. ~ta is the 
regular order, "the physical order of the universe, the due order 
of the sacrifice, and the moral law in the world." In the Vedas 
~ta appears as an independent authority as well as the possession 
of some god and it is especially associated with Vartll).a. The 
Buddhists were doubtless acquainted with these notions and it 
was Jikel~ that thev borrowed parts of the concept of the Vedic 
Rta and interpreted it in their own way. Furthermore, the "year 
is the wheel of ~ta with twelve spokes" and the wheel also appears 
as the most prominent symbol of the cakkavatti though it is des
cribed as "thousand-spoked" (sahassiiram). The symbolism of 
the wheel, therefore, may have been pre-B'uddhistic and its cosmic 
~ift'!'lificance was taken over bv the Early Buddhists when they 
applied it to their own political ideas.30 

We have referred to the problem of power and its use con
fronting the Early Buddhists. They envisage two ways of legiti
mising power. One consists of several symbolic acts categorized 
as the consecration of the prince as a ruler. The consent of the 
ldnl'l'-makPr~- rii1nkattaro- i~ an essential !'lrelimin!lrv to the 
whole sequence. The ceremony then takes place and the king 



formally assumes the five insignia of royalty namely, the sword, 
umbrella, diadem, slippers and fan.31 This ceremony transforms 
the king from an ordinary mortal into a ruler possessed of issariya. 
and iidhipacca. The higher and ultimate legitimization comes 
when the king becomes the ca.kkavatti and dhammiko dha.mma
·Tiija, the universal sovereign, the righteous ruler. He assumes 
that status through his steadfast loyalty to Dhamma and as a 
result secures a quasi-divine status. The place .where he was born, 
the spot where he was crowned and the location of his greatest 
victory are all· "memorable" (sara.~iyiini) and holy. He is en
dowed with miraculous powers (iddhi). He is very handsome in 
appearance, enjoys sound health and lives longer than most hu
mans. His appearance is welcomed by all and after death he goes 
to heaven. He is entitled to have a stilpa. built over his bodily 
relics after cremation just like Buddha or his great disciples. His 
greatest possessions are the seven mystic treasures. These are 
the wheel, the elephant, horse, jewel, woman, householder and 
general. The horse and elephant are supernatural in their powers 
and can fly through the air. The woman is the most beautiful in 
the land and the jewel, with its brilliance, can turn darkness into 
light at any time and in any place. The householder is the richest 
man in the universe and the general, invincible. The wheel is 
his chief emblem for it is the wheel that leads him to a non-violent 
conquest in all directions. He acquires these treasures through 
a mystic contemplation and communion and the source of all his 
charismatic power i!; Dhamma itsel£.32 The process of the develop
ment of the state thus is envisioned in two stages. One is the 
preliminary legitimization through the consecration ceremon)•, 
whereby the assumption of power by the kin~ becomes legal. The 
second sta.~e concerns the transformation of legal power into a 
moral imperative and it is contrived throU!!h the instrumentality 
nf Dhammt\. The consecration est;:~blishes the legal basis of obe
dience nn ihe oart of the subiects: Dhamma makes that obedience 
;:~. morfll ::~f't. It is conceivable. thP.,.efore, that a le!!ally established 
snverei~tn rnav lo~e the moral right" to exnect obedience· from hi:; 
!':uhiects if he violatP.s the commands of Dhamma. The legal act 
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wu obviously taken over by the Early Buddhists from contem· 
porary political usage. They added the concept of Dhamma to 
moralize the power of the state and transform it from being a legal 
institution into a moral force. The Early Buddhists. thus envision 
the state as a pre-eminently moral institution equipped with 
coercive force the basis of which is not mere force of arms and 
capacity to use violence, but a moral constitution which endows 
it with an irresistible command (ci1;14). Thus equipped, the state 
has the authority not only to impose ordinary law and order on 
the populace but also the right to guide the people in their moral 
endeavour. The Brahmanical theological sanctions, in this theory 
of Dhamma, have been largely eliminated and in their place is 
established the authority of a cosmic, supra-mundane mystic 
entity called Dhamma. Dhamma is expected to eliminate the 
violence, despotism, greed and arbitrariness inherent in the power 
of the state and make of it an instrument of higher morality. It 
constantly stands as a watchful guardian, in all its cosmic power 
and majesty, over the state, in all its actions protecting the subjects 
from the state and protecting the state against itself. 
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XII 

EARLY BUDDHIST KINGSHIP 

Monarchy was the dominant political institution of the 

Buddha's time. The Enlightened One was on very cordial terms 

with some of the leading monarchs of the times whose interest 

and patronage Early Buddhism appreciated a great deal. Many a 

rule of the Vinaya code was discreetly amended in deference to 

the convenience of kings such as Bimbisara and Pasendi, the 

Kosalan. And quite a few scions of royal families joined the 

order of monks and nuns and played a leading part in the propa

gation of the creed during its early critical years.
1 

The Buddha came from a world of tribal oligarchs and had 

nostalgic sympathies for that form of organization whose spirit 

he attempted to infuse into the structure of his own samgha. 

This world, however, was in a state of disintegration, and his 

advice to the Vajjians, threatened as they were by the expanist 
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parricide Ajatasattu,2 almost sounds like a requiem 

for the tribal republics of the 5th century B.C. India. 

Whatever his personal choice in the matter of forms 

of political organization the Buddha was realist enough 

to recognize that monarchy had come to stay and, as 

far as he could see into the future, would remain the 

dominant form of political organization. He and the 

Early Buddhists, therefore, came to terms with the 

institution of monarchy and proceeded to formulate 

their own political philosophy in an endeavour to in

fluence its development and final form. 

The Early Buddhist philosophy of kingship is a 

compound of three distinct attitudes. On the one han~ 

the early Buddhists betray feelings of disquiet bordering 

on fear about the nature and functions of kingship as 

it existed in their times. On the other hand, they 



see no alternative to it and declare it as absolutely 

essential to prevent humanity lapsing into a state of 

anarchy. Finally, confronted with the fact of kingship 

and its absolute necessity for orderly human existence, 

they attempt to tame absolute political power by in

fusing into it a spirit of higher morality. 

Before we go into the details of the Early 

Buddhist philosophy of kingship in its three different 

aspects let us state the chronological limits of our 

study. By Early Buddhism we mean that creed whose 

texts are preserved in the Pali language and especially 

in the Vinaya and Nikaya sections of the Pali Tipitaka. 

The chronological limits of this Early Buddhism are 

necessarily based on the generally ~ccepted dates for 

the compilation of Canonical Pili Literature. Assuming 

that the parinibbana of the Buddha occurred in 486 B.c. 3 

The terminus adquo for this literature cannot be set 

earlier than circa 475 B.C. On the other hand~the 

inscriptional evidence from Barhut and Samchi clearly 

I ?lo 
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indicates4 that by 100 B.C. the Pili Canon was already 

organized into Nikayas and Pitakas, that it had emerged, 

more or less, in its completed from at least no later 

than SO B.C. This canonical literature, therefore, 

represents a compil3tory and editorial activity largely 

of the 4th·lst·centuries B.C. and the Buddhism revealed 

/ /7 

in the pages of this literature is essentially a pre

Asokan creed. Though this is an age of expansionist 

kingdoms it is not yet an age of empires, properly called, 

and this agrees with the general tenor of some of the 

philosophical and organizational ideas of the Arthasastra 

of Kautalya. 

In order to understand the spe~ific Buddhist 

variations on the common theories of ancient Indian 

polity we must first examine the Early Buddhist view 

of kingship as it actually functioned during :his age. 

The first and, perhaps the most isportant, characteristic 

of kingship that the Early Buddhist texts p0int out 

is its overwhelming power. In its destructive aspects 

royal power is often compared to the calamitous nature 



of a conflagration or a flood.s It was cften exercized 

in an arbitrary fashion resulting in whimsical vio

lence and expropriation6 of people's property. More-

over the kings are always greedy whatever the extent 

of their own oppulence and are always searchirg for 

pretexts for the accumulation of more wealth or the 

acquisition of more territory. 7 They are generally 

intolerant of dissent from their own vicws 8 and their 

wayward wrath often results in the death or deportation 

of some of their subjects. 9 Finally the fear of their 

tyranny is so constant and great that some people are 

compelled to flee to the wilds or repair to the sanct

uary of a monastic oruer for their own safety. 10 

• 



However undesirable the propensities of some of 

the kings may be, kingship as an institution was con

sidered absolutely essentia1 to orderly human life. 

The Early Buddhists had their own theory of the origin 

of the state. According to this theory in the very 

beginning, in the pristine state of humanity, all 

men were virtuous. Each respected the rights of others 

and fulfilled his own obligations conscientiously. 

There was no theft, there was no lying or cheating and 

there was no violence. In such an idyllic condition 

the state was superfluous as a regulatory agency and 

hence did not exist. But later, we are told, there 

was a fall in standard of human behaviour. Untruth, 

deceit, theft and violence ruled t~e lives of men as 

every man's hand was against his fellow beings and 

might prevailed over right. This was the state of 

anarchy, the state of matsyanyaya in Kautalyan par~ 

lence. The law of the jungle made life impossible 

and humans then decided to elect 9ne among them to 

be the king and entrust to him the task of enforcing 

law and order. Thus was created the first king called 

"acclaimed by the many"- rnahasamrnata. In return for 

his labours towards the establishment of law and order, 

justice and harmony, the king was paid one-sixth of 

I '11 
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XIII 

THE EARLY BUDDHIST VIEW OF THE STATE 

Royal support was one of the leading factors that helped 

the spread of early Buddhism in India. The Buddha claimed 

some of the powerful kings of his time, Bimbisara and Ajatasatru 

of Magadha and Pasendi of Kosala, among his ardent votariesiand 

the contributions of the Maurya Emperor Asoka (circa 273-232 B.C.) 

to the expansion of Buddhism in India and the adjacent areas are 

well known. The Buddha established a special relationship with 

the monarchs of his time and the creed established by him bene

fitted in many ways from royal patronage. These kings built 

monasteries for the Samgha and amended many of their laws which 

otherwise would have made the Samgha's activities very difficult, 

if not impossible. Early Buddhist art enjoyed the patronage of 

the state in a variety of ways, and the early Buddhism cannot be 

understood fully without taking into consideration the role played 

by the state in it. 

The relationship between the state and Buddhism developed 

in an adventitious and circumstantial manner. In the initial 

stages it was largely a matter of personal equation between 



the Buddha and his roy~l contemporaries. Pasendi claimed 

a special bond between him and the Enlightened One because 

both were Kosalans while Bimbisara's special interest in the 

Buddha was due to the fact that much of Buddha's ministry 
1 

was spent in his domain of Magadha. Besides,the kings easily 

fell under the spell of the Buddha's personality which, by all 

accounfs, was extraordinary in its impact. Outside of these 

adventitious factors, however, there were other, and more com-

pelling causes, for the early buddhists to establish their own 

pattern of relationships with the state. Early Buddhism began 

outside the confines of organized society for the Buddha's 

strivings and his early sermons took place, not in towns and 

cities, but in the forests surrounding the tiny hamlets of 

Magadha. But Buddhism could not for long remain outside its 

society for even in the depths of the forests the arm of the 

state reached, theoretically if not always practically. The 

Buddha and his disciples were subjects of the state in the 
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areas they lived and worked and they cotild not ignore, much 

less defy, the power of the state with impunity. The Buddha 
2 

could declare that he was an "all-conquerer" (sabbabhibhu) 

but he would not compel the kings of his time to accept that 

fact. In course of time as Buddhism developed into a religion, 

with the admission of lay-devotees, its relationships with the 

state became even more crucial as is indicated by the services 

of surgeons like Jivaka Komarabhacca and the banker Anathapindika 

who worked for the state and were also enthusiastic supporters 

of the new creed. The Buddha and his disciples, on the other 

hand, perceived at an early stage the advantages accruing from 

a felicitous relationship with the state and did everything in 

their power to accommodate the demands of the state. This is 

clearly shown in the modifications to many a Vinaya rule. There 

was a further advantage to be gained by such a relationship for 

only through it could the Buddhists influence the actions of the 

.state and induce the rulers to live up to the ideal of the state 

they were laying down. 

Human life to the early Buddhists comprised two distinct 

~pheres, the temporal and the spiritual. This is conveyed by 

the terms ditthadhamma and samparaya~ It was adnitted that the 

two were intimately connected with each other for life was a 

spectrum or a continuum in which one sector gradually merged 



into another. But it was also recognized that on a lower 

level, ditthadhamma was conditioned by an entirely different 

set of assumptions and circumstances than samparaya. This near

dichotomy was further expressed through two other terms, attha 

and dhamma. Both terms are versatile in their meanings and are 

used in a variety of contexts. The term attha is translated as 

interest, advantage, gain, good, blassing, welfare, profit, 
4 

prosperity, well-being, riches and wealth. There seem,to be 

two distinct phases in the development of its usage. In the 

first phase it was used generally to mean something that is 

vital and desirable both in this world and the next. In the 

second phase its use was more or less related to affairs of 

this world, especially of organized society, and came close to 

the Sanskrit technical term artha which Kautalya describes as 
5 

varta (economy) and dandaniti (polity). In this sense we find 

phrases such as sabbe satta atthajata or Bimbisara administering 

ditthadhammika attha over his thousands of villar,es in the kingdom 

of Magadha. There is also a mention of an officer called sabbatthaka 

amacca (minister in charge of general administration) who would 

be rightly concerned with the problems of varta and dandaniti to 

• 



use the Kautalyan phrase. Finally, a sta~ement attributed 
I 

to Ajatasattu is specially indicative of this recoenition 

of the two spheres of human life, temporal and spiritual. 

According to the story, the leading disciples of the Buddha 

decided to hold a synod soon after his demise at Rajagaha, 

the Magadhan capital. The purpose was to collect and authenti-

cate the words of the 8uddha before what was spurious passed 

muster for the Buddhavacana (the Buddha's sayings). As they 

got ready to meet, Ajatasattu told them to proceed, secure in 

the assurance that he would do everything in his power to help 

them. He is reputed to have said that while their's was the 

dha..."U!lacakka ("wheel of the law), his was the anacakka {"wheel 

of command"). 6 The statement is of great significance as it 

enunciates clearly for the first time the theory of the "two 

wheels" which became the basis of much of the early Buddhist 

political theory. Affairs of this world and those of the next 

are like two wheels. Each ha& its own distinct identity but 

they are also like the wheels of the chariot, the axle on which 

they revolve, in this case, being the human society, its desires, 

aspirations and destiny. There is also the i~plication that 

dhamma cannot operate in this world by itself as it needs the 
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acquiescence, if not support, of ~or t~e state. The state 

and Order are separate in their own identities but their inter-

dependence cannot be ignored completely. 

Attha and ana, then, are intimately linked,for one cannot -
exist without the other. Attha as worldly good involves the 

right to enjoy private property and the prerogative to found 

a family without the fear of molestation and disruption. Prop

erty and family can exist only under a set of laws which ana 

alone can impose on all Attha by its very nature is the unfold-

ing of the acquisitive instinct in man which, in order that it 

may benefit the largest number, must be regulated by an agency 

higher than the several members of the society within which it 

may operate. It can be a source of unbridled kama (passion, -
desire) and gedha (greed) which left to themselves would create 

anarchy. In such a state of anarchy the distinction between 

dhamma and adhamma (non-dhamma) is blurred. This is well-illus-

trated in the early Buddhist version of the orif,in of the state 

contained in the Aganna sutta of the Digha Hikava. In the dim 

distant past, so goes the story, there was no need for the state 

since all creatures were pure in heart and none covetted the 

goods of another. But there was a fall from this state and men 

became victims of greed and passion. Property and family became 

insecure and anarchy reigned supreme. To extricate themselves 

from this dangerous condition nen elected an outstanding inuividual 

from anong themselves (Mahasarnmata) and t4ld him to"be indignant 

at that whereat one should be rightly ind~gnant, censure that which 



should rightly be censured, banish him whp deserves to be 
i 

banished". In return for his work the people promised to give 

him a share of their produce. 

The state, in this manner, arises as a punitive institu-

tion charged with the responsibility of imposing law and order 

without which human beings cannot survive as an orderly society. 

The state becomes an agreement between the government and the 

ruled, wherein the ruled transfer a part of their sovereignty 

to the state for a specific purpose. The relationship between 

the state and the subject is a contractual obligation in which 

one commands and the other obeys. The contract is symbolized 

by the institution of taxation which is a payment for specific 

work. The obligation is mutual and if one party violates it 

unilaterally the other is no longer obli~ated by the terms of 

that contract. But the contract is a basic condition of organized 

human society for in the absence of such a contract, before the 

birth of the state, anarchy prevailed. It is, therefore, existen-

tial and neither the subjects nor the state have any choice outside 

of it. 

The sutta also makes some further interesting comments. It 

explains that the king is called khattiya because he is the over

lord (a~hipati) of farms (khetta) and he is called raja because 

he pleases the people with dhamma (dhammena pare ranjeti). Dharnma, 

thus, is now introduced as a basic constituent of the state. 7 

... 



By making the king master of the farms is an implicit 

acceptance of the state's control, if not ownership (for he 

is called adhipati and not !!!i•owner) of all forms ofproperty 

within the realm though this right is inexorably linked with 

dhamma (righteousness), conceivably an antidote against any 

expropriatory tendencies inherent in the state. 

For the early Buddhists the state generally means the 

monarch though the Buddha and many of his prominent disciples 

came from oligarchic republics. The terms commonly used for 

the state are rattha (country), rajja (kingdom) or vijita 

(subjugated territory). 8 The state is a sovereign entity 

and its sovereignty is expressed by a variety of terms such 

as ~~ adhipacca, issariya, ~ and ~-~ means order 

or command and implies an ability to give orders to all. Adhi--
pacca signifies overlordship, the quality of imposing superior

ity over others. Issariya, which is also called vasa is the 

quality of exercizing overwhelming influence or control, the 

capaGity to impose sovereignty. Siri is splendor, beauty, good -. 
fortune, glory, majesty and prosperity and is based on material 

possessions <!!!! bhoganam asayo). Sovereignty connotes total 

authority (sabbajanamanusse abhibhavitva) an ability to reward 

and punish (nadayanto-socayanto), capacity to give orders to all 
• 9 

and rece1ve orders from none. 
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I 
The sovereignty of the state is ma~e manifest through 

its many constituent organs. The Buddhists do not offer a 

systematized list of constituents of the state (prakritis) 

like the one contained in the Arthasastra of Kautalya. There 

are, however, several passages which contain suggestions which, 

taken together, may give us the Buddhist ideas on the consti

tutents of the state. Of these the king, naturally, is the 

leading constituent. Next to him comes territory (rattha). 

This is followed by the mention of the bureaucracy (amacca and 

parisajja), the armed forces (balam) 1 the treasury (kosakott

haga~), allies (anuyutta khattiya and kuddarajano) and the 

people (manussa). The list does not have forts (durga) as a 

constituent of the state as in the Kautalyan list, otherwise 
. . . 10 h . the two l1sts a~e very s1m1lar. Some of these have t e1r 

own sub-divisions. For instance the territorial organization 

is often described as fourfold , comprising villages (gama), 

' 



I 
market towns (nisamal, countryside (janap,dal and city 

11 (nagara). The people are supposed to have four differ-

ent assemblies (parisas), one each for the khattiyas, 

brahmanas, householders (gahapati) and ascetics (Samana>. 12 

:sbmetirnes another element is added to the list of the compon

ents of the territory and it is the frontier (paccanta) whose 

security is always a matter of anxiety for it is often in a 

state of rebellion (kupita>. 13 

The state is often conceived as a very delicate balance 

of forces. The dangers confronting it are persistent and may 

arise from a variety of factors. As an institution of force 

it is prone to call into being counter-force whether from out

side its frontiers and from within, throur,h rebellion and 

banditry. The early Buddhists regard the institution of war 

as strictly within the jurisdiction of attha and ana and take 

a somewhat neutral attitude toward it. The Buddhist works are 

full of injunction~ ~g~inst vinl~nc~ hut th~s~ Rra 1 more often 

than not, related to the l~vel of individual and inter-Lroup 

relations. The horrors of war are duly recognized but no decis

ive or overt effort seems to be made to insist on outlawing war 

itself. Perhaps in this the Buddhists reconciled themselves 

to their inability to influence the conduct of the state beyond 

giving it ethical advice. They did envision an ideal state which 
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would eschew the use of force or violenct and this will be 

dealt with later. But for all practical purposes the Sarngha 

largely withdrew itself from considerations of war. The 

Buddha forbade the admission of serving soldiers into the 

Samgha and denounced talk and stories of war and witnessing of 

d f 
. 14 army para es as waste o t~rne. We have no evidence to assume 

that the Buddha ever advised his contemporary kings to disband 

their armies and beat their swords into ploughshares. Even the 

great Buddhist emperor Asoka is not known to have disbanded his 

army after the traumatic experience of the Kalinga war and his

tory knows of Buddhist kings who have waged wars, often very 

devastating, against other Buddhist kings. Probably the Buddhists 

recognized that they had little influence in the matter of war 

and territorial acquisition and felt that the most they could 

do in these matters was to influence the ~inds of kings to keep 

the horrors of war within reasonable limits. The statement of 

Ajatasattu concerning the distinction between the temporal realm 

and spiritual life expressed a consistent Buddhist policy toward 

the state in this respect. 

The most frequent challenge carne from within. The king had 

many enemies. As King Milinda says: "If I were to give up my 

household life and renounce the world, it would not be long I 
15 

should have to live, so many are my enemies". The king was 
I 
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constantly threatened with plots against hi~ throne and life 

and had to be guarded at all times. His kingdom may be in

fested with robbers who are declared to be the corr~on danger in 

the world.l6 We often get a description of a troubled kingdom 

harassed by thieves and bandits and it is said that as these 

become strong the state becomes weak for it becomes unsafe for 

the ruler to visit the cities and countryside and rule effici

ently. 17 An ideal kingdom is described as the territory which 

is without thorns (akantaka, £! the use of the term kantaka 

by Kautalya) and untroubled (anuppila) and men are happy and 

joyous living in homes with open doors and playing peacefully 

with children in their laps. 18 It is the duty of the state, 

231 

then, to rid its territory of all such thorns. The king must 

punish the wicked and is allowed to use various kinds of punish

ments to deter the potential offenders. In this punitive task 

the king is given absolute powers to the extent of banishing 

culprits from his kingdom or even execution of the convicted 

criminals. 19 The king's use of force and violence in putting 

down lawlessness is seldom questioned, much less criticized, the 



only advice given is that he should act wi~h justice in giving 
I 

punishments. A rhetorical question is raised: Is it possible 

for a king to rule without vi.lence, injury, causing suffering 

or death and with dhamma; there is no clear answer to it. 20 

The implication is that it is practically impossible to rule 

without the use of force and violence. This means a rather 

pessimistic view of human nature. The assumption is that 

human beings will not, in all circumstances and under all 

conditions, behave righteously and must be kept on the straight 

and narrow faith of lawful conduct only on pain of punishments 

for their infractions. 

On the other hand the early Buddhists also clearly recog

nized the constant possibility of the abuse of its power by the 

state. Kings are human beings and are subject to all the human 

frailties. The Buddhist books often betray a fear of royal 

tyranny and the description of kings as intolerant, arbitrary, 

t t . d ~ . t . . 21 au cera l.C, grae. y an"-~ expropPl.a Ol'Y l.s eornmon enougn. The 
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destruction caused by the wrath of a king is compared to that by 

trhieves, fire, flood, evil spirits or wild animals and often the 

people have to flee from such kings to a territory outside his 

control or join the order. 22 



The necessity of the possession of va~t powers by the 

state on the one hand and the constant danger of its abuse 

create a paradox. The Buddhists stress the absolute necessity 

of the existence of the state for orderly human society by 

pointing out that the rights of private property and family 

can prevail only under the state's regulatory and punitive 

authority. This authority, according to the story about the 

origin of the state quoted above, stems from delegation by the 

people to the government, pcwers of imprisonment, impo~ine 

fines, banishment, confiscation of unlawfully gained property 

and death. These powers were considered essential for the 

2..33 

state to discharge the obligations entrusted to it by the citizens. 

The people have to cmme to terns with the state for without it 

they are helpless victims of anarchy. Even the great Buddha 

duly recogniz~d the authority of the state by amending many a 

The monks •.-.:ere forbidden from eating elephant flesh 

becau~e the elP.phant Has regarded a~ ~ rcy~l uniwnl nnd the king 

would be furious if ~e learnt that monks had e~ten elephant flesh. 

They ~ere to abstain from eating meat on those days when slaughter 

of animals was forbidden (maghata). They must postrone observing 

the vassa (rain-retreat) if the kine so wished. They must not 

ordain serving soldier~ or thi~veR nf various descriptions wanted 

by the law and they were not to admit royal servants witho~t appropri-
• • 2 3 

ate perm~ss~on. 



The right of asylum to fugitives fro~ juJtice or lawful royal 
I 

service was not accorded to the Buddhist :order. Hhether such 

asylum to those suffering fro~ political injustice was granted 

or not we have no means of knowing. Probably there was no 

clear distinction made then between crimes and political opposi

tion, for the latter was invariably construed as a criminal act 

and as such asylum to the offender could not be given by the 

Buddhist order without provoking the wrath of the state. The 

Samgha was to pursue an a-political role for once again the 

doctrine of separation between ana and dhamma inevitably entered -
all relationships between Buddhism and the state. The ceremony 

of ordination was always preceded by a lengthy questionnaire 

which asked of the initiate whether he guilty of sundry and 

numerous offense~ and this was expected to weed out those who had 

24 offended the laws of the state. If in~dvertently such a person 

was crdained he could be eX?elled fro~ the order, whereupon he was 

promptly seized by the ~inions of -t-h"" .,-t-=+~ ...... - -----· Early Buddhism, thus, 

carefully avoided any overt confrontatinn with the state in the 

awareness of its awesome might which it, as a purely religious 

organization, was ill-equipped to challenge. The monks were 

forbidden to involve themselves in politics and their only protest 

against a particularly atrocious ruler could be to leave his 

territory and reside elsewhere to await a change of his disposition 
. 25. 

or h~n downf~ll. 
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But if a vicious king could not be ~irectly or success-

fully challenged through overt political 
1

1expedients, there 

were ways to prevent a king becoming objectionable in his 

behavior. One such way was to enunciate an ideal under whose 

influence the state could be made subordinate to dharnma. In 

the first phase of political reflection the early Buddhists 

simply recognized the necessity of the existence of the state 

and also the necessity of its possession of vast powers. The 

separation of ana from dharr:Ma was an attempt to insulate religion -
fro~ the vagaries of the state by insuring the autonomy of the 

Samgha. The theory of contractual obligations between citizens 

and the stata belongs to this first phase wherein the state is 

regarded merely as a J1urnan organization and a political institu-

tion. But soon it wa3 felt that such a theory was becoming inade-

quate. The state had become powerful and was poised to secure 

con~~cl over the entire rang~ of human life. In the second phase 

of theorizing th9 early Ruddhi~t5 ~nneavor~d ta us~ ths state to 

further the ends of rlh~mm~ by asserting the supreGacy of the dh~ma 

over ana. A monk once asked the Buddha as to who was higher than 

the king. The Buddha promptly and unequivocally replied that 

dha~ma was the lord of the king. 26 This dhanrna is not to be 



' understood as a metaphysical system or s~ctarian creed 

which could differ from time to time or prophet to prophet. 

Rather it is taken to mean righteousness, propriety, norm and 

. d • h . . 1 • d • i 2 7 Th . dh 1s equate w1t sama, 1mpart1a 1ty an JUSt ce. 1s amma ---- ------
is a mystic force obeying its own exorable laws and rewarding 

and punishing kings in its own cosmic right. 28 Dhamma and 

adhamma (non-dhamma)do not have the same consequences for adhamma --
casts one into hell while dhamma leads to a good destiny here-

after. Dhamma is a cosmic force which regulates not only the 

conduct of the state and its subjects but also the order of 

nature. If a king does not follow what is dhamma then there is 

untimely rain or danp,er of drought, famine, pestilence and war. 29 

On the other hand, the possession of dhamna by a king enables him 

to acquire mastery over the phenomena of nature for a righteous 

king could compel it to rain after the performance of specific 

ceremonies such as fasting, distribution of charity, observance 

of the vows of righteousness and meditation for a period of seven 
30 

days. 



A political office may be a condition and reward of public 

service but kingship was declared to be the result of good 

deads in a former life. 31 It t..ras during this Second phase of 

politic~l speculation that the early Buddhists ascribed a 

~or~l and spiritual character to the state and elevated the 

2.. 37 

ideal king to be the prototype of the Bodhisattva or the Buddha. 

The ideal ruler is a man of dhamTJa t-1ho has put away falsehood, 

~nge1 and scorn, is full of patience and forbearance, keeps 

benevolent company, possesses the ten royal virtues (dasara

jadhar.lma)aad nakes the people happy with the display of the 

four ~ualities of uniting the sub4ects (chattari sam~havatthuni>. 32 

iie is well-born (ubhato ·sujato), handsone in appearance, possesses 

~reat wealth, a powerful army, is a man of faith and charity, 

:!.earned and ·.-:i:;c. 33 He possesses qualitles Hhich r:1ake for dhamna 

in thought and action and it is dhanma Hhich constttutes his 

~harism.~ without \.Jhich h~ cannot rule over others. This charisma 

is bestowed on him by his coronation .otnd symbolizPd in his f10Ssession 

• 



of the several elements of his regalia such as the umbrella, 

f 
. 34 

slippers, sword, crown, throne and the ly-wh~sk. This 

quasi-divine quality makes it possible for him to be obeyed 

by his subjects. The primeval contract is now substituted 

by dhamma and its charisma as the basis of loyalty of citizens 

toward the state. The state, in this line of thinking, be-

comes a quasi-divine institution operating under super-human 

norms and non-rational criteria. 

In their doctrine of dhamma as the basis of the state 

the early Buddhists discovered the means of escapine from 

the paradox of the utter necessity of the existence of the 

powerful state and the constant danger of its abuse of powers. 

In the earlier phase of their speculations they spoke of 

large-scale migration of the people as a remedy against an 

ev;l k;ng. 35 A th · · · 1 d' · • ~ s e state grew ~ts terr~tor~a ~mens~ons 

this remedy was regarded as no longer practicable. They then 

postulated dhamma as an all-powerful force able to destroy 

an unrighteous king. The culmination of such theorizing came 

in the concept of the cakkavattin (universal monarch) who is 

declared to be the dharnmiko dhammaraja
36

Cthe righteous ruler) 

-



and a counterpart of the BodhisatYam the temporal world. 

Such a ruler is a mahapurisa (Great Man) endowed with the 

32 signs of Great Men (mahapurisalakkhanani)even as the 

Bodhisat~a is endowed with them. Like the Bodhisatta, he 

is possessed of iddhis (supernatural powers) and is unique, 

for there can be no more than one cakkavatti at a time in 

the world (this distinction is reserved for the Buddha alone 

for there can be no more than one sammasambuddha at a time 

in the world). As in the case of the Buddha the places where 

a cakkavatti was born, crowned, where he wins his most signifi-

cant victory and where he passes away are declared to be 
37 

"memorable". The funeral of the cakkavatti must be carried 

out exactly in the same way as the funeral of the Buddha. And 

after the cremation a stupa is to be raised over the relics of 

his body as in the case of a Buddha, visits and homage to the 

stupa of a cakkavatti being declared to be a pious act. 38 The 

similarities between the st•tus of the Bodhisattva/Buddha and 

the cakkavatti are so clear and striking that the conclusion 

becomes inescapable that the bases of the cakkavatti's power 

are no longer regarded as human or rational, muah less con-

tractual. 



In the cakkavatti ideal the early Buddhists create the 

apotheosis of the state. They start with the hypothesis 

of the separation between the state and religion (ana and -
dhamma) and finally end up with making the state subordinate 

to the dhamma. By ascribing dhamma as the basis of loyalty 

to the state they endow it with a charisma which at once be-

comes an instrument for the legitimization of political power 

in the state and its control by an agency higher than itself. 

The state, thus, emerges as a mystic entity controlled by 

non-rational forces and obeying norms of continuance and dis-

solution beyond the reach of its subjects. This is a far cry 

from the earlier hypothesis of contractual obligations and its 

emergence must be related to the territorial extension and growth 

of the power of state itself. Under such a state the function 

of the Samgha is consent and advise to the state. But the 

Sa~gha also takes upon itself, in Buddhist constitutions, the 

role of the sonscience-keeper of the state and is equipped with 

santions far more subtle, and powerful in certain circumstances, 

than the might of the state itself. The voice of the Samgha 

beoo~es far mere extensive and vervasive than the commands of 

the state for the organization of the Samgha reaches down to 

·the smallest village through the monastery. The dichotomy 

bcitwecn ~and dhamma, with which the early Buddhist speculation 

o.n the nature of politics began, still persists, for whereas 

'the state commands the Samgha persuades through its spiritual 

a~thority. This spiritual authority becomes ranged against a 



king who ceases to oL~erve the dharnma which results in the 

loss of his charisma and the destriction of the legitimacy 

of his authority. Opposed to the will of the Samgha the 

king becomes the usurper and deserves the fate of one. This 

balance of forces between ana and dhamrna limits the potential 

despotism of the state and its subordination to the dhamma 

makes it an instrument of morality. In the Buddhist view, 

then, the state beco~es a moral institution. 

'2. '-1 I 
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XIV 

THE CONCEPT OF DISORDER 

Since the discovery of Kautalya's ArthaSastra in the 

opening decade of the twentieth century, a voluminous litera

ture has grown on the subject of ancient Indian political 

thought and institutions. In addition to the ideas of the 
I I_ I 

Arthasastra materials from the dharmasastras, nitisaras, 

the epics and Buddhist and Jain literatures have also been 

drawn upon for filling in details of concepts of state and 

government in ancient India. Most of the literature on the 

subject is addressed to the institution of the state, its 

origins, functions and administrative institutions. That the 

state was regarded as an absolute necessity for an orderly 

society is a proposition that is regarded as implicitly self

evident in this literature,for the dread of anarchy or disorder 

was always present in the political speculations of the ancient 

Indians. This state of anarchy has been called matsyanyaya .... 

the law of the big fish devouring the smaller ones or the "law" 

of might being right rather than right being might .... after its 

use by the Artha£astra, Manu and the Mahabharata. The Buddhists 



called the condition of disorder as ara}aga or appatissa-
! 

kinglessness or "non-d;pendability"--the characteristics of 

which were generally similar to the condition described in the 

Brahmanical books. 

This state of disorder or anarchy is used by Kautalya as 
* 

an expedient to be used by a king to dispel hostile propaganda 

against his rule among the common folk. The Mahabharata 

account is somewhat more detailed. It states that for a while 

the people regulated their affairs according to dharma but 

soon succumbed to delusion and greed which led to a general 

breakdown of all norms of proper behavior in regard to property, 

family, social relations, religious and spiritual life. In 

order to rescue the people from this dreadful state of disorder 

Brahma created the science of polity and sent Manu, armed with 

danda--scepter, force or coercion--to impose order on human . : 
society. The sequence of events indicated in such accounts is 

that there is first a "golden age" of harmony based on dharma. 

a fall from such a state due to disregard for dharma, divine 

intervention in sending Manu armed with danda and the 

restoration of order through the institution of the state or 

more properly, kingship. 
_._ ....... 

The Buddhist account, as given in the Agganna sutta of 

the Digha Nikaya is very similar to the above except that 

instead of divine intervention the people themselves elected a 

leader, invested him with power to rule oyer them and agreed 
i 

to give him a share of their produce as c4mpensation. But the 

early Buddhist ideas on the state of anar4hy or disorder are 
! 



somewhat more complex than has been hither~o recognized. The 
i 
I 

purpose of the present paper is to examine these ideas in some 

detail so as to arrive at a more precise understanding of what 

the Buddhists meant when they spoke of disorder or anarchy. We 

will also attempt to indicate that the Buddhists recognize two 

distinct possibilities for the emergence of disorder. One is 

what may be called the pre-statal anarchy while the second may 

arise even when the state exists and is apparently well

governed. This second possibility, as will be shown below, is 

not due to the neglect of dhamma by the ruler as commonly 

understood but rather to a failure to comprehend the root-cause 

of disorder stemming from certain inherent human economic 

proclivities resulting in social disorder. 1 

II 

Before we discuss the early Buddhist ideas on disorder or 

anarchy let us determine precisely what is meant by these terms. 

Dictionary meanings of the term "disorder" state that disorder 

(verb) means "to undo the fixed or proper order of something ... 

the alteration to its marked detriment of a given, desirable or 

proper order" or a "condition marked by a lack of order, system, 

regularity, predictability or dependability." To disorder is 



"to destroy the regular arrangement of," tto create "confusion, 

to disarrange, derange, upset." It may also mean "to make 

morally irregular, to vitiate, corrupt, to mar, spoil; to 

violate moral order or rule; to break loose from restraint." 

Anarchy signifies "absence of government," a "state of 

lawlessness or political disorder due to the absence of 

governmental authority," an "absence or denial of any 

authority, established order or ruling power" or a state 

"without a chief or head," "absence of goverrunent, a state of 

lawlessness due to the absence or inefficiency of the supreme 

power, political disorder."2 These definitions generally 

imply in the case of "disorder" involve a lack of predictability, 

dependability and destruction of an existing system or 

arrangement of human affairs. Anarchy implies an absence of 

the rule of law, a breakdown of the system of order or 

authority regulating human affairs. There is also an 

implication, in the case of disorder, of a loss of moral values 

and confusion. Let us now apply these criteria to conditions 

described in our Buddhist materials to determine the extent to 

which they conform to the criteria and amplifications, if any, 

on them. 

The two suttas dealing with disorder or anarchy are the 
-""-/ 

Agganna and the Cakkavatti both from the Dlgha Nikaya, We will 
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first take up the Agganna account and then turn to the 
........._._. 

Cakkavatti and Jataka materials for variations on the Agganna 

theme. The Aggan~a begins with two ex-Brahman monks, 

Vasettha and Bharadwaja, telling the Buddha of the criticism 

of the Brahmans of Brahmans who have become Buddhist monks. 

In the opinion of these traditional Brahmans, the Brahmans 

turned Buddhist monks have forsaken their highest social 

station and joined the ranks of the lowly folk who presumably 

had joined the Buddhist ranks in large numbers. The Buddha 

exposes the fallacy of the Brahman argument based on pride in 

the Brahman caste and points out that the real norm of 

distinction concerning judgments on social or moral ranking 

should depend on moral behavior for those who adhere to the 

dhannna (righteousness) should naturally rank above those who 

have abandoned the dhanrrna, for dha'mma alone is the highest 

(settho) in this world as well as beyond. He then assures the . ' 
two monks that his order has men from diverse castes, clans 

and families who are now known as sons of the Sakya 

(sakyaputtiya) and have firm faith in the Tathagata who is 

Dhamma-body (dhammakaya) and Brahma-body (Brahmakaya). The 

Tathagata is the personification of Dhamma (dhammabhuta) and 

Brahma (Brahmabnuta). The Brahmans, on the other hand, may 

claim descent only from the mouth of Braruma (mukhato jata), 

apparently a reference to the myth of 

orders (vanna) as given in the Purusa 
I ,> 

(X, 90). Apart from the introduction 

the creation of the four 

~ of the ~ Veda 

~f the notion of the 
! 
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dhammaKiya, so far the sutta contains the Buddhist view of 

the Brahmanical belief in the: social ranking of the four 

orders as repeated in other parts of the Canon. The interest 

of the sutta for our purpose here lies in what follows. It 

contains the Buddhist version of creation and evolutiqn of the 

world. At first beings lived in the world of radiance 

(abhassarasamvattanika), "made of mind, feeding on rapture, 

self-luminous, traversing the air, continuing in glory." After 

a long lapse of time the world begins to re-evolve or "devolve" 

(vivattati) when beings, falling from their pristine state, 

'become humans. The earth is all darkness, there is no 

perception of the sun or the moon, stars or constellations, 

day or night, weeks, months or seasons or male or female 

distinctions. Then the earth acquires a surface savor which 

.\;is tasted by the beings leading to their bodies becoming solid 

and the development of distinctions of comeliness or ugliness 

among them. The next stage is the appearance of mushroom-like 

formations, followed by vegetation and rice, each stage further 

developing the human frame and the feeling, emotions and 

desires and distinction between males and females. Then 

follow greed, grasping, passion. Property distinctions appear 

and therewith acquisitiveness, stealing, strife and violence. At 

this point each one's hand is raised agalinst the other among 
I 

conditions of "stealing, censure, lying fand punishment." When 
I 

such a state of affairs becomes unbearab]le the humans decide 
I 

"to select a certain being, who should bie wrathful when 



indignation is right, who should censure that which should 

rightly be censured and should banish him who deserves to be 

banished." In return for his service, this "highly acclaimed 

one" (mahasammata) would be given a part of the people's 

produce. This was the origin of the state, more properly the 

monarchical state. He is called ruler--raJa--because of his 

ability to please the rest with dhamrna (dhammena pare ranj eti = 
raja), the lord of the fields (khattiya) presiding over the 

social order. The sutta ends with praise of the dhamma as 

the highest guiding principle in the world.3 

It is necessary to bear in mind that conditions of 

dis~rder or anarchy arise at certain stages in the vivatta kappa 
.,,. 

following the earlier called s·amVatta kappa. Beings who were 
, I 

once made of pure mind-stuff '(niahoinaya) and lived on joy (p~ti) 

begin to fall from that state. The earth evolves creating 

vegetation, distinction between male and female and property. 

Property leads to acquisitiveness, expropriation and violent 

conflict finally leading to conditions of extreme disorder. 

The distinction between male and female leads to passion and 

indulgence in sexuality. Property itself does not create disorder 
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but the greed for property, the acquisiti~e society, leads 

to expropriation. Acquisitiveness and sexuality become the 

prime causes of social disorder and sinfulness (papak'a dhamma) 

manifesting themselves in the general prevalence of theft 

(adinnadana--taking what is not freely given), hurtful talk 

(garaha), falsehood ·cmusa:v~da), violence (dandadana--taking 

to the club or stick for settling disputes). Acquisitiveness, 

sexual promiscuity, falsehood, fault-finding and bickering and 

violence are the characteristics of disorder. The interesting 

point is that what began as economic dysfunction (expropriation) 

develops into a moral malaise. The pertinent question would be: 

When there was no system of order how could a value-judgment 

relating to disorder be given? Disorder precedes order for 

in the earlier stage when beings were of the mind-stuff and 

lived on joy there was no question of an imposed order or 

emergent disorder. The answer lies in the Buddhist assumption 

that dhamina exists even before human creation and evolution 

and anarchy or disorder is the negation of that self-existent 

dhamma. In the Buddhist view, then, the universe is a universe 

of a stern, eternal and all-pervasive moral order (dha'mma) very 

similar to the Vedic concept of rta. The erosion and impending , 
destruction of dhamma necessitates the creation of a system of 

order, the state, based on an implicit understanding between 

the people at large and a leader elected by them, whose task 

it is to restore dhamma (=order) in return for which he enjoys 

the right of taxation. Absence of dharnm1 means absence of 
! 

I 
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order or disorder/anarchy and consequentiy the non-existence 

of sovereignty. This dhamma is to be re$tored and reimposed 

among the humans by means of the use of punitive force or 

coercion which is the substance of the sovereignty of the 

state. But this force must be legitimized by a sense of 

justice and righteousness (~and dhamma). Disorder means 

absence of justice which can occur not only before the 

appearance of the state but also during the existence of a 

state as will be discussed later. Legitimized force stands 

between order and disorder creating and restoring the rights 

of lawful property, conjugal happiness and familial loyalty. 

The moral order precedes an economic or social order for an 

erosion of the former leads to economic and social disorder. 

The state does not necessarily create order (dhamma) out of 

disorder, but rather it becomes the instrument of the 

reimposition of order, an institution that safeguards dhamma 

for which purpose it has to act with equity and justice (~) 

which alone legitimizes its punitive powers. The appearance 

of property and sexuality among humans, when unregulated by 

dhamma, leads to acquisitiveness and promiscuity and finally to 

disorder from which humanity is rescued by the state charged 

with the duty of imposing dhamma. The Buddhist idea of disorder, 

therefore is buttressed on the notions of immorality, a 

breakdown of the natural moral order. 

The Cakkavatti sutta has its own a¢count of the emergence 

of disorder. The account begins with tJe Buddha's exhortation 

I 



to the monks to rely upon themselves rather than others, 

to rely on the dh8mma for their nibbana.This exhortation also 

occurs in the famous r.~ah8tl8rinibb8.na sutta of the Di,q-ha Nikaya. 

The Buddh8. then relates the story of king Dalhanemi, 

the sovereign lord ( cakk8vatti), possessed of the seven j ev;els 

(satta rat8nani) 4 .After a lapse of a great deal of time the 

wheel sinks a little in the place it was st8.nding nnd it was 

an indic8tion for Dalhanemi to retire.He did so 8fter placing 

his eldest son on the th1-one .As Dalhc:memi retired the 

vvheel disappeared. Dalhc:memi' s son vm.s then 8dvised to follow 

the righteous practice of a cakkavatti so th8t the wheel would 

reappear for him and stay in its usual place in the palace. 

This practice involved respect for the dhamma ,enforcement 

of the dh8mma among the people, conferring wealth on the 

poor ~md follov1ing the advice of the samanas 8.nd l3r8.hmc-mas 

living in his realm.He acted accordingly and the nheel was 

once ag8.in in its place. The wheel led him on a non-violent 

conquest in all directions just as it did for his 

predecessor.Then followed a succession of other cakkavattis 

in the course of thousands of years.The wheel sank a little 

during the reign of the seventh cakkavatti v:ho put his 

eldest son on the throne and retired when the v1heel once 

again disappeared altogether.The new ruler though 



unhappy, did not consult the royal sage o~ the practice of 

cakkavattis but ruled according to his own ideas. When the 

ministers and officers remonstrated with him on his deviation 

from the ancient and traditional practice of cakkavattis he 

listened to their advice and established himself in the 

righteous protection and restraint of the dhamma. But he 

failed to confer wealth on the poverty-stricken. This led to 

theft.·When a thief was produced before him the ruler gave him 

wealth. As soon as the word spread that the king bestowed 

wealth on those charged with theft stealing increased. Then 

the king had a pauper-turned-thief executed for theft. This 

led the people at large to believe that if they could get arms 

they could enrich themselves with armed felonies and they 

attacked towns and villages. Thus "from goods not being 

bestowed on the destitute poverty grew rife, from poverty 

growing rife stealing increased, from the spread of stealing 

violence grew apace, f~om the growth of violence the 

destruction of life became common." This was followed by 

widespread lying, evil speech, abuse, idle talk, greed, lust, 

loss of filial respect, disregard of religious values and great 

diminution in the human life-span. Finally, incest, internecine 

strife and the law of the jungle prevailed. People fled from 

their habitations and retreated into the forests. Not being 

able to bear such anarchic or disorderly conditions any longer, 

they resolved to rectify their evil ways and to return to the 
I 

path of righteousness. With this there tas a return to 



c~vilization, increase in the span of human! life and prosperity. 

Then follows a prophecy by the Buddha that a king named Samkha 

will arise to rule as a cakkavatti. There will also arise a 

Buddha called Metteyya under whom Samkha will seek renunciation 

and will achieve arhatship. The sutta ends with the Buddha's 

repeating the exhortation to the monks to be self-reliant in 

the dhamma with which the sutta began. 5 

The structure of the sutta comprises three parts rather 

haphazardly thrown together. The beginning and end parts, 

in their essence but not in the detailed wording, are repeated 

elsewhere. The prophetic part alluding to the coming Buddha 

Metteyya is obviously a later accretion. The core of the 

sutta dealing with the concept of the cakkavatti also occurs 

in parts elsewhere. But the part dealing with disorder or 

anarchy has some interesting ideas which are of direct concern 

to us here. 6 

The sutta tells us that seven cakkavattis ruled not only 

righteously but also, and more so, in accordance with tradition 

as interpreted by the sages. Only the eighth cakkavatti, when 

aware of the sinking and disappearance of the wheel, did not 

trouble himself to consult the hermit-king but began to conduct 



himself in accordance with his own ideas., At this point we 
! 

may refer to the Buddha's reference to the invincibility of 

the Vajjians facing the threat posed by the Magadhan king, 

Ajatasattu. The Buddha says that so long as the Vajjians do 

not lay down that which has not been laid down or eliminate 

that which has been laid down (appannattam na panriapanti, 

~nilattam na samucchindanti) and do act in accordance with the 

ancient Vajjian practice (porane vajjidhamrne samada~ vattanti) 

it is unlikely that they will be defeated or overwhelmed by an 

external foe. 7 In his eagerness to act according to his own 

ideas, the cakkayatti seems to have ignored the force of the 

Buddha's advice to the Vajjians in that he did something not 

done before. Afterward he did console his ministers and 

acted according to the dhamrna. However, he failed to remove 

the poverty of the poor which led the poor to steal. When the 

thief was apprehended, the king, instead of inflicting just 

punishment, gave money to the convicted pauper which gave the 

idea to others that this king not only allowed the theft to 

go unpunished, but even rewarded the thief with the bestowal 

of money. The king's intention was honest, for he was trying 

to remove the cause of the stealing propensity of the poor by 

trying to prevent them from stealing further. But this action 

by the king produced a directly opposite result in that theft 

increased among the people mistakenly 



acting under the notion that the king was1 rewarding theft. 

As the translator puts it: "It should be noticed that this 

king is apparently doing his best--what he thinks is best--and 

yet that his action leads to long-continued and disastrous 

results. It is as if a man, doing his best, goes under a tree 

for protection during a storm, and is struck by lightning 

attracted by the tree. The cosmic law, the Dhamma, the Norm, 

acts on in the realm of morals as it does in the realm of 

physics. The law is inexpungeable, rex inexorabilis. If 

the law is not observed, the consequences are inevitable."8 

Buddhaghosa, the celebrated commentator, explains ~hat this 

king abandoned the tradition of former rulers and ruled 

according to his own wits {attaho" triat'imatte ~thatva) and that 

this king did not bestow wealth on the destitute because of 

his excessive greed (haTaValobhatta). 9 The motive of excessive 

greed on the part of the king is Buddhaghosa's own gloss and 

is contradicted by the king's bestowing wealth on apprehended 

thieves brought before him as they pleaded that they had 

committed theft because of poverty. The inference is reasonable 

that where the king went wrong was that he did not anticipate 

the likely result of poverty (theft by hungry men) and did not 

supply the material wherewithal to the hungry before they took 



to thieving. In the case of otheTs brought before him for 

the same offense, the cakkavat.ti acted in a similar manner. 

Poverty is here clearly implied as one of the sources of 

disorder. A well-ordered state, the Buddhists seem to argue, 

takes preventive action against the evil consequences of 

poverty among the people and failure to do so on the part of 

the state would inevitably result in disorder. But this is 

not construed only as a matter of economic policy against 

impending disorder, for bestowing wealth on the needy is a 

part of the dhamma which is a tnor'al order. Good economics as 

well as good politics, antidotes against disorder, are decreed 

to be inseparable parts of morality. 

When the king was confronted with repeated instances of 

theft he inflicted the extreme penalty of a death sentence on 

the culprit. The cakkavat.ti is expected to rule without the 

use of force and weapons "(a·dan·dena, ·asatthena) . Our king may ,. .. 
have used the death penalty as a deterrent against repeated 

theft but the violence involved in his act recoiled on him. 

The people misunderstood his intention and felt that the use 

of arms would enable them to indulge in banditry with impunity. 

The example set by the king in using violence was a breach of 

the code of the cakkavatti and the dhatnm.a, so violated, turned 

against him. The extreme penalty excee1ed the bounds of 

legitimacy for a dhammiko dhammaraj a. ~t was a case of 

organized violence by the state to whic~ the people reacted by 
I 



taking to violence themselves. A state Qf disorder, therefore, 

began to emerge and went through the usual phases of development 

into lying, evil speech, immorality, covetousness, ·incest, 

break-down of filial propriety and the moral order. The 

Buddhists argue here that disorder or anarchy may arise even 

while there is a state if that state abandons morality. The 

violence of the state stimulates revolutionary or retaliatory 

violence by the people but the revolution itself becomes 

immoral since it is based on violence, untruth, deceit and 

all other evil happenings which are the very antithesis of the 

dhamma. Disorder stems from the violation of dhamma on the 

part of a state or its people. if a king forsakes the path 

of moral rectitude, which he must not only follow but also seem 

to follow, disorder in the realm results. This kind of anarchy 

is different from that preceding the rise of the state or 

kingship indica ted in the· Aggitlrta s·utta. The only conunon 

characteristic is the decline of morality in both cases with 

this difference: that whereas in the first case there is a 

violation of a primordial dha'mlna existing even before the 

evolution of humankind, in the second case there is a violation 

of the dhamma that is already supposed to be prevailing under 

An established state. In the first case property and sex, 

when not regulated, create conditions of!deception and 
I 

violence--disorder, anarchy--which are t~en set right by the 

emergence of a regulatory power brought tnto being through a 

compact between the ruler and the ruled. I The right to tax for 
I 
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I 
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the state derives from its obligation to inforce and uphold 

order based on moral concepts. In the seqond case the right 

to tax and impose just punishment already exists but the state 

fails in taking preventive action against poverty and then 

goes on inflicting excessive or unjust punishment against the 

errant. The state takes to violence provoking the people also 

to take to violence. Anarchy, in this instance, is a result 

of the erosion of the moral basis of the state. 

III 

The Jataka materials indicate a third possibility of the 

emergence of conditions of disorder or anarchy. As indicated 

above disorder precedes the advent of the 'state whose origin 

is explained in terms of the need for an instrument for the 

enforcement of order in human society. This order is 

construed as a paramount need for human well~being and the 

state arises as a kind of "primitive" contract between the 

people and a strong leader chosen by them who is given a share 

of society's produce in return for his responsibility for 

imposing order on a basis of equity and j-ustice (sama and 
.,...... -nyaya). In the second case there is already a ruler in power 

who is righteous by his own reckoning. But he fails to take 

preventive action against poverty, the pr~e cause of theft 

which in its turn leads to violence and other attendant 

conditions of disorder. The third possibitity, as indicated 

-by the Jataka material, stems from a ruler! who is positively 

I 
I 

) 

I ~ 
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and intentionLlly unrighteous. If the ruler is unrighteous 

his ministers and officers follow his unholy lead and the 

citizens are ground down by oppression. They desert their 

villages aLj towns and take to the jungles where they wander 

about with their wives and children like preying or hunted 

animals. Men are unable to reside in their homes because of 
-

the fear of governmental oppression for by day they are 

fleeced by the officers and at night robbers divest them of 

whatever they possess. To escape their plight they shut their 

homes and cover them with branches of trees and thorny bushes. 

Disorder reigns in such a situation. This disorder among the 

humans affects even the natural order for there is unseasonable 

rain or the dread of famine. The fruits on the trees lose 

their natural flavor and famine,· pestilence and stark violence 

stalk the land. The wicked king, by his unrighteous acts, 

provokes the wrath of dhamma which is the basis both of the 

natural and the human order. Disorder creates unrelieved 

suffering for the entire realm. 10 

The line dividing order from disorder is thin, indeed. 

Order signifies a delicate balance between natural desire and 

unnatural greed or avarice, non-violence and violence, truth 

and falsehood, poverty and acquisitiveness, filial order and 

promiscuity. 11 Order is an arrangement characterized by 



"regularity, predictability and dependabili~y." In an 

orderly society man can predictably expect to enjoy the 

rightful fruits of his own honest labor. He can be sure that 

his wife will not be taken from him by another and stronger 

person with impunity and that his family will not be destroyed 

so long as he himself answers the demands of dharnma as much 

as the state is expected to rule on the precepts of dharnma. 

Disorder, on the other hand, though also a "system", lacks the 

elements of regularity, predictability or dependability as 

also equity and justice. Like 'dha!nma, a synonym of order in 

Buddhist parlance, disorder or adhainina also exists at all times. 

vlhen restrained by dha'mrna it lies dormant; when the control of 

dharnrna weakens, either through ignorance or deliberate choice 

on the part either of the state or its subjects, adharnma 

usurps the political, econirnic, social and cultural power of 

dharnma resulting in incalculable suffering. 

The Buddhists, not unlike Kautalya, have a rather dim 

view of human propensities. Left to themselves people do not 

know what is moderation in the possession of property or 

enjoyment of sex, nor do they recognize that non-violence is 

a virtue necessary for orderly human relations. 

M. Winternitz has described the,'.B.kkavatti sutta as 

"a kind of mythological story of the origin of moral ideas, 

and is a remarkable medley of vision, prophecy and sermon" 

---and the Agganna sutta as "fancies regarding the origin of the 



universe and the beings, andxegarding th~ beginnings of 

culture and social order."l2 It is preci~ely because of 

their nature of being "myths" that the suttas are of interest 

h .---J- . h d to us here. T e Agganna presents us wit a Bud hist 

mythological account of creation. In the beginning there is 

darkness covering an undifferentiated cosmogenic unity. Then 

the earth separates itself from the waters and acquires a 

flavor which, when tasted by a person, creates desire (tanha) 

in him. From then on the differentiations and distinctions 

proceeded apace until property and sex appeared and then the 

progression to disorder and the emergence of order under a 

ruler. The sutta as a "myth" inquires about creation "into 

its what, whence and whither, and it insists on seeing both 

the whence and whither in the form of determinate things."l3 

It begins "when the ego is contained in the unconscious" to 

a stage when the "ego not only becomes aware of its own 

position ... but also becomes capable of broadening and 

relativizing its experiences through the changes effected by 

its own activity." In our account here the ego is equated with 

tanha:-desire--with which the "activity", in the ,.;ords of .. 
analytical psychology, reflects itself in the "mythological 

projection of psychic material" turns into "cosmogenic form, 



I 2,~ 
as the mythology of creation." The prim,val perfection is 

I 

symbolically represented as self-complete beings of mental 

stuff living on joy ·(manoinayT, pit.ibhakkha), "apparently 

static and eternal, unchanging and therefore without history" 

but at the same time containing, through the processes of 

devolution (vivattakappa), "the place of origin and the germ 
•• 

cell of creativity" activized through the. emerging solidity 

of the earth and the advent of flavor (ra'sap·atha'VI) and its , 
tasting by creatures through desire "(tanha). The myth, here, 

reflects the "developmental changes in the relation between 

the ego and the unconscious." The stages of changes become 

"archetypal" projections of the "collective unconscious," the 

bedrock of the human situation. 14 

Disorder, therefore, is ·an inevitable and almost 

necessary stage in human evolution. Born of desire the 

perceived order must initially grow into disorder for r·aw 

desire is the very antithesis of dhai:nrna which is rooted in 

restraint: Our two ~uttas offer us two versions of this 

struggle between tanha and dhai:nrna. ...... "' In the Agganna account 
~ . 

dhamma appears as liberation from conflicts born of selfish 

desires and becomes the basis of the order or state. In the 

Cakkavatt.is account disorder arises because of deviation, 

however slight, from dhai:nrna which is then restored by a 



' I 

conscious dedication to it. In the· Jat•kt accounts the 

ruler deliberately flouts the dictates of1dhanrrna by his 

passions and acts in pursuit of those passions and plunges 

the realm into disorder. At all time.:; tanha is present in 

the world and the choice before humans is between making its 

power or making its antithesis--·dhainlna--the power over 

society. The reason is that the common people, jana, are 

prone to be governed by desire linked to property and sex 

and kings are even more so because they have power. The 

tyranny of power and the tyranny of disorder are ever present 

almost like two sides of the same coin, for power and disorder 

are interdependently existential. The only solution to this 

human dilemna is to transform power into d.hamma. The problems 

of social order and limits to the power of the state were 

sought to be solved by the early Buddhists by providing both 

social order and royal power, with a moral basis which they 

called dhanrrna. It. is both a mystic and cosmic force and 

also a vidhana, a corpus of principles and practices based 

on ethical norms rooted in equity and justice. Dhamma has 

the power of destroying a realm if ignored or neglected. A 

-Jataka story declares that if dhainina is damaged or slighted 

it can destroy; if observed rightly and fully, it is 

beneficial to all. As a corpus of principles, the historical 
I 
' projection of a "mythological" objectiviz tion it includes 

virtues such as non-violence, sacrifice, quality, justice 
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an or earance. Any eros1.on o · · amma must mean 1.sor er. 

Disorder and order, thus, appear in early Buddhist 

thought as nature and culture, the existence and comprehension 

of both being essential to our mythological and historical 

consciousness. They are the "unconscious" and conscious parts 

of our total existence, the basic archetypes in all individual 

and collective experience. The Buddhist accounts, in a sense, 

are an application, in a modified or attenuated form, of the 

theory of paticcasamuppada, dependent origination. The "fact" 

of tanha is the given; its unrestrained progression is dis

order. But if tanha exists, so must dhamma, the eternal 

antithesis of tanha. If disorder exists, and it exists at 

all times though under the surface, order must also exist and 

assume its regulating role in human society; just as in the 

moral world if misery exists, its antithesis nibbana must also 

be present at all times. The Buddha, in this reckoning, becomes 

the counterpart in the moral world of the dhammiko dhammaraja 

in the world of human concerns. Disorder, therefore, is a 

system, though characterized by the absence of dependability 

and predictability, essential for the total composition of 

the cosmos. 
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XV 

ON THE BUDDHIST CONCEPT OF ATTHA 

The two most frequently used and versatile terms in Bud

dhist literature are attha and dhamma. Though often used in 

juxtaposition to reflect the dichotomic natures of the demands 

of the here and the hereafter, they also indicate the preva-

lence of two distinct philosophies. The term dhamma has been 

discussed at great length in numerous works on Buddhist 
1 

thought. The term attha needs a similar treatment for a de-

tailed analysis of the various meanings of the term would re-

veal a corpus of ideas, which in their comprehensiveness, may 

lead to what may be the closest approximation to the Brahman

ical philosophy of artha, in Buddhist thought. Such an exam-

ination is intended here. 

There are as many as twenty-three meanings of the term 

attha scattered about in Buddhist literature and given in the 

d
. . 2 
1ct1onary. These meanings fall into three broadly recog-

nizable categories. First, the term implies "meaning" or "im

port" of a given word or passage in a literary text. Second

ly, it is related to ethical and spiritual effort. Finally, 

it is also used to imply economic or worldly gain or good and 

a philosophy of welfare in this world. 

The first two categories need not detain us here. Their 

usage is clear in such terms as attha andjbyanjana (meaning 



and implication) which are an essential pa~t of a textual tra

dition. The process of comprehending a'text or expounding it, 

involves articulation, systemization, analysis, categorization 

and commentary. 3 As basis of the ethical and/or spiritual ef-

fort attha is taken to be the comprehension of conditions and 

their results (hetu and phala). The Buddha is often declared 

to be the one who desires the ultimate good of the people 

where the term attha is equated with well-being, ultimate 

"safety" (phasu, yogakkhema). But there is always the aware

ness of two sets of welfare indicated by the terms dittha-

dhammika and samparaya and lokiya and lokuttara. It is in 

this sense that King Bimbisara (circa 545-495) tells his of-

ficers that he would instruct them in doing good for his peo-

ple in this world but as for the next world they should go to 

the Buddha. Buddhaghosa, the celebrated commentator, also 

carefully points out the distinction between the two kinds of 

welfare related to this world and the next. Ajatasattu, 

(circa 492-439) the parricide successor of Bimbisara, also 

refers to this distinction when he tells the assembled monks 

intending to hold the First Council in Rajagaha after the 

Buddha's passing away that while his is the sovereignty of 

this world (anacakka) theirs is that of the next (dhammacakka). 

Such a statement is the basis of the theory of the two 

"wheels" in Buddhist thought.
4 

Attha in this context, then, implies a philosophy of wel

fare in this world of material concerns. The Buddhists clear-



ly recognize that wealth is essential for happiness in this 

world and also that wealth exists for enjoyment. Such wealth 

has to be created through strenuous effort and put together 

by the strength of one's own arms (bahabalaparicta) and cover

ed with one's own sweat (sedavakkhitta). It should be pro

tected against all possible threats such as those of the ex

propriatory proclivities of the ruler, fire, flood and thieves. 

It should be enjoyed with a sense of moderation (parimita

panabhojana). It must also be distributed through charity to 

needy relatives and the destitute. It is through the last 

that a desired nexus between attha and dhamma is contrived 

for wealth must be earned by righteous means (dhammika, 

dhammaladdha), used without indulgence and shared with a sense 

of compassion and charity.s 

The basic philosophy of attha (atthacariya) is ·contained 

in four terms, vuddhi, bhoga, yasa and siri. The first liter

ally means growth, accumulation, enhancement, to be achieved 

either through an art or craft (sippa) or practice of a pro

fession such as farming, commerce or rendering of services. 

The wide range of economic activity is subsumed in six cate

gories. These are agriculture, pastoralism, industry, com

merce, service professions and the arts and entertainment. 

Long lists of occupations are given in the Nik~yas, the 

Jatakas and the Milinda Panha. Land may be acquired for farm

ing by clearing a patch in the jungle, inheritance or gift by 

a king but it has to be worked upon strenuously from prepar-



ing it for seeding to harvesting the crop. Cattle-keeping 

also needs watchfulness and knowledge of the ways of animal 

life. Industrial pursuits such as those of smiths, workers in 

ivory, wood or jewels need the leanning of the art or craft. 

Commerce requires a knowledge of demand and supply, of lead-

ing caravans through forests or across deserts and of the na-

ture of commodities to be profitably exchanged. The service 

professions involve skill, perseverance and valor. Enter-

tainment comprises singing, dancing, wrestling, acrobatics, 

juggling and prostitution all of which can be profitably prac

tised only after learning the arts and the desires of specta-

tors or audiences. The constant awareness is that wealth is 

no accident but a result of successful application of innate 

skills or acquired proficiencies. 6 

But wealth is no stagnant phenomenon, it must be circu-

lated and increased for, left by itself it soon vanishes. 

This increase demands resourcefulness. How even an insignifi

cant object such as a dead mouse may become the "seed" capi-

tal for prosperity is illustrated in a Jataka story. It tells 

us of a young man with his "wits about" who picked up a dead 

mouse on the road and sold it for·a penny for the cat of a 

wayside tavern. With that money he bought molasses and set 

up a drinking water stall for workers returning from their 

work in the forest. He served molasses and water to these 

workers who rewarded him with a quantity of flowers gathered 

by them from the forest which he used to enlarge his supply 

2 71 



of molasses and water to be served to the !workers and soon he 

had eight pennies. Then the young man worked to clear a patch 

of its debris in the royal garden on the understanding that he 

would keep the wood from the ground. He then used children to 

help him clear the ground by giving them molasses and sold the 

wood to a potter which brought him sixteen pennies which soon 

turned into twenty-four which became his capital for further 
7 ventures which finally brought him 200,000 pieces of money. 

The story reflects the Buddhist view of "primitive accumula-

tion" being transformed into capital through the use of intel-

ligence, resourcefulness, thrift and energetic work. 

But just as wealth must increase so also must it be used 

for use and enjoyment. The stock description of accumulated 

wealth is that of its richness (addha) in plenty of gold and 

silver, money and articles (vitta and upakara~a), money and 

food grains (dhana and dhanna). The Jataka explains that the 

power of wealth (bhogabala) lies in its accumulation 

(upatthambana) and use or enjoyment (upabhoga). But there is 

a constant awareness of the need to warn against a spirit of 

hedonism in the enjoyment of wealth reflected in the insis

tence of that enjoyment being within the limits of moderation 

totally divested of a feeling of indulgence. 

Attha as bhoga is the basis of yasa (success, accomplish

ment) which is one of the characteristics of welfare. This 

quality makes gain as something intrinsically beneficial for 

attha is often equated with hita (benefit) and sukha (happi-



ness). It is indeed difficult in this world and can be 

achieved only through the cultivation of certain essential 

virtues. Finally, the most beneficial result of attha is siri 

which may be translated as prestige, fame or glory. It is 

seen in renown, proficiency in assemblies (parisavisaradata) 

and assurance of a good birth hereafter. It is rooted in 

charity (dana), a virtuous distribution of accumulated wealth 

for the good of others less fortunate or to those striving for 
8 spiritual excellence such as the monks and nuns. 

The acquisition of wealth and welfare flowing from it can

not be achieved without the possession of intelligence (panna). 
" The conduct of attha (atthacariya) must be aimed at constant 

growth (vaddhakiriya) and can be realized only through the ac

tive cultivation of certain virtues. The Jataka declares that 

there are six means (dwara=doors) to attha namely, good health, 

virtue, seeking the advice of elders, upright action and non

attachment, for one who knows attha is basically a good man. 

He is endowed with character, forbearance, is skillful and 

gives happiness to his friends. The five great accomplish

ments in life are stated to be happy relations with kinsmen, 

accumulation of wealth, and preservation of health, charac-

ter and vision. Attention to kinsmen and friends is essenti-

al for the acquisition of attha for it is these who stand by 

you in times of need and tender helpful and virtuous advice. 

Above all truthfulness in business and trade or industry is 

the one basic virtue that must be cultivated with all assidu-

11.3 
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ousness. In such formulations the Buddhifts come close to the 

Brahmanical ideals of the Purusharthas (human goals) of dharma, 

artha and kama. 

The triad of dharma, artha and kama begins to appear in a 

formalized and systematized manner in the Mahayana thought. 

The Jatakamala, for instance, states artha, material wealth or 

prosperity, as desirable only when allied with dharma for 

artha is the root of dharma and kama is the dominant idea un-

derlying household life. But kama must be tempered with 

dharma for riches allied with covetousness may be called car

avans on the road to wretchedness. Wealth must be associated 

with charity in order that it may become a means of virtue. 

Mere material goods become sources of violent and dire calam-

ities and fortune is fickle indeed. Therefore, goes the argu

ment, if kama is the basis of worldly life, and is not possi-

ble without artha: both, in order to be creative and ultimate-

ly beneficial, must be infused with the spirit of dharma. The 

influence of the thinking of the Brahmanical Dharmashastras 

is apparent in such statements. This should cause little sur

prise when viewed in the historical context of the Mahayana 

and the new Hinduism emerging in the first few centuries of 

the Christian era converging in their social and economic 

ideals wherein the differences between the lay communities of 

the two religions, in their social and economic life, were 
10 

gradually eliminated. 



II 

The meaning and implications of the term attha are expli

cated fully in the Buddhist ideas on statecraft. The ruler's 

principal business is called atthakarana, disposal of politi-

cal or administrative business. In this sense Bimbisara is 

described as instructing his gamikas in ditthadhammika attha 

(business of the world of here and now). King Pasenadi is 

also often described in this sense as engaged in his royal 

business (atthakarane nissino). 11 The king rules over the 

rattha (nation?) and there can be no state without a ruler. 

But there also occurs the term ratthika, an official adminis-

tering a rattha which is obviously an administrative division 

and in this context rattha cannot mean the entire realm. Per-

haps rattha as the realm indicates an earlier phase of terri-

torial organization when the realm was small in extent whereas 

ratthika came into use when the realm extended so as to in-

elude several "ratthas" which were distinct tribal-cultural ag-
12 

glomerations included in the total polity. There are sever-

al ways of denoting the extent of polity, the most ancient be-

ing antovalanja, bahivalanja, antonagara, bahinagara, 

janapada and paccantabhumi which may be translated as inside 

and outside the palace walls, inside and outside the city, in 

the countryside and the frontier areas. Another list mentions 

gama, nigama, rattha, janapada as the order of extension of 

the area of polity. That early in the development of politi-

cal ideas these units such as gama, niga~a, nagara and 



janapada had crystalized is indicated by lthe fact that each 

had its own distinct katha or historical account. Sometimes 

two other items are included in such lists and they are pantha 

and rajadhani, highways and capital city, and in another list 

rattha and nigama (marketing town) are included as parts of 

the realm. 13 

27~ 

The major territorial division seems to be the janapada 

which may be generally translated as countryside or rural areas 

as distinguished from cities or marketing towns as organized 

administrative units. The government and welfare of the 

janapada are described as major goals of polity for the ideal 

kingdom, that polity being one wherein the janapadas are safe 

(khematthita) and houses of people open (aparutaghara). Once 

again we encounter diversity of meanings concerning the na-

ture of these janapada units for at times the term is used to 

imply a vast region such as the dakkhinajanapada (southern 

country) and at others a much more small and well-defined area 

such as Magadha. Such differences may be explained as being 

due to historical stages in the development of kingdoms and 

empires and the simultaneous existence of small kingdoms along-

side of large imperial polities. The other terms for terri-

torial-administrative units are desa (area, locality, region), 

padesa and ahara. 14 

The highway or road figures prominently as a part of the 

realm. It is generally called magga and two kinds are distin

guished, one being a trail (j anghamagga) I to be used by those 



traveling on foot and the other useful fo~ vehicular traffic 

(sakatamagga). The other distinctions are indicated by the 

terms pantha, patha~pakkha which may be called street which 

" must be constantly maintained in a state of good repair. A 

highway of commerce is also known to our texts and is called 

vanijjapatha which stretched across several janapadas and 

passed through forests and deserts. Buddhaghosa explains the 

term vanijjapatha as the place where goods in large volume, 

transported thither by the merchants, wh~ch would indicate a 

market-place as well as commercial highways leading to it. 

These highways passed by or through kantaras, difficult paths 

or wildernesses, which are described as of five kinds such as 

those infested by robbers, wild animals, waterless expanses, 

those infested by demons and those with scarcity of food and 

fodder. Then there were the places frequented or restorted 

to by cowherds and goatherds which were of significance to the 

overall economy. Finally, there was the frontier country of-

ten in a state of unrest due either to the operation of ban-

dits or possibilities of attack by hostile neighbors. These 

were to be maintained in a state of constant preparation with 

appropriate fortifications and troops who were needed to en-

able the farmers to continue their normal work under sustain-

ed protection by the armed forces. Our texts also recognize 

the mountains as a distinct category of which three kinds are 

mentioned. They are those of dirt (sudd'9apamsu), rocks 

(pasana) and mixed (ubhayamissaka). 15 
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The three most prominent divisions for administrative 

convenience were the city (nagara or pura), marketing town 

(nigama) and the primordial village (gama). The nagara prop-

er is described as an urban agglomerate, the residence of 

well-to-d~ people (ariyanam ayatanam), an avenue of trade 

(vanippatha) and well-fortified with forts (tittha) and gates 

(dvara). For the purposes of fixing the limits or boundaries 

for congregational meetings (sima) of the monastic fraternity 

a large gama was also regarded as a nagara, indicating the 

process of urban growth in which overgrown villages came to 

acquire the features of a city. Very often the terms gama, 

nigama and nagara, more especially the nagara and nigama, are 

used indiscriminately·though some specialized conglomerations 

such as military townships (senanigama) or inhabitation of 

senanis (commanders of troops) are also in evidence. The vil

lage is the most frequently mentioned unit and covers a wide 

range of territorial or inhabitational extent from that con

taining a single dwelling to many scores. Even a place where 

a caravan camps for more than four months is regarded as a 

gama. It had its own distinctive administrative organization 

with its gamaka or gamabhojaka and other officials. 16 

The terms attha or atthakarana include all business per

taining to law and order and well-being of all these units. 

We need not go into the details of the or$anization of the 

state here. It includes the king, the viceroy (uparaja), the 

general, the treasurer and the principal 1aw officers respon-



sible for maintaining order and punishment! of criminals. We 

are more immediately concerned with one particular designation 

bearing on the subject of the present paper. The office is 

that of the atthadhammanusasakamacca or a minister responsi-

ble for the administration of attha and dhamma by the king. 

Very often the two terms are used separately and reflect the 

awareness of two separate, though inter-related, goals of 

polity. Usually the person so advising the king is called a 

m~nister (amacca) though in some instances he is not distinct-

ly called thus. The office seems to have become hereditary 

at a very early stage of development and at times a purohita. 

(royal priest) is entrusted with that position. At one place 

the officer is called sabatthaka in association with his 

status as Atthadhammanusasaka which may be construed to mean 

that the person involved advised the king on all (sabba) as-

f 1 . 17 pects o po ~ty. 

At this point it would be useful to compare the Buddhist 

ideas on the subject of attha and dhamma with those discussed 

in the Brahamanical texts such as the Arthasastra and the 

Dharmasastras. Kautalya uses two terms which constitute 

arthasastra, varta and dandaniti. He says: "Agriculture, cat

tle-rearing and trade--these constitute economics, fwhich are) 

beneficial, as they yield grains, cattle, money, forest prod

uce and labour. Through them, the [king1 brings under his 

sway his own party as well as the party of the enemies, by 

the (use of the] treasury and the army." 
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"The means of ensuring the pursuit <=1f philosophy, the 

three Vedas and economics is the Rod [wielded by the kin~; its 

administration constitutes the science of politics, having for 

its purpose the acquisition of (things] not possessed, the pre

servation of [thingS] possessed, the augmentation of [thing~ 

preserved and the bestowal of (thingij augmented on a worthy 

recipient. On it is dependent the orderly maintenance of 

worldly life." And he advises the king to use the Rod (danda) 

neither too harshly nor too mildly but justly for "the Rod, 

used after full co~sideration, endows the subjects with spiri

tual good, material well-being and pleasures of the senses." 18 

It may be observed here that the two terms used by Kautalya, 

varta and dandaniti correspond to the Buddhist attha and 

dhamma. But where Kautalya uses the term danda (Rod, sceptre, 

force, coercion)., the Buddhists use dhamma (righteousness, or 

dhamma=sama=equity, justice). It is also noteworthy that 

Kautalya does not include industry and the industrial arts as 

a distinct and separate category of economic activity which, 

presumably in his opinion, is subsumed under trade which de

pends on the exchange of surplus commodity production. There 

does not seem to be any significant evidence of a debate on 

the dichotomies between artha and dharma in Buddhist litera-

ture as in Brahmanical literature. The Arthasastra thinkers, 

it is pointed out, "base their systems, not primarily on the 

Scriptures but on reason and expediency" though "more than one 

orthodox writer felt it necessary to lay down that if the 
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Arthasastra doctrine conflicted with the Dharmasastras, the 

latter must prevail" and this insistance on the primacy of the 

Dharmasastra tradition led to the decline and the eventual 

"loss" of the Arthasastra literature. The Arthasastra tradi-

tion was simply coopted in later didactic contents of epics 

such as the Mahabharata and the systematized Dharmasastras.
19 

The most interesting single tract on polity occurs in the 

Tesakuna Jataka where the king is advised to employ ministers 

who are adept in securing that which is not possessed and to 

preserve that which is possessed, men who are frugal and vir-

tuous. In other texts two other objectives are added namely, 

the increase of possession and distribution of largesses 

through a sense -of charity and compassion. Such ideas thus 

come close to the Kautalyan concept of the goals of state

craft.20 The function of the minister or ministers is to in-

struct (anusasana-anusatthi) the king in attha and dhamma 

which together cover the entire spectrum of royal duties. 

The minister was expected to have answers to all questions 

including the why and wherefore of the naughty behavior of 

an elephant, the strong and weak points of horses or swords, 

settlement of family disputes and dispensation of justice in 

an even-handed and equitable manner. Indeed dhamma is often 

equated with ~ and an evil king is called one who rules with 

adhamma and visama (unrighteousness and p~rtiality). The 

sense of ~ is especially essential in the administration 

of justice (attavinicchaya) which must be ever guarded against 



the influence of corrupt practices such ~s bribery (lanca), 
' I 

and tale-bearing or prejudiced evidence Cparapitthimasakata). 

A good king recognizes the importance of today over tomorrow, 

knows how to seize the occasion, who eschews wicked thoughts, 

is not foolish in pursuit of evil courses, guards against 

personal transgressions and is ever watchful of himself--such 

a king's glory ever increases like the waxing moon. The es-

sence of ethical statecraft is contained in the dasarajadhamma 

list (royal qualities) which are charity, virtue, sacrifice, 

uprightness, gentleness, austerity, angerlessness, non-injury, 

forbearance and non-obstructiveness. Another list gives four 

qualities which make an ideal king. These are truth, right-

eousness, steadfastness and sacrifice. These enable the king 

to enforce law and order in society and help him conquer all 

enemies. The king is advised to overcome anger with passion-

lessness, the evil with goodness, the miserly with charity 

and the false with truth. Kautalya also urges the prince to 

train himself in self-restraint, abandon anger, greed, pride, 

arrogance, foolhardiness, indulgence and cultivate his intel

ligence.21 In such advices, then, there is nothing specifi-

cally or exclusively Buddhist. The specifically Buddhist de-

velopment occurs when dhamma grows into a quasi-constitution-

al or political concept and attha itself becomes an integral 

part of dhamma.22 

The Buddhists were constantly exercised over the problem 

of power which they declared to be the ess1ence of the state. 
', 
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Now power meant force resulting in injury! (vihimsa) when exer

cised in an arbitrary way. Power, therefore, had to be tamed 

so that it may be transformed into rightful and glorious lord

ship (issariya, siri). This the Buddhist contrived to secure 

by declaring dhamma to be the "king" of kings. This ideal is 

expressed in the Buddhist concept of. dhammiko dharrunaraj a (the 

Righteous Ruler) whose power is based not on naked and unre

strained force but on the cultivation and possession of full 

comprehension of the roles of attha, dhamma, matta (limit), 

time (kala) and groups or assemblies (parisa). The fact that 

attha is named first in the list signifies the importance at

tached by the Buddhists to the affairs of the world. The ar

bitrary nature of political power was to be mitigated through 

the influence of dhamma which subjects economics to the regi

men of ethical considerations and legitimizes power. The 

other three are in the nature of means for both economic 

prosperity and ethical rectitude. The knowledge of desired 

limits to human endeavor proceeds from the Buddhist emphasis 

on the concept of eschewing extremes and following the mid

dle path (majjhima patipada). The idea of kala is associated 

with that of the opportune moment (khana) which is the basis 

of activity (utthana) and energy (viriya). Finally, parisa 

implies the appropriate social association with economic and 

political activity. A king must recognize the nature and 

functions of each group involved in econom~c and social activ

ity and only the functioning of these groufs in harmony can 
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lead to the welfare of all. These groups are the family, the 
! 

clan or tribe, the economic group and the political associa

tions which together constitute the realm. The king's con

stant endeavor must be to secure the happiness of the people 

and he must do this through the exercise of dhamma. 23 

III 

It now remains for us to determine whether or not the 

Buddhists formulated their own distinctive ideas on political 

economy. The Buddhists use four distinct terms to indicate 

what they regard as the proper aim of statecraft. These are 

yasa, siri, lakkhi and bhoga. Yasa is explained as glory·, 

fame, repute, success and high position for the state and the 

society over which it presides. Siri is defined as splendor, 

beauty, luck, glory, majesty and prosperity. Lakkhi which has 

an obvious similarity to the Brahmanical lakshmi (prosperity 

and the goddess of wealth) means luck, good fortune, success, 

personal welfare, splendor, power and prosperity. Bhoga im

plies enjoyment, possession and wealth. 24 All of these re

flect the substance of the sovereignty of the state working 

through the instrumentality of attha to achieve the ultimate 

objective of dhamma. Attha, therefore, is the basis of the 

working of the state which needs, for its operations, bala, 

strength, power and force. This bala is described as of five 

kinds--of arms (baha), wealth (bhoga), co~nselors or ministers 
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(amacca), noble lineage (abhijacca) and intelligence (panna). 

The Mahavastu gives a slightly different list: brothers 

(sahaja), sons (putra), kinsmen and friends (jnyatimitra), the 

fourfold army (caturanga) and intelligence (prajnya). It 

further states that righteousness (dharmacakra) depends on 

strength or force (balacakra). According to the Mahavastu a 

proper use of attha results in making the realm prosperous, 

well-developed, peaceful, endowed with plenitude, filled with 

happy and peaceful men and women, with all dangers such as 

thieves, bandits and calamities re~oved from it, endowed with 

proper conduct (vyavaharasampanna) and an abode of justice 

based on rectitude and equity.26 

The Buddhists are constantly aware that fruitful and con-

structive economic activity by all the sections of the popula

tion is absolutely essential for the existence and growth of 

the social and political order. This order, however, must be 

based on the concept of dhamma or righteousness. In this 

attha is almost taken as being synonymous with dhamma for 

without attha, dhamma cannot exist as much as mere attha is 

both irrelevant and useless without dhamma. The nexus between 

attha and dhamma is sought to be established through the prin-

ciple of justice, economic as well as social. Justice is de-

* clared to be samata~equality or equity and it is in this sense 

that Asoka speaks of dandasamata and vyavaparasamata, equality 

in justice as well as procedure. Asoka envisioned the forma

tion of a commonwealth of morality based on laws that were uni-



form in their application and universal ~n their spirit, tran

scending the narrow interests of castes, tribes and classes. 26 

Ghoshal points out the paradox faced by the Buddhists in 

their concern for salvation; for politics, in certain con-

texts, appeared to them to be the very antithesis of salva

tion. But they resolved the contradiction by infusing a sense 

of moral earnestness in economy and polity.27 They inter

preted the universe as a moral structure which was held to-

gether by dhamma. When dhamma declines, they argued, the uni

verse tends to come apart. When the king is unrighteous the 

whole realm lives in misery and the very order of nature is 

subverted for the rains abandon their natural order as there 

is either draught or there are floods. This strikes at the 

very basis of economic activity. This economic activity must 

be aimed at increase of production of goods and services, 

their equitable distribution and use distinguished by an ab

sence of indulgence or sensuousness. Economic activity in

volves labor that is earnest and sustained, resulting in 

plenty and prosperity. An empty rice bowl is never condu

cive to peace, social or spiritual, and even the monk prac-

tieing the strenuous exercises called the dhutangas needs to 

eat. Economics is especially vital for the lay society which 

is ultimately responsible for the continued survival of the 

monastic fraternity. In the ultimate analrsis, therefore, 

there is no conflict between wealth and moral and spiritual 

welfare so long as that wealth is secured through righteous 



means (dhammaladdha bhoga). An Anathapindiika, the celebrated 
I 

banker of Savatthi, is never scorned; on the other hand his 

example is applauded not only for his success in amassing 

wealth but also, and more so, for his generous support of the 

Buddha and his Order. Attha and dhamma are the two wheels 

joined by the axle of justice on which the chariot of human 

life and endeavor runs and a weakness in either is detrimen-

tal to society as a whole. 

The foregoing discussion tends to indicate that early 

Buddhism did develop a specific attitude toward economic 

goals and behavior. The other-worldly orientation of early 

Buddhism has been stressed in a number of works. Thus Max 

Weber stated that early Buddhism "is a specifically unpolit-

ical and anti-political status religion, more precisely, a 

religious 'technology' of wandering and of intellectually-

schooled mendicant monks." V. P. Varma observes: "The dom-

inant stress on an other-worldly orientation in quest of the 

extinction of pain and sorrow led to the neglect of the con

ception of social rationality as the criterion of the good 

life. All action impelled by the calculation of self-inter-

est is suspected in Buddhism. Desire, in anticipation of a 

any experience of pleasurable feeling, is regarded as the 

root of evil and hence individual economic activity in quest 

of the maximization of individual profit can never find any 

theoretical foundation in the economic ethics of Buddhism." 

After nearly a century of close and susta~ned study of Bud-



dhism there is now need to look more crit~cally at such gen

eralizations. Undoubtedly such conclusions may be readily 

supported from suitable extracts from the Buddhist canonical 

texts. On the other hand, as Weber himself admits, "It is, 

of course, questionable whether Buddha's teaching from the 

onset was conceived as a 'monk's' religion. Perhaps, better, 

it is as good as certain this definitely was not the case" and 

"any kind of individual moral or social-ethical protest 

against gaining wealth or against the use of luxuries, so far 

as the mundane ethics came into consideration, is not to be 

found in ancient Buddhism." The major fact to be borne in 

mind is that from its very outset "Buddhism" operated on two 

distinct levels and addresses itself to two separate and dis

tinct "constituencies." Weber refers to what he calls the 

"dualistic" ethic which "as much formulates a quietism as an 

ethic of wc;>rkday life" even in the Theravada often regarded 

as "primitive" Buddhism. 28 These constituencies were the 

Samgha and the laity. If the Mahavagga account of the first 

few weeks after the Buddha's enlightenment indicates any 

chronological order of events narrated therein, the "conver-

sion" of the two merchants, Tapussa and Bhallika, as upasakas 

or laymen preceded the Dhammacakkapavattana address signify

ing the very birth of Buddhism and the institution of the 

Samgha with the admission of the group of monks called the 

"Five" (pancakavaggiya). Then came the admission of Yasa and 

others to the Order, the conversion of the Kassapa brothers 



and the gift of the Bamboo Grove (Veluvana~ by King Bimbisara 
29 of Magadha. The laity, as a recognized "Buddhist" group, 

therefore, is coeval with the fraternity of monks and among 

the four groups of adherents those of laymen and laywomen are 

invariably mentioned along with monks and nuns. In the 

etadagga lists laymen and laywomen figure as prominently as 

monks and nuns for special mention for their outstanding vir

tues and support to Buddhism.
30 

Two groups were especially 

valuable to early Buddhism for its institutional support and 

spread and these were the khattiyas, led by kings such as 

Bimbisara and later Asoka, and laymen and women like 

Anathapindika and Visakha Migaramata. In fact the allegiance 

of the rising urban commercial class was particularly valued 

by the Buddha. It was, therefore, in the fitness of circum

stances that the early Buddhists should recognize and laud 

the material aspirations and successes of this class. This 

is precisely what we find in our sources from early Buddhist 

literature. In the realm of political thought the Buddhists 

formulated the theory of the "two wheels"--that of the royal 

power and that of spiritual power as represented by the Buddha, 

his Dhamma and Samgha as Ajatasattu is stated to have so 

pointedly mentioned before the convening of the First or 

Pataliputta Council. 31 In the sphere of economic philosophy 

the Buddhists emphasized the importance of wealth acquired 

righteously (dhammaladdha bhoga) and enjoyed unindulgently 

(parimitabhojana). In this there is no anti-wealth attitude, 



the only insistence on the part of the B9ddhists being that 

wealth should be accumulated by lawful and moral means. The 

Buddhists were anxious about infusing an ethical content or 

spirit in the process of the accumulation of wealth and 

cautioned their followers engaged in the pursuit of wealth to 

be restrained in its use and compassionate in its distribu

tion. The "other-worldly" attitudes reflected in the Buddhist 

texts, compiled primarily by members of the monastic frater

nity, need to be balanced against views pertaining to the 

workday life of the laity so as to obtain an historically sus

tained view of the character of the early Buddhist movement 

as a whole. In the final analysis the early Buddhists were 

realistic enough to understand that the dhamma can exist and 

prosper only when there is adequate attention paid to attha, 

its acquisition, enjoyment and distribution. 
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XVI 

THE THERAVADA-BUDDHIST VIEW OF HISTORY 

If there is any one text in the whole expanse of Pali Lit

erature reflecting the spirit of early Buddhism, it is the Khag

gavisana Sutta of the Sutta Nipata. 1 And this for several rea

sons. The Sutta Nipata is one of the oldest texts of the Pali 

Canon and has materials belonging to the earliest stratum in 

the development of the Pali Canonical Literature. Secondly, the 

ideal described in the sutta under reference is that of the lonely 

arhat, who has completely turned his back on the world and wanders 

alone like "the horn of the rhinoceros." This ideal of utter 

loneliness of the spiritual elite and their complete severance 

from the world of everyday desires reflects the essentially 

asocial spirit of primitive Buddhism. The spiritual and psycho

logical bases of this Buddhism are to be found in the profound 

psychological experiences preceding the Great Renunciation of the 

Bodhisatta (mahabhisatta saw four signs which turned his mind 

away from the world and led him into the wilderness wherefrom, 

after a prolonged and agonizing search, he found his way to 

Enlightenment. These four signs are eloquent symbols of early 

Buddhism. They are the old man signifying the principle of 

ceaseless change in the universe of becoming; the sick man, a 

symbol of the inevitable decay of the liviqg organism, the dead 
i 

man reflecting the fact that death is the end of all life and the 



recluse signifying the way of release from the whirligig of time, 

change and becoming. 2 And though the Buddha called upon his 

disciples to "wander forth for the benefit of the many" and 

preach the dhamma, they were to form a community outside the 

limits of the worldly society. Primitive Buddhism regarded 

existence as without any substance, vexatious (papanca) and 

false (vitatha). The world is like a fleeting bubble (bubbulaka), 

a passing mirage (maricika). The human body is inconsequential 

for on death it lies like a cast-away log. The world is ablaze, 

the senses are on fire and death is waiting to take men away like 

fl d . h . ht . 1 . . 11 3 a oo 1n t e n1g sweep1ng across a s eep1ng v1 age. Life 

in the world is like a "hole and cornl!r" while renunciation is 

4 like "going forth into the open." Hence the wise exert them-

selves and are not attached to the home; like the geese flying 

away from the pond they leave the home and world behind them 

knowing that the way to worldly gain is one and the path to 

nibbana another. 5 

Such a view is scarcely conducive to the developmeht of a 

historical awareness, much less a theory of history. Indeed, 

the Buddha claims that one of the lesser achievements for which 

the common folk may praise him is his aversion to indulgence in 

"low talk" (tiracchanakatha). 6 Among th·~ varieties of such low 

talk are included tales of kings and their proconsuls, wars and 

heroes, cities and countryside, comely maid~ns and awesome bandits, 
i 

items commonly regarded as the stuff out of': which history is 
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is constructed. It is further averred thAt a good monk wastes 

no time either in reciting or listening to ballads and heroic 

poetry and with characteristic Buddhist sarcasm the great commen-

tat or, Buddhaghosa, ci tea the Ramayana and the HalH9.tbharata 
7 IBharatayuddha Sitaharana) as prim~ examples of the genre. 

But in spite of such inherent anti-historicism Theravada 

Buddhism developed a distinct historical awareness and saw the 

compilation of numerous chronicles beginning with the Dipavamsa 

in the 4th cent. to the Sasanavamsa a little more than a century 

ago. The Theravadins also developed a well-defined sense of time 

and chronological certitude. How, then, do we explain this para

dox of a movement, treating the world as inconsequential on the 

one hand and proceeding to chronicle events in it on the other? 

The reasons for this are many. One is that during the time of 

the Buddha history was reckoned as an important part of the cul

tural accomplishments of a man of learning and wisdom. The stock 

descriptions of the learned Brahmins in the llikayas has the phrase 

"history as the fifth" (itihasapancama) among the list of their 

achievements. 8 As a Bodhisatta the Buddha was tutored in history 

among other subjects which were parts of the standard curriculum 

for the education of a nobleman. Furthermore, many of the well

educated Brahmins like Sela, Sariputta and Moggallana, on their 

conversion, could not have completely divested themselves of 

their previous intellectual heritage of which knowledge of history 

was an important part and they naturally brought into the faith 



their historical awareness. Then there was the need for hagio

logical literature and it was through hagiology that the Thera

vada Buddhists returned to history. The growth of the hagiologi

cal spirit is intimately related to the development of Buddhism 

as a religion. Buddhism began as a monastic movement and the 

figure of the lonly arhat belongs to tha~ phase of its historical 

development. But very soon it had to outgrow that narrow context 

and develop into a religion of the masses of the people in India 

and elsewhere. This growth is indicated by the inclusion of the 

laymen and laywomen as a re~ular part of the normal Buddhist com

munity.9 This trend began in the very lifetime of the Buddha for 

it is in the Nikayas that we find the stock phrase related to the 

four assemblies (catasso paris~) comprisin7, monks, nuns, laymen 

and laywomen. 10 Buddhism also came into an increasing contact 

with the nobility and royalty and the figures of Pasenadi Kosala, 

Bimbisara, Ajatasattu, Udena and Canda Pajjota, frequently crowd 

the pages of the early Buddhis~ tests. 1 l These ~en and women were 

valuable lay-adher~nts whose generous patronagP. contributed, in a 

significant measure, not only to the spread of the faith but alsc 

the physical maintenance of the monastic community. And then there 

were kings like AsoY.a (c. 273-232, B.C.) with whoD Buddhism ac

quired a special relationship. It is quite clear that almost from 

the initial phases Buddhism had to build up a modus vivendi, org

anizational and spiritual, for successfully ~ealine with the new 

directions into which the faith was developing. In such a context 



the theory of the two "wheels" (anacakka 4nd dhammacakka), of 

the two orders of temporal command and spiritual sovereignty, 

came to be advanced. Buddhaghosa reports Ajatasattu telling 

the assembled monks in Rajagaha for the First Council that theirs 

was the "wheel" of the Law and his the "wheel" of royal command 

all of which is reminiscent of the B9blical exhortation of rend

ering unto Caesar what is Caesar's and unto God what is God's. 12 

The inclusion of these elements into the fold necessitated 

the compilation of a new kind of literature and new interpre

tations of the lives and missions of Gotama and his disciples. 

The hagiological need could not be ignored and the works like 

Buddhavamsa, Cariyapitaka and later works in Hybrid Sanskrit 

like the Divyavadana are evidence of this hagiological activity. 

Already in the older strata of Canonical literature there is 

the delineation of the Buddha as a mahapurisa which is just a 

few steps away from complete deification. 13 Such a tendency 

logically culminates into the production of works like the 

Mahabodhivamsa, the Dathavamsa and the Lalatadhatuvamsa. 

The development of Buddhism also meant the growth of the cult 

of devotion to the stupas enshrining the relics of the Buddha's 

body or his famous disciples as a means of faining merit (punna). 

The cult of the relics mean~ the need for a history of the relics 

which is what the Tnupavamsa purports to give. Furthermore, the 

cult of veneratior- also applied, with equal validity, to the lit

erature of the faith (Ganthavamsa) and the history of its spread 



(Dipavamsa, Mahavamaa and Sasanavamsa>. Tle development of his

torical literature, therefore, was inevitable in the context of 

the development of Buddhism as a religion of masses of people. 

For people meant their rulers and their domai~s and the close 

identification of the sta~~ with the dhaMrna necessarily meant 

that the samgha, the repository of knowledge, should be cognizant 

of the vicissitudes of kinr,s and countries with reference to the 

faith. 

The developm~nt of such a historical tradition was facili

tated by certain aspects of the Buddhist dogma its~lf. Buddhism 

views reality on two levels, ultimate and proximate or transcen

dental and phenomenal (prarnattha and SamMuti>. 14 These are two 

entirely different orders of comprehensio~ ann disquisition and 

though they are inter-related in sone ways th~y also often operate 

independently of each other. On the transcendental level history 

may be irrelevant but on the phenomenal level it is not only 

necessary but also significant. Secondly, Theravada Buddhism 

did not subscribe to the theoru of maya or the illusionary nature 

of the pheno~enal world, It may ba nothin~ more than a flow of 

successive elements (dhatus, cittas and cetasikas), phenomena of 

monetary duration, but it is not unrea1. 15 This being s~ it 

should not be difficult to chronicle events in this world. 

The Theravada Buddhist view of history, as it developed 

throueh the centuries, is influenced by many factors. ':'hese are 

its view of the world, its view of time, th~ theory of dhammata, 

the concepts of samaya and samavaya, the rote of kamma in human 
'I 
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affairs and the mission of the Buddha aJ a promise of the 

fulfilment of historical destiny. 

Though the Buddha discouraged speculation on the nature 

and disposition of the world, aa to whether it was eternal 

or non-eternal, there are some ideaa present in the Nikayas 

3~0 

about the form of the world. Explaining the causes of earth

quakes the Buddha states that this great earth is established 

on water,the water on wind and wind on space. When the winds 

blow the waters are stirred and the earth is consequently 

shaken. The Buddhist cosmology speaks of Mount Meru as the 

center of the world which is built up in a series of concen

tric islands of which Jambudipa-India is the foremost. The 

world concists of many orders of existence like human, animal 

and divine and there are ideas of heavens and hells where 

human beings repair to enjoy or suffer for the acts they per-

form on earth. The world is described as very vast and always 

in a process of change either towards evolution or dissolution 

and several world-cycles are spoken of.l7 Like the worlj time 

too is vast. Buddhism accepts the cyclical theory of time and 

time is divided into great units called aeons--the kappas. 

They are almost innumerable and the most significant event 

in a kappa is the appearance of a Buddha, which, incidentally, 

is the "watershed" of history for the Buddhists.
18 

It is this 

appearance of the Buddha that invests history with significance 
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for the Buddhists for it is only with s*ch an appearance that 

nibbana becomes possible. The other significant event is the 

birth of a being as a human which is very rare indeed. The 

simile of the one-eyed turtle is given to illustrate how very 

rare and precious is the opportunity of a human life. Suppose, 

says the Buddha, a man were to throw into the vast ocean a yoke 

with a single hold. And suppose there were a blind turtle 

popping up to the surface once in acenturY.. How very rare 

would it be for that turtle to get its neck into that hole of 

the yoke in the ocean! The opportunity of a human life is 

that rare, indeed. 19 The simultaneous occurrence of a being 

born as a human and the opportunity of knowing the Law, as 

preached by the Buddha, is extremely valuable and hence, so 

goes the Buddhist moral, must be utilized with the greatest 

care and energy. The relevant point for us here is the con-

cept of the water-shed in the history of humanity, an idea 

which has great significance for the Buddhist view of history. 

Another concept is that of dhammata. 7his term is first 

used to explain certain occurrences associated with the birth 

of the Bodhisatta. The term may be simply translated as a 

"rule" or a "norm" but has shades of meaning far beyond the 

ordinary meaning attached to rule or norma. Dhammata is an 

unvarying, inexorable, cyclical sequence of events, in a way 

conparable to the Vedic rta. It is the 1aw of nature, a cos-

mic law. It is the principle of 

a cosmos and not a chaos. This 

the order of kamma,the order of 

order t~at makes the world 
I 

order isifive-fold namely, 
I 

seasons, lof life-terms, of mind 
I 



and of dhamma, so explains the cornmentajtor. 20 The appearance 

of a Buddha is not an accident of history but an event con

ditioned by an inexorable law. Similarly other historical 

events are also caused by the same inexorable law. The uni-

verse, therefore, is orderly and certain aspects of it are 

explainable in terms of rational causes. The vast universe 

and the equally endless chain of time 21 are, hence, reduced 

to a certain proportion and made amenable to rational under-

standing through a comprehension of this dhammata or Law. 

The most interesting contribution to Indian philosophy 

made by early Buddhism is the theory of causation. This is 

called paticca samuppada which is generally translated as the 

theory of "dependent origination." It is explained by the 

formula: "if this exists, that happens; if this ceases that 
22 

too ceases." The basic premise of this theory is that 
nature, ~1hich is "one continuous vibration" or i\n "infinite 

growth" is bound by an "iron chain of causality.'' This causal 

evolution is not a mechanical process but "one state working 
23 

itself into ·3noth~r or informing it with ceaseless pulsation." 

Phenomena evolve by way of natural causation and early Budd

hism denies both that "any being exists absolutely and eter-

nally" or that any being perishes absolutely. 24 Buddhaghosa, 

the great cow~entator, explains the terms as an attempt to ex

clude all theories of absolutism, nihilism, chance, irregular 
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t . d . d • . 25 causa 1on an 1n eterm1n1sm. BuddhaJaosa further develops 

the early Buddhist theory of causation by positing the con

cepts of samaya and samavaya. Samaya, according to him, is 

"harmony of anticidents" and points out th.=tt this concept 

explicitly rejects the theory of single causes or unilateral 

causation (ekakaranavada). The tika further explains that the 

two specific theories rejected by this are those ascribing the 

origin of the world to a creator (issarakaranavada) or to 

nature (pakatikaranavada>. 26 Causes, it is further argued, 

in order to produce a result, must operate in a specific re

lationship to each other. Hence, events are unique for the 

relationships of causes leading to them are in themselves 

unique. Hi5tory may be repetitive, in the sense that the 

general co~figuration of events constituting it may bear re

semblances to earlier or later ~onfigurations, bu~ the events 

themselves are unique. This is emphasized by th~ terr:1 khana, 

opportuni t:y, which is held synonymous wl th sama.ya. and aa.;r.avaya. 

Events by themselves may not l.le causes but becor.te so when they 

are inter-related. A seed by itself cannot produce the sprout 

because sprouting as a process occurs only with the co~catenation 

of several factors like the seed, soil, water, air and cultiva-

tion. Each of these is a factor and becomes a cause only when 

it enters into a timely and specific relationship with others. 

This is the nearest that the early Budd*ists came to stating 

a theory of multi-lateral and simultane~us causation which has 
I. 



obvious implications for understanding historical causation. 

It has validity as nuch in explaining the b~co~inr, of a 0uddha 

as that of any other historical event. Causa~ion, therefore, 

is a concatenation of several potentially causative factors 

which are activated as causes only when they ~nter into a 

specific and opportune relationship with each other. His~ory, 

thus, is an unfolding of a number of divergent factors corning 

together in a unique r~lationship to produce the flow of events 

whose chronicle it becomes. Geography, econony, polity, social 

systems, ideational influences and the working of the human mind 

through dispositions and volition are all factors of consequence 

in human history. 

The causes, order and effects of events, the points in a 

c~hain that is exist~nce, are deterMin~d by kamma. The world 

turns on karnma and beings journey through ~he effect of ka~~a, 

like the axle of the chariot traveling with the wheel. ~o on~ 

can escape his kamma for i1: follows one lH:-3 a quietly smoulder-

~· . h h 27 1ng r1re covered w1t as cs. If kamrn~, th~n, is an ~s~ec~ 

of dhalnr.lcJ.ta, the Lat-1 or Hor!'!1a of the uni ve:'se, does it :n~an 

that the theory of kamma is a theory of deteru'.inis:r.t? The theory 

of kamma, according to one authority produced :.types" in early 

3uddhist historical writings and great figures like Asoka lose 

their individuality. The search for a regular ?atter~ in events 
' 

within the context of the theory of ka~ma, it is further argued, 

led to falsification of events related in the Buddhist historical 
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writings. 28 The search for historical ~ypology is a univer-

sal phenomenon and one needs not explain it in Larly Buddhism 

solely in terms of the theory of kamma. In the writings of 

Medieval European historians also some such trend is to be 

seen. 29 
An Asoka may have been a product of his past kamma 

but that does not mean that he was a mere puppet divested of 

all individual will. 

The theory of kamma, makes man the arbiter of his own 

history and introduces the human element in what oth•rwise 

would be a chronicle of events mechanically following each other. 

It is quite true that the theory is open to use Cor abuse) to 

illustrate a special moral as the Early Buddhists did want to 

illustrate. But the dangers inherent in such an undertaking 

are not exclusive to Buddhist historiography. Kamma is decisive 

in human affairs but it is not a blind force. For kamma is 

cetana (cetna'ti bhikkhave kammam'ti vadami> 30 and cetana, will 

or volition, is a matter of human autonomy. Man in history is, 

therefore, an autonomous "individual," and can fulfil his own 

destiny in the wayl he wills. 

What are the means of gaining historical knowledge? This 

knowledge being of the past cannot obviously be of direct per-

ception born of observation of something happening here and now. 

Such direct and perceptual knowledge of ~ast events, however, 
! 

cannot be altogether ruled out in the cas~ of some who have 

sufficiently advanced on the spiritual pa~h. There are cases, 

we are told, of the Buddha and some of hi~ foremost disciples 



who could, at will, recall countless lives in all 

their details. But such knowledre, though spiritually of 

great importance, is historically of little consequence. 

Memory is one of the great means of historical knowledge 

and the preservation of the acariyaparampara (succession 

of elders) and of the texts containing the laws of the order 

and the sermons of the Buddha, mainly depended on memoriza

tion before the texts were committed to writing. Inference 

is also a significant means for, as Nagasena explains to 

King Milinda, the knowledge of the Buddha, his teachings 

and his disciples and their acts, as also the acts of kings 

and people of old, is possible for later generations only 

through valid inferences. 31 
The kings of bygone days, we are 

told, are known by their deeds preserved in books or through 

their monuments. 32 Written works (potthaka-nibandha) are 

a great help for historical memory and many such historical 

or quasi-historical works came to be written to commemorate 

the history of tae faith. 

The object of history is to convince the faithful, persuade 

the sceptical and produce a feeling of joy in the minds of the 

devout.33 History, in this context, naturally partakes of the 

characteristics of a subhasita (well-spoken words) and the Buddha 

defines a subhasita as one which is aptly phrased, is filled with 

dhamrna (righteousness), is truthful (sac~a) and is palatable 

( . ) 34 
p~ya • On this score a historical acc~unt, in the Buddhist 

! 



view, must not only contain facts but also that the facts must be 

so chosen as to inculcate a sense of morality ("history is teaching 

by example") and strengthen the faith of the believers. It is 

inevitable that in the pursuit of spiritual elevation through 

historical writing Buddhist historiography indulges in glorification. 

This is not at all surprising in view of the fact that the precur

sor of Buddhist historiography was the hagiological need felt by 

the early Buddhist communities of monks and nuns. But this does 

not seriously impair the value of the Buddhist chronicles whose 

sense of chronology and loyalty to the core of truth in historical 

accounts are readily acknowledged. For the pious Buddhist his-

torian there was no question about doubting the authenticity 

of the traditions of the Master and his teachings received through 

an unbroken tradition of a teacher-pupil succession gQing back to 

the Buddha himself. Moreover, by the time historical tradition 

came to be firmly established, and was distinguished from pure 

hagiology, the concept of the Buddha had undergone a profound 
·-

change. He was no longer that simple teacher of moral values 

but a Mahapurisa (a super-human being), greater than the gods 

themselves. 35 Had he not taught that good acts must triumph 

and bad destroy? If that was so then it was a simple matter to 

see good acts as the cause of greatness in historical personages. 

When gods can minglefwith men on this very ;earth, as Asoka seems 

to imply, 36 then the Buddha and the Faith ~re fully capable of 

possessing miraculous qualities. This kind! of reasoning has 

influenced early Buddhist historiography td a considerable extent. 
I 



The early Buddhist historical traditiJn was a product of 

development through the centuries before the appearance of the 

great chronicles. This tradition had aet a pattern to which 

all the chronicles confirm. They begin with an account of the 

life of the Buddha, his teachings and conversions, the councils 

and the spread of the faith in lands outside India. The secular 

content is brought in primarily in association with the vicissi

tudes of the faith and kings who supported it naturally receive 

significant notice while those who were either indifferent to 

the faith or persecuted it are either dismissed with scant atten-

tion or are denounced roundly. The increasing dependence of the order 

on royal patronage and protection necessarily introduced a bias 

in the historical appraisal of kings and noblemen. History being 

written with a purpose had to subserve that purpose. The wonder 

of it is that, by and large, historical certitude was not delib

erately sacrificed for religious purposes as was likely to happen. 
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XVII 

HISTORICAL CONSCIOUSNESS IN THERAVADA 

BUDDHIST THOUGHT 

Ever since the modern discovery of the Buddhist chroni

cles of Ceylon and Burma scholarly interest has been con

cerned with problems of interpretation in Buddhist histo

riography. The early interest in the subject was reflected 

in editorial comments and translational exegis of the 

Ceylonese Dipavamsa and Mahavamsa and the Burman Sasana

vamsa along with a host of other minor vamsas such as the 

Thupavamsa, Buddhavamsa, Dathavamsa, Gandhavamsa, 

Mahabodhivamsa, Hatthavanagallavinaravamsa, Chakesadhatu

vamsa and Anagatavamsa. Much of this discussion was 

centered on the extent of the veracity of the "facts" pre

sented in these works and opinions ranged from labeling the 

authors as "deliberate forgers and liars" to a guarded 

acceptance as more or less historical narratives subject 

to independent factual verification based on epigraphic or 

archaeological data. A few significant attempts have also 

been made to study this literature from the point of view 
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of a species of "historiography." l) 

Explanations of the "peculiar" nature of the Theravada 

Buddhist historical works have been offered in a variety of 

ways. Winternitz states that the Indian way suffers from 

a generic inability to distinguish clearly be~Neen myth, 

legend and history to the extent that history merely becomes 

a branch of "epic poetry." The Buddhists shared this gen

eral Indian propensity and thus lumped together, in an un

critical mass, legends of former Buddhas and episodic 

material on the life of the historical Buddha, his legendary 

visits to Ceylon and Burma to establish the faith tri those 

lands leading on to pious legends of the early kings. 

Winternitz rejects the characterization of the authors of 

these works as "deliberate forgers and liars" but adds 

that "They relate things which they looked upon as vera

cious history, though !!• it is true, are compelled to re

gard much of it as myth, legend and fiction." 2) 



L. S. Perera finds the influence of the !~dian traditions 

of Itihasa-Purana-Kayya genre on the Ceylonese chronicles 

although in a very limited sense and emphasizes the role of 

the concepts of the cyclical nature of time and destiney 

and the theme he calls "Dhammadipa."3) In A.K. Warder's 

view the Buddhists "compiled and preserved historical 

records" for the purposes of tracing "moral regress cor

responding to the progress of society to its present stage 

of civilization", use of legendary kings as exampla:rs for 

contemporary royalty, positing of events concerning the 

Buddha, Dhamma and the Samgha as "momentous events of 

cosmic significance", the working out of the doctrine of 

karma illustrated by historical examples and the crucial 

importance of the Samgha in spiritual as well as mundane 

life. 4) 

Researches in Theravada Buddhist historiography have 

greatly helped us in discerning the early phases of the 

formation of the historical tradition through the canonical, 

commentatorial and vamsa literature. These researches 

have shed light on the nature of its contents and literary 

form and a tentative understanding of the Theravada 

Buddhist view of history has also begun to emerge. 5) What 
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we need to explore at this stage is the p~ocess of the 

formation of the Theravada Buddhist historical conscious

ness of which the historical tradition peculiar to it was 

the result. Such an exploration is attempted here. 

Buddhism, perhaps more than any other ancient Indian 

religious tradition, had a distinct historical orientation. 

The Buddha himself seems to have been conscious of his 

historical mission. This awareness is made explicit in 

many of the statements attributed to him bearing on several 

major events of his life. In the opening part of the 

Mahavagga, for instance, we are given almost a first hand 

account of the first few weeks after the momentous happen

ing of the Enlightenment. The Buddha is reported to have 

said that he had "come in to the possession (adhigata) of 

this truth (dhamma), profound, difficult to see and com

prehend, tranquil, excellent, transcending logic, subtle 

and capable of comprehension only by the wise." His hesi

tation in preaching it, for fear that he may only be frus

trated in accomplishing the desired result because of the 

state of the world, was removed by the urging of Brahma 

Sahampati. He then decided to preach it and "throw open 

the door to immortality" and proceed to "set into motion t 

the wheel of truth" which could not be set back by any one.6) 
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This discovery of the profound and libera:ting truth was 

preceded by a long quest involving sustained inquiry from 

various teachers, practice of austerities and unparalleled 

mental effort in reflection and meditation. To the Buddha 

$IS" 

the event was a turning point in his career and to his 

disciples it proved to be a watershed in the history of the 

world. The Tathagata and his Dhamma, thus, were the most 

significant "facts" of human history investing that history 

with an unprecedented significance. The Buddha often spoke 

of his life and his adoring disciples carefully stored in 

their collective memory the numerous details of his mission 

finally ending with his "Great Departure" (mahaparinibbana) 

preceded by his admonition to them not to grieve over his 

passing away for he continued to live beyond his earthly 

sojourn through the dhamma he had preached. 7) It is this 

identification of the historical Buddha with the transcen

dental Dhamma which conditioned the early Theravada Buddhist 

historical consciousness. Its constituents were two separate 



but inter-related elements namely sannnutii sacca and 

paramattha sacca - empirical facts and transcendental truth. 

The Buddha's historical life was a part of the orocess of 

an empirical happening but the truth he personalized was 

transcendental. 8) In this way of thinking the line of dis

tinction between the earthly and the supramundane becomes 

both shifting and indistinct. The extraordinary impress 

which the personality of the Master left on the minds of 

his disciples was so overwhelming and persistent that the 

transition from the historical Buddha to the Mahapurisa 

concept imbued with cosmic overtones was both inevitable 

and natural. The Agganna Sutta contains perhaps the ear

liest indication of this inexorable relationship between 

the historical and the supra-historical when it states 

that the Normbody (dhammakaya) is the designation (adhivacana) 

of the Tathagata. 9) Now truth (dhamma) has two aspects; it 

is both "supernatural" on the sammuti level and transcenden

tal on the paramattha level and the two are but aspects of 

the same epiphenomenon. In the process of such a con

sciousness extraordinary events such as the occur~nce of 

earthquakes associated with events in the life of the Buddha 



are not "unnatural" but manifestations of the inexorable 

law of dhammata. 10) 

The term dhammata is one of the key concepts in the 

formation of the Theravada Buddhist historical conscious-

ness. The term occurs prominently in the Mahapadana ~utta 

where it is used almost as a refrain - ayam ettha dhammata. 

Dhammata is also equated with niyama and sabhiva. The 
.-

dictionary meaning of the term dhammata is given as 

"conformity to dhammaniyama ... , fitness, propriety·; a 

general rule, higher law, cosmic law, general practice, 

regular phenomenon, usual habit." Buddhaghosa explains 

niyama as kammaniyama, utuniyama, bijaniyama, cittanivama 

and dhammaniyama - the way, way to an end or aim of kamma, 

seasons, seed, psychical states and nature. It is dhammata 

which is the basis of the order in the universe, which 

makes a cosmos which otherwise would be a chaos. In this 

sense it comes closest to the Vedic concept of Rta. 11) The 

operation of dhammata is based on three other factors namely, 

-hetu, samava and samavaya. Hetu is the substratum of causal 
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relationships and is subdivided as pubbekata, issaranimmana, 

samagati, abhijati and ditthadhammupakkama. The first re

fers to the influence of past action, the second means con-

ditioned by a supernatural being, the third implies a com

bination of diverse occurences, the fourth indicates rela

tional species and the last designates an event caused by 

means related to the observable order of things. 12) -Furthermore, the concept of dhammata is also understood as 

an integ~al effect of a congeries of fivefold epiphenomenal 

processes namely, samavaya, khana, kala, samuha and hetu. 

These five are intimately related to the broader configura

tion called samaya. Buddhaghosa explains khana and kala as 

the opportune moment and the process of time while samuha 

is meant as a causally related aggregation.l3) However, 

the most important idea is that of samavaya which may be 

rendered as "harmony in antecedents" which is a "concurrence 

of causal relations established by their bringing about a 

common result", stressing the peculiar Theravada Buddhist 

view that an event is the product of the operation of a 

multiplicity of diverse factors acting in harmony to produce 

a given result. This rejects the theory of a single cause 
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and various causative factors must: "be in concord when they 

accomplish a result in cormnon", and not because of the 

mere haphazard combination of various antecedents. The 

result ensues because causes act in harmony and in the ab

sence of such harmony there could be no result. 14) The 

main thrust of these ideas is to exclude all theories of 

absolutism, nihilism, chance, accident and indeterminism. 15) 

We have referred to the two levels of reality which 

are constants in the Theravada Buddhist thinking. These 

are sammuti and paramattha. Samaya and Kala, occasion and 

time, have no relevance on the paramattha level. Buddhaghosa 

explains that time is only a concept, an abstraction as it 

does not exist "by its own nature."16) However, the appear

ance and mission of the Buddha, on the sammuti or empirical 

level, occur in time which in itself is an unceasing flow 

of discreet events, somewhat in the nature of points in a 

circle without beginning or end (vatta). The terms used 

for reckoning time are asmkheyya, ~· kappa and samaya. 

Asamkheyya literally means incalculable or immense stretch 

of time. Yuga implies an age while kappa is used as a 



measure of time, an aeon divided either into two as 

samvatta (regressive) and vivatta (progressive) and some

time divided into three units as maha (great), asmkheyya 

(incalculable) and antara (intermediate). 17) But time is 

invested with significance only by the appearance of the 

Buddha, the promulgation of the dhamma and the formation and 

continuity of the samgha. 18) In such contexts, then, time 

assumes significance as a matrix of history. This time is 

essentially an unceasing flow whose segments assume signifi

cance because of the "imprint" of events of an epochal 

nature,occuring within its context. Within its framework 

operate the universe and its constituents. 

The parameters of the universe extend from the abodes 

of the gods, the world of men and animals and the domain of 

the nether regions. Gods and spirits, goblins and spooks, 

gandhabbas and yakkhas are all integral parts of this cosmos. 

Asuras, Nagas, Sakka and Brahmas, manussas, tiracchanas and 

petas, all have a part to play in the unfolding of the drama 

of this universe. The stock phrase of the loka (world) 

invariably includes devas, maras, Brahmas, ascetics and 

Brahmanas and the people (E!i!) for whom the Buddha preaches. 



History, therefore, has a twofold extensidn, spatial and 

ideational as it extends both over the entire range of sen

tient and organic beings and the universe of ideational 

processes stretching from the world of kama (senses) to 
. -

ar!ua (formlessness). The rationale for the inclusion of 

gods, yakkhas, kumbhandas (genii) and nagas is stated in 

the Atanatiya sutta as their being, in one way or another, 

disciples and messengers of the Buddha. 19) 

The Buddhist "universe" is often described as 

anekadhitu, ninadhatu", of many and differential elemental 

spheres, basically constituted of the earth, water, fire, 

wind, space and consciousness elements. The sentient ele

ments are grouped into four categories such as andaja, 

jalabuja, samsedaja and opaDatika or born of an egg, water, 

moisture and spontaneous. 20) Buddhaghosa explains that the 

Buddha's knowledge extends over the three worlds - samkhara

loka, sattaloka, and ok~saloka - that is the world sustained 

by food, the world of all living creatures and the world 

extending across the entire space from the sun and the moon 

in all the directions. All beings, is is stated further, 

are sustained by material food, nutriment of contact (phassa), 
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nutriment of representative cognition (manosancetana) and 

nutriment of consciousness (vi~nana). 21 ) The world of men .. 
is described as being constituted of the four orders 

('~colors" vanna), khattiya, Brahmana, Vessa and Sudda -

priests, warriors and bureaucrats, merchants and artisans 

and farmers. Functionally there are eight parisas (councils), 

those of warriors, priests, householders, ascetics, the four 

guardian gods (Dhatarattha, Virulha, Virupakkha and Vessavana)i 

the assembly of the Thirty-three gods (Tavatimsa), Maras 

and Brahmas (Sahampati, Sanankumara, Baka, etc.). All of 

these constitute an integrated universe almost segmentally 

arranged wherein one segment imperceptibly merges into the 

next. 22) 

Theravada Buddhist historiography arose with the aware

ness of the appearance of the Buddha as a kind of "water

shed" in the stream of events taking place on the level of 

"facts" (sammuti sacca). Already during the lifetime of the 

Buddha a tradition of "Buddhology" had begun to emerge 

against which the Buddha himself had administered an admoni

tion. In the Mahaparinibbana sutta there is a touching 

passage when with the awareness of the impending passing 

away the Buddha said to his favorite disciple Ananda: "It 

may be, Ananda, that in some of you the thought may arise, 



'The word of the Master is ended, we have' no teacher more!' 

-But it is not thus, Ananda, that you should regard it. The 

Truths, and the Rules of the Order, which I have set forth 

and laid down for you all, let them after I am gone, be 

the Teacher to you." 23 ) 
.,.... 

The Milinda Panha further develops 

this idea when it says that "dhammakayena pana kho maharaja 

sakka Bhagav;nidassetum~ (it is possible, oh King, to de

fine the Lord by the corpus of the Doctrine). 24) Herein we 

find the development of three differenc but converging 

concepts of the Buddha which had a significant impact on 

the growth of the Theravada Buddhist historical conscious

ness. One was that of the historical Buddha, who, for the 

Buddhist, provided a fixed point in the unceasing cycle of 

time. This consciousness of the historical Buddha left an 

indelible impress on the Buddhist consciousness even during 

the lifetime of the Buddha and ever afterward. Even the 

smallest details of his physical appearance, his voice and 

manner of speech, his way of walking and resting (sihaseyy; -

lion's posture), his "Lion's roar" (sihanada), l:is spiri

tual exertions before enlightenment (bodhicariya), his 

essential nature as "dhannnak"'iya" (Truth-corpus), his en

counters with contemporary kings such as Bimbisara, 



Ajatasattu, Pasenadi Kosala and the vivid details of his 

final passing away, all became an integral part of this 

historical memory. The Buddha that emerged from these 

"recollections" was larger than life, ~ cosmic phenomenon. 

But it was also a manifemtation of the supreme law of 

dhammata, a natural, rational, unvarying concatenation of 

diverse functional causes. The concept of dharnmata 'tvas also 

then related to that of niyama which operated in kala which 

is a synonym for continuity. 25 ) 

The concept of "continuity" imperceptibly led to the 

formulations of the idea of "former Buddhas" and a "future" 

Buddha whereby the phenomenon called Buddha covered the 

entire expanse of time segmented into past, present and 

future. As Nagasena explains, time both exists and does 

not exist. Time exists on the sammuti level on which history 

operates. The theory of the former Buddhas is introduced 

as an example of the Buddha's ability to recall the count

less expanse of time past and the Mahapadana sutta gives us 

details of the lives of the six former Buddhas, Vipassi, 



Sikkhi, Vessabhu, Kakusandha, Konagamana and Kassapa. It 
• 

is interesting to recall here that already by the time of 

Asoka (circa 272-232 B.C.) the existence of the =ormer 

Buddha Konagamana was accepted as a "historical" fact since 
t 

- 26) Asoka mentions that he enlarged the stupa of Konagamana. , 

Rhys Davids in his introduction to the translation of the -Mahapadana sutta criticizes the twin concepts of the former 

Buddhas and dhammata as the "Bfrana-weed which, growing up 
• 

along with the rest of Buddhism, went on spreading so lux

uriantly that it gradually covered up much that was of value 

in the earlier teaching, and finally led to the downfall, 

in its home in India, of the ancient faith. The doctrine 

of the Bodhisatta, of the Wisdom-Being, drove out the doc

trine of the Aryan Path. A gorgeous hierarchy of mytho

logical wonder-workers filled men's minds, and the older 

system of self-training and self-control became forgotten." 

Of dhannnata, which he translates as "the Norm, the natural 

order of things, according to the reign of law in the moral 

and physical world", he says that the same idea "is em

phasized in the doctrine of dependent origination" was 

believed by the early Buddhists as "pre-Buddhistic." 27 ) 

The whole idea, it seems to us, was to reconcile two di-

vergent lines of development in thought. One was the 

uniqueness of the Buddha and the other was that the 



appearance of the Buddha was no mere accident in spite of 

its historical "uniqueness" but was a part of the cosmic 

process of order signified by the term dhammata as the very 

nature of things wherein a concatenation (samavaya) of 

causative happenings converged to produce a unique effect. 

It seems to us that the concept of the former Buddhas must 

be understood as a natural development in the historiographi

cal thinking of the Theravada Buddhists. There had grown 

three different concepts in the evolution of "early" 

Buddhistic thought namely, that of the Bodhisatta, the 

Pacceka Buddha and the Sammasambuddha. The Bodhisatta 

signified the historical processes of striving and becomes 

the subject of the Jataka literature and the Cariyapitaka . .. 
But striving is not achievement and fruition, it is the 

seed not the fruit, search for a method not the ultimate 

fashioning of a transcendental instrument. The Theravadins, 

therefore,did not further pursue that line of reasoning as 

did the Mahayanists among whom the Bodhisatta finally ousts 

the Buddha himself and mythology overwhelms history. The 

Pacceka Buddha, as a recent study has pointed out, is re

lated more to the Vedic muni and the Brahmanical samana -
wholly centered in individual perfection and personal 

transcendence and is somewhat of an intrusive phenomenon 



peripheral to the main stream of Theravada thought. 28 ) Of 

necessity, therefore, the Theravadins placed the Buddha in 

the center of their system of thought as a unique phenom

enon obeying the historical law of dhammati: This line of 

reasoning led them to increase the original six former 

Buddhas into a total of 23 preceding Gotama, Sakyamuni. 

This becomes the subject of a history (Vamsa) of the Buddhas 

(Buddhavamsa) included in the Khuddaka Nikaya of the Sutta 

Pitaka. The Cakkavatti sutta of the Dlgha Nikaya contains 

a reference to Metteyya, the Buddha to come, an obvious 

interpolation placed in the mouth o~ the historical Buddha. 29 ) 

But the fact thatall these parts were included in the offi-

cial Theravada canon indicates that these ideas were already 

regarded as "official" before the rise of the Christian era. 

The dhamma and the samgha form the two other parts of 

the traditional Buddhist t:tratana (three jewels or "holy" 

triad). As indicated above the dhamma is the "incarnation" 

of the Buddha himself especially after the passing away of 

the historical Buddha. In a sense, therefore, the Buddha 

continues to live through the dhamma. The samgha is the 



chosen instrument of exemplifying the continuity of both 

the Buddha and the dhamma. Almost every Buddhist composi

tion begins with homage to the "three jewels" and of the 

six "recollections" arising out of sustained mindfulness, 

discussed by Buddhaghosa, the first three relate to the 

Buddha, dhamma and the samgha. 30) This process of recollec-
..._. ..... _ 

tion begins with perception (sanna), awareness, analysis 

and then goes on to develop qualities of conceptualization 

involving explication in terms of meaning, and comprehension 

of the letter and spirit either of the text or mnemonic 

forula. Historical memory, then, is a process of "repro

ductive" imagination involving an intuitive effort. 31) 

The foregoing has relevance to our subject in this 

paper because the authors of what may be described as his

torical literature in the Theravada tradition were deeply 

influenced by the Abhidharm.i'la method (nay a) of thinking. 

For them recollection of the "history" of the Buddha, the 

dhamma and the Samgha was primarily an ethical pursuit. As 

the prologue to the Dipavamsa puts it, the object of its 

composition ~vas to give joy and delight, "full of faith, 



pleasant and that which consists of varioti,s forms" leading 

to elation, a chronicle "handed down from generation to 

generation.',' The Chakesadhatuvamsa has for its declared 

object "sasanavud.dhi'' (furtherance of the teaching) while 

the Dath;vamsa was specifically written for 'sotuppasarla-
' 

janana!!( creation of faith among the listeners), and the 

Mahavamsa is claimed as "pasadasamvegakara" (arousing serene 

joy and emotion). 32) A classification on the basis of cate-

gories of the existing Vamsa literature reveals that they 

belong either to the category of the "history" of the Buddhas 

(Buddhavamsa and Anagatavamsa) or his relics (Dathavamsa, 

Chakesadhatuvamsa, Mahabodhivamsa, Thupavrumsa, Dhatuvamsa) 

or the history of the dhamma in specific regions such as 

Ceylon, Burma or Thailand (Dlpavamsa, Mahiivamsa, Sasanavamsa, 

Jinakelamali). The Dipavamsa, Mahavamsa, Sasanavamsa and 

Jinkalamali do contain a great deal of material which would 

be termed historical in the sense of accounts of reigns of 

various kings but all such material is largely ancillary to 

the vicissitudes of the fortunes of the faith. The value 



judgments rendered on the qualities of r~lers are related 

more to their attitudes to the dha~a and the samgha than 

their warlike or govermental abilities or failures in the 

modern sense of the te~. This is not to deny their value 

as "histories", say of Ceylon or Burma or parts of Thailand, 

but it must be borne in mind that a very different kind of 

historical consciousness is at work here. In their own way 

they employ a critical apparatus. In one place, ~ . .LOr ~n-

stance, ~Je are given a list of seven criteria of reliability 

of information such as an examination of "by -,;.;rhom (kena), 

where (kattha), for TtJhose purpose (kassatthava), for \vhat 

purpose (kirnatth;ya), ~-1hen (kada), whose statement (kassa 
"3) vacanam), and brought forth by whom (kena abhata!:l)."-' 

The veracity of the material, it is further stated, must 

depend on learned remembrance (sutito), transmission through 

an unbroken lineage (vamsam paramparagatam), an unbroken 

succession of teachers (acavivas) and elders (theras). 34) 

There are, thus, four components making a historical tradi-

tion namely vamsa (chronicle), tanti (text), anvaya (succes

sion or continuity of transmission) and parampara (succession 
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of transmitters). All of these must be subjected to analy

sis and critical examination (vinicchava) before the "vera

city" of the contents is established or rejected. 35 ) The 

beginning of the vinicchaya is traditionally ascribed to 

the statement of the Buddha himself when he stated ':·lhat are 

technically kno·wn as the cattaLro mahapadesir (four great auth

orities) by which the veracity or otherwise of the doc~rine 

may be assessed. These were actual words of the Buddha re

ceived from the Master himself, statements received from a 

samgha in an ~vasa (congregation in a residence), from many 

monks who were renoTNned for their learning and loyalty to 

tradition and even one monk recognised for his scholarship 

and faithfulness to the letter and spirit of the doctrine.36) 

The foregoing discussion on the tradition of formation 

of texts, criteria for judging their authenticity and the 

method of their transmission has demonstrated the antiquity 

of Theravada Buddhist thinking in the matter of the preser

vation and transmission of a parampara (continuity in 

succession). This parampara not only included the corpus 

of doctrinal ideas but also historical materials concerning 

the Buddha, his dhamma and the samgha. The historical con

sciousness forming the basis of this continuity ".;ras the 
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principal characteristic of the Theravada Buddhist historio

graphy. This characteristic is reflected in the choice of 

the term used for designating "history." The Theravada 

Buddhists p=efer the terill Varnsa in the place of the more 

usual term itihasa. The 'I'heravada texts use a variety o:: 

terms to imply a narrative or chronicle. The sinplest is 
.-

Katha - tale or story and the common varieties of such kathas 

are mentioned as Kumbhatthanakatha which is also called 

udakatth"?inakatha or udakatitthakatha. These are species of 

"gossip" indulged in by women when they gather at a Hell or 

river ford or a watering place. Their essential nature is 

that of hearsay or unverified infornation. Then there is 

the tiracchanakath~ among which are included tales of kings, 

thieves, ministers, armies, dangers, W;!rs, food, drink, 

dress, beddings, garlands, perfumes, clans, vehicles, vill-

ages, market-towns, cities, countryside, women, men, heroes, 

highways, gossip at wells, spirits, desultory talk, popular 

philosophy, tales of the seas, tales of various births, etc. -The other two terms used are akkhana and akkhavika, the 
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first exemplified by the Hahabharata and Ramayana and the 

other simply called lore such as lore of the sea or nature. 37 ) 



-Finally, there is the term itihasa which Euddhaghosa defines 

as an ancient tale (puranakatha), signifyir.g "thus it has 

--been" (iti-ha-asa) and included under this rubric are the 

same varieties of tales such as the epics and varieties of 

folk tales. In the sta~dard description of the intellectual 

equipment of a learned Brahnan a knowledge of itihasa as 

the fifth (itih~sanancama) is invariably included. 33 ) -..... l.l.. 

is noteworthy to mention here that itihasa is lumped together 

with the many varieties of "low talk" (tiracchanakatha) and 

hence at no point did the Theravada Buddhist authors design 

what we call histories such as the Drpavamsa and the Maha-

vamsa as itihasa. Properly ,speaking, t~erefore, the Thera-

vada historical consciousness articulated itself in terns 

of a vamsa, which 'ivas a chronicle concerning primarily the 

Buddha, dhamma and the samgha handed down in unbroke~ succes-

sion of oral, recitational or ~vritten transmission. Since 

the Buddha and his dhamma encompassed both the san~uti and 

paramattha levels, what may be called myths and lege~ds and 

"facts" belonged to an integral process of historical mem

orizing. The devas, nagas, yakkhas, asuras, humans, animals -

and spirits, all formed integrated parts of a cosmos to 't·lhich 
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meaning was imparted by the appearance of ~he Buddha (histori-
I 

cal as well as former and future) eternall* made manifest 

through the dhamma whose instrument was th~ samgha. What-
, 

ever was relevant to these became legitimate parts of the 

vamsa (but not itihasa). The term history, then, as we 

understand it;was for the Theravada Buddhist but a cosmic 

unfolding, obeying the laws (niyama) of dhammata (natural

ness, essence). The concapt of the ceaseless flow of time 

was well illustrated by the Bhikkhu Nagasena when he drew 

a circle on the ground and querried the King Milinda whether 

he saw any end to that circle. 39 ) But while the circle runs 

endlessly without any visible or definable beginning or end 

certain segments of it can be clearly delimited whenever 

the Buddha appears - the dhamma is revealed and the samgha 

is formed as an instrument for the continuation of organized 

ethical effort. It is then that the vamsa, history, assumes 

form and begets content. Secular events such as kings, 

conquests, dynasties and the rise and fall of kingdoms and 

empires are only incidental and illustrative of the essential 

meaning of the concept of dhammata related to udayabyaya 

(uprising and disappearance). The vamsa, or history in the 



Theravada Buddhist parlance, is simply a segmental mani

festation of the eternal law of dhammata 1

!, or dhammaniyama 

encompassing the entire cosmos comprising gradations of 

forms of life and activity stretching from the inner core 

of the earth to the highest peaks of the mightiest moun

tains and the world of heavens to realms of the nethe= re-

gions. Myth, legend, quasi-happenings as well aa empirical 

facts are all pa=ts of this grand cosmic process with its 

convolutions of formation and dissolution. 

What the Theravada Buddhist thinkers were interested 

in were primarily ."events" associated with Buddhahood, the 

progression and regression of the effective reign of the 

dhamma and the growth and decline of the samgha. The 

essential high points in this process were the appearance 

of the Buddha, the formation of the dhamma and challenges 

to it, the various councils organized to fight "wrong" 

opinions or "heresies", the accounts of "righteous" kings 

or "regions" (dhammadioa) and the chronicles of the relics 

of the Buddha, religious literature or outstanding monastic 

establishments. 40) This was primarily the result of the 

development of a peculiar historical consciousneas influenced 

by the growth of a system of thinking engendered by the 



Abhidhammika tradition and it is only when these factors a~e 

duly taken into consideration that the Theravada Buddhist 

historiography assumes meaning and significance. 

!n spite of certain gaps in our knowledge of the pre-

cise chronology of works included in the ?ali canon and the 

non-canonical literature such as the atthakathas and the 

vamsas the main outline of the chronology of liter~ry develop

ment is fairly certain. The Pali canon was completed before 

the end of the First Century B.C .. and the historical parts 

contained therein must, therefore, be assumed to belong to 

the period between 486 B.C. (the presumed date of the First 

oi Pataliputta Council) and the writing down of the whole 

canon by 25 B.C. It may also be assumed that a tradition 

of composition of atthakathas may have already begun within 

a century of the passing away of the Buddha as the inscrip

tional ref2rences to dhammakathikas would indicate. These 
~ 

atthakathas preserved a great deal of historical material 

which was either briefly indicated in the canonical texts 

or remembered by way o£ oral and recitational tradition. 

The three great names in the history of Pali atthakathas 

are those of Buddhadatta, the celebrated Buddhaghosa and 

Dhammapala who are placed during the second half of the 

fifth century A.D. and possibly the first quarter of the 

sixth. Their works are replete with histo~ical information 



I 

presumably based on the more ancient att~akatb;s in 

Simhalese and/ or Pali. 41 ) Geiger refers lito the ~..,o tradi-
I 

I 

tions of historiography which he calls as:, popular (akhyana) 
I 

and priestly (Vamsa) both of which drew upon the collsct:i~Jity 

known as the Poranas ("ancients 11 and tha Atthakat!:'1as -

commentaries). The Vamsa literature, properly so called 9 

begins with the D"fnavamsa composed "betTN'een the beginning 

of the fourth and the first third of the fifth century A.D.", 

followed by the Hahavamsa, probably of the last quarter of 

the fifth century and continuing to the Sasanavamsa of 1861. 

This activity, therefore, covers a period of some 14 cen

turies testifying to the sustained vitality of the Theravada 

Buddhist historical tradition.
42

) ~ruch has been written 

about the veracity of the major historical facts contained 

in them concerning reigning dynasties, the life of the 

Buddha, the propagation of the dhamma and the history of 

the samgha and the general consensus seems to be that by 

and large these chronicles arc more reliable than the 

Brahmanical Puranas and that, in the main, their accounts 
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can be safely relied upon for stuff out of which sober 

history can be worked out. 43 ) Of greater significance to 

us here than their factual veracity and its degrees is the 

light that they throw on the psychological workings of the 

historical consciousness of the Theravada tradition e:{-

tending over more than a millennia. It is this cor.scious

ness that was instrumental in making sense, for its authors, 

out of a welter of events that would otherwise be only 

species of kathas andakhyayikas. It is this consciousness 

that raised these katnas from the variety of tiracchanakatha 

to the status of an instrument capable of gener.ating piti, 

p~mojja, a~d pasada (joy, gladdening and faith). 44) This 

consciousness filled a felt cultural need related to the 

continuity of the dhamma and its sustaining power especially 

when the world around offered little more than the deepest 

-pessimism. The circle drawn by Nagasena may have no begin

ning or end but parts of it assumed an illuminating signi

ficance because of the sublime "happenings" associated with 

the appearance of the Buddhas, the reiteration of the dhamma 

and the continuity of the samgha. This Theravada Buddhist 

historical consciousness '~as not merelv interested in stating 

thus it has been (it-ha:Ssa)) but positing the unending ex

istencs of a vamsa. It became a synthesis 
1

of the secular 
i 

and the sacred, the profane and the profou1d and the transi-

tory and the eternal. 

' ' '• -. . . , 
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XVIII 

ON BUDDHIST HISTORIOGRAPHY 

One of the chronologically older suttas in the Thera-

-vada Buddhist canon has an interesting observation bearing on 

the early Buddhist attitude toward what is traditionally called 

history. This passage occurs in the Brahmajala sutta (''The 

Perfect Net") of the Dfgha Nikaya (Book of "Long Discourses"). 

Therein the Buddha says that among many things for which the 

common man might praise him is that, unlike his contemporary 

ascetics and Brahmans, the Buddha does not indulge in "low11 

talk (tiracchana katha- literally animal talk). The passage 

than goes on to give a list of topics regarded by the Buddha 

as varieties of such "low" talk. The list includes tales of 

kings and their high ministers, armies and wars, s~ories of 

communities, villages, trading towns and cities, tales of the 

countryside or heroes and about adventures on the seas.l 



Now precisely these are the stuff out of which the chronicles 

of history are made. On this reckoning the Buddhists should 

not have evolved a historical tradition of their own. 

There is another reason why history should be either 

impossible or irrelevant for the Buddhist. Among the three 

principles which characterize human existence, as understood 
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by the Buddhists, are impermanance (anicca), sufferi~g (dukkha; 

and the complete absence of a lasting entity such as soul 

(anatti). If everything is impermanent then all events are 

also essentially impermanent by their very natur~ and such 

fleeting or evanescent events can have, philosophically speaking, 

no intrinsic "historical" value. Finally, time, as such, baa 

no independent existence for the Buddhists. It is only a con

cept, a mental construct, a convenient matrix against which 

the flow of certain human activities ca~ be sequentially placed. 

As examples Buddhaghosa, the celebrated Pili commentator of 

the 5th century A.D., refers to the common usage as bathing 

time, eating time, sleeping time, etc. What we are talking 

about, Buddhaghosa seems to imply, is a set of human behavioral 

patterns occurring in certain sequences and we designate each 

by affixing to it the concept of time. But time per !! does 

not exist; it is at best a convenient concept and at worst an 

illusion. 2 And if time as such does not exist, is there then 



any possibility of constructing history which is essentially 

anchored to time? 

But the paradox is that the Buddhists, more signifi

cantly than the Brahmanists, developed a pronounced histori

cal outlook firmly moored to the life of the historical 

Buddha and his nirvana3 with which began the scheme of Budd

hist chronology now current in all Buddhist countries. The 

purpose of the present paper is to examine the circumstances 

in which Buddhist historiography evolved and the peculiar forms 

which it took in the great Buddhist chronicles beginning with 

the Ceylonese Dipavamsa (Chronicle of the Island of Ceylon of 

the early 5th century A. D.) to Sisanavarnsa ("Chronicle of the 

Religion" a Burmese work of A. D. 1861). 

II 

The three most memorable events.for the Buddhists during 

the formative stages of "Buddhism" were the birth and early 

life of Gotama, his Enlightenment which made him the Buddha 

(sambodhi) leading to his preaching of the dhannna (truth, 

norm, way) and his final departure from the totality of human 



becoming (parinibbana). 
II 

The Buddha himsel:f seems to have 

been aware of the "historical" nature of his pursuit and dis

covery of the truth underlying existential becoming and the 

significance of the way to freedom from the human predicament 

which he claimed to have discovered. In the Mahiva?,ga, (a 

part of the Vinaya or code of Buddhist monastic life) for 

instance, we are given a first hand account of the first few 

weeks of the Buddha's life after the Enlightenment. The Buddha 

said that he had "come into the possession of this truth 

(dhamma), profound, difficult to see and comprehend, tranquil, 

excellent, transcending logic, subtle and capable of compre

hension only by the wise." After some initial hesitation, 

for fear that his preaching it may not have the desired ~esult 

on the people at large and would result only in frustration, 

he decided to "set into motion the wheel of the Law" and "throw 

wide open the doors to immortality" (amata) to those who had 

the capacity to understand what he was saying. 4 Thereafter 

the Buddha went on preaching his dhamma for the next forty-five 

years until his departure from the world at the age of eighty 



at Kusinlra in the Himalayan foothills. 

By all accounts the impact of the Buddha's personality 

on his followers 1and those who became members of the Buddhist 

community in the following centuries)was of extraordinary 

significance in the making of the "Buddhist" historical con

sciousness. Two distinct trends emerged from this impact. 

One was the gradual development of the concept of the Buddha 

as a "Great Person" (mahipurisa} finally elevating him to a 

transcendental "Person." The second was the emerging identi-

fication of the Buddha with the dhamma. Two. interesting pass

ages from the Theravada canon indicate the process of this 

identification. One concerns the monk Vakkali who longed to 

see the Buddha personally. The Buddha said to him that his 

flesh and bone body was of little consequence for he who sees 

the Buddha sees the dhamma, and he who sees the dhamma sees 

the Buddha. The second passage concerns the last days of the 

Buddha when he tells his grieving followers that after his 

death the dhamma would continue to be their teacher ever after. 

--Then there is another passage in the Agganna Sutta of the 

Digha Nikaya where it is stated that the Norm-body (dhamma

kiya) is the designation (adhivacana} of the Tathagata. 

-Finally, the Milinda Panha (questions 2f King Milinda, a text 

of the First Century B. C. - First Century A. D.} carries the 



trend forward. In a conversation , the Indo-Greek King Milinda

Menander (middle of Second century B. C.) asks the Buddhist 
-Monk Nagasena how the monk could vouch for the historical ex-

istence of the Buddha if the monk or any of his immediate 

predeceasors could not claim to have seen the Master personally. 

The monk replies that th~ historicity of the Buddha must be 

perceived through the dhamma-body. 5 The Tatnagata (One who 

had fared thus) and his dhamma, thus, became focal points in 

the Buddhist consciousness as the one was identified with the 

other. 

This identification of the Buddha with the dharnma helped 

the Buddhists formulate a nexus between the two levels of 

reality called the sammuti and the paramattha (phenomenal and 

transcendental). The Buddha, in his earthly life, operates 

within the bounds of the phenomenal world whereas the dhamma 

belongs to the transcendental realm. The phenomenal is the 

realm of "facts" to be perceived through the operation of the 

factors of form, sensation, perception,"confections"and con-

sciousness and ascertained through the instrumentality of the 

initial and final application of thought-process~s (vitakka 

and vicara). 6 On the paramattha or transcendental level what 



subsists is truth which is without a beginntng or end, eternal 

and timeless, uncreated and changeless. Truth, in this context, 

cannot be the subject of history which is a chronicle of events 

set in a vertical (time) and horizontal (space) continuum. 

Bt.t:the eeemingly unbridgeable gap between the two levels is 

arched over in the Buddhist historical consciousness by the 

process of identification between the dhamma (parama)tha) and 

the historical Buddha. The Buddha is born, grows into youth 

and old age, and dies and hence belongs to the sammuti or 

phenomenal world of "facta" reflecting events. 7 But he is 

also the dhamma and when the dhamma "becomes" the Buddha, 

history begins. The dhamma as preached by the Buddha 

("personified") becomes the "watershed" in t;he continuum of 

human history for the Buddhists. They, together, invest human 

life and its history with an extraordinary significance bring· 

ing about a qualitative change through the promise of libera

tion. The transcendental and the phenomenal are thus linked 

together to initiate the processes of "history." They become, 

so to speak, two sides of the same coin and just as light can 

only be comprehended in the context of darkness, the dhamma 



"enters" the stream of history through the buddha discovering 

and preaching it. Time, as the monk Nagasena states, may be 

a ceaseless flow, an unending circle, but segments of this 

circle become illumined by the appearance of the Buddha who 

is, in himself, the "core" of the Buddhist historical con

sciousness.8 

The phenomenal world is described by the Buddhists as 

comprising many and diverse elements(anekadhatu nanadhatu) 

whose parameters extend from the gods in their various heavens 

through the world of men and animals to the denizens of the 

nether regions including the world of spirits (petas,pisacas), 

Gods, Yakkhas (goblins), nagas (half-human, half-snake), 

Maras (Evil Ones) as well as the various social categories 

such as the "caste-clusters" (vavpas). 9 The history of the 

Buddha, therefore, must necessarily include all these cate

gories and since the Buddha himself is a Mahapurisa various 

events in his life such as his conception, birth, going forth 

into wilderness, Enlightenment, preaching and passing a~vay 

are "naturally" accompanied by extraordinary terrestrial 

events such as earthquakes. The Buddha's knowledge, explains 



Buddhaghosa, extends over the three worlds ~ sarnkharaloka, 
.. I 

sattaloka. and oka.saloka (existence sustaine~ by "food11
, all 

! 

sentient creatures and the world extending ~cross the entire 

spectrum from the sun and moon in all directions). All these 

become essentially parts of Buddhist "history." 10 

Unique though is the appearance of the Buddha, it is 

no accident because it follows the law of dhammata~ 1 Dharemata 

is one of the two terms of crucial significance in our under

standing of the development of the Buddhist historical con-

sciousness, the other being samavaya. The dictionary meaning 

of the term is "conformity to dhammniyama ....... fitness, 

propriety; a general rule, higher law, cosmic law, general 

practice, regular phenomenon, usual habit." Buddhaghosa ex

plains niyama 12 as the way to an end or aim causatively re

lated to kamma (Sanskrit: karma), seasons, seed, psychical 

states and nature. It is dhammata which is the basis of the 

order in the universe, the principle that separates chaos from 

cosmos. The operation of dhammata is based on three factors 

namely the substratum of causal relationships (hetu), sub

divided into five categories such as the influence of past 
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action, conditioned by supernatural factor~, a combination of 

diverse occurences, occasioned by relation~hips within a species 

and those related to the observable order ~f things (pubbekata, 
I 

issaranimmaina, samgati, abhijati and di~th4dhamunakkama).l3 

Dhammafi is further understood as an integral effect of a 

congeries of fivefold epiphenomenal processes included under 

the rubric samaya comprising samavaya, khaga, kala, samuha and 

hetu. Khapa and k;la14 are explained as the opportune moment 

and the general process of time; samuha is a causally related 

aggregation and hetu, as mentioned above, is the substratum 
15 of causal relationships. The theory of dhammata is first 

adumberated in relation to the theory of "fc!;>rmer" Buddhas. 

The Mahapadana sutta of the orgha Nikaya gives us the earliest 

version of this theory when it purports to give an account of 

the five Buddhas preceding Gotama. This concept of former 

Buddhas preceding Gotama had found general acceptance among 
. ob 

Buddhists by 250 B. C. is indicated by the fact that the 
A / 

great Buddhist emperor Asoka (circa 272-232 B. C.) tells us 

in one of his inscriptions that he enlarged the stupa 

("funerary'' or "votive monument" of Koi}igamana, a former Buddha), 

a second time. This sutta also gives us an idea of the early 
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Buddhist conception of the span of time na~ed 
kappas and YEgas ("incalculable" and aeons~. 
the former and "Buddha To Come" had a part to 

historiography as will be indicated below. 16 

asamkheyyas, 

This theory of 

play in Buddhist 

The most interesting idea, hm...,ever, is that of smnavaya17 

which may be described as the specific Buddhistic theory of 

causation, historical or otherwise. It may be rendered as 

"harmony of antecedents" which is "a concurrence of causal 

relations established by their bringing about a common result." 

In the Buddhist view, then, every event has two aspects. One 

is that it is unique and the other is that it is the result 

of not one cause but the concatenation of diverse potentially 

causative factors coming into a unique relationship which 

makes the event itself unique. The point emphasized by 

Buddhaghosa is that this theory specifically rejects all 

theories of "single causes" (ekakarapavada) producing a given 

effect or event. The assumptions are that an event is caused 

not by one given cause but by a variety of potential causes 

and that these potential causes must enter a harmonious re

lationship in order to produce a given result. The result 

ensues because potential causes are actuated when they act in 
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"concord'' to produce a common result, and not because of a 

haphazard or accidental combination of various antecedents. 
act 

The event occurs because the diverse causes/in harmony and in 

the absence of such harmony (samavaya) there could be no result. 

The illustration given by Buddhaghosa is that of ~he seed and 

the sprout the former being regarded as the cause of the 

latter. But in order that the seed may transform itself into 

a sprout it must be good, must fall on appropriate soil, at 

the appropriate time, must be nurtured with adequate supply 

of water and other nutrients and that all of these must act 

in harmony which alone transforms the potentially causative 

factors into a result whereby the seed grows into a sprout. 

The main thrust of the argument is to exclude all theories 

of absolutism, nihilism, chance, accident and indeterminism. 18 

III 

The Buddhists formulated three distinct ideals related 

to the "savior" and his role in history. One was that of the 

Pacceka Buddhas(individual Buddha) who secure their own 

-nirvaya but do not preach and numerous such Buddhas may exist 

simultaneously. The Pacceka Buddha, as pointed out by a re

cent study19 is related to the pre-Buddhist Vedic muni (hermit

sage) and the Brahmanical samaga (ascetic) and is somewhat of 
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